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P R E F A CE T O T H E F I R S T E D I T I O N
HIS is an attempt to reinterpret the plays of JEschylus, on which
I have been working for many years, in the light of the general
evolution of Greek society and in particular the transition from tribal
society to the state. The range it covers is so wide that I should have
been glad to spend more time on it, but in the immediate future
research is likely to be difficult, and therefore I have decided to publish
it without further delay.
The books to which I owe most are, in my special field, the works
of Jane Harrison and Ridgeway, and the earlier works of Cornford,
and, more generally, Morgan's Ancient Society, Engels' Origin of the
Family, and Caudwell's Illusion and Reality. Other obligations are
acknowledged in the notes and references.
I must also mention a special debt to my friends the peasant
fishermen of the Blasket Island in West Kerry, who taught me, among
many other things that could not have been learnt from books, what
it is like to live in a pre-capitalist society. It is true that nominally
they fall within the orbit of the capitalist system, because they are liable
for rent, but most of them refuse to pay it ; and in general their tradi
tions, especially their poetry, date from a time when social relations
were profoundly different from those in which I have been brought up.
These, then, are the principal sources to which I am indebted for
what is new in the present work - apart from the political events of
the last ten years, which have forced me, in common with many
others, to reorientate my whole attitude to life.
I wish to thank Mrs. H. F. Stewart for the drawings, and the
Syndics of the Cambridge University Press for permission to repro
duce, in Chapters XV and XVII, material from my editions of the
Oresteia and Prometheus Bound.

T

September, 1940.

GEORGE THOMSON.

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

OOKING back

on this piece of work after five years, I regard it as a

preliminary sketch of an extensive field which needs to be system
L
atically re-explored. There are many details I would like to modify,
but in general both the method and the results have stood the test of
further research, which I hope to publish in due course. Meanwhile,
the book is still in demand, and accordingly it is now reissued with
only a few minor corrections and additions.
GEORGE THOMSON.
September, 1945 .

P R E F AC E T O T H E T H I R D E D I T I O N
HIS

book was written in the belief that by studying ...Eschylus

- that is, by treating the poet, in Shelley's words, as
Thistorically
e creation and the creator of his age - his plays might be made

both th
to renew their vitality and appeal to a wider public. It has been
translated into seven languages, and it has been used in several coun
tries as a text-book for the training of actors. I hope, therefore, that
it has done something to rescue the poet from the scholasticism that
prevails among his professional exponents. It must always be remem
bered that ...Eschylean drama was composed, not for the class-room
but for the theatre, and not for the modern European theatre but for
the theatre of ancient Athens as part of a great national festival. The
best introduction to it is to be found, not in books at all, but by going
to Greece and seeing the plays performed in modern Greek in the
ancient theatres, which have been renovated for the purpose, before
audiences ranging from five to twenty-five thousand, many of the
spectators being peasants who have travelled long distances through
the mountains.
This edition is intended for the general reader, and therefore the
Notes and Appendices have been omitted.
GEORGE THOMSON.
Birmingham, 1 966.
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INTRODUCTION

REEK tragedy was one of the distinctive functions of Athenian
G democracy. In its form and its content, in its growth and its decay,
it was conditioned by the evolution of the social organism to which it
belonged.
In the JEgean basin, split up into innumerable islands and valleys,
the centralisation of political power was difficult, and the political
units tended to remain autonomous. External expansion being thus
restricted, their internal development was proportionately intense.
In the democratic city-state, ancient society rose, on a scale neces
sarily minute, to its highest point. These states had advanced so ra
pidly that they carried with them copious traditions of the past, and
their autonomy favoured the persistence of alternative versions of the
same events, which provided abundant material for comparison and
analysis. Moreover, surrounded as they were by primitive peoples,
thoughtful citizens did not fail to perceive that their own ancestors
had once lived as these barbarians lived now. And, finally, the success
of the democratic movement predisposed its exponents towards
enquiry into its origins, while the strenuous opposition which it had
encountered taught them to regard conflict, whether between man
and man or man and nature, as the driving-force of human progress.
The result was a view of evolution at once rational and dy
namic.
JEschylus was a democrat who fought as well as wrote. The triumph
of democracy over the internal and external enemies allied against
it was the inspiration of his art. He was a leading citizen of the most
advanced community in Greece ; he was also, as a member of the
old Attic nobility, the heir to local traditions which had their roots far
back in the society of the primitive tribe. The fundamental question
which engrossed him all his life was this - how had the tribal society
enshrined in those traditions evolved into the democratic city-state
I
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which he had helped to establish ? It is a question that must concern
us, too, if we wish to understand his art, and it is at the same time
so vital to the understanding of European civilisation as to invest his
art with a permanent historical importance.
The Greek view of life was not, as sometimes represented, the
expression of qualities inherent in the Greeks as such ; it was the rich
and varied response of a heterogeneous people to the complex and
continuous growth of Greek society itself as determined by the special
.
conditions of its material and historical environment. The use that
men make of their leisure, their ideas of the physical world, of right
and wrong, their art, philosophy and religion, vary and develop in
accordance with variations and developments in their social relations
which in turn are ultimately determined by their mode of securing
their material subsistence. This is not to deny that there exists an
objective reality, or that some men have formed a truer idea of it than
others ; but every idea of it is relative in so far as it starts from conscious
or unconscious assumptions determined by the position of the man
himself in the world he contemplates.
To that extent, therefore, not only was the Greek view of life rela
tive, but so is our view of the Greek view. Our view cannot be wholly
objective, and the professed impartiality of some modern scholars is
an illusion ; but it will be more or less objective in proportion as we
recognise and analyse our own preconceptions. We must become
conscious of our prejudices in order to correct them. The historian of
the past is a citizen of the present. Those who as citizens are averse
or indifferent to contemporary social changes will seek in the civili
sation of ancient Greece something stable and absolutely valuable,
which will both reflect and fortify their attitude of acquiescence. Others,
who cannot acquiesce, will study the history of Greece as a process of
continuous change, which, if it can be made to reveal its underlying
laws, will help them to understand, and so direct, the forces making
for change in the society of to-day. To such as these, the study of
.£schylus, who was a revolutionary poet, will be especially congenial,
and the preconceptions with which they approach him, being akin
to his own, will be a positive advantage.
It is known that, in common with other civilised peoples, the Greeks
had once been organised in tribes. The precise nature of their tribal
institutions is a question which the internal evidence is in itself too
fragmentary to solve. Yet for a proper understanding of the city-
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state it is imperative to ascertain, not only what it was and what it
was becoming, but also what it had ceased to be. The internal evidence
must therefore be studied in the light of what is known of tribal insti
tutions in general. This principle was applied to early Greek history
with important results by Morgan in the nineteenth century, and
by some of his predecessors, such as Millar and Ferguson, in the
eighteenth, but, despite all the material that has accumulated since
then, it has been so far neglected by recent historians, especially in
this country, that most of them are not even acquainted with the
results already obtained.
By classifying the surviving tribes of modern times according to
their predominant mode of food production, some valuable cor
relations have been established between material culture and social
institutions, and with certain reservations these results can be applied
to the problems of archreology. In some departments of Greek ar
chreology, important work along these lines has already been done
by Harrison, Ridgeway, Cook and others, but, owing largely to their
neglect of Morgan, their use of the anthropological evidence was
insufficiently systematic. This explains, though without justifying,
recent scepticism as to the validity of their method. Thus, writing of
the origins of tragedy, which is one of the problems to be investigated
in this book, Pickard-Cambridge remarks: "All the arguments that
can be drawn from the Australian bush, Central Africa, and other
remote regions can prove nothing about Greek tragedy in default of
all evidence from Greece itself. " This provincialism goes far to explain
why the problem of the origin of Greek tragedy remains unsolved.
There is plenty of evidence in Greece itself for eyes that have been
trained to recognise it.
The comparative study of social evolution is complicated by two
factors, both making for uneven development. In the first place, the
growth of many primitive communities has been retarded by econo
mic difficulties of their habitat. The lower hunting tribes of contem
porary Australia have failed to advance beyond the mode of produc
tion left behind in Europe at the close of the palreolithic epoch ; but,
though their economic development has been arrested, their social
institutions have not remained stationary - they have continued to
develop, but only in directions determined by that mode of.production.
It would, consequently, be premature to argue without further ana
lysis from the social organisation of contemporary Australia to that
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of pala:olithic Europe ; but it would be equally mistaken to deny the
possibility of co-ordinating the two sets of data.
In the second place, the more backward peoples have been con
tinuously subjected to the cultural influence of the more advanced,
with the result that their development has been accelerated, deflected,
or obstructed. In extreme cases the peoples themselves have been
destroyed. This is a complicating factor, which needs to be analysed ;
but it must be remembered that, since the function of all social insti
tutions, alien or indigenous, is to satisfy some need, the origin of this
or that custom is not explained by saying that it was borrowed from
abroad. As Ferguson remarked, "nations borrow only what they are
nearly in a condition to have invented themselves. "
The successive phases o f evolution through which the ancient
Greeks had passed are stratified, not only in their material remains,
but in their language. The comparative study of the Inda-European
languages has already reached a point at which it is possible to draw
certain general conclusions concerning the culture of the people that
spoke the parent-speech. When this study has been co-ordinated with
that of other groups of languages, the science of historical linguistics
will be raised to a new level of efficiency. Even now, in so limited a
field as Greek, the concerted application of historical linguistics and
social anthropology can yield new and important results.
It has sometimes been said, especially in recent years, that the pos
sibilities of further research in classical studies are limited. I believe
that they are as limitless in this as in any other branch of science,
historical or physical ; but, if we are to exploit them, we must eman
cipate ourselves from traditional methods, which served well in their
time but are now exhausted. The art of JEschylus, like all art, must
be studied as a product of social evolution, and for that purpose the
departmentalism of classical research, and the barriers between clas
sical research and other branches of the historical sciences, must be
broken down. This is a task of some difficulty for those who have been
brought up in the old convention, but it must be undertaken. We live
in a period of disintegration, cultural and social, but out of this is
already emerging the prospect of a new integration. By directing our
study of JEschylus to this end, we can hope to achieve, as he achieved,
a true harmony between theory and practice, between poetry and
life.
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PART ONE

TRIBAL

SOCIETY

SOLDIER WITH EMBLAZONED SHIELD

I

TO T E M I S M

HE surviving tribes of modern times have been assigned to the
Tfollowing categories in virtue of their predominant mode of food
production : Lower Hunters (food-gathering and hunting) ; Higher
Hunters (hunting and fishing) ; Pastoral (two grades) ; Agricultural
(three grades) . The higher hunting grade is distinguished from the
lower by the use of the bow in addition to the spear. In the second
pastoral grade stock-raising is supplemented by agriculture. Of the
three agricultural grades, the first is characterised by garden tillage,
the second by field tillage, and in the third field tillage is supplement
ed by stock-raising. The last marks a stage in the development of the
tribe at which its social and political structure is already in dissolution.
This classification is, of course, an abstraction. The categories are
not mutually exclusive. Thus, food-gathering is maintained among
the higher hunters and hunting throughout the pastoral and agricul
tural grades, but in each case with diminishing importance. Nor do
they constitute a strict chronological sequence. Stock-raising and till
age have been universally preceded by hunting, and that in turn by
food-gathering, but the relation between stock-raising and tillage is
variable, being largely determined by geographical factors. Some
parts of the world are rich in domesticable animals, others in cultiv
able plants. Others, again, are rich in both, and in these the two
modes of production may have been combined from the beginning
in the form of mixed farming.
The characteristic religion of tribal society in its more primitive
phases is totemism. Each clan of which the tribe is composed is asso
ciated with some natural object, which is called its "totem". The
clansmen regard themselves as akin to their totem-species and as
descended from it. They are forbidden to eat it, and perform a tradi
tional ceremony designed to increase its numbers. Members of the
same totem may not intermarry.
9
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Totemism survives most completely among the lower hunting
tribes of Australia ; it is also found in forms more or less degenerate
among more advanced tribes in America, Melanesia, Africa, India
and other parts of Asia ; and among the Indo-European, Semitic and
Chinese peoples there are numerous traditions and institutions which
have been assigned to a totemic origin. All these peoples are, or have
been, organised in tribes, and therefore the view that they too were
formerly totemic will be considerably strengthened if it can be shown
that totemism is an inherent feature of the tribal system. In studying
this subject, the Australian evidence is of primary importance, since
it represents the most primitive stratum of which we have direct
knowledge. Even in Australia, however, the form in which totemism
has survived is not, as we shall see, its original form. If from an analysis
of the present form of Australian totemism we can deduce its original
form, and relate both to a coherent process of economic and social
change, the result may be regarded as an approximation to the history
of totemism, not only in Australia, but in other parts of the world.
The great majority of Australian totems are edible species of plants
and animals. The remainder are mostly natural objects, like stones
and stars, or natural processes, like rain and wind. These inorganic
totems are secondary, being formed by analogy after the totemic
system had fully developed. In seeking the origin of the system, we
must concentrate on the plants and animals, and the fact that most of
these are edible entitles us to presume that its origin is connected with
the food supply.
The ceremonies for the increase of the totem species are performed
at the beginning of the breeding season at a prescribed spot, called
the "totem centre," on the hunting-ground of the clan to which the
totem belongs. The totem centre is usually situated at an actual breed
ing place of the species in question. This point has been established
by recent observers, but its significance has not been appreciated. If
we ask what brought the ancestors of the wallaby clan to the spot
where ceremonies for the increase of wallabies are now performed,
the answer can only be that they came there to eat wallabies.
At the present time the members of the clan are forbidden to eat,
though not necessarily to kill, their totem species ; but to this rule
there are significant exceptions. Among some of the Central tribes,
at the performance of the increase ceremony, the headman of the clan
is not only permitted but obliged to eat a little of the species. As he
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explains, he must " get the totem inside him" in order to perform his
magic. That this ritual infraction of the taboo is derived from the
general practice of earlier times is proved by the tribal traditions, in
which the clan ancestors are represented as feeding habitually or
exclusively on their totem species. These traditions show that formerly,
so far from being tabooed, particular species had been the principal
source of food supply. They point to a time when the extremely low
level of technique had imposed severe restrictions on the quest for
food, resulting in a limited diet. The totemic clan had its origin in a
horde of food-gatherers attracted to the breeding ground of a partic
ular species of animal or plant, which became its staple food. It remains
to be seen how this state of affairs was transformed into its opposite.
The increase ceremonies are designed to represent dramatically the
growth or gathering of the totem, if it is a plant, or, if it is an animal,
its distinctive habits, gestures and cries, and in some cases the act of
catching it and killing it. It is probable that the original function of
such performances was practice in the behaviour of the species, whose
habits had to be studied before it could be caught. At a later stage,
owing to improvements in technique, this function was superseded by
that of a magical rehearsal, in which, by mimicking in anticipation
the successful operation of the quest for food, the clansmen evoked
in themselves the collective and concerted energy requisite for the
real task. Primitive magic is founded on the nation that, by creating
the illusion that you control reality, you can actually control it. It is
an illusory technique complementary to the deficiencies of the real
technique. Owing to the low level of production, the subject is as yet
imperfectly conscious of the objectivity of the external world, and
consequently the performance of the preliminary rite appears as the
cause of success in the real task ; but at the same time, as a guide to
action, magic embodies the valuable truth that the external world
can in fact be changed by man's subjective attitude towards it. The
huntsmen whose energies have been stimulated and organised by the
mimetic rite are actually better huntsmen than they were before.
Each member of the clan has a strong sense of affinity or even
identity with his totem species. The men who lived on wallabies,
thriving when they thrived, starving when they starved, and drama
tically impersonating them in order to control them, were literally
flesh of their flesh and blood of their blood, and they expressed this
distinctive relationship by saying that they were wallabies. Conse-
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quently, when the authority exercised by their oldest members was
projected in the form of ancestor worship, the ancestors were worship
ped in the form of wallabies.
It may therefore be inferred that the first stage in the evolution of
totemism was the segmentation of the primitive horde, which divided
in order to gain access to the principal sources of food supply. So long
as the new groups thus created lost touch with one another, the change
was merely quantitative-two hordes instead of one; but at some
stage, comparable to a biological mutation, this change became quali
tative. Instead of continuing to obtain their food independently by
simple appropriation, they became integrated as a complex of inter
dependent clans, each producing for the others ; and this principle
of co-operation, on which the whole structure of tribal society is
founded, was maintained by means of a taboo on eating the totem
species. Each unit became a totemic clan, whose function was to
produce a supply of its own species for the other clans. How this
interchange of products was effected will be discussed later.
As the technique of production improved and new sources of food
became available, these initial restrictions disappeared. In this way,
having lost its economic basis, totemism was transformed into an
exclusively magico-religious system providing a sanction for the estab
lished structure of society. The hunting of wallabies being no longer
a specialised technique, the function of the wallaby-men in relation
to their totem species became purely magical -by performing the
traditional ceremonies to make the wallabies increase and multiply
for the benefit of the other clans. Meanwhile, the ceremonies them
selves were adapted and developed. From being representations of the
activities of the totem species as such, they became commemorations
of events in the life of the clan ancestors, still conceived in their tote
mic form, and so served to reinforce the social code by transmitting
to the youth the traditional history of the clan. With the further decline
of the clan as an economic unit, even this function disappeared. All
that remained was a sense of kinship inspired by common descent, a
distinctive ancestral cult, the practice of exogamy, and a purely for
mal taboo on eating a particular species of animal or plant. These
are the characteristic features of the clan in the more advanced stages
of tribal society, and they can all be traced in the records of ancient
Greece.
Membership of the clan was determined by descent. The earlier
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anthropologists believed that descent was traced through the mother
before it was traced through the father. This view has been rejected
by most contemporary authorities, though not by all. I believe that
it is correct.
Many instances are recorded from modern tribes of transition from
matrilineal to patrilineal descent, but none of the reverse process at
all. This in itself creates a presumption that the former is the earlier.
Descent through the mother preponderates slightly in the hunting
grades, but in the higher grades it declines, very rapidly in the pastor
al, slowly in the agricultural. This suggests that the mode of reckon
ing descent is correlated with the mode of production.
Each of these modes of production is marked by a distinctive divi
sion of labour between the sexes. In the pre-hunting stage there was
no production, only simple appropriation of seeds, fruit and small
animals, and therefore there can have been no division of labour at
all. With the invention of the spear, however, hunting became the
men's task, while the women continued the work of food-gathering.
This division is universal among hunting tribes, and it was doubtless
dictated in the first instance by the relative immobility of mothers.
Hunting led to the domestication of animals, and accordingly cattle
raising is normally men's work. On the other hand, the work of food
gathering, maintained, as we have seen, by the women, led to the
cultivation of seeds in the vicinity of the tribal settlement ; and accord
ingly garden tillage is almost universally women's work. Finally,
when garden tillage had given place to field tillage and the hoe to
the cattle-drawn plough, the work of agriculture was transferred to
the men. These ever-shifting tensions between the sexes correspond to
the gradual transition from matrilineal to patrilineal descent. The pro
cess began with hunting- hence the rather high incidence of patrilineal
descent among modern tribes whose progress has been arrested at
that stage ; it was intensified by the introduction of stock-raising, but
in the first phase of agriculture it received a temporary check.
Among the hunting tribes of Australia, where the two modes of
descent are almost equally balanced, the incidence of patrilineal
descent increases in proportion to the complexity of the elaborate
system of exogamy peculiar to that continent - a system which has
grown in some areas within living memory ; and, since the simple
forms are more primitive than the complex, it seems to follow that
descent through the mother is more primitive than descent through
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the father. Other evidence points in the same direction. Thus, in two
widely separated tribes, of which we happen to have exceptionally
full information, we find elaborate regulations requiring the married
men to hand over either the whole or the best part of their catch to
their wives' parents. Similar regulations are found in Melanesia, and
they point to a state of society in which the men went to live with the
clan to which their wives belonged - a matrilineal clan centred in the
won1en.
Another Australian tribe, the Yukumbil, has a tradition to the
effect that formerly, when the men went hunting, they took their
wives and children with them, but later they left the children behind
in charge of an old woman. This tradition is in accord with what has
just been said about the sexual division of labour which followed from
the development of hunting. When the first camp was formed, the
immobility of the women and the prolonged absences of the men
required that it should be in their charge. The clan was centred in
the women, and the children belonged to the clan into which they
were born.
I have argued that the evolution of the tribe, or group of exogamous
clans, out of the primitive horde, which was, of course, endogamous,
was determined by the advance from simple appropriation to co
operative production, and that the economic interdependence of the
clans in the new system was secured by the taboo on the totem species,
which obliged each clan to hand over to the others a share of the
food it obtained on its own hunting ground. It remains to consider
why the clans were exogamous. Why did they not continue to inbreed
like the parent-horde ? To answer this question we must recapitulate
our argument. We have seen reason to believe that each clan subsisted
originally on a specialised diet ; that the men lived with the clan into
which they married, and were obliged to surrender their products to
the members of that clan. Thus, the practice of getting husbands from
other clans enabled each to extend its diet by obtaining access to foods
which it did not produce itself. The initial function of exogamy was to
circulate the food supply.
The tribe is a multicellular organism which was evolved out of the
primitive horde on the basis of a division of labour conditioned by the
low level of production, effected by the rule of exogamy and the
totemic taboo, supplemented by mimetic magic, and projected ideolo
gically in the form of zoomorphic ancestor worship.
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The keystone of this system was co-operation. S o long as the con
certed efforts of the whole community were necessary to maintain it
at the bare level of subsistence, it was impossible for a few to live on
the labour of the many, and the only social inequality was the prestige
earned by individual merit. It is true that from an early period a
privileged status was enjoyed by the oldest members, who, as the
Greek proverb says, were weak in action, wise in counsel, but such
privileges were dependent on the general consent. These primitive
communities were democratic to a degree that Greek society never
was.
Among the lower hunting tribes, the institution of totemism, though
it has moved far from its origin in the actual technique of production,
is still a coherent system of practices and beliefs as definite and stable
as the structure of the tribes themselves. It has grown up with the
tribe, and with the tribe it declines. When, owing to economic changes
that will be examined later, the structure of the tribe disintegrates,
the idea that men and animals are kin decays, and the mimetic rite,
with its wild cries, abandoned gestures, and ecstatic rhythm, dissolves
into a multiplicity of collateral activities, out of which emerge the arts
of poetry, music, and the dance.
The ancestor-worship characteristic of the early phases of tribal
society is at once an expression and a confirmation of the authority
exercised by the tribal elders. It is magical rather than religious. No
prayers are addressed to the totem, only commands. The worshippers
simply impose their will on it by the compelling force of the ritual act,
and this principle of compulsion corresponds to a condition of society
in which the community is still supreme over each and all of its
members. The more advanced forms of worship develop in response
to the rise of a ruling class - hereditary magicians, priests, chiefs and
kings. The totem is now tended with prayer and propitiation, it
assumes human shape, and becomes a god. The god is to the com
munity at large what the chief or king is to his subjects. The idea of
godhead springs from the reality of kingship ; but in the human cons
ciousness, split as it now is by the cleavage in society, this relation is
inverted. The king's power appears to be derived from God, and his
authority is accepted as being the will of God. Thus, the reality is
strengthened by the idea which has grown out of it. Each acts upon
the other.
As the royal clan extends its rule, the totem gods of subordinate
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clans are annexed and absorbed into its own, which thus becomes the
god of the tribe, or of the league of tribes, or eventually of the state.
Yet this new god still bears the marks of his origin. He is still regarded
as incarnate, or capable of being incarnated, in his animal form, or
the animal accompanies him as his traditional attendant, or myths
are invented in which the clan ancestor is described as the son of the
clan animal or of a woman who had lain with the clan god in his
animal form. Religious symbolism is still permeated with reminiscen
ces of the animal origin of the godhead.
With the development of tillage, the sky, as the source of rain, and
the earth, as the receptacle of seeds, assume a new and universal
importance, embracing the common interests of a whole area of tribes ;
yet even the new sky gods and earth goddesses that emerge out of
these conditions usually betray some marks of a pre-anthropomorphic
origin. The Greek Zeus is descended from the lndo-European sky god,
and was probably anthropomorphic before the Greek-speaking peoples
entered Greece ; yet some of his characteristics point to a very primi
tive, perhaps original, association with the oak. Moreover, owing to
the fusion of cultures brought about by migrations, federations, inva
sions and wars of conquest, it often happened that, even after he had
become anthropomorphic, the god assimilated totemic elements from
the more primitive strata with which he had been brought in contact.
Thus, the Greek Zeus has a variety of origins. To the Achrean con
querors, he is a sky god with all the characteristics of a patriarchal
pastoral monarch, but to the backward hill tribes of Arcadia he is
Zeus Lykaios, almost certainly totemic, and to the people of Praisos
in Crete, who had a taboo on sow's flesh, it was a sow that gave
him birth.
It is therefore unfortunate that in studying the question of totemic
survivals in Greek religion most scholars have confined their attention
to the animal associations of the gods. The deities of the Greek pan
theon are all the product of a long and complex process involving the
fusion of tribes into peoples, the subjugation of one people by another,
the propagation and aggregation of an unknown variety of cultures.
In these conditions, to ask, as many have done, whether this or that
god was originally Hellenic or pre-Hellenic, totemic or non-totemic,
is to ask a question that has no meaning. The clearest evidence of
totemism lies in a different direction.
Kreousa, the mother of Ion, belonged to the clan of the Erech-
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theidai. When she exposed her child, she adorned i t with a gold
necklace fashioned in the likeness of a pair of snakes; and in doing
this she was following the traditional custom of her clan. It is a com
mon practice among primitive tribes to mark children with scars,
tattoos, paint or ornaments representing the clan totem. In this case
the custom was explained as a tribute to the memory of Erich
thonios, who was the grandfather of Erechtheus. Erechtheus was said
to have been a man with a snake's tail; and his grandfather, according
to one tradition, had been guarded at birth by a pair of snakes, while
in another he was himself born in the form of a snake. In other words,
the emblem of the Erechtheidai was a snake, and their clan ancestor
was a snake man. The snake was the totem of the clan. Another snake
clan was the Spartoi of Thebes, sprung from the dragon slain by Kad
mos; and on the tomb of Epameinondas was a shield emblazoned
with the figure of a dragon in token of his membership of that clan.
The Eteoboutadai claimed descent from Boutes the Oxherd, and they
held the priesthood of the Diipolia, famous for its ritual slaughter of
an ox, which is clearly derived from the communal feast of a totemic
clan. Another Attic clan, the Euneidai, who held the priesthood of
Dionysos Melpomenos, traced their descent through Hypsipyle to
Dionysus, the god of wine; and in one of their legends, when Hypsipyle
was on the point of being put to death, she was saved by the unexpect
ed appearance of her sons, who proved their identity by revealing
the emblem of their clan, which was a golden vine. Finally, the Ioxidai
of Lycia, descended from Theseus, were forbidden to burn asparagus,
which they worshipped in memory of their ancestress Perigoune, who
had sought refuge in a bed of asparagus when pursued by Theseus.
The last example is perhaps the most remarkable. The taboo on the
totem species has survived, and the species is still worshipped in its
totemic form.
In pastoral society, cattle are used principally for milk, not for
meat, and therefore the flesh of domestic animals, especially female,
is commonly tabooed. The totemic taboo has thus acquired a new
economic function. Meanwhile, the increase ceremony of the hunting
period has been transformed into the common meal at which the
clansmen, together with the spirits of their dead, reunite from time
to time under the presidency of their chief and partake sacramentally
of meat from their sacred herds. Here we see the germ of the Diipolia,
and also of the feasts of the Achreans described by Homer. Nestor
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regales his people on the flesh of bulls, which he has sacrificed to the
tribal god, Poseidon. Many centuries later, the totemic sacrifice
reappears in the ritual of the Orphic brotherhoods, in which, by
eating the flesh and drinking the blood of the bull Dionysus, men
whom the class-struggle had humbled and oppressed fed on the
illusion of a lost equality.
We have seen that one function of the totemic rite had been t9
transmit to the rising generation the traditions of the clan. Year by
year those who had reached puberty were initiated into adult life by
special ceremonies designed to instruct them in the social code, ai;
expressed in sexual and dietary taboos, and to impress them with a
sense of the inviolability of tribal custom as expounded by the elders.
The significance of this crucial change - at once physical, mental
and social -was expressed in the idea, which underlies all such cere
monies, that in becoming man or woman the child was born again.
Initiation was followed by marriage. It is probable that in the
earliest period of tribal society the only restrictions on the mating of
the sexes were those imposed by the rule of exogamy ; and it is also
possible that, in the stage of food-gathering, sexual intercourse was
confined to the productive seasons of the year. The significance of
these yearly marriages was enhanced by the subjective attitude of the
partners, who saw in them the efficient cause of the seasonal process
of which they were a part - they were performed as mimetic acts of
ritual designed to promote the fertility of Nature; and at a later per
iod, when the relations of the sexes had become monogamous, this
magical function persisted in the ceremonial union or sacred marriage
of a selected pair.
So long as they have pasture, cattle feed and breed of themselves,
but by comparison with cattle-raising the work of tilling, sowing and
reaping is slow, arduous and uncertain. It requires patience, foresight,
faith. Accordingly, agricultural society is characterised by the exten
sive development of magic. The clan structure survives as a pattern
for the formation of secret sodalities, out of which arise organised
priesthoods and eventually a god-king with the special function of
promoting by mimetic magic the annual sequence from seedtime to
harvest. His office begins by being annual, and he is consecrated by a
coronation rite, based on the rites of initiation, which signifies that
he is born again, no longer man, but god. In a series of ritual acts he
has intercourse with a priestess, marks out the soil for distribution
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among the clans, turns the first sod with his sacred hoe, cuts the first
ear of corn with his sacred sickle and, finally, at harvest he is put to
death, to be replaced at the new year by a successor of unimpaired
vitality. This elaborate system of agricultural magic was understood
to mean that the fertility of the soil and the prosperity of the people
depended on the physical vigour of the king, but objectively it was
the magical manifestation of the high degree of centralised control
without which organised agriculture would have been impossible.
That is its positive side, but it has also a negative aspect in that magic,
which began as an aid to real technique, is now becoming an ob
struction.
The ritual of the god-king can be clearly traced in ancient Egypt
and Babylonia, and also to some extent in Greece -for example, in
the sacred marriage and ritual ploughing at Eleusis. It is probable
therefore that some of the pre-Acha:an monarchies, such as that of
the Attic Kekrops, were of this agrarian and hieratic type.
These questions will be resumed after we have considered more
closely the tribal institutions of early Greece and the causes which led
to their decline.
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II

EXOGAMY

HE lndo-European languages are derived from the speech of a
Tpeople which occupied some part of the Eurasian plain between
the Baltic and the Caspian in the latter part of the third millennium
e.c. The first appearance of Greek-speaking tribes in the JEgean basin
has been provisionally dated about 1800 e.c. At the end of the third
millennium, the original people had broken up, migrating south, east
and west, and the parent speech split into derivative languages, from
which are descended the Indo-European languages actually surviving
or preserved in written records.
Attempts to identify the original people by the evidence of archa:olo
gical remains are at present too conjectural to build on, but we can
draw certain conclusions about their culture from a comparative
analysis of the linguistic data. This evidence suggests that, at the time
of their dispersal, the primitive Indo-Europeans were a predominantly
pastoral people with some knowledge of agriculture ; that they were
organised in clans and perhaps also in village settlements under some
form of chieftaincy or kingship ; that descent was reckoned in the
male line, and that the women went to live with the clan into which
they married. Thus, speaking in terms of the classification adopted
in the last chapter, we may assign them to the Second Pastoral Grade.
Further light is shed on their social history by a study of their terms of
kinship.
In primitive languages all over the world terms of relationship are
used in a way which to us is very strange. When I speak of my father,
I refer to the man who begot me ; but, when a primitive tribesman
speaks of his father, he may be referring to his father's brother. His
terminology does not distinguish between the two. With us, the term
father denotes a physiological relationship determined by parenthood ;
in the primitive tribe it denotes a collective social relationship. And
so with the other terms. This is what is called the classificatory system.
21
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THE CLASSIFICATORY SYSTEM OF RELATIONSHIP
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details vary among different peoples, but i t i s everywhere based
on the same principle, which may be briefly explained as follows.
The term for "father" is applied not only to the actual father, but
to the father's brothers, to the father's father's brothers' sons, to the
father's father's father's brother's sons' sons, and so on. The term for
"mother" is applied to the actual mother, to the mother's sisters, to
the mother's mother's sisters' daughters, and so on. The terms for
"brother" and "sister" are applied to the children of all those who
are called "fathers" and "mothers".
On the other hand, while my father's brothers are my "fathers",
my mother's brothers are denoted by a different term, which may
be translated "uncle" . The same term is applied to my father's mo
ther's brothers' sons, and so on. Similarly, while my mother's sisters
are my "mothers'', my father's sisters are my "aunts", and the same
term is applied to my mother's father's sisters' daughters, and so on.
The children of my father's brothers and of my mother's sisters
are my " brothers" and "sisters," but the children of my father's
sisters and mother's brothers are denoted by terms which in the most
primitive types of the system are identical with the terms for "brother
in-law" and "wife," if I am a man, or for "husband" and "sister-in
law," if I am a woman. In the accompanying diagram these terms
are translated male and female "cousin . " Similarly, if I am a man,
my brother's children are my "sons" and "daughters" but my sister's
children are my "nephews" and "nieces" ; and, conversely, if I am
a woman, my brother's children are my " nephews" and " nieces",
while my sister's children are my "sons" and "daughters." Lastly,
my father-in-law is denoted by the same term as my mother's brother,
and my mother-in-law by the same term as my father's sister.
This terminology is clearly designed to express the relationships
characteristic of a community divided into two exogamous and inter
marrying groups. My father and his brothers and sisters belong to
Group A ; my mother and her brothers and sisters belong to Group
B. My father's brothers are married to my mother's sisters, my fa
ther's sisters to my mother's brothers. With patrilineal descent, I
belong to Group A ; with matrilineal descent, to Group B. In either
case, in my own generation, the members of my group are my "bro
thers" and "sisters," while those of the other group are my male and
female "cousins. " The generation below my own is divided in the
same way between my "sons" and "daughters," on the one hand,
I ts
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and my "nephews" and "nieces," on the other. Lastly, my father-in
law is denoted by the same term as my mother's brother because he is
my mother's brother ; my mother-in-law is denoted by the same term
as my father's sister because she is my father's sister. In many parts of
the world the marriage system connoted by this terminology still sur
vives. Where it does not, its former existence is proved by the survival
of the terminology designed to express it.
The same reasoning suffices to explain the classificatory principle
itself. A man applies to his wife's sisters the same term as he applies
to his wife, and a woman applies to her husband's brothers the same
term as she applies to him. Her sisters are not his wives, nor are his
brothers her husbands ; yet he calls her sisters "wives," and she calls
his brothers "husbands." The nomenclature does not correspond to
the reality. Accordingly, it was inferred by Morgan, who discovered
the classificatory system, that this nomenclature is a survival from a
previous condition in which it did correspond to the reality - a society
in which, in each generation, the brothers of each group were mated
collectively to the sisters of the other. On that assumption, the whole
system explains itself. If each brother is husband to each sister, the
offspring of this collective union will be the children of all : each man
will stand to the children in the relation of father, each woman in
the relation of mother. It will be seen that in such conditions the ter
minology does not express consanguinity as such but social relation
ships as determined by marriage.
Morgan's theory of the classificatory system was accepted in prin
ciple by Howitt, Rivers, Spencer and Gillen, but at the present day
it is rejected by most authorities in western Europe and America.
It has been reasserted by the anthropologists of the Soviet Union, who
maintain that it has only been abandoned elsewhere because its
implications are incompatible with the bourgeois attitude to contem
porary society. Morgan's readers will remember that his argument led
him to a remarkable prediction of the socialist revolution.
The opposition to Morgan on this issue has been strengthened by
the assumption, which, despite some remarks of his own, has passed
without question, that there is no trace of the classificatory system
in the Indo-European group of languages. So far from this assumption
being correct, the Indo-European terminology, including some well
known anomalies hitherto unsolved, is completely and coherently
explained on the hypothesis that it is derived from the classificatory
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system. This conclusion is of considerable importance fo r the cultural
history of the Indo-European-speaking peoples, because it shows that
their tribal institutions were of the same character as those of other
branches of the human race.

It was argued in the last chapter that the first stage in the evolution

of the tribe was the segmentation of the primitive horde into two
exogamous units. This is the stage reflected in the classificatory system.
The subsequent stages varied in different parts of the world. In parts
of Melanesia, I ndia, and America the tribe consists of so many
phratries and each phratry of so many clans. As Morgan showed, the
phratry, in North America at least, is a group of interrelated clans
created by the segmentation of a single original clan. At present the
exogamous unit is the clan, but there is reason to believe that it was
formerly the phratry.
The lndo - European tribal system belonged to the same

type.

Among the Greeks, the tribe, phratry and clan are represented by the

phyll, phratria, and genos ; among the Romans by the tribus, curia, and
gens. The Dorian Greeks were divided into three tribes, the lonians
into four. The subdivisions of the Dorian tribes have not yet been
precisely determined, but each of the four Ionian tribes was composed
of so many phratries and each phratry of so many clans. Moreover,
it appears that among the Greeks, as among the North American
Indians, the phratry was originally exogamous. The evidence for
this conclusion lies in the special Greek usage of the primitive Indo
European term for brother.
The Greek phrdter, derived from the Indo-European

*bhr4tir, which

in the other languages yielded the term for "brother," denoted not a
brother but a fellow-member of the phratry. At Athens, when a boy
came of age, he was formally admitted to his father's phratry at the
feast of the Apatouria, which means the feast of men "of the same
fathers." In what sense were the phrdteres "brothers" and sons "of the
same fathers" ? At Sparta, where the boys were organised in sodalities
called

agelai,

the term

kdsios,

which is a variant of

kdsis,

"brother,"

was applied to all the brothers and male cousins in the same

agela, and
kdses, was used at Sparta to denote a
The Ionian phrdteres and the Dorian

another variant of the same word,
man "of one's own generation. "

kdsioi were

originally, in each generation, the sons of the same father,

the sons of the father's brothers, the sons of the father's father's
brother's sons, and so on. They were brothers in the classificatory
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sense. The greater part of this conclusion was reached by Kretschmer,
working solely on the internal evidence without reference to the clas
sificatory system.
The Greek phratry was based on patrilineal descent. So, too,

as

we have just remarked, was the society of the Indo - European people
at the time of its dispersal. Moreover, the ideal society of the Homeric
Olympus, which was modelled, as we shall see later, on the real world,
was strongly patriarchal. But there is another side to this picture,
which we must now proceed to examine.
In the historical period, the people of Lycia were still matrilineal,
both in succession and descent, and this feature of Lycian society

is

reflected in the tradition of Bellerophon, who migrated from Argos to
Lycia, where he married the king's daughter and at the same time
succeeded to a share in the kingdom. This form of succession,

in

which royal privilege is held by right of marriage, is remarkably com

mon in the Greek genealogies. Thus, we are told that Temenos, one
of the leaders of the invading Dorians, announced his intention of
leaving his kingdom to Deiphontes, who had married his daughter
Hyrnetho. He was then murdered by his own sons, but the people
insisted on giving the kingdom to Deiphontes. This tradition plainly
embodies a conflict between matrilineal and patrilineal succession.
Equally significant is the myth of the Calydonian hunt. When Me
leager handed over the boar to Atalanta, his mother's brothers took
it from her on the ground that, if he relinquished it, it belonged to

them "by right of birth. " Meleager belonged to his mother's clan,
which insisted on the booty he had acquired remaining in it. Further,
in an Attic tradition we are expressly told that before the reign of
King Kekrops women had enjoyed equal rights with men, there had
been no marriage and children had been named after the mother.
The people of Lycia had close traditional connections with the
pre-Dorian peoples of Crete. It is clear from the archioological remains
of Minoan Crete and Mycenre that the women of this period enjoyed
a social status far superior to their position in historical Greece. More
over, Minoan theology differed profoundly from the Homeric. The
gods of Homer are entirely anthropomorphic ; the Minoan are largely
animal. The Homeric Olympus is ruled by Zeus and Hera, the mo
nogamous pair, with the male as the dominant partner. The principal
cult of Minoan society was the worship of a mother goddess, with

a

subordinate male partner, her son or her consort or both. For these
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i:easons it is now generally agreed that the institutions of Minoan
society were, to an extent not yet precisely defined, matrilineal.
This contrast between the Homeric tradition and the realities that
lay behind it is very striking, and it is not the only one. For reasons
which will appear in a later chapter, such fundamental institutions

of primitive society as the tribe, the clan, initiation, which are clearly
�raceable in Greece both before and after Homer, are hardly mention

ed in the Homeric poems. Therefore, when Homer presents

us

with

Zeus and Hera as husband and wife, we shall do well to remember
the remark of Herodotus, that it was Homer and Hesiod who made
the Greek theogony.

As Cook has shown, the Homeric view of Zeus

and Hera is a reconstruction of two earlier traditions in which these

partners were entirely Unrelated. In the one, the consorts were Hera
and Herakles, with the goddess as the dominant partner ; in the other
they were Zeus and Dione, with the god as the dominant partner.
The first pair is Minoan, the second Indo-European. Zeus and Dione
are both Greek in name, and their joint worship can be traced to
Dodona, the district which according to Aristotle, was the original
home of the Hellenes. The fusion of peoples resulting from the Indo
European immigration was symbolised in the union of the immigrant
father god with the indigenous mother goddess, the precedence given
to the former marking the decline in the status of women.
It is, of course, true that the interpretation of mythological data is
often uncertain, but fortunately the present case does not rest on
mythology alone. It is supported by evidence of a peculiarly precise
and

rigorous

kind,

which

places

the

main conclusion beyond

question.
The I . E .

*bhrdter,

"brother," has survived in that sense in all the

derivative languages except Greek and Hittite ; and similarly the
I.E.

*s'}esor,

"sister," has survived in all except Greek and Modern

Albanian. These three languages are all known to have been deeply
affected by non-I ndo - European speech - Hittite by Sumerian and
Akkadian, Albanian by Turkish, Greek by the pre-Greek languages
of the JEgean basin. The Greek derivatives of I.E.
are phrater and

eor.

* bhrdter and *S'}esor

The first of these is used, as we have seen, to denote

a fellow-member of the phratry ; the second survives only in a gloss
of Hesychios. The Greek for brother and sister is
properly

phrater ddelphos

and

same womb" as opposed to

adelphOs and adelpM,
eor adelphos, a brother or sister "of the
(phrater-eor) 6patros, a brother or sister
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"by the same father." In Homeric Greek we also find

kasignJte,

kasignetos

and

used in such a way as to indicate that they too originally

connoted relationship through the mother. This evidence, which was
collected by Kretschmer, is decisive. After their entry into the JEgean,
the Greek-speaking peoples adopted matrilineal descent, and the new
significance of phrdter and

eor was

indicated by the use of descriptive

epithets, which eventually supplanted them. They retained, however,
the patrilineal organisation of the phratry, and in that connection
the term phrdter survived. The women had no organisation correspond
ing to the phratry, and consequently the term

eor

disappeared. The

linguistic data are completely explained on this hypothesis, and

on

any other they are unintelligible.
Some archa:ologists, while recognising this

distinction

between

the lndo- European and non-Indo-European peoples of the JEgean,
have tended to assume that its significance was primarily racial. This
is a misapprehension. The patrilineal institutions of the primitive
Indo-Europeans are explained by their mode of production, which
was predominantly pastoral. It has already been pointed out that
pastoral society is characterised by a marked tendency towards patri
lineal descent. Moreover, at a later stage of our enquiry we shall find
reason to believe that, at a still earlier period, Indo-European society
had been matrilineal. In the same way, the subsequent decline of
mother-right in Greece

is not a matter of race, but belongs to the

common history of the whole population.

It is characteristic of hunting tribes that the huntsman does not
appropriate his catch, but brings it home to be distributed. So long
as the technique of hunting was too low to permit of individual pro
duction, consumption as well as production was necessarily collective.
But when men began to hunt singly, there arose a contradiction be
tween the mode of production, which was now individual, and the
mode of consumption, which was still collective ; and in this contra
diction lay the germ of private property. Similarly, a man tended to
claim what he had acquired with his own hands for himself and his
immediate relatives, and in this claim lay the germ of the individual
family. But it was a long time before these disruptive tendencies be
came strong enough to disturb the outward structure of society. Their
first effect was to intensify clan co-operation, which was extended in
every direction, covering the whole field of social life. Clan was bound
to clan by an elaborate system of reciprocal services, out of which
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arose a spirit of constructive rivalry, each vying with the others for
prestige. The man who had acquired a surplus of game or plunder
signalised his success by inviting another clan to feast with his own.
Such an invitation was also a challenge, because it imposed on the
clan that accepted it a moral obligation to return it, if possible with
interest. Failure to do so meant loss of prestige. At a later stage, if the
obligation was not returned, it might be commuted into some form
of labour service. The clans were no longer equal. Co-operation had
been transformed into competition.

In parts of North America, these tendencies have developed into
the system known as "potlatch. " They can be clearly traced in Chinese
tradition, and more faintly in the exchange of gifts which is a feature
of the Homeric poems. When Glaukos exchanged shields with Diome
des, gold for bronze, Homer can only explain it by saying that Glaukos
lost his head ; but it is more likely that Glaukos was expecting a return
such as Mentes promised Telemachos after being presented with an
heirloom. It is easy to see how these hospitable exchanges might deve
lop into barter.
The growth of private ownership derived a powerful impetus from
the domestication of cattle. Game is perishable and land is immovable,
but wealth in the form of cattle is durable and easy to steal or to
exchange. Being necessarily nomadic, pastoral tribes are quick

to

increase their wealth by cattle raids and war ; and since warfare, which
had grown out of hunting, was waged by the men, it reinforced the
tendency, already inherent in pastoral society, for wealth to accumu
late in their hands. Constantly on the move, these turbulent tribes
plunder one district after another. The male captives are killed, the
women are carried off as chattels, their skill at the loom being measur
ed in terms of cattle. But warfare requires unity of leadership, and
consequently these tribes develop a type of kingship which is primarily
not magical, but military. In reward for their successful leadership,
the kings receive the lion's share of the spoils, and the wealth thus
amassed promotes social inequalities which shake the whole fabric of
tribal society, beginning at the top. The details of this process will be
studied in the next chapter. At present we are concerned with its effect
on the rules of inheritance.
The Jewish tribes which eventually settled in the land of Canaan
were a pastoral people of this character. As Robertson Smith has
shown, it is probable that the Semitic stock was originally matrilineal,
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but when the Jews took to agriculture they were already strongly
patriarchal. All property, real and personal, was transmitted in the
male line. The land was inalienable ; the acquired goods were distri
buted among the sons. But what happened if a man had no sons ? In
the Book of Numbers (xxvii. 8) we read : "If a man die, and have no
son, then ye shall cause

his inheritance to pass unto his daughter."
of

This meant that the usufruct passed to the man she married, who,

course, would belong to another clan. Accordingly it was enacted
(xxxvi. 8) : "And every daughter that possesseth an inheritance in

any tribe of the children of Israel, shall be wife unto one of the family
of. the tribe of her father, that the children of Israel may enjoy every
man the inheritance of his fathers." The word which in the English
version is translated "family" means properly

a

clan. The heiress was

compelled to marry into her own clan. Only in that way could the
property be retained in the male line. The principle of exogamy, on
which the structure of the tribal system depends, and with it the
liberty of the wpman, have been sacrificed to the interests of private
property.
In Greece this process was slower to develop, because, as we have
seen, the tendency to father-right had been temporarily reversed, but
it is at least possible that the breakdown of exogamy had begun among
the ruling families before the Dorian conquest. A remarkable feature
of the pre-Dorian genealogies is the large number of instances in which
a man marries the daughter of his brother or father's brother ; but,
since the historical value of these genealogies is open to question, it is
better not to rely on them. Clearer evidence of the explosive effects of
the new wealth derived from the plunder of Minoan Greece is provi
ded by traditions of the same period relating to homicide within the
kin.
Tribal society recognises two major crimes - incest and witchcraft.
Incest is violation of the rules of exogamy ; witchcraft is the misappli
cation for individual ends of magic, which was designed for the service
of the community. Manslaughter between clans is common, but it is
not a crime - that is to say, it is not punished by the community

at

large but settled by the clans to which the individuals concerned
belong. The manner of its settlement is a matter of some importance.
When a man has been killed, his fellow clansmen must avenge

him.

The obligation is instantaneous and absolute. It is entirely irrespec..
tive of the circumstances of the case. The clan to which the victim
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belonged apply to the clan of the offender for compensation. If suit
able compensation is granted, the affair is at an end. If not, the vic
tim's clansmen seek out the offender and kill him ; or, if they cannot

kill him, they kill another member of his clan. In the latter case, the

other clan is now placed under the same obligation, and so there arises
a ' vendetta, which may last for generations.
These laws can be studied in detail among the higher hunting and
agricultural tribes of North America ; they can also be traced among
the primitive Germanic tribes and among the Greeks. In Attic law,
the' terms for "prosecution" and "defence" mean properly to pursue

and to flee, and even in the historical period prosecution for homicide

was left to the initiative of the victim's kinsmen. In the Homeric poems,

the,manslayer has the alternatives of paying compensation or leaving

the country. Compensation is given in movable goods, though the

mythological evidence suggests that in earlier times it had also taken
the form of labour service.
But what happened when a man killed a fellow clansman ? So long

as the clan was based on collective ownership, compensation

was

impossible, but at the same time one of the principal causes of crime
was absent, and therefore homicide within the clan was extremely
rare. In Greece, however, during the period we are considering, as
a.n'long the Germans in the last period of the Roman Empire, it became
common. Enriched by wars of conquest, the ruling families embroiled
themselves in internecine struggles of succession and inheritance.
The clan owed its solidarity to the fact that, so long

as

the technique

of production was too low for the individual to be self-sufficient, he
could only exist as a member of a cooperative goup. Throughout the
history of tribal society, clan kinship is of all ties the most sacred. The
horror excited by homicide within the clan is well described by Gron
bech, writing of the primitive Norsemen. After explaining that homi
cide between clans is "not a crime against life itself, not even to be
reckoned as anything unnatural." he goes on :
On the other hand, from the moment we enter into the clan, the
sacredness of life rises up in absolute inviolability, with its judg
ment upon bloodshed as sacrilege, blindness, suicide. The reaction
comes as suddenly and unmistakably as when a nerve is touched by
a needle.
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Among the Norsemen, the man who had killed a fellow clansman
was cursed and cast out of the clan. He became an outlaw. Unless, as
sometimes happened, he was adopted into another clan, he ceased to
exist as a member of society. Cut off from the clan, in which alone he
had his being, he went mad and died of starvation. So in Greece. The
man who had killed a fellow clansman was hounded out of the com
munity, pursued by the curses of his kinsfolk, or, as they expressed it,
by

his victim's avenging spirits, the Erinyes or Arai, who drove him

mad and sucked his blood until he was nothing but a heap of bones.

These Erinyes were conceived of as snakes. In Greece, as else
where, the snake became a generalised symbol for the spirits of the
dead - the reason being doubtless that the snake casts its slough and
so appears to renew its life. In the legend of CEdipus, as treated by the
Attic poets, the Erinys embodies the curse inherited from Laios by
his son and his son's sons. In Pindar the sons of CEdipus are destroyed
by the Erinys in retribution for their father's parricide. That was the
Dorian tradition, being recorded as such by Herodotus. In the
however, the Erinys that persecuted CEdipus was

Odyssey,

his mother's, and

in other legends the function of the Erinyes is to avenge the man
slaughter of a kinsman in the female line. Thus, they were invoked by
Althaia against her son Meleager, who had murdered her brother ;
they persecuted Alkmaion for the murder of his mother, Eriphyle,
and Orestes for the murder of Clytemnestra. The Erinyes were the
ancestral spirits of a community which traced descent through the
mother, and their prominence in these traditions of the Mycenean
Age reflects the dynastic conflicts precipitated in the ruling class of a
matrilineal society by the rapid growth of property.
The word

erinjs

is probably not Indo- European, and there are

other indications pointing to an JEgean origin. In the Homeric poems,
and again in the mystical tradition of Eleusis, the Erinyes appear
also as punishers of perjury. The crime of perjury presupposes the
ordeal by oath, which, as Diamond has shown, marks an advanced
stage in the development of law. It does not appear until the growing
interests of property and trade have prompted the publication of a
written code - as, for example, in the Hittite Code, and even there
it is only employed in default of independent evidence. Now, in the
Code of the Cretan city of Gortyna, the ordeal by oath is prescribed
more extensively than in any other ancient code before the develop
ment of what Diamond defines as mature law. Moreover, in the
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Greek tradition the institution o f this ordeal w as ascribed t o the
Cretan lawgiver, Rhadamanthys. There is no difficulty in supposing
that the legal system of Minoan Crete, which left a deep impression
on the folk memory of the Greeks, had advanced to this point, but
the high development of law at Gortyna, which was not a great com
mercial city, is an apparent anomaly that requires to be explained.
The explanation seems to be that Minoan culture was in part absorbed
by the Greek-speaking conquerors of Crete.
It may be concluded therefore that the Indo- European immigrants
into the 1Egean took over the cult of the Erinyes when they adopted
matrilineal descent. At the same time, as we shall see in the next
chapter, they were not without ancestral spirits of their own.
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III
PROPERTY

HEN
Whis

the Homeric chieftain counts his possessions, he enumerates

household goods,

his slaves, and his livestock, but he does

not mention the pastures on which his cattle graze, and it is at least
doubtful whether he regards even the land he cultivates as his own,
except where it is a gift from his people. That so many modern read
ers have failed to appreciate this fact is due to the influence of an
environment in which private property has come to be regarded as a
self- evident and unchallengeable right. Yet, even in England, it is
little more than a century since the peasants were driven by the
Enclosure Acts from the last of the common fields, and in the Middle
Ages, before the first enclosures, there was no private ownership of
land as we understand it.
Nilsson maintains that the Homeric similes belong to the latest
stratum in the evolution of the poems . In one of these, two men are
described, with measures in their hands, dividing equally a piece of
common ploughland. Modern commentators have been at pains to
reconcile this passage with their preconceptions by interpreting it to
mean that two brothers are dividing their father's estate ; but the men
are not described as brothers, and, if the land had been their father's
estate, it would not have been described as common. The natural
interpretation of the words is that the land is being divided for use,
not for ownership, and this accords with a recognised feature of
primitive land tenure in other parts of Europe and elsewhere. With
the notable exception of Ridgeway, modern scholars have failed to
see that the Homeric evidence on this subject can only be understood

in the light of a comparative analysis of land tenure in primitive
society generally. This is one of the urgent tasks awaiting the attention
of arch�eologists, and, of course, it is far too complex to be attempted
here. There is, however, an alternative approach. If it is true that
men's ideas about the world are ultimately conditioned by their
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economic relations, it should be possible to discover something about
those relations by examining the ideas in which they are reflected.
The three Fates - Mo£rai in Greek, Parcte in Latin,

Nornen

in Ger

man - are still part of the common stock of the European literary
tradition. They are the goddesses who sit and spin the thread of
human destiny, ordaining for each man at birth the principal events
of his life, and especially the last of all - his death. The present chapter
will be devoted to an analysis of this conception.
The basic meaning of the word mo£ra is a share or portion.

As John

the Deacon remarked in his commentary on Hesiod, the Moirai

(goddesses of Fate) are "dispensations" or "divisions. " With mo£ra is
associated another word,

ldchos,

a portion given or received by the

process of casting lots. One of the Moirai bore the name of Lachesis,
the goddess of Allotment. In this sense

kleros,

ldchos

is synonymous with

which, commonly used of a lot or holding of land, originally

denoted a piece of wood used for casting lots.
The Attic clan of' the Gephyraioi was descended from a branch of
the stock of Kadmos which had settled in Boiotia, where "it was
allotted the portion of Tanagra. " Whether this expression is intended
literally is more than we can say ; . but we know that elsewhere it has
been customary for immigrant tribes to cast lots for the occupied
territory. It will be remembered how the tribes of Israel occupied the
Promised Land :
Speak unto the children of Israel and say unto them, When ye
are passed over Jordan into the land of Canaan, then ye shall drive
out all the inhabitants of the land from before you . . . . And ye
shall dispossess the inhabitants of the land and dwell therein ; for
I have given you the land to possess it. And ye shall divide the land
by lot for an inheritance among your families ; and to the more ye
shall give the more inheritance, and to the fewer ye shall give the
less inheritance : every man's inheritance shall be in the place where
his lot falleth ; according to the tribes of your fathers ye shall
inherit (Num. xxxiii. 5 1 -4) .
And Joshua said unto the children of Israel, How long are ye
slack to go to possess the land which the Lord God of your fathers
hath given you ? Give out from among you three men from each
tribe : and I will send them, and they shall rise and go through the
land, and describe it according to the inheritance of them ; and
they shall come again to me. . . . Ye shall therefore describe the
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land into seven parts, and bring the description hither to me, that
I may cast lots for you here before the Lord our God (Joshua xviii.

3 -6 ) .

The land was to be distributed by lot among the tribes, and the terri
tory of each tribe was to be subdivided by lot among the "families"
or clans.
In the seventh Olympian, Pindar relates how the island of Rhodes
was

divided into three

mo£rai

mo£rai

by the sons of Helios. That these three

correspond to the three immigrant tribes is clear from the

Homeric version of the same tradition. That they were distributed by
lot is not expressly stated, but it may be inferred from the myth, which
Pindar relates in the same poem, of the origin of the island. When the
Olympian gods cast lots for the newly-conquered world, Helios was
absent and so left without a

kleros.

The omission was rectified by

assigning to him the island of Rhodes, then beneath the sea, which he
had already descried rising to the surface, and this arrangement was
ratified by an appeal to Lachesis.
The same myth, though without mention of Helios and Rhodes,
is related in the

Iliad. The sons of Kronos divided the world into three
motrai, for which they cast lots, and Zeus was warned by Poseidon that
he must keep within his mo£ra. Similarly, we are told by Hesiod that
Hekate received from Zeus a motra of land and sea, retaining in per
petuity the share allotted to her at the time of the original division or

dasm6s.
The evidence of mythology is supported by historical tradition.
After their conquest of the Peloponnese, the Dorian chieftains divided
the country into three portions, for which they cast lots. It is probable
therefore that the portion of Tanagra was allotted to the descendants

of Kadmos in the same way.
In the

Odyssey,

when King Nausithoos led the Pha!acians to their

new home, he "divided the ploughlands. " According to Herodotus,
the people of Kyrene invited settlers from Greece to participate in a
"re-division of the land." Some time later the territory of Kyrene
was again divided by an arbitrator from Arcadia, who divided the
land into three

motrai

and the inhabitants into three tribes. These

tribes· were artificial units created for the purpose of dividing the land.
Even after its basis in kinship had crumbled away, the tribal system
still seemed the necessary foundation for any form of ordered society.
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Thus, when the dispossessed Attic peasants of the time of Solon
demanded a re-division of the land, their demand was an appeal to
ancient tribal practice ; and similarly the Athenian institution of the
klerouchia, in which conquered territory was divided among settlers
from Athens, marked the persistence, in new conditions, of the tribal
conception of land settlement.
Besides dividing the ploughlands, King Nausithoos "made tem
ples." Besides distributing the land among the tribes, the arbitrator: of
Kyren e reserved certain estates for the king as chief priest of the corn-.
munity ; and the Athenians assigned similar reservations to the priest
hood in their settlement of Lesbos. These reservations, or tem"'8,
were estates "set apart" for the use of priests, chiefs and kings.
The Homeric evidence shows clearly that, while power or privilege
was in the gift of the king, land was in the gift of the people, who
bestowed on their leaders, in reward for military se1 vice, estates which
differed from the others in that they were not assigned by lot to tribe
or clan, but by special gift to an individual. Thus, Bellerophon was
rewarded by the King of Lyda with royal honours, while the people
bestowed on him a tlmenos of the best arable land. iEneas was warned
by Achilles, whom he had come to fight, that, even if he should win,
he could not hope for royal honours from Priam, who had sons of

his own to provide for, nor for a tlmenos from the people. In the same

way, the elders of Aitolia (presumably the chiefs of the clans) tried
to induce Meleager to fight for them by offering him a tlmenos of the
most fertile land in the country. Appropriation of the land cannot

have proceeded far in a community in which the most fertile part of
it could be bestowed by common consent on an individual. The
Homeric tlmenos represents the germ of private property in land
developing within a collective tribal system.
Booty was distributed in the same way. Just as the island of Rhodes,
allotted to Helios, is described by Pindar as his ldchos or
or his privilege, so the same terms - mo£ra or ldchos,

glras his lot
glras or time-are
,

applied to the share of the spoils allotted to each warrior. The process
of distribution is called, as before, a dasmos ; and just as the king receiv
ed a temenos which was "set apart" for him, so in the distribution of
booty he received a "chosen gift" reserved from the general allotment.
And here, too, the ultimate authority seems to have been vested in
the people. "How can the Achreans give you a

glras ?"

Achilles cries

to Agamemnon, who has demanded a substitute for Chryseis. "The
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spoils we have taken have already been divided, and it would not be
right for the people to bring them together again. " Nevertheless, it
appears that the king was in a position to assign other shares to his
vassals, and he is sometimes accused of keeping more than his share
to himself. He is beginning to claim as a right what was properly a
gift from his people. The same ambiguity appears in respect of the
kingship itself. Once assigned to a particular family, it tended to
become hereditary, because military leadership is a specialised occupa
tion, but it was still subject to popular ratification. Telemachos hoped
to succeed to his father's kingdom, but all he claimed as his right was
the inheritance of his personal property. When the sons of Teme.nos
murdered their father in order to keep the kingship in the family, the
people restored it to Deiphontes.
In the year

484 B.c.

the Athenian people proposed to distribute

a

surplus from the silver mines among the whole citizen body, but
Themistokles persuaded them to devote it to the construction of a
fleet instead. The collective distribution characteristic of tribal society
had become incompatible with the interests of the state. It is an illu
minating incident, because it shows how tenaciously the common
people had clung to the primitive conception of property.
As it was with land and booty, so it was with food . In ancient times,
so Plutarch writes, when meals were administered by Moira or Lache
sis on the principle of equality, everything was decently and liberally
arranged ; and in support of this contention he points out that the
old word for a meal meant properly a division. His etymology is
correct :

dais

is cognate with

dasmos.

The

motrai

of meat were divided

equally and distributed originally by lot ; but the chine, which was
the choicest portion, was reserved as a geras for the chief who presided
at the meal. When Menelaos invited his guests to sit down to table at
Sparta, he handed to them the chine which the attendants had set
before him. The swineherd Eumaios paid the same compliment to
the disguised Odysseus - a dramatic touch, because he gave his lord
the lordly portion without knowing who he was.
Plutarch goes· on to remark that the equality of the common meal
was destroyed in course of time by the growth of luxury (he should,
rather, have said the growth of property) but persisted in the public
distribution of meat at state sacrifices. These state sacrifices, on which
vast sums were spent under the Athenian democracy, served an
economic need, because they provided the lower classes with their
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only opportunity of eating roast meat ; and the principle on which
they rested - that the citizens met to share food with their god 
shows that they were derived from the communal feast of the primitive
clan.
Lastly, the conditions on which the king or chief enjoyed all these
privileges are stated in a famous passage of the Iliad : "Why have the
people of Lycia conferred on us the highest honours- pride of place
and precedence in food and drink ? They regard us as gods, and
they have bestowed on us

a tlmenos of rich ploughland. Therefore we

must be foremost in the fray, that the people may say, These kings of
ours, who feed on our fat herds and quaff our choicest wine, can fight."
Royal honours were the gift of the people granted in recognition of
military service.
After the democratic revolution, the use of the lot became an
integral element in the administration of the Athenian state, and
Greek writers are unanimous in regarding it as a distinctive character
istic of

a democratic constitution. It may therefore be added to

those other elements in ancient democracy which we have already
traced back to a tribal origin. The truth is that ancient democracy

was essentially the reassertion by the common people of their lost
equality.
All the key-words we have been considering - mo£ra, kleros,

lachos,

dasm6s-reappear in the terminology of the Greek laws of inheritance.
The property that a man inherits from his father is his kleros, or in
poetry his motra. In earlier times, the father had divided his property
among his sons before he died, and we learn from a passage

in the

Odyssey that this dasm6s had been effected by lot. In Attic law, the
property was inherited by the sons ; in default of sons, by the daught

ers ; in default of children, by the brothers ; in default of any close
relative, by the fellow clansmen. Similar rules of priority are prescribed
in the Code of Gortyna and in Hebrew Law ; and, as Morgan pointed
out, we have only to reverse the order to see that they correspond to
the gradual restriction of the right of inheritance from the circle of the
clan to the individual family, thus marking the transition from collec
tive to private ownership. Even in democratic Athens, this transition
had not been completed. The right of testamentary disposition, which
is one of the characteristics of mature law, was only recognised

in

default of legitimate issue. Thus the son's claim on his father's pro
perty was the last vestige of the time when all property had been
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owned collectively by the clan. And the transition had proceeded so
surreptitiously that the regulations governing the disposal of private
property were still expressed in terms that had their origin in primitive
communism.
It may therefore be concluded that in its application to food, booty
and land the idea of Moira reflects the collective distribution of
wealth through three successive stages in the evolution of tribal
society. Oldest of all was the distribution of food, which goes back to
the hunting period. Next came the distribution of chattels and inani
mate movables acquired by warfare, which was a development of
hunting ; and, last, the division of land for the purposes of agriculture.
The use of the lot was, of course, a guarantee of equality. The
goods were divided as equally as possible, and then the portions were
distributed by a process which, since it lay outside human control,
was impartial. And for the same reason it was regarded as magical,
as an appeal to the Moirai or spirits of the Lot, who determined each
man's portion. With the growth of private property, the use of the
lot became increasingly restricted, and the popular conception of the
Moirai was modified accordingly. They became the goddesses who
determined for each man his lot in life.
Besides these divisions of wealth, the word motra was also applied to
divisions of function. Here again we find traces of a social order which
had vanished from the real world reflected in the ideal world of
Olympus.
Before making war on the Titans, Zeus swore to the gods that, if
victorious, he would not only respect the privileges of those who
already had privileges, but bestow others on those who at present
had none. The result was that, when the war was over, he was invited
to assume the sovereignty. Zeus became king in reward for military
service. After becoming king, he assigned to the gods their several
privileges or functions. The geras of Hephaistos was fire ; the mo£ra
allotted to Atlas was to hold up the sky ; the mo£ra of the nymphs was
to care for mortals in early manhood ; to Apollo was assigned music
and dancing, while lamentation was the ldchos of Hades. Once Aphro
dite, whose mo£ra or time was love-making, was caught working at the
loom, and Atheria protested to Zeus that, since Aphrodite had stolen
her kleros, she would no longer pursue the vocation which she had
received from the Moirai. In 1Eschylus, the Erinyes accuse Apollo of
robbing them of the ldchos which the Moirai had bestowed on them
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at birth ; and Asklepios was punished for the same reason - in seeking
to raise the dead, he had trespassed on the

motra

of Hades.

In the earliest phase of tribal society the only division of labour had
been sexual, but, with the development of stock-raising, tillage and
handicrafts, specialised occupations tended to become hereditary in
particular clans. In ancient Greece we meet with many such craft
clans : the Homeridai (rhapsodes) , the Asklepiadai (physicians) , the
Iamidai, Branchidai and Krontidai (soothsayers ) , the Euneidai (lyre
players) , the Kerykes and Theokerykes (heralds) . At Sparta, the
heralds all belonged to the clan of the Talthybiadai : as Herodotus
remarks, heraldry was the geras of the clan. And there are many other
clans whose name bears a vocational significance : the Poimenidai
(herdsmen) , Aigeirotomoi (hewers of poplar) , Bouzygai (ox-spanners) ,
Phreorychoi

(well-diggers) ,

Daidalidai and Kropidai

(sculptors) ;

Hephaistiadai, Aithalidai, Eupyridai and Pelekes (armourers and
smiths) .
Discussing the Attic craft clans, one contemporary historian declares
that they must have been guilds and, considering it improbable that
such guilds could have existed in primitive Attica, he concludes that
" these names were fancy choices. " No doubt many of them were
guilds - that is to say, professional associations to which admission
was obtained by some form of co-option ; but, as Gronbech has
shown, the guild is descended from the clan. The medireval guild is
simply an advanced form of the craft clan. The only structural
difference between them is that membership of the guild is not deter
mined by birth, except in so far as the son becomes eligible by follow
ing his father's vocation ; and even the primitive clan commonly
admits strangers by adoption. Since the craft clan is a widespread
feature of the higher stages of tribal society, there is no difficulty in
supposing that it existed in primitive Attica ; and, even if it did not,
at least there existed the primitive clans out of which the craft clans
subsequently evolved. If this historian had given any attention to the
history of primitive society, he would have had no need to resort to
fancies.
The Asklepiadai claimed descent from Asklepios, the god of physi
cians ; the Iamidai from Apollo, the god of prophets ; the Kerykes from
Hermes, the god of heralds ; the Talthybiadai and Theokerykes from
the herald Talthybios ; the Daidalidai from Daidalos, the sculptor ;
the Bouzygai from Bouzyges, said to have been the first man to har-
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ness cattle to the plough. In all these cases the vocation of the clan
coincides with the traditional function of the eponymous god or hero
from whom it claims descent.
Here again endless confusion has been introduced by recent histo
rians owing to their ignorance of the structure of the primitive clan.
Of the clans j ust mentioned, some certainly - the Homeridai and
Asklepiadai, for example - and others probably, were guilds in the
historical period. So far as their origins are concerned, that point, as
we have seen, is immaterial ; but it is not established by the fact that
their first ancestor is mythical. Wade-Gery defines the Athenian

genos

a.S "a group of Athenians connected by fictional common ancestry 

fictional, because the alleged ancestor is always mythical. " This is
simply a

non sequitur.

The fact that the first ancestor of the clan is

mythical does not disprove its claim to common descent. If it did, the
common descent characteristic of totemic clans throughout the world
would be a fiction, because in these cases the first ancestor is not a
human being at all. These current misapprehensions would be easier
to excuse if the true nature of the clan, in Greece and elsewhere, had
not been explained ninety years ago by Morgan.
The physician Asklepios is a mythical projection of the human
physician. Apollo as prophet and Hermes as herald were fashioned in
the image of real prophets and real heralds. If Talthybios was a
historical person, which is doubtful, he belonged to the clan which
subsequently named itself after him. The hero Bouzyges is nothing
more than an impersonation of the traditional function of the Bouzy
gai. According to Herodotus, it was Homer and Hesiod who "gave
the gods their titles, distinguished their privileges and crafts, and fixed
their form . " Some of these attributes may have been older than
Herodotus allows, but his essential point is correct - they were deri
vative, not primitive. Invading tribes had overrun the lEgean, and
so the sons of Kronos conquered the world ; the invading tribes had
divided the land by lot, and so the sons of Kronos divided the world ;
the kings of these tribes owed their sovereignty to military service,
and so did the King of Olympus. The parallel will be pursued in the
next chapter. In the same way, the division of labour among the
gods, as it appears in the Homeric poems, is simply the reflex of the
division of labour which had been effected in the real world by the
primitive system of clan crafts - a system in which a man's vocation

in life was determined by the clan into which he was born.

Ill
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This brings

us

to the important question : how did the Moirai

become spinners - Klotho, Atropos and Lachesis ?
Klotho, who is spinning personified, is the oldest of the three,
because, while Homer speaks of the Moirai collectively as Klothes,
he never mentions the other two. Atropos appears in later literature
as

the "goddess of the abhorred shears who slits the thin-spun life" -,

an image apparently based on the process of cutting the web from
the loom. "I have rolled up like a weaver my life : he will cut me off
from the loom. " But this notion is not found in early Greek literature,
nor does it conform to the meaning of the word as the Greeks inter
preted it- she who cannot be turned back, whose thread cannot be
unspun. And even this interpretation, which can be traced back to
iEschylus, is not easily reconciled with the operations of spinning or
weaving. It is not hard for the spinner to unwind what she has spun,
nor for the weaver to unravel what she has woven. Penelope is a
standing instance to the contrary. It is possible, therefore that this
interpretation rests on a false etymology. The word is based on the
idea of turning (trepo) - of that there is no doubt ; it may be, however,
that the prefix is not privative but intensive. In that case, Atropos

is

simply a variant of atraktos, with interchange of p and k - not "she
who cannot be turned," but the Turner - a personification of the
spindle.
There remains Lachesis, the goddess of Allotment. Her place by the
side of Klotho and Atropos suggests that originally she, too, m'l:lSt
have carried some connotation germane to the art of spinning - either
the allotment of the unworked wool among the spinners or, what
comes to the same thing, the amount of wool required to fill the
spindle.
How then did these Klothes or Moirai become spinners of destiny?
The answer must be sought in the function of their human prototypes.
We must also observe - the tradition is insistent on this point - that a
man's destiny is spun by the Moirai at the time of

his birth. What

were the women of the clan engaged in spinning at the birth of a

child ? To this question there seems to be only one answer. They were
making its clothes.
The primary function of clothes is, of course, to protect the body,
but among prhnitive peoples this function is commonly encrusted
with magical practices and beliefs founded on the notion that there

exists

an intimate relation between a man's clothes and his life. The
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same idea underlies the custom of decorating the body by scarifica
tion, tattooing, painting, and the use of detachable ornaments.
In ancient Greece the newborn child was wrapped in swaddling
bands and adorned with amulets such as necklaces and rings. These
articles were known collectively as

gnorismata,

or tokens, because they

were sufficiently distinctive to identify the child. When an unwanted
child was exposed, its tokens were exposed with it. This was done
even when, so far from hoping it might survive, its parents were
determined it should perish. Thus, when the infant Cyrus was handed
over to a shepherd with instructions that it was to be left a prey for
the wild beasts of the hills, it was richly attired in embroidered linen
and ornaments of gold ; and, when the shepherd substituted for it

his own stillborn child, he transferred these tokens from the one to

the other. The custom of exposing the tokens cannot therefore in
general have been prompted by the hope of subsequent recovery,
although in particular cases that may have been a secondary motive ;
and the fact that the child was not simply killed, but left to die, and
its clothes abandoned with it, suggests that at one time exposure was

a ritual act based partly on the beliefthat the child's life was bound up
with its clothes, which bore the marks of its origin.
Were these marks totemic ? The question is worth raising, because
it is a widespread practice among primitive tribes to mark the children
by tattooing or other means with the totemic sign of the clan to
which they belong.
The Arabic wasm is a mark branded on camels. According to
Robertson Smith, it was originally a totemic sign placed, not only on
camels, but on their owners. Moreover, as he points out, the word
itself is cognate with

ism, which is the Arabic for name. Now, precisely

the same equation is found in Indo-European. The Latin

nomen,

the Greek

onottizo

and

6noma,

nota

and

are derived from the same base.

Some scholars have hesitated to accept this equation, because its
significance is not immediately apparent. But the Semitic analogy
makes it plain. The mark and the name are the same thing, both
representing, the one in graphic and the other in spoken form, the
clan totem incarnate in the bearer. This explains why in primitive
society the name is universally hedged round with taboos.
Is there any evidence that the gnorismata were totemic ? The Spartoi
of Thebes had two emblems -the snake and the spear. The story was
that the body of every member of this clan was marked with a spear
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from birth ; but, since birthmarks are not hereditary, it has been
plausibly suggested that the spear was a totemic tattoo. The clearest
instance, however, is the snake necklace exposed with the infant Ion.
As we remarked in the first chapter, the snake was the totem of the
clan.
In the

Oresteia,

Orestes proves his identity to his sister by showing

her a garment she had woven for him as a child - probably, as the
scholiast observes, his swaddling bands ; and in it are animal designs.
These animal designs were a traditional

motif in

the metal ornaments

and embroidered swaddling bands in which infants were attired.
There are several instances in the comedies of Menander. Syriskos is
examining the tokens of a foundling : "Here's an iron ring plated with
gold, and on the seal is carved -is it a bull or a goat ?" And again :
"Doris, go and fetch the casket with the embroideries in it -you
know, the one I gave you to keep . . . . Isn't this a he-goat or an ox or
some such beast ? . . . . That's the attire they found me in as a child. "
These animal designs o n the

gnorismata

are clearly derived from an

earlier custom of marking the child with the totem of its clan.
The significance of the totemic emblem was twofold. It signified
that the child that bore it was a reincarnation of the clan ancestor,
and had inherited by right of birth the traditional duties and privileges
of the clan. Therefore, as mythical projections of the women who wove
the swaddling-bands embroidered with the clan-totem the Moirai
represented the authority of ancestral custom which determined from
birth the part allotted to the individual in the life of the tribe. It may
be added that in parts of Greece, where the rate of infant mortality
is high, the belief still survives (or did in the last century) that the
life of a new-born child may be saved by unmarried girls meeting in
the house immediately before it is delivered and weaving a complete
garment for it in one day.
The connection between Moira and the clan totem is established
by another line of argument. The

daimon

of the Orphics and Pytha

goreans was the guardian spirit assigned to every man at birth who
decided all the crucial issues of his life. This is the function of the
Egyptian

ka,

the Mexican

nagual,

and the North American

manitoo 

all individual totems evolved out of the collective totem of the clan,
with which in many cases they are combined. And besides this indi
vidual

glnnes

da{mon,

we also find traces of a hereditary

of 1Eschylus, or

da{mon

daimon,

the

of the clan. Further, the words

da{mon
daimon
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are constantly associated in such a way as to indicate that

their meaning is essentially the same. The Greek for " trying one's
luck" is " to ascertain one's

mo£ra," or, alternatively, "to put one's
da{mon to the test." Empedokles says that there are two kinds of dalmones
or mo£rai that inaugurate man's life at birth. Iphigeneia cries out in
the same breath against the evil dalmon which brought her from the

womb and the Moirai who delivered her mother of a child so miser
able. That this significance of da{mon is fundamental is proved by its
etymology ; for

da{mon

is cognate with

dais,

a meal, and with

dasm6s,

a division - it is the Apportioner or ancestral spirit who determines
each man's

mo£ra.

The functions of the Moirai were not confined to birth. They were
also associated with re-birth, with marriage and with death. At
Athens, when a man returned home after being reported dead and
duly lamented by his kinsfolk, he was readmitted to the community
by a ceremony consisting of a mimic birth, and he was described

deuter6potmos,

one who had received a second

synonymous with

mo£ra in

p6tmos-p6tmos

as

being

the sense of that which "falls to one's lot."

In myth, it was the Moirai who attended at the bridal bed of Zeus
and Hera. In cult, the Greek bride offered a lock of her hair to
Artemis and the Moirai. Antiphon says of the bridal night that "this
night inaugurates a new

p6tmos, a new da{mon." And, finally, the
motra thanatou (portion of death) , corresponding to motra
bi6toio and motra gamou (portion of life, portion of marriage) , shows
phrase

th�t man had his portion in death as well as life. All this will become
clear when we have had an opportunity of examining the interconnec
tion in primitive thought of the ideas relating to birth, adoption,
initiation, marriage and death.
I have argued that the Moirai originated as a symbol of the econo
mic and social functions characteristic of the primitive tribe - the
sharing of food, the sharing of booty, the sharing of land, and the
division of labour between the clans. These functions were maintained
under the direction of the tribal elders, the accepted exponents of
ancestral custom. If, therefore, the Moirai symbolised the authority of
ancestral custom, it becomes pertinent to enquire why they were
conceived in female form.
Among the arguments advanced by Robertson Smith in support
of his contention that the Semitic peoples were originally matrilineal
is the fact that in the Semitic languages tribal units are treated as
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feminine. "If," he says, "at the time when the use of genders

was

taking shape, the effective bond of blood had been reckoned through
the father, it is simply incredible that the tribal unity could have
been personified as the mother of the stock." The same argument
applies to Greek. The normal type of the clan name is based on the
element
-a.

-ida-,

which is an extension of the suffix

-id by

another suffix,

Both these suffixes are feminine, and in the dialects of north-west

Greece clan names of

this type were actually declined as feminine.

Thus, the typical Greek clan name, which in historical times was
applied exclusively to men, was originally restricted to the women.
A tribe in which the principle of mother-kin is fully operative has
the following characteristics. The children belong to the mother's
clan. When they grow up, the men marry women of other clans and
go to live with the clan into which they marry. The women remain in
their own clan. Therefore the descent of the clan is traced through the
women and its affairs are administered by the women. If therefore
the Moirai represented the authority of tribal custom as vested in the
elders of the clan, and

if those

elders were women, then we may say

that in origin the Moirai were simply the ancestral spirits of the clan.
So, as we have seen, were the Erinyes. Were the Moirai and the
Erinyes originally identical ? I think not. True, they had much in
common. Both were female ; both were worshipped exclusively by
the female sex. If, as we have suggested, the Erinyes were of ...Egean
origin, their sex is explained by the matrilineal institutions of pre�
Hellenic Greece. The name of the Moirai, on the other hand,

is

Indo-European. Yet, as we saw in the last chapter, the lndo-European
immigrants into Greece were patrilineal. This apparent contradiction

can be resolved on the hypothesis that the origin of the Moirai lies in
the primitive culture of the lndo-European peoples before their

dis

persal ; and this hypothesis is supported by some independent evid
ence.
In the first place, there is a striking resemblance between the Greek
Moirai and the Germanic Norns. They, too, were associated with
birth, marriage and death ; they, too, . were spinners of fate. The
Germans cannot have derived this conception directly from the
Greeks ; nor is it likely that they derived it through Latin,

because

the Roman concept of the Parca: as spinners was merely a literary
borrowing from Greek and as such confined to the educated classes .
If the Parca:, as spinners, had exercised any influence on popular
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thought, we should expect to find traces of it in the widespread Gallic
and Germanic cults of the Matres Deie. Yet, though the evidence
is plentiful, there is only one instance in which these deities are identi
fied with the Par�i and none in which they are represented as spin
ners. The Norns require closer investigation than they have yet
received, but, with this reservation, it may be suggested that their
affinities with the Moirai must be due to a common lndo-European
origin.
In the second place, the significance of Moira in relation to the
sharing of food shows that the idea had its roots in the hunting period
-a

stage which, at the time of the dispersal, Indo-European society

had left far behind ; and, as we saw in the first chapter, one of the
characteristics of that stage is the relatively high incidence of matrili
neal descent. It appears therefore that in the idea of Moira we have
one of the oldest traditions of the Indo-European peoples.
Unlike the Erinyes, the Moirai have no animal associations. This
too follows naturally from the hypothesis I have advanced. As ances
tral spirits of a matrilineal society, the Erinyes maintained their
connection with the female ancestors ; but when, before its dispersal,
the Indo-European-speaking people adopted patrilineal descent, the
l\1oirai ceased to represent the ancestors, who were now men, and so
were cut off from their totemic origin.
Yet, thought their origins were distinct, their functions are closely
related. 1Eschylus says that in the beignning the world was ruled by
"the threefold Moirai and the unforgetting Erinyes. " The women of
Thebes cry out against "Moira, giver of evil and the shade of <Edipus,
the black Erinys . " When Agamemnon repented of having robbed
Achilles of his geras or mo£ra, he attributed his blunder to the malice of
Zeus, Moira and Erinys. In the post-Homeric period, Moira is often
replaced in this connection by Dike, or Justice. Thus, when Agamem
non and Menelaos have refused burial, which is the

mo£ra of the dead,

to the body of Ajax, the dead man's kinsman utters a curse upon
them in which he invokes Zeus, Erinys, and Dike, "who brings to
fulfilment. " The epithet

telesph6ros,

which is here applied to Dike,

was also a traditional epithet of Moira. In the

Oresteia,

the parents

who have been struck down by their children cry out on the name of
Dike and on the thrones of the Erinyes. Finally, Herakleitos says that,
if the Sun were to exceed his

metra or

measures, he would be detected

by the Erinyes, the ministers of Dike. In a later chapter we shall
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find that these "measures" are really "portions, " the idea of metron
being a post-Homeric development of mo£ra.
These passages make it clear, first, that the function ascribed

in

Attic poetry to Dike had previously belonged to Moira, and, secondly,

that both were functionally related to the Erinyes. The nature of their
relationship appears to be that, whereas Moira or Dike is offended by
violation of the established portions or limits set to human conduct,
the actual punishment of the offender is effected by the agency of the
Erinyes. The Moirai decree what shall be, and the Erinyes see to it
that their decrees are carried out. This traditional co-operation
between the Moirai and Erinyes corresponds to the fusion of cultures
which underlies Greek civilisation, and the superior authority enjoyed
by the Moirai reflects the dominance of the Indo-European element
in it.
In explaining his blunder, Agamemnon coupled with Moira and
Erinys the name of Zeus. How did Zeus stand in relation to the Moi
rai ? According to ..iEschylus, when Zeus first became king, he was
powerless to override the authority of the Moirai. In the Homeric
poems, Zeus stands to the Moirai in the same equivocal relationship
as the king stood to his people. When Sarpedon is about to die, Zeus
is sorely tempted to save him, which suggests that he could if he would,
but he desists when Hera indignantly warns him that, if he violates
the decrees of Fate, other gods will seek to do the same. On the other
hand, such stereotyped phrases as

mo£ra theon

and

epekl6santo theo{

imply that the authority of the Moirai is already fading before the
growing power of the gods, and their eventual subordination
revealed at a later period in the cult title

moiragetes,

is

"leader of the

Moirai," borne by Zeus at Olympia and by Apollo at Delphi. The
new gods have conquered. The tribe has been superseded by the
state.
Having explained their sex, we have no difficulty in understanding
why the function of the Moirai was symbolised by the spindle. Spin
ning was the women's task. So, before the development of field tillage,
was agriculture. The significance of Moira in this connection

is

clearly brought out when we contrast it with another element in
Greek thought which had its origin in the work of the men.

In pastoral society, the men tend the flocks, the women work the
wool which the men bring home. The notion of pasture underlies

a

word whose social importance eventually eclipsed that of Moira - the

Ill
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n6mos. This too originally signified
mo£ra was applied primarily to

whereas

a division o r portion, but,
cultivated land,

nomos

was

confined to pasture. Now, private property was naturally much slower
to develop in uncultivated land than in cultivated. Long after the

mo£ra

of the clan had been split up into family holdings, the pastures

remained common, their use being regulated by customary rights. In
this way the word

nomos

acquired the sense of a common usage or

acknowledged custom, and so at a still later stage custom as by law
established. Thus, both Moira and Nomos have their roots in the
economic relations of tribal society ; but, whereas at the beginning of
the historical period the primitive significance of Moira is already in
decay, the idea of Nomos does not reach maturity until long after
wards in the democratic city-state. The decline of Moira and the rise
of Nomos correspond to the transition from the matrilineal tribe to
the patrilineal state.
We have not yet finished with the idea of Moira. After its first
roots in the social organism have withered, it sends out fresh roots,
through which it renews its vitality by adapting itself to the new
modes of thought set in motion by the everchanging organism on
which it feeds ; and so the continuity which underlies its successive
transformations is simply the continuity of society itsel£
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earliest settlers in Crete were probably of North African

origin, belonging to the same stock

as

the primitive inhabitants

of Lower Egypt. They were joined at an early period by immigrants
from Cyprus and Asia Minor. Their social and cultural development
was continuously stimulated by contacts with the advanced states of
Egypt and the East, and by the middle of the second millennium

B.c.

they had built up a highly organised, commercial, theocratic state
centred in the city of Knossos. The commercial connections of Minoan
Crete radiated all over the Mediterranean, and its relations with
Lycia, the Cyclades, and parts of the Greek mainland were partic
ularly close. The legends of Argos and Attica suggest that these areas
had at one time been ruled from Knossos or at least subjected to
tribute. All this presupposes command of the sea and an advanced
state organisation ; and these are precisely the features of the Minoan
age which impressed themselves most deeply on the Greek tradition.
The sea power of Minos is mentioned by Thucydides as a historical
fact, and his fame as a legislator survived in the mystical tradition,
which made him the supreme judge of the dead who allotted to
each soul its portion in eternal life.
This high degree of social organisation was not reproduced outside
Crete itself. The cities of the mainland - Orchomenos, Thebes, Argos,
Tiryns and Mycenre -were comparatively small and isolated military
strongholds, whose massive walls frowned menacingly over the sur
rounding plains. Soon after the middle of the second millennium
the city of Knossos was destroyed, and the centre of power shifted to
Mycenre, whose ruling dynasty exercised an uncertain hegemony over
its neighbours. The power of these dynasties rested mainly on con
quest and plunder. There was a protra�ted war between Mycenre and
Thebes. It was a period of intense social disturbance, culminating in
maritime raids of marauding bands as far as the borders of Egypt
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and in the siege of Troy. It was brought to an end by the incursion of
the Dorian tribes ( 1 000 B . c . ) , which plundered the plunderers and
established new dynasties in Thessaly, the Peloponnese and Crete
itself. After the Dorian conquest, more settled conditions supervened.
The wealth of Minoan civilisation had been exhausted.
The origin of these pre-Dorian dynasties is uncertain, but it is
probable that many of them spoke Greek. The distribution of dialects
in historical Greece suggests that Greek speech had been carried
into the ..tEgean basin in three successive movements. The first brought
the parent dialect of Attic and Ionic to Boiotia, Attica and the north
ern Peloponnese. This is the period in which the political influence
of Crete was at its height - a fact which is reflected by the absorption
into Greek of a large and important alien element, including the
words for "brother" and for "king." The second movement, associated
with the fall of Knossos ( 1 45 0 B.c. ) , brought the parent dialect of
..tEolic and Arcadic to Thessaly, the Peloponnese, Crete, Rhodes and
Cyprus. It is highly probable that this was the speech of the Achiean
princes described in the Homeric poems. The third movement was
the spread of Doric, which overlaid the Achiean dialects throughout
the Peloponnese, except the Arcadian highlands, and extended over
seas as far as Crete, Rhodes and the Lycian seaboard. Meanwhile,
..tEolic and various local dialects, which subsequently merged into
the dialect known to us as Ionic, were carried across the ..tEgean to the
northern and central coasts of Asia Minor by fugitives from the Dorian
conquest.
The same process is reflected, though naturally with less precision,
in the history of religion. The cults of Earth at Dodona and Delphi,
of Demeter at Eleusis and in Argos and Arcadia, of Athena in Boiotia,
Attica and Sparta and of Hera in Argos, Arcadia and Elis - all these
are pre-Hellenic. At Dodona, Earth was joined at an early date by
Zeus ; at Delphi she was superseded by Apollo, who was brought to
.
Delphi from Crete and to Crete from Anatolia. The supremacy of
Athena in Attica, of Hera in Argos, and of Demeter in Arcadia, was
disputed by Poseidon, and at Olympia Hera gave way to Zeus.
Since the name of Zeus is certainly Indo-European, and since most of
the Achiean dynasties claimed descent from him, it is likely that they
were instrumental in diffusing his worship through the Peloponnese
and overseas to Crete.
Beginning with peaceful infiltration, the process became progres -
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sively more violent, and the Achrean period was catastrophic. These
northern invaders, disguising their obscure origin under the royal
name of Zeus, had pillaged the rich treasuries of Mycenre, Sparta and
Minoan Crete. Their tribal organisation must have been far from
primitive when they entered the lEgean, but hitherto the germs of
decay had been working slowly from within. Now, in the clash of
conquest, the accumulated intensity of the contradiction between the
old structure of society and its transformed content precipitated a
convulsion, out of which, after the Dorian conquest, there emerged
a new and different structure. Henceforward the community was
divided against itself between those who produced wealth and those
who enjoyed it. It was this internal opposition which, by multiplying
the divisions of labour, rendered possible the immense technical and
cultural advances which marked the transition from barbarism to
civilisation. But this opposition was not static - it was a struggle,
intensely and incessantly accelerating the whole tempo of social change.
The interval between the Achrean conquests and contemporary
Europe is but an insignificant fraction of the countless ages that had
elapsed since the emergence of those conquering tribes out of the
primitive horde.
The social organisation of the Achreans has been reconstructed from
the archreological remains with the aid of the Homeric poems. The
king lives in a palace on some rocky eminence, surrounded by the
dwellings of his vassals. The relation between king and vassal is such
as we find in similar conditions among the primitive Germans 2,000
years later. In reward for military service, the vassal holds in fee the
rule of some portion of the conquered territory, and in return he
takes up arms for the king when called on to do so. Such was the
relation of Bellerophon to the King of Lyda, of Phoinix to the father
of Achilles ; and we remember how Odysseus endeavoured, but in
vain, to evade military service. The vassal is entitled to be consulted
on matters of policy and to feed at the royal table. There are many
such councils in the Iliad, and in the Odyssey the offence of the suitors
lies in their abuse of a recognised privilege. Finally, each vassal stood
in the relation of king to vassals of his own. Odysseus was a vassal of
Agamemnon's, but to the princes of Ithaca he was king.
The revolutionary feature of this relationship is that it is personal,
independent of kinship, and therefore anti-tribal. The resulting con
flict among the ruling chiefs between personal and tribal loyalties has
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already been discussed, and it explains a remarkable feature of the
Homeric poems. We learn from a single verse of the Iliad that the
Acha:an army, like those of Athens and Sparta many centuries later,
was organised on a tribal basis ; but the fact is mentioned incidentally,
and it is never mentioned again. This reticence on the subject of
tribal institutions does not mean that they had ceased to exist, but
that the poems belonged to the tradition of a ruling class which instinct
ively made little of the loyalties it had defied. The common soldiers
continued to be marshalled phratry by phratry, but the vassal followed
his lord.
This distinction between the esthloi- rich, well-armed, valiant and
so "good" - and the kakoi, who simply followed their leaders, is not
yet so rigid as it was eventually to become, because the power of the
chiefs is based on wealth in the form of plunder, not yet on land, and
such wealth can be lost as easily as won. Nevertheless, it is already
recognisable. When Thersites was bold enough to raise his voice
against the war, Odysseus thrashed him. The upstart was given a
salutary lesson. Achilles declared he would rather be a serf among the
living than a king among the dead ; and meanwhile, as we learn
from Hesiod, the serf fortified himself against the wrongs of this world
with the hope that they would be punished in the next. The commu
nity is divided against itself. Its outlook is no longer unified.
The characteristics of these Acha:an princes - their social organisa
tion, their personal ideals, their attitude to the common people - are
all mirrored in the stories told to them by their poets about their
gods.
The dwelling of Zeus is on the cloud-capped peaks of Olympus.
I n the beginning, as cloud-gatherer and thunderer, he had dwelt
alone, the other gods residing elsewhere - Hera in Argos, Aphrodite
in Paphos, Athena in the House of Erechtheus ; but now they have
been gathered together in a single celestial city - Zeus in the central
palace, the others in the surrounding mansions built for them by
Hephaistos. The supremacy of Zeus is recognised, though in practice
it is often challenged. He summons his subordinates to councils, at
which the affairs of mankind are discussed, and entertains them to
meat, wine and music. These gods are selfish, unscrupulous, pas
sionate, intensely alive to all delights of the senses. In one thing only
are they divided from their worshippers - they can never die ; and
of that privilege they are extremely jealous. Mortals must not aspire
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above their mortal state, or they will be blasted with the thunderbolt.
As the common people are to their chiefs, so are the chiefs to their
gods. These Achreans expressed their sense of the limitations to their
control of natural forces by personifying those forces as a class of
supernatural beings which controlled them in the same way as they
controlled their subject class. The Achrean Olympus was the mythical
mirror of social reality.
It will be remembered that, in the hunting tribe, the authority of
the elders had been proj ected as ancestor worship, and that later,
when power was concentrated in the hands of a chief or king, a god
was worshipped in the king's image. The further evolution of human
society promoted an increasing complexity in the relations of the
divine powers believed to govern it. Some gods were subordinated to
others : wars between tribes and peoples were waged again in heaven.
The galaxy of totemic emblems which made up the royal insignia of
the Pharaohs was a crystallised symbol of the fusion and subordination
of originally independent tribes which had led to the unification of the
kingdom ; and the ever-shifting relations between the rival cities of
the Tigris and Euphrates are reflected in the composite and unstable
Babylonian pantheon. In the same way, the suzerainty of Zeus over
his turbulent Olympians reproduces the organisation of Achrean
Greece under the loose hegemony of the royal house of Atreus.
Myth was created out of ritual. The latter term must be understood
in a wide sense, because in primitive society everything is sacred,
nothing profane. Every action - eating, drinking, tilling, fighting 
has its proper procedure, which being prescribed, is holy. In the song
and dance of the mimetic rite, each performer withdrew, under the
hypnotic effect of rhythm, from the consciousness of reality, which
was peculiar to himself, individual, into the subconscious world of
fantasy, which was common to all, collective, and from that inner
world they returned charged with new strength for action. Poetry and
dancing, which grew out of the mimetic rite, are speech and gesture
raised to a magical level of intensity. For a long time, in virtue of their
common origin and function, they were inseparable. The divergence
of poetry from dancing, of myth from ritual, only began with the rise
of a ruling class whose culture was divorced from the labour of pro
duction. In Greece, as among the primitive Germans, this class was a
military aristocracy which ruled by right of conquest, and its first
product was in both cases the art of epic poetry. After the battle was
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over, tired but contented, the warriors forgot their fatigue as they
listened to a lay, chanted by one of themselves or later by

a

minstrel,

in honour of their victory. The function of these lays was not to prepare
for action, like that of choral poetry, but to relax after action, and
therefore they were less tense, less concentrated, less sacral. Moreover,
their themes were not the collective traditions of clan or tribe, but
the exploits of individuals ; and therefore their technique was freer
from convention, more open to innovations.
Behind Greek epic there lies the custom of collective chanting, such
as we find among some of the North American tribes. The decisive
stage in the evolution of epic was the rise of the military dynasties,
which furnished the art of song with new themes and a new technique.
The new themes were the wars of conquest, and the new technique
was the lay sung by

a

trained minstrel at the feasts to which the king

entertained his vassals. From this point the evolution of the art can
be traced in written records. As Chadwick has shown in his masterly
study of the subj ect, the history of Greek and of Teutonic epic presents
a number of common features, which enable us to relate both to
their social environment.
The themes of the Teutonic lays were originally contemporary. The
minstrel sings to-day of the victory of yesterday. Thanks to his train
ing, the metrical form of the lay has become a second language to
him, in which he is as fluent as in ordinary speech. The court minstrel
is a vassal of the king, whose power he consolidates by perpetuating
the memory of his achievements.
The Homeric poems do not belong to this stage, but they point
back to it. We hear little about minstrelsy in the

Iliad,

because its

theme is actual fighting, but on one occasion Achilles consoles himself
in idleness by singing of "the glories of men," which must mean their
exploits in battle, and the Olympian banquet in the first book conclu
des with songs and dances from Apollo and the Muses. In the

Odyssey,

Phemios sings of the homecoming of the Achreans, Demodokos of the
Troj an horse, and we are expressly told that contemporary themes are
the most popular. We also hear of a minstrel at Mycenre, to whom
Agamemnon had entrusted the guardianship of his Queen - evidently
a vassal of high standing.
The Homeric poems themselves belong to the second stage. The
Achrean monarchies have succumbed to the Dorian invaders, and the
wealthy families of Thessaly and the Peloponnese have fled to Asia
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Minor, taking their cultural traditions with them. There they found
new kingdoms, formed partly from the indigenous population and
partly from the refugees now swarming across the JEgean. These new
settlements are petty agricultural states, in which the king is merely
the principal landowner. In these conditions, the minstrels no longer
sing of contemporary victories, because there are none to sing of, and
so they turn back to the idealised traditions of the past.
It was in this environment, with the monarchy already in decline,
that Greek epic matured. It may be assumed that the lays which these
emigrants had brought with them were already of a high artistic
order. Now they were brought to perfection. The major factor underly
ing the last phase in the evolution of the Iliad and Odyssey is this
uneventful period of concentration on a number of rich and already
well-handled themes by craftsmen who had behind them a centuries
old tradition, formed under the influence of Minoan civilisation,
which they now re-fashioned all the more boldly because it had been
uprooted from the country of its origin. The masterly construction of
these poems is so impressive that it has been adduced as evidence of
single authorship ; but there is no reason why the same effect should
not have been produced over a number of generations in the condi
tions of oral transmission. One may still encounter among the peas
antry sagas or folk-tales which are artistically perfect - not because they
are the work of a conscious artist, but because in the course of centuries
they have been progressively shaped and polished by a sort of natural
erosion, which has worn away excrescences and fashioned by slow
degrees a final unity. And the hereditary poets of the Homeridai
were conscious artists, cultivated and refined, who perfected the
traditional material by infusing into it their own personal outlook.
In the same way, the tragic intensity with which the story of the
Iliad is imagined arises out of the historical conditions in which the
poem had evolved. The Achrean dynasties had risen and fallen while
it was being composed. These sophisticated poets of Smyrna and
Chios were far removed from the semi-barbarous robber chiefs of
whom they wrote. The result was a dynamic tension between themsel
ves and their material ; and so deeply had they absorbed their material
that this tension appears as something internal in the heroes of the
story. "If," says Sarpedon to his vassal, "we were destined to live for
ever like the gods and never grow old or die, I should not send you
into battle nor would I go myself; but, since in any case we are
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encompassed on every side by a thousand deaths and dangers, let
us go - to give glory, or to win it." That is not the voice of a robber
chief. The Achilles who drew his sword upon the king, sulked in his
tent, sobbed like a child, spurned the offer of cities, rolled in the
dust for grief, dragged his enemy's corpse at the tail-piece of his
chariot and begged the aged Priam to go for fear he should be
seized by a sudden paroxysm and kill him - that is the authentic
Achrean chief, the restless cattle-raider, the pillager of Knossos. But
Achilles is doomed ; so is Agamemnon, and Ajax. The empire they
carved out by robbery and rapine has been swept away, to be
remembered in melodious hexameters by the quiet and sensitive poets
of Ionia, who loved to note the movement of sheep stampeded in the
fold, the long sweep of scythes in the grass or the grace of a woman's
fingers at the loom. And so, as they see him, Achilles is tormented by
foreknowledge of his future. "Shall I go home to Phthia and live out
my life in uneventful ease, or die young in battle and live for ever
on the lips of poets ?" That is the dilemma of the Iliad, which crystallises
in a single masterpiece five centuries of revolutionary change.
In the Odyssey, which is later than the Iliad, the technique is the
same, but the material is less traditional - the scenes in Ithaca must
be largely fiction ; and the tone is gentler, less heroic. If, as Nilsson has
maintained, the stories about the Phrenicians belong to the late eighth
century, when maritime trade was just beginning to revive, it may
be inferred that one of the main themes of the poem - the fear and
fascination of the sea -was evoked by the early beginnings of the
commercial movement which was soon to precipitate a new crisis com
pleting the evolution of the city-state.
The art of epic had grown up with the monarchy, and with the
monarchy it declined. The king had been needed to lead the tribes
in war, and, when the wars were at their height, the Greek kingdoms
became federated under a supreme monarchy at Mycenre ; but this
system rapidly collapsed, not merely because it was threatened by the
Dorians, but because it was unable to adapt itself to a peacetime basis.
The instability of the Achrean kingship is apparent in the Homeric
poems. Even on the field of battle, Agamemnon is unable to control
his strongest vassal, and meanwhile his palace at home has been
seized by a usurper. In the generations following the Trojan War, th e
Achrean federation dissolved into a multitude of petty principalities,
in each of which, as the pressure of military needs relaxed, the king
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was forced to share his privileges with his vassals, until nothing was
left of his office but the name.
When the royal courts broke up, the minstrels went out among the
people, taking with them their traditional technique and adapting
their themes to their new environment. Composed for a rich and
leisured aristocracy, the Homeric poems had been designed to please ;
but the peasants to whom these minstrels now addressed themselves
had no use for poetry unless it could help to fill hungry mouths. The
poetry of Hesiod was designed to teach. In the Works and Days, the
peasants received instruction in farming, star-reading, weather lore,
charms and omens, and generally how to make the best of their hard
lot ; in the Theogony, they were told of the origin of the world, and
how by violence and cunning the Olympians had subjugated the gods
of the Golden Age, when all men had lived contentedly without hav
ing to win their bread in the sweat of their brows. In the poetry of
Hesiod, the peasants were urged to "work, work, work," and at the
same time they were fed on folk-memories of primitive communism.
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placate Achilles, Agamemnon offered him, among other things,

seven townships in Messenia, inhabited by people rich in flocks and

herds, who, he said, would honour him with gifts like a god. These
townships were evidently royal demesnes which the king wished to
bestow on a vassal because they were too far from his capital to be
ruled directly. This method of organising conquered territory is ana
logous to the feudal system of western Europe, being based on a simi
lar gradation of rank from the king through

his vassals and his vas

sals' vassals to the serfs. It represents an advance on the

temenos,

because it implies that the land belonged, in fact if not in name, to the
sovereign. It did not last, because in peacetime, as we have seen, the
centrifugal tendencies of the local chiefs were too strong for it, and
it was swept away by the Dorian invaders.
When the Dorians entered the Peloponnese, their tribal organisa
tion was still largely intact. The tribal assembly, composed of the
adult men, was still able to assert its authority. That is shown by the
treatment of the sons of Temenos and by the subsequent history of the
Spartan

apella.

Similarly, at Sparta, the effective administrative body

was for a long time the gerous{a, the council of tribal elders. The func
tion of the Spartan kingship remained essentially military and, though
in the historical period the office was hereditary, the part played by
the assembly after the death of Temenos shows that the succession
had once been subject to popular ratification.
The Dorian settlement of Sparta derived its distinctive character
from the fact that the tribal system, confined to the conquerors, who
formed a small minority of the total population, was thereby convert
ed, with little internal change, into a rigidly exclusive ruling caste.
Since their numbers were few, the Spartans could only hold down the
serfs by maintaining their military organisation in a state of constant
readiness, and the basis of that organisation was tribal. For the same
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reason, they had to close their own ranks against the disruptive in
equalities that would follow from the growth of private property.
Accordingly, they did everything in their power to maintain among
themselves the tribal principle of common ownership. The land was
divided into family estates, but these estates were inalienable, and
their function was, by exploiting the serfs who worked them to the
extent of

50 per cent. of the produce, to provide each Spartan with

his contribution to the collective food supply, for they continued to

eat in common. At the same time, they set their faces against the
development of trade, and refused to publish a code of laws, without
which organised commerce was impossible. In this way a system
which had evolved on the basis of equality was transformed into an
instrument of class domination. Its structure was still tribal, but in
function it had become

a

state.

Notwithstanding these precautions, inequalities did develop. The
law against alienation was evaded, and there arose a class of landless
Spartans. The internal pressure thus set up was met by a policy of
cautious expansion. It had to be cautious, because a defeat in war
would have presented the serfs with the opportunity for which they
were always waiting. And for the same reason Spartan foreign policy
was guided by the determination to maintain so far as possible the
supremacy of the landowning class in other states.
In Thessaly and Crete the subj ect population was treated by their
Dorian conquerors in the same way, although the actual form of
serfdom appears to have been rather less severe. In Crete we find

a

similar system of common meals and family estates, but, thanks no
doubt to its maritime position, its social organisation was in some
respects more advanced, or at least had become so by the fifth century.
In that period, and perhaps earlier, the Dorians of Gortyna had a
code of written laws, which, though more primitive than the Attic
Code of Solon, implies a considerable development of private property.
As I have already remarked, the legal institutions of Dorian Crete
may have owed something to the influence of Minoan culture.
It was only in these three areas that the domination of the Dorians
was complete. In Sikyon and Argolis, besides the three Dorian tribes,
there was a fourth, composed of pre-Dorian elements, and this implies
that the pre-Dorian population had not been reduced to serfdom by
the act of conquest. The Dorian aristocracies of these areas were
weaker, and therefore less successful in resisting the growth of trade.
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In other parts o f Greece - in Attica and Ionia - the new social
system which emerged after the wars of invasion was not based on a
racial and cultural cleavage such as divided the Dorians from their
subjects. By the end of the seventh century

B.c.

the Attic landowners

had succeeded in reducing their peasantry to a condition worse than
serfdom, but, since they were themselves bound to the peasantry by a
common culture and by the common ties of tribe and clan, the process
took a long time, and it engendered among the peasantry a fierce
resentment. The Spartans had won the land by the sword ; the Attic
nobles had to steal it.
The germ of property in land was, as we have seen, the

tbnenos.

This germ was bound to develop, because it was economically progres
sive. Under the tribal system, the land belonging to the clan had
either been worked collectively or else divided family by family and
periodically re-distributed. These two methods correspond to suc
cessive stages in the development of agriculture. Originally, the land
had been worked collectively because that was the only way in which
it could be worked, and similarly the division into family holdings
reflects the rising efficiency of the smaller unit. And, naturally, the
smaller unit emerged first among the ruling classes. The

tbnenos usually

consisted of the best land ; not being liable to redistribution, it could
be enclosed and so better protected ; and the chief who owned it could
cultivate it with the labour of slaves brought home from the war.
Nor were the economic advantages of enclosure lost on the common
people. The small man could not hope for a

temenos,

but he could clear

and enclose a piece of waste land, which became his by acquisition.
This is the

eschatie,

of which there are already instances in the

Odyssey.

His supply of slave labour was limited, but after the Dorian invasions
cheap hired labour was available from thousands of detribalised and
demoralised outcasts, who could be put to work on the harvest and
then turned adrift for the winter. In these conditions the effect of ap
propriation was both to enhance the value and to extend the area of
the cultivated land.
I t was, however, only a matter of time before this process of expan
sion reached its limit, and then the ownership of land began to
concentrate. By loans of seed and stock after a bad season, the big
landowner became a creditor of the small, and after a succession of
bad seasons the smallholder reached the point at which he could only
redeem his debt by surrendering his holding or tying himself to his
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creditor by some system of annual tribute. He lost his land or became
a serf.
The temenos was primarily a reward for military service, but it might
also be dedicated to the service of a god. Indeed, since the chief was
commonly a priest, the two types were not strictly distinguishable.
The assignation of temene to priestly families was one of the principal
means by which the land passed into the control of the nobility. Just
as the god had a chief to be his servant, so he demanded a house to
dwell in and cornfields for his maintenance. In many cases the produce
of his

temenos was supplemented

by the receipt of tithes. The origin of

the tithe lay in the contribution made to the common meal shared by
the clan with its god ; but the priests had now become the accepted
intermediaries between the people and their god, who accordingly
shared his meals with them alone.
The priesthood was already well organised in the Mycenean period.
That is clear from the antiquity of such clan cults as those of the
Branchidai at Miletos and the Eumolpidai at Eleusis, and the priest
hood of Apollo at Delphi, which was recruited from a limited num
ber of noble families. But it was only in the eighth and seventh centu
ries

B.C.

that religion was consciously organised as a means of rein

forcing the economic domination of the landowning class. The process
was the more difficult to resist in that it involved no open break with
the past, because the clan chief had always been recognised as a
religious leader. The clan cult now became a hereditary office confined
to the chieftain's family, and, as the largest landowners, the clan
chiefs combined against their clans, using their religious authority to
secure their material interests. In virtue of that authority, they be
came the accepted interpreters of ancestral traditions and customary
rights, the accepted judges of civil disputes ; and, since in an agricul
tural economy these disputes were concerned almost exclusively with
land, their interests as landowners were well protected. Thus, by
extending the privileges accorded to them under the tribal system,
they had converted that system into the state.
This transition from tribe to state manifests itself very clearly in the
development under the aristocracy of the law of homicide. In tribal
society, as already explained (p. 30) , homicide within the clan was
punished by excommunication, while homicide between clans impos
ed on the victim's clan the obligation of obtaining satisfaction from
the offender's. In both cases the initiative rested with the clan. But
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now, in the new conditions created by the appropriation of the land,
the clan is divided against itself. Accordingly, the obligation to avenge
is abolished, except in so far as the initiative in prosecution is still left
to the victim's kinsmen, and all acts of manslaughter are treated
indiscriminately as crimes punishable by excommunication.
We saw that, in tribal society, the man who had been excommunicat
ed for manslaughter within the clan might be admitted by adoption
into another clan. This is quite clear in the Germanic evidence, and
in Greece it can be traced in the customs relating to the reception of
suppliants. The suppliant was a

hiketes,

one "who comes" to you - a

stranger ; and the act of supplication was i n essence a n appeal to be
adopted. Thus, after entering the royal palace of the Phreacians,
Odysseus clasped the knees of the Queen and then squatted on the
hearth, whereupon the King took his hand and led him to a seat at
table vacated for the purpose by his favourite son. The suppliant
could hardly have said more clearly, Let me be your child, or rather,

I

am

your child. He asks to be adopted, and, when his appeal is grant

ed, he is treated as a kinsman.
This adoption of the outcast explains another feature of the aristo
cratic law of homicide . . The manslayer was excommunicated, but he
could be readmitted to the community by being purified. This too
was a ritual act performed by the priesthood, who thus reserved to
themselves full discretion in the treatment of crimes of violence. But,
as

we shall see when we examine the ritual of initiation, the practice

of purification, like adoption, is based on the idea of regeneration
or re-birth. Both features therefore - excommunication and purifi
cation - were derived from tribal society, and in both cases the change
effected under the aristocracy was to transfer the initiative from the
clan to the state. The idea of kinship was too deeply rooted in men's
minds to be simply set aside, and so the nobles said to the people,
We are all one kin, and therefore all homicide is a crime against the
kin to be dealt with by the accredited authorities. The tribal concep
tion of kinship has been widened, but the class division has deepened.
This development of criminal law, reached in Attica early in the
seventh century, owed much to the political influence of the priesthood
of Apollo at Delphi, which worked in close co-operation with Sparta
and became the religious stronghold of the aristocracy, as conscious
of its social function and proportionately as powerful as the me
direval Papacy. For the common people, it meant, not merely a break
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with immemorial traditions, but a complete surrender to their rulers
in the treatment of a crime to which incentives grew with the growth
of private property.
Let us now turn to the early history of Attica, which developed
differently from Sparta and more slowly than Ionia. Attica was one
of the few parts of the mainland which passed without much disturb
ance through the period of invasions, and consequently its traditions
take us back a long way into the Mycenean Age. Though much still
remains obscure, this subject has been greatly clarified by Wade
Gery's careful analysis of the evidence from Thucydides and Aristotle.
Under Kekrops and his successors, Attica had been a loose federa
tion of scattered tribal communities, each with its own chiefs
and its own

prytane£on

(archontes)

or council house - an institution of which we

shall have more to say in a later chapter. There was also at Athens,
under the presidency of the Athenian king, a Royal Council, to which
these chiefs belonged ; but in peacetime they did not attend it, being
content with their local autonomy. This we learn from Thucydides,
who thus confirms the evidence of the Homeric poems that the basis
of the early kingship was military.
In course of time, for the reasons we have given, these local chiefs
developed common interests distinct from those of their followers.
They began to reside in Athens, where they attended the Council
regularly in the new

prytane£on

built by King Theseus, and the local

councils disappeared. Local autonomy was superseded by centralised
control. The chiefs had combined to form a governing class. Hencefor
ward the state was administered by officials, still called

drchontes,

elected by and from the families descended in the male line from the
original members of the reconstituted Council. The Council itself
was composed of

drchontes

whose term of office had expired with the

addition of others co-opted from the same families. In this way there
arose the ruling caste of the Eupatridai.
In the Attic tradition these changes were all concentrated in the
reign of Theseus, but in point of fact they must have extended over
several centuries. The decline of the kingship, in particular, was very
gradual. The office was first made elective within the royal clan, then
it was thrown open to the rest of the Eupatridai, then its tenure was
reduced to ten years and finally to one. This last stage was only
reached at the beginning of the seventh century. Even after that, the

drchon basileus,

as he was now called, continued to perform priestly
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functions derived from the kingship and t o preside over the
Council.
As Wade-Gery has shown, the accounts given by Thucydides and
Aristotle of these developments, though independent, are quite con
sistent. There can be little doubt that they are essentially correct 
except in respect of chronology. Here the tradition has been deflected
by the claim put forward by Athenian nationalists in the fifth century
that the founder of their democracy was Theseus. The centralisation
of Attica was regarded as a democratic reform forced upon reluctant
local chiefs, and the decline of the monarchy as a crowning act of
self-abnegation on the part of Theseus himself, who, after thrusting
their new honours on the Eupatridai, abdicated !
The subjective element in Thucydides and Aristotle is easily eli
minated, but unfortunately Wade-Gery has introduced preconceptions
of his own, which, being contemporary, are more insidious. Thus,
when he asks why it was that membership of the Council was confined
to the Eupatridai, and gives as his answer that "its functions were
such as in an aristocratic society could only be properly performed
by hereditary aristoi," he seems to be in danger of forgetting that it
was these aristoi who, in pursuit of their own interests, had made
society aristocratic. It is necessary to resist the uncritical assumption
that the governing class owes its power to a natural capacity for go
vernment.
There are signs that in the period following the Dorian invasion
Attica made some progress in the development of overseas trade,
which was perhaps assisted by the disorganisation of the Peloponnese ;
but this movement appears to have been checked in the seventh cen
tury by competition from Aigina, which was more favourably situated
on the trans-lEgean trade route. About 632 B.c. a nobleman named
Kylon (the name of his clan is unknown), who had married a daughter
of Theagenes, tyrant of Megara, attempted to set up a tyranny at
Athens. Since the power of Theagenes appears to have been based on
the woollen trade, it is possible that Kylon too had commercial con
nections; but, if so, the mercantile interests at Athens were not yet
strong enough to challenge the landowners successfully, for Kylon's
attempt was abortive. After taking sanctuary in the temple of Athena
Polias, he was put to death at the instigation of Megakles, the leader
of the Alkmaionidai, who was archon at the time. Kylon's brother and
family were sentenced to perpetual banishment, but his adherents
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secured the banishment of the Alkmaionidai as well for violating the
sanctuary. A few years later, the Eupatridai published a code of laws,
drawn up by Drakon, and, since they are not likely to have taken
such a step on their own initiative, it is possible that this too was the
result of pressure from the merchant class. Apart from the provisions
for homicide, which have already been discussed, all we know of the
Code of Drakon is that petty thefts of agricultural produce were made
a capital offence and that in general it was said to have been written
in blood.
Turning to the cities of the Asiatic coast, we find ourselves again
in a very different situation. In the first place, these communities are
all new, being founded by emigrants from the mainland in accordance
with the traditional method of occupying conquered territory ; but
they differed from the Dorian settlements of the Peloponnese in that
the newcomers, who were themselves a mixed lot, fused more comple
tely with the indigenous population, which was non-Greek.
In the second place, these states had important geographical con
nections, continental and maritime. The Asiatic hinterland was domi
nated by the wealthy commercial kingdoms of Phrygia, Maionia and,
later, Lydia, which in turn were in contact with Babylonia and Assyria.
The influence of Oriental art can be traced even in the Homeric
poems. Moreover, as we learn from the

Odyssey,

Phrenician traders

were already active in the .tEgean, and from them the Asiatic Greeks
acquired the technique of trade, including the alphabet.
So far as can be gathered from the Homeric poems, down to the
end of the eighth century the economy of Ionia remained primarily
agricultural, but in the ensuing period maritime trade and coloni
sation developed so rapidly and widely - ranging from the Crimea to
southern Italy, Sicily and North Africa - that the struggle for the
land was of relatively brief duration. Landless men were encouraged
to seek their fortunes overseas. The internal stresses set up by appro
priation of the land found an outlet in colonial expansion, which in
turn weakened the position of the landowners by multiplying the
possibilities of trade. By the end of the seventh century, in the leading
cities of Ionia, political control had been wrested from the landed
aristocracy by the tyrant or merchant prince, whose historical function
will be examined in the next chapter. What we have to consider .now
is the effect of the economic and social changes underlying the rise of
the aristocracy on Greek poetry and thought.
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The poetry of Hesiod, who lived in eighth-century Boiotia, is
particularly valuable as a record of his times, because he was not
himself a member of the ruling class. He was a yeoman farmer, the
son of an immigrant from Kymai on the other side of the JEgean, and
it was doubtless from there that he derived his training in the epic
tradition. His attitude to the peasantry is at once protective and repres
sive. He is alive to the growing intensity of competition and to the
sufferings inflicted by the rapacity of the ruling landowners ; but, since
his aim is conservative - to maintain the established order - he appeals
to each class in turn to moderate its claims. The nobles are warned
not to abuse their powers - above all, not to give "crooked j udgments " ;
the peasants are exhorted t o make the best o f their lot b y industry
and thrift, and to remember that it is better to enjoy what you have
than to covet what you lack. This attitude is crystallised in some pro
verbs which now appear for the first time : Nothing too much ; do not
strive overmuch ; measure in all things is best ; suffering teaches sense.
He reminds us of the media:val schoolmen, whose outlook is voiced
by Chaucer's Parson : "I wot well there is degree above degree, as
reason is, and skill it is that men do their devoir thereas it is due, but
certes extortions and despite of your underlings is damnable. " The
England of Chaucer's Parson was also based on an agricultural eco
nomy, in which the peasant was bound by similar obligations to his
lord.
This proverbial doctrine of "measure" or

metron

does not appear

in the Homeric poems. The nearest approach to it is the passage in
which Poseidon warns Zeus to keep within his

motra ;

as we have seen in our discussion of this subject, what

but in general,

motra connotes

is the positive right enjoyed by each member of the community to a
share in the products of his labour. The idea of

metron

is

motra

in a

new guise, with a significant shift of emphasis to its negative aspect :
so much and no more. In the Homeric poems, the word is used only
in a concrete sense of an instrument for measurement or a measured
quantity of corn or oil or wine. Under the landed aristocracy, the
serf was bound to pay over a fixed portion of his produce to his lord,
and the lord must not demand, nor the serf retain, more than his due.
The economic relations characteristic of an agricultural economy are
proj ected as a moral precept, which in turn invests those relations
with an apparently external sanction.
The same idea runs through aristocratic poetry from Aikman to
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Pindar. The formula, " Know thyself," inscribed on the entrance to
Apollo's temple at Delphi, is simply a variant of "Nothing too much" :
it means that you must recognise your mortal limitations and not
invite divine retribution by aspiring too high and seeking to become
a god. It is an inherent element in this outlook that all passionate
longings are dangerous and reprehensible. In Pindar, who clung to
his aristocratic ideals in an age in which their social foundation had
been largely swept away, the Olympian gods and goddesses, though
outwardly the same as Homer's, have lost their irresponsible gaiety
they are splendid to look at, maj estic, but they are heartless.
After Hesiod, the art of epic gradually ceased to be creative, but
out of it emerged the elegiac couplet, based on the epic hexameter
and the epic dialect. Elegiac poetry is mainly secular, and in this
respect too it maintains the epic tradition. Much more important,
however, and more distinctive of the aristocracy, is the art of choral
lyric.
The Achrean chiefs, rewarded by the people for their leadership in
war with the lion's share of the spoils, broke loose from the shackles
of tribe and clan into an impetuous career of self-assertion ; and ac
cordingly their poetry, the epic, was secular, dynamic, individualistic.
These chiefs had now been succeeded by sedentary landowners who
had combined against the people in a close corporation cut off from
the labour of production. They too had ruptured the clan ties between
them and their subj ects, but in their own ranks each family sedulously
maintained its traditional cult as the emblem of its hereditary privi
leges. Accordingly, aristocratic poetry is religious, static, collective,
and in structure more primitive than epic. Its most characteristic
form, the choral ode, is in fact directly descended from the ancestral
rite of the totemic clan.
The choral ode is a hymn, a processional chant, a dirge for the
dead, or

a

song of triumph for a victory at the Games. Its essence is still

the ritual act - the act of sacrifice or dedication or acclaiming the
victor on his return to the ancestral home. The centre of the Pindaric
ode is the myth, set in between praise of the victor at the opening and
the close, and the function of this myth is to celebrate the ancestral
glories of his clan. Similarly, in keeping with the static unity of the
class for which they are composed, the structure of these odes is severe
ly

formal

and entirely undramatic. In diction, too, they are far

removed from epic. The diction of Homer is simple, spontaneous,
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free from self-conscious artifice ; it is the medium of a community in
which social distinctions have not yet petrified into caste. Something
of the same fluency is found in the choral odes of Alkman, who compos
ed for the Spartans at a time when they had not yet become conscious
of their historic mission. The mature Sparta is seen in the fragments
of Stesichoros - solemn, martial, grandiloquent ; and these tendencies
are perfected by Pindar, in whose hands the formal, elevated tone
of ritual is raised to the highest pitch of elaborate, self-conscious,
fastidious, aristocratic art.
The development of aristocratic poetry was most rapid, as we should
expect, along the seaboard of Aiolis and lonia. That the long collective
choral ode had once existed on the coast of Asia Minor is clear from
the records of Alkman of Sardis and Terpandros of Lesbos ; but these
poets migrated to Sparta, and in Asia Minor itself the choral ode
contracted into the monody - the

personal lyrics of Alkaios and

Sappho. They both belonged to the old nobility, but in the Lesbos
of their day the political supremacy of the landowners was already
collapsing and consequently the social barriers between them and the
people were breaking down. The Sapphic ode has the simplicity and
intensity of the folk-song refined and enriched by the sensitive indi
vidualism of a small but enlightened aristocratic circle.
But the greatest achievement of the Greek aristocracy - greater
than their poetry - was Ionian science. This movement was confined
to the Asiatic seaboard, because it was only there that, thanks to the
rapid growth of trade, their vitality had been renewed by fresh contact
with the labour of production. Ionian science was the work of a
mercantile aristocracy. I ts founder, Thales, was himself a merchant
who had travelled widely and is said to have made a corner in oil.
Of the two sciences which he developed, geometry and astronomy,
the first had been called into being by the demands of agriculture
and architecture, the second by the need for an adequate technique
of navigation in the development of overseas trade. In both he did
little more than introduce to the Greeks knowledge that he had acquir
ed from contact with Egypt and Babylonia ; but none the less he was
serving an immediate need, and in this way he laid the foundations
for the Ionian school of philosophy, which aimed at co-ordinating
the results obtained from these techniques in a single theory of the
origin and growth of the universe. It is significant that this final
stage was only reached when Ionian commerce was in decline.
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The work of Anaximander (6 1 1 -547 B.c. ) was done during the
destructive civil wars which followed the collapse of the tyranny at
Miletos.
The fundamental question to which these philosophers addressed
themselves was the problem of change : how had the world come to
be what it was ? This question was fundamental, because the ancient
structure of human society, which, though never at rest, had maintain
ed an unbroken continuity from the first segmentation of the primi
tive horde to the Greek settlement of the Asiatic seaboard on the basis
of tribe and clan, had now been shattered by the class struggle. As
we saw in our analysis of Moira, this structure was the mould in
which Greek thought had taken shape ; but that mould was now
breaking up, and the traditional modes of thought which had been
fashioned to express it were defied by the new social structure that
was superseding it. It was this abrupt contradiction between inherited
ideas and contemporary reality that impelled the Ionian aristocracy
to call in question the origin and evolution of the world in which they
lived. The traditional ideas were co-ordinated for the first time as a
consciously applied scientific method.
The word they used for the world order was k6smos. The primary
connotation of this word was social, and that connotation still survi
ved in a number of political terms - the k6smoi of Crete and the
kosmop6leis of Lokroi. In the Iliad, the verb kosmeo is used in two senses
only- the marshalling of troops for battle and the settlement of tribes
on occupied territory ; and these two senses were really the same,
because the troops were marshalled in tribes and phratries. Thus, the
Ionian philosophers described the world order in terms of the tribal
order. In reducing the world to order, they proceeded, naturally and
inevitably, from the conception of order inherent in their traditional
modes of thought.
The tribal structure of society had evolved by organic division of
an undifferentiated primary nucleus. The primitive horde had seg
mented into clans, the clans into groups of clans. These units within
units were held together in an intricate network of co-operation and
competition, mutual rivalries and reciprocal services. The clans col
laborated in the work of production, competed in the struggle for
prestige. They were united by intermarriage, divided by the vendetta.
The tension set up by the interaction of these contrary forces - co
operation and competition, combination and opposition, attraction
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and repulsion - was the dynamic of the tribal system, which survived
until the growth of private property destroyed its internal equilibrium.
In Greece, it had received its first shock during the wars of conquest,
which threw up a ruling class of milltary leaders - a class which had
subsequently solidified as a landowning aristocracy. And nowhere had
the forces of disruption developed so swiftly as in Ionia. The Ionian
settlers of the Asiatic coast, like the Dorian conquerors of Sparta, had
organised themselves on a tribal basis, which they reproduced in their
colonies overseas ; but, whereas the Spartan conquerors were able to
close their ranks, the Ionian Greeks had seen their system dissolve
almost before their eyes in the crucible of trade.
Anaximander taught that the physical universe was composed of
a number of substances, which had been brought into being by
motion out of what he called to dpeiron, the boundless, that which is
spatially infinite and qualitatively indeterminate. In other words,
the universe had evolved by differentiation out of a single original
nucleus. And, just as the world order has been brought into being by
differentiation, so it is destroyed by assimilation. The derivative
substances are continuously encroaching upon one another, with the
result that they lose their identity by reabsorption into the undiffer
entiated primary matter out of which they have emerged. In the
words of Anaximander, "they render unto one another the penalty
of their injustice according to the ordering of time. "
All this has been explained b y Cornford - one o f the few modern
scholars to grapple seriously with the origins of Ionian thought. His
account is substantially complete except for one point. The statement
of Anaximander's which has just been quoted clearly rests on the
idea of metron, the notion that due observance of prescribed "meas
ures" or limitations is necessary for the maintenance of the established
order ; and, as we have seen, this notion is merely the aristocratic
reinterpretation of the primitive idea of motra. Cornford is therefore
quite right in relating the secondary substances of Anaximander to
the motrai of Greek tribal society. And his conclusion is confirmed by
a scrutiny of the expression used for "paying the penalty" - didonai
dlken kai t{sin, corresponding to the Latin poenas dare. Now, as Calhoun
has pointed out, the phrase dlken didonai (of which tisin didonai is
merely an Ionic variant) is used only in reference to private suits,
derived from primitive self-help ; and, moreover, it is used primarily
of giving satisfaction or compensation for homicide. Thus, Anaximan-
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der has described the encroachment of one substance on another in
terms of a feud or vendetta between rival clans.
It seems clear, therefore, that Anaximander's theory of the physical
universe was essentially a conscious realisation of the implications
inherent in primitive thought. It was the characteristic outlook of
primitive materialism crystallised and formulated at the moment when
primitive society was passing away.
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VI

TYRANNY

HE economic and political changes of the seventh and sixth cen
Tturies B.c. - the growth of trade, the rise of a merchant class, the
building of towns -were intensified by a technical advance of far
reaching significance which these changes had promoted. The story
of Midas, the Phrygian king who turned all that he touched into gold,
is still remembered as a popular fable ; and equally famous in anti
quity was Gyges of Lydia, who, with the aid of his gold ring, which
had a magic seal, made himself invisible, stole into the king's palace,
killed the king and became king himself. Both these myths have a
historical foundation. It was the merchants of Phrygia and Lydia,
exploiting the gold and silver mines of Sipylos and Tmolos, who in
vented the coinage. Midas and Gyges were merchant-princes who
used their financial position to seize the royal power. These money
made kings were so different from the kings of the past that they were
called by a new name -tjrannoi, or tyrants.
The fable of Gyges embodies the final step in the evolution of the
coinage - the use of metal stamped with the emblem of a prominent
merchant as a guarantee of value. Iron spits and gold and silver uten
sils had long been employed to facilitate exchange, but their circu
lation had been limited by their bulk and by the lack of a recognised
standard. In general, trade had been dependent on barter, which
meant that it was confined for the most part to the satisfaction of
immediate needs. In contrast to these rudimentary expedients, the
new coins were light, standardised and state-guaranteed. Like Gyges'
ring, they penetrated everywhere. In the words of Herakleitos, who
taught that fire is the primary substance of which the world is made,
"fire is exchanged for all things and all things for fire, just as gold for
goods and goods for gold."
In one city after another, as the use of money spread, the merchants
challenged the political privileges of the old nobility, who drew their
79
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power from birth and their wealth from land. Sappho and Alkaios
had seen the overthrow of the Penthilidai by the tyrant Pittakos, who
had married into a noble family ; the Basilidai of Ephesos had fallen
about the same time ; and at the end of the seventh century Thrasy
boulos was tyrant at Miletos. Meanwhile, on the mainland, the Bak
chiadai of Corinth had been overthrown by Kypselos, and a little later
tyrannies were set up by Orthagoras at Sikyon and Theagenes at
Megara. Of these early tyrants, several are known to have belonged
to the merchant class, and all belonged to cities situated on the trans
lEgean trade route.
In Attica the development of the tyranny was slower and is there
fore easier to follow. The Athenians had played little part in the
colonial expansion of the seventh century, and therefore the internal
struggle for the land became all the more intense.
Freedom for trade meant freedom from the control of the Eupatri
dai, who in turn saw the economic basis of their power being under
mined by money. Faced with the competition of these nouveaux riches,
the landowners recouped themselves by intensifying their exploita
tion of the peasantry. The result was, however, that, by driving the
peasants to clamour for a redivision of the land, they played into the
hands of their rivals, who took advantage of agrarian unrest to extort
concessions for themselves. In so far as both were opposed to the land
owning aristocracy, the merchants and the peasants had a common
interest ; but the peasants suffered acutely from the introduction of
money, and the worst landowners of all were not the nobles, whose
relations with the peasants were at least traditional and personal, but
the merchants themselves, who had no use for tradition and managed
their estates on a strictly commercial basis. These estates they had
acquired either as speculators by buying out the impoverished noblesse
- for one of the first effects of money had been to facilitate the aliena
tion of land - or else by marrying into the noble families and so
securing a share in their political privileges.
The attitude of the aristocracy to these developments is revealed in
their poetry. Landed wealth comes from God, who sends the rain
from heaven, and is therefore honourable and enduring, but wealth
won by trade is man-made, hazardous and unstable. The losses of a
bad season can be made good, with God's grace, in the following year,
but a squall at sea may sink the merchant's ship with all his capital.
The pursuit of riches is dangerous, because it invites the jealousy of
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heaven. Ambition tempts man t o overreach himsel£ H e loses what he
has in his eagerness for more. Led on by the lure of winged hopes, he is
a child in chase of a bird. The gods are also jealous of those who marry
above their station. That was the sin of Ixion, as related by Pindar.
Infatuated by the honours which the gods had conferred on him, he
attempted to ravish the Queen of Heaven, but he embraced only a
cloud and was then hurled into Tartarus.
In Attica, the first great crisis came early in the sixth century. The
peasants were on the verge of insurrection. The lowest class were
permitted to retain only one-sixth of their produce. Preyed on by
usurers, whose rates of interest soared to 5 0 per cent. , they had been
forced to sell their land, their children, themselves. Many had been
driven overseas, many were beggars or slaves, homeless in fields once
their own. The Eupatridai perceived that, if they were to avert a
peasant revolt, they must enlist the co-operation of the merchants, who
were as alarmed as they were at the threat to property. Accordingly,
Solon, a member of the Eupatridai who had been actively engaged in
trade, was entrusted with dictatorial powers ( 5 9 3 B.c.) .
If Solon had been a revolutionary, he would have made himself
tyrant and so perhaps have anticipated the progress of his people by
more than a generation ; but, of course, if that had been his intention,
he would not have been appointed. The Eupatridai knew their man.
First, he relieved the economic pressure on the peasantry with the
minimum of change. By cancelling outstanding debts and prohibiting
enslavement for debt, he evaded the demand for a re-division of the
land. He did nothing to modify the sixth-part system or to restrict
current rates of interest. The smallholder was still exposed to the
depredations of the usurer, still in danger of being driven off the land.
That was no doubt part of Solon's intention, because, so long as the
peasantry was attached to the soil, it was not available as a source of
cheap labour for the development of industry. This factor was of great
importance for the merchant class at a time when the industrial exploi
tation of slave labour had hardly begun. It was in this period, more
over, that the Athenians began to work the silver mines of Laurion,
and the main source of labour must have been the peasants driven off
the land.
Further, Solon gave the working class a voice in the government
by reviving the popular assembly, which since the decay of the tribal
system had ceased to function. It was this body that elected, though
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not from its own members, the drchontes and other officers of state. It
also met as a court of justice to try cases other than homicide. The
revival of the assembly can hardly have been of direct benefit to the
peasants, who were naturally too poor to travel to Athens for its meet
ings, but it improved considerably the position of the artisans, who
could now settle their own legal disputes. On the other hand, by the
side of the Assembly, Solon created a new body, the Council of the
Four Hundred, from which the working class was excluded, and the
Assembly could only vote on resolutions placed before it by the Coun
cil. His motive in instituting this body was to put a check both on the
working class and on the Council of the Areopagus, which was the
name now borne by the old Council of the Eupatridai. The class which
gained by this innovation was therefore the new middle class.
Having saved the Eupatridai from expropriation, Solon was in a
position to demand something in return. They surrendered their
claim to serve as drchontes by right of birth. The qualification for admi
nistrative office and subsequent membership of the Council of the
Areopagus was fixed in terms of landed property. This meant that
wealthy merchants could now become drchontes by · investing their
capital in land, and it was a substantial breach in the aristocratic
monopoly ; but, since a merchant turned landowner tended to be
come a landowner in his outlook and interests, it did not meet the full
demands of the merchant class. As Wade-Gery has put it :
Under Solon, the new rich had been prepared to buy land in
order to enter the governing class ; they turned themselves into
country gentlemen . . . presumably by converting personal into real
property. But after a little time those who had done so ranked and
felt as "landlords," solid with the old aristocracy ; and the new rich
maintained the right of a merchant, as a merchant, to enter the
governing class without becoming a country gentleman first.
The institution of the Council of the Four Hundred by the side of
the Council of the Areopagus reflected the growing differentiation
between religious and secular interests in consequence of the develop
ment of trade. Nevertheless, although no longer composed exclusively
of Eupatridai, the latter remained the stronghold of reaction. Besides
its jurisdiction in cases of homicide, it had the right to prosecute in
cases where the popular court had declined to do so, and it exercised
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over the observance o f the laws a general supervision which must have
been the more effective for being undefined.
The general significance of Solon's reforms emerges very clearly
from Adcock's remarks on his attitude to the working class :
The effect of his limitations on the Assembly was to keep admi
nistration and the initiative in policy in the hands of the well-to-do
or middle classes. It was true that years of aristocratic government
had left the commons politically uneducated, the easy dupes of
ambitious leaders, and Solon's poems show him well aware of the
dangers of their uninstructed hopes. But the alternative, to deny to
the commons all political power, was a greater evil and a greater
danger, and Solon might hope that the new economic order would
keep the poorer Athenians too busy or too contented to lend them
selves to faction. Given that little power which was enough, the
people might not be misled into grasping at more. And both policy
and justice demanded that, if they did not really govern, they should
be protected from misgovernment and injustice.
When Solon claimed that he had given the people a measure of power
that was neither too much nor too little, he made a significant con
tribution to the development of Greek thought. The motto of the old
aristocracy, nothing too much, had set an upper limit to man's earthly
lot, but no lower limit. Solon claimed to have found the mean, and
was thus the first to express the characteristic outlook of the rising
middle class.
During the next thirty years, as wealth in personal property conti
nued to grow, the aristocratic front began to crack. Solon himself had
been a landowner who turned to trade, and now other noble families
followed suit - above all, the Alkmaionidai, who had commercial
connections with Sardis, the great entrepot for the hinterland of Asia
Minor, and the Peisistratidai, who were interested in the mines of
Laurion. Each of these princely houses cultivated its own political
following. Megakles, son of Alkmaion, organised the merchants and
artisans of the ports, Peisistratos the mining population. They were
both opposed by Lykourgos of the Eteoboutadai, at the head of the big
landowners, and at the same time they were in competition with one
another. So long as the opposition was divided, the established regime
survived. Twice Peisistratos attempted to seize power, but both times
he was driven out by a combination of his opponents. He employed his
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second exile in developing important financial interests in the silver
mines of Mount Pangaion in Thrace ; and, meanwhile, in 5 46, Sardis
had fallen to the Persians. This must have been a blow to his rival,
Megakles. Six years later he made his third attempt, and this time he
was successful.
Like other tyrannies, the rule of Peisistratos was necessarily auto
cratic, because a strongly centralised monarchy was the only safe
guard against a counter-revolution. In the absolute character of his
rule, as in his championship of the new middle class, he bears a
recognisable relationship to the English Tudors.
He used the lands vacated by the exiled grandees to solve the agrar
ian problem. The peasants were settled on the confiscated estates with
government assistance as small proprietors. Their demands were
satisfied. This was an enduring achievement. Meanwhile, his vigorous
commercial policy in developing the coinage and the export trade
ensured the continued support of the merchants, and his comprehen
sive programme of public works, including the demolition of the old
city wall and the construction of an aqueduct, which is a sure sign of
the urban revolution, gave employment to the working class in addi
tion to the demands of private enterprise in shipbuilding, pottery
and metallurgy. A century later, Sparta still had the appearance
of a village ; Athens was already a city.
These social changes necessarily involved a transformation of the
religious and cultural life of the community, and under Peisistratos
this, too, was consciously directed. He completed the temple of Athena
Polias and reorganised the Panathenaia as a great national festival.
He gave official recognition to the worship of Dionysus, who hitherto
had been scarcely recognised as an Olympian, in order to offset the
exclusive clan cults of the aristocracy, and he founded or reorganised
the festival of the City Dionysia, which in civic splendour was soon to
outshine even the Panathenaia. And, finally, he instituted public
recitals by Ionian minstrels of the Homeric poems, which now became
known in Attica for the first time. The aim underlying all these cultural
innovations was to reinforce the commercial expansion of the new
city-state by fostering a spirit of national self-consciousness.
The success of Peisistratos was due primarily to his correct estimate
of the objective possibilities of the situation with which he had to deal.
It was indeed fortunate for him that his rule coincided with the Per
sian advance to the .tEgean, which freed him from the commercial
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competition of Ionia, but h e was quick to turn his good fortune to
account. In foreign policy, his most important achievement was the
occupation of Sigeion on the Hellespont. Control of the Dardanelles
thus became for the Athenians one of their vital interests, ensuring
them of a plentiful supply of cheap corn, and so enabling them to
support a far larger industrial population than they could have done
from their own resources at the existing level of production. This
policy had, of course, its negative side. It depressed the home market
and discouraged the improvement of agricultural technique ; but, so
long as Athens was able to control the Hellespont and absorb the
influx into the towns, it was justified.
Peisistratos died in 5 28 and was succeeded by his two sons, Hip
parchos an� Hippias. Hipparchos was assassinated nine years later in
the course of a personal vendetta. Athenians of the next century per
suaded themselves that the assassins of Hipparchos were responsible
for the overthrow of the tyranny, but in point of fact Hippias remained
in power for another eight years. His growing unpopularity during the
latter part of his reign, though doubtless accentuated by personal
factors, was due primarily to the changes taking place in the balance
of political forces. In strengthening the middle classes, Peisistratos had
done his work so thoroughly that they now felt strong enough to
dispense with a protective dictatorship. Consequently, they grew
increasingly impatient of the expenses it entailed, while Hippias
became involved in financial difficulties, which he could only meet by
still further exactions. Thus, having begun as a progressive force, the
tyranny had become an obstacle to progress. The final blow came in
5 1 2, when Hippias was deprived by the Persian conquest of Thrace
of his main source of revenue. He was expelled two years later.
It was not, however, the progressive forces that actually effected
his overthrow, but a combination of his opponents on the other side 
Kleisthenes, the son of his father's enemy, Megakles, who was playing
his own hand, and the other exiled aristocrats, who saw in the weaken
ing of the tyranny an opportunity for a counter-revolution. For many
years past the Alkmaionidai had been assiduously repairing their for
tunes, and, in particular, they secured an enormous contract for
rebuilding the temple at Delphi, which had been destroyed by fire.
Kleisthenes used his influence at Delphi to break the friendly relations
which Peisistratos had cultivated with Sparta, and in 5 1 0 he entered
Attica with the Spartan King at the head of a Spartan army. It was
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evidently intended by his allies that the tyranny of Hippias should be
followed by a restoration of the aristocracy, but Kleisthenes aimed at
taking his place. When his aims became apparent, the aristocratic
leader Isagoras appealed to Sparta to intervene a second time.
Kleisthenes replied by appealing to the people. He put through a
number of democratic reforms in the teeth of the aristocrats and en
franchised hundreds of resident aliens and slaves. The result was that,
when the Spartan King reappeared in Attica to restore the ancien
regime, with Isagoras acting as informer, he was shut up together with
his troops in the Akropolis and only released on the understanding
that he would desist from further intervention. It was a great victory
for the people.
The function of the Greek tyranny was transitional. By forcing and
holding a breach in the rule of the aristocracy, it enabled the middle
class to consolidate its forces for the final stage in the democratic revo
lution, which involved the overthrow of the tyranny itself. That is
why, in Greek tradition, it was almost unanimously condemned. It
was denounced in advance by the aristocrats because it was prog�
ressive, and in retrospect by the democrats because it had become
reactionary. The only poets who have anything to say in its favour are
Pindar and Simonides, who served their patrons for pay. Doubtless
the first poets at the City Dionysia were warm in their praises of
Peisistratos, (whose reign was traditionally compared to the legendary
reign of Kronos), but their writings have perished ; and to the con
temporaries of JEschylus the tyranny meant, above all, Hippias, who,
after his expulsion, joined forces with the national enemy in the hope
of being restored as the puppet of a foreign power. And, finally, since
it was everywhere transitional and in many states had been terminat
ed by a successful counter-revolution, it came to ·symbolise in popular
imagination the spectacular rise to power of the man who, having
amassed great riches, forgets that he is mortal and is lured by divine
wrath to self-destruction. Behind this tradition there lies a conscious
ness of the treacherous mobility of money, which turns king into beggar
as rapidly as beggar into king.
The violent resistance which the democratic movement had encount-'
ered is vividly mirrored in the poetry of Theognis. True to type, this
reactionary bon vivant identified civilisation with the privileges of his
class :
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Shame has perished ; pride and insolence have conquered justice
and possess the earth . . . . The city is still a city, but the populace
is changed : once they knew nothing of laws, wrapped their flanks
in goatskins and dwelt like deer beyond the walls ; but now the are
nobles and the one-time nobles base - 0 who can bear the sight ? . . .
Grind them hard and let their yoke be heavy - that is they way to
make them love their masters . . . . The mass of the people knows
one virtue, wealth ; nothing else avails . . . . Not to be born is best,
nor look upon the sunshine ; or once born to hasten through the
gates of death and lie beneath a heap of earth.
Because the old caste system has broken down ; because the serfs are
no longer content to be burdened like asses; because, too, the old
unwritten code of personal allegiance and liberality has been trans
lated into cash-therefore civilisation has perished. But civilisation
did not wait for Theognis. The old culture, it is true, was breaking
up, but only because new aspirations, new values, new ideas were
bursting into life.
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INITIATION

N the primitive hunting tribe, besides the sexual division of labour
noted, the members of the community are graded accord
Iing already
to age as children, adults and elders. The children assist the women
in the work of food-gathering ; the men hunt and fight ; the elders are

the councillors of the tribe. The transition from one grade to another
is effected by rites of initiation. The most important of these is the
initiation of boys at puberty, which is at once an introduction to full
tribal status and a preparation for marriage. The initiation of girls is
similar, but less widely attested, because primitive women are natu
rally loth to reveal to male anthropologists secrets which they guard
.from their own men ; and the status of women in our own society
is such that few have the opportunity of becoming anthropologists.
The function of initiation - to admit the child to the status of adult
-is expressed in primitive thought as a belief that the child dies and
is born again. To understand this conception, we must discard modern
notions of the nature of birth and death. In primitive society, the
newborn child is regarded as one of its ancestors come to life again.
That is why, in many parts of the world, including Greece, it is or has
been the custom to name the child after one of its grandparents. At
puberty the child dies as a child and is born again as a man or woman.
The adult is transformed in the same way into an elder, and at death
the elder enters the highest grade of all, that of the totemic ancestors,
from which in due course he re-emerges to pass through the whole
cycle again. Birth is death and death is birth. They are complemen
tary and inseparable aspects of an eternal process of change, which
includes not merely birth and death as we understand them but also
the growth and decay of the power to beget and to give birth. As
Cureau has remarked in his study of the African negro, "the natives
hold that every serious event in physical life is equivalent to death
followed by resurrection" .
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This mode of thought is expressed concretely in a universal feature
of primitive initiation -the mimetic or symbolic death and resurrec
tion of the novice. The ceremony takes various forms. Some are highly
realistic, comprising both the act of killing him and his birth from a
woman ; in others he is supposed to be swallowed and disgorged by a
god or spirit. This element is so fundamental that it can be readily
recognised in the more attenuated forms characteristic of the higher
stages of tribal society. Such is the magic sleep or dream, in which
the novice is laid to rest as a child and, after being possessed of an
ancestral spirit, awakes as a man. Such, too, it may be conjectured, is
the custom, common to many initiation ceremonies, of dressing the
boy as a girl or the girl as a boy, on the principle that in order to
acquire a new identity the novice must first escape from the old. In
many tribes, when the boys are taken away to be initiated, their mo
thers mourn for them as dead, and, when they return, they behave
like infants, as though unable to speak or walk or recognise their
friends. At the same time they receive a new name, which in primi
tive thought is equivalent to a new identity. Just as the naming of a
newborn child after one of its forbears originally signified that it was
the reincarnation of the man whose name it bore, so the assumption
of a new name at initiation signifies that the novice has been born
again.
Besides these dramatic representations of the death and resurrec
tion, the novice is usually subjected to a surgical operation consisting
in the amputation of some part of his body-the removal of the fore
skin, if it is a boy, or of the clitoris, if it is a girl ; the knocking out of a
tooth ; the amputation of a finger ; the cutting of the hair or of a lock
of hair. Of these operations, the most primitive are circumcision and
tooth-extraction, both of which are found in Australia, but never in
combination. This suggests that they were all originally different
methods of achieving a common object. What that object was is a
question that lies beyond our present purpose ; but it may be observed
that, since the amputated part is carefully preserved, there is a parallel
between these rites and the burial of the dead, whose bodies are pre
served, in whole or in part, in order that they may be born again.
The remaining rites of initiation fall into two categories, which may
be taken together because they cannot always be distinguished
purification and ordeals. The novices are washed in water or blood,
they bathe in a stream or in the sea, or they are scorched in front of a
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fire ; they run races, sometimes with painful handicaps ; they engage
in sham fights, often with fatal consequences ; they are scourged until
they are unconscious ; their ears and noses are bored, their flesh gashed
or tattooed. The physical pain incidental to most of these rites is uni
versally explained as a trial of strength or test of endurance, in which
failure means disqualification or disgrace ; and there can be no doubt
that the severity of these ordeals has been consciously accentuated by
the elders in order to terrify the novice into a habit of permanent
obedience. It is probable, however, that their original function was
purification or mortification. Just as pollution is disease and disease
is death, so purification is a renewal of life.
Finally, the novice receives instruction in the customs and tradi
tions of the tribe. This is done by homilies and catechisms, by the
performance of dramatic dances, and by the revelation of sacred
objects, whose significance is at the same time explained. The whole
ceremony is strictly secret. It is performed at a distance from the
tribal settlement, usually on a specially prepared ceremonial ground,
from which all members of the community except the elders and their
initiated assistants have been warned away, often on pain of death.
In many tribes the actual initiation is preceded by a period of seclu
sion, which may last for months, and when the novices return to the
settlement they are strictly forbidden to reveal to the uninitiated
anything that they have done or seen or heard.
Among most hunting tribes, initiation is followed immediately by
marriage, which therefore is not marked by any ritual distinct from
initiation itself. That explains why the marriage rite of many primi
tive peoples closely resembles initiation. This is especially true of the
woman's part in it, because in her case the postponement of marriage
after puberty is rare. The men, on the other hand, are usually obliged,
in the higher grades of tribal society, to undergo a further period of
probation before they can marry. This interval is spent in the Men's
House, which has been described by Hutton Webster as follows :
The Men's House is usually the largest building in a tribal
settlement. It belongs in common to the villagers ; it serves as a
council chamber or town hall, as a guest-house for strangers, and as
the sleeping resort of the men . . . . When marriage and the exclu
sive possession of a woman do not follow immediately upon initia
tion into the tribe, the institution of the Men's House becomes an
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effective restraint upon the sexual proclivities of the unmarried
youth. It then serves as a club-house for the bachelors . . . . An insti
tution so firmly established and so widely spread may be expected
to survive by devotion to other uses, as the earlier ideas which led
to its foundation fade away. As guard posts where the young men
are confined on military service and are exercised in the arts of war,
these houses often become a serviceable means of defence. The
religious worship of the community often centres in them. Often
they form the theatre of dramatic representations. . . The pre
sence, then, in a primitive community of the Men's House in any
one of its numerous forms points strongly to the existence, now or
in the past, of secret initiation ceremonies.
•

In general, initiation is associated with the tribe as a whole, but the
evidence of the lower hunting tribes in Australia and New Guinea
points clearly to an antecedent stage in which it had been centred in
the totemic clan. The transfer of these rites from clan to tribe corres
ponds to the consolidation of the tribal system ; and, conversely, when
that · system begins to disintegrate, initiation loses its tribal character,
either falling into decay, in which case the rites become perfunctory
and disconnected, still generally practised, but domestic in character
and often performed long before puberty, or else, retaining their
original cohesion, they form the basis of the magical sodality or secret
society, which is the old clan in a new and modified form. Moreover,
as Webster has shown, the rise of these societies and the decline of the
clan are both correlated with the development of social inequalities :
Initiation ceremonies, such as we have been studying, retain their
democratic and tribal aspects only in societies which have not
emerged from that primitive stage in which all social control is in
the hands of the tribal elders. The presence of ceremonies of this
character throughout Australia and New Guinea is to be associated
with the absence of definite and permanent chieftainships in these
islands. . . . In Melanesia and Africa, political centralisation has
resulted to a large degree in the establishment of chieftainships
powerful over a considerable area and often hereditary in nature,
but this process has not continued so far as to make possible the
entire surrender to the tribal chiefs of those functions of social
control which in the earlier stages of society rest with the elders
alone . . . . With developing political centralisation such functions
tend to become obsolete and the religious and dramatic aspects
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of the societies assume the most important place. This last stage is
reached both in Polynesia and in North America.
In the secret society the structure of the clan is perpetuated and
transformed. It has a distinctive totem, a distinctive tradition, and a
distinctive ritual ; it derives its unity from the strong sense of solidarity
which animates its members ; and in many cases it has magico
economic functions to perform - the propagation of animals used for
food, the making of rain, the promotion of the harvest. 0 1 • thr. other
hand, its membership is not based on consanguinity, but on ., ; . mmun
ity of religious experience, beginning with the rite ol ini • iation. In
other words, the qualification for admission is not birth, but re-birth.
Accordingly, the totem is no longer hereditary, but acquired by ini•
tiation.
The candidate for admission, who is usually but not invariably an
adoleseent, goes out alone into the forest, where he spends many days
or weeks or months in complete solitude, fasting, sleeping, and dream
ing of the animal concerned, which thus becomes his individual totem
or guardian spirit, the power that shapes his destiny and determines
all the crueial issues of his life. When he returns home, he is an initiate
and as such receives a new name. Among the Kwakiutl Indians the
noviees return in a state of temporary insanity, induced both by their
physical privations and by the strength of their belief that the guar
dian spirit has actually entered their bodies and possessed them. The
spiri is then exorcised by songs and dances performed by the society
and designed io signify that the newly initiated member has died and
been born again. The same idea underlies the ritual associated with
what in North America has become the principal function of these
societies - the healing of the sick. In the Ojibwa fraternities, the pa
tient whose spirit has been exorcised becomes thereby an initiate, and
in the Tsiahk fraternity of the Cape Flattery Idians the patient has
to be initiated before he can be cured He is restoreh to health by
being born again.
The power of these sodalities is derived primarily, of course, from
their monopoly of certain forms of magic ; but at this stage cf human
society magic has become far more than a supplement to the teehnique
of production. The privileges enjoyed by the initiated have lost their
economic foundation and are exercised more or less consciously for the
purpose of social exploitation. In Mexico and Peru, the most advan-
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ced areas of primitive America, this hypertrophy of magic, which is a
constant tendency in the development of agriculture, reduced the
people to a state of absolute subjection to a bloodthirsty theocracy,
whose progressive refinement of human sacrifice was only terminated
by the extinction of their culture in the even greater horrors of the
Spanish conquest.
Finally, a universal feature of these sodalities, not only in America,
but in Africa and Polynesia, is the periodical performance of some
kind of ritual drama, in which the actors impersonate the tribal ances
tors, often in their totemic form. Thus, the Katcina sodalities of the
Hopi Indians perform a masked dance of the ancestors, who are re
garded as still active members of the community and charged by
means of the dance with the duty of sending rain and making the
crops grow. Such ritual resembles mature drama in that it is perform
ed before an audience and represents an action, while its association
with the ancestral spirits and its economic function relate it no less
clearly to the mimetic rite of the primitive hunting clan.
We saw in an earlier chapter how the mimetic dance of the totemic
clan, which originated as part of the actual technique of production
and represented the actions of the totem species, passed into a drama
tisation of the activities of the clan ancestors conceived as animals
(p. 1 2 ) . In this way the ritual gave rise to a myth, which reproduced
all its features in a narrative form. It is often said in such cases that
the myth is the explanation of the ritual ; but, at least in its earlier
phases, it is rather the spoken form of the ritual act - the collective
expression of the unforgettable experience periodically shared by the
participants in the rite itself. Later, when the clan system is in decay,
the myth may detach itself from the rite and develop independent
features ofits own. Even these, however, are largely inspired by ritual,
because in primitive society almost every experience assumes the
form of some ritual act. Or else, maintaining their original relationship,
both myth and ritual survive in the drama of the magical fraternity,
which preserves, as we have seen, the structure of the clan. In these
conditions, since the fraternity is secret, the myth becomes a mystery, ·
which is revealed to the uninitiated only in its outward and visible
form, its inner meaning being reserved for "those who understand."
Lastly, when the fraternity itself declines, its dramatic function is
usually the most persistent. The society of mystics becomes a guild of
actors, whose plays have lost their esoteric significance, but still retain
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to some extent the character of a mystery, which somehow renews
life.
Our next task is to examine in the light of these conclusions the
evidence relating to analogous institutions in ancient Greece. This
consists principally in rites performed during adolescence or early
manhood, in myths relating to the birth of Zeus and Dionysus, in the
ritual origins of certain festivals, in the cults of mystical religion, and,
finally, in the origins of drama.
The traditional education of the Spartan youth, which has become
a byword for austerity, has been described at length by Plutarch.
The newborn child was taken to the elders of the tribe, who decided
whether it was to be reared or exposed. Boys remained in the care of
their parents until they were seven, when they were enrolled in one of
the agelai or "herds," led by one of themselves. The members of the
agela lived a communal life strictly disciplined and constantly super
vised by the elders. They shaved their heads, wore coarse cloaks and
walked barefoot. They spent the day in athletic exercises, including
mock fights. During the summer they slept on rushes which they
gathered from the Eurotas and had to pluck by hand without using
knives. In winter the rushes were replaced by leaves of the herb called
wolf's-bane. After their twelfth year they were allowed only a single
cloak, which they wore summer and winter, and were forbidden to
anoint themselves or bathe except on rare and specified occasions.
Each of the more promising was assigned to a man called his "lover,"
with whom he entered into an intimate relationship which lasted
throughout life. At the age of seventeen they were promoted from the
agela to the boua, or "herd of oxen," under the leadership of an eiren 
that is, a man in his second year of adult status. The eiren supervised
their games, fights and preparations for meals, for which they had to
steal fuel and food without being detected. After supper he remained
with them, teaching them songs and questioning them about public
affairs. The boy who gave a wrong answer had his thumb bitten by
the eiren. Among the songs they learnt was their part in a festival of
three choirs, the first being supplied by themselves, the second by the
men, and the third by the elders. The elders began, "Once we were
young and brave and spry" ; the men answered, "So are we now, so
come and try" ; the boys ended, "But we'll be strongest by and by. "
A t eighteen the boy became a melleiren, and a t some time during the
next two years he was subjected to the severest test of all - the public
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scourging of all the mellelrenes at the altar of Artemis Orthia. Plutarch
records that he had himself seen several boys die without a murmur
during this barbarous ordeal.
At · twenty the mellelren became an elren and was admitted to the
pheidition or philition, a club-house where the men partook of common
meals provided by contributions from their kleroi and from the produce
of the hunt. Boys were allowed to attend on these occasions after being
warned by the oldest man present that "through this" - pointing to
the door - "no words go out." Marriage was not permitted immedi
ately after the attainment of manhood, while those who remained
unmarried beyond a certain period, the length of which is not stated,
were subject to various penalties and disabilities. Even after marriage,
the men continued to eat and sleep at the club-house.
Of the training for girls we know less, but they too were organised
in agelai for practice in dancing and running for the public festival.$,
which were witnessed by the men and were the recognised occasion
for proposals of marriage. The bride was carried off by her husband
with a pretence of force. She was attended by an older woman, who
cut her hair, dressed her in man's clothes, and then left her in the dark.
Later in the night she was visited by her husband, who lay with bet
and then returned to spend the rest of the night at the club-house.
Plutarch says that the women did not marry for some time after pu..
berty, and this accords with the evidence that their education, too,
was strictly controlled by the state.
According to Aristotle, the institutions of Dorian Crete were more
archaic than the Spartan, and in support of this contention he point&
out that the andre£on, or "men's house," which is what the Cretans
called the place of the men's common meals, was the old name of the
Spartan pheidition. In Crete, too, the boys used to attend at these meals,
wearing coarse cloaks, but they did not enter the agela until seventeen,
which was the age at which the Spartan boys entered the boua. In the
agela they were inured to physical hardships, trained in hunting and
running, also in mock fights, in which one agela was set against another,
and in the national war dance, traditionally ascribed to the Kouretes
and representing a march into battle to the music of lyre and flute.
The importance of foot-racing is indicated by the terms drome£s and
apodromoi, "runners" and ,,non-runners," which were used to dis
tinguish members of the agelai from their juniors.
The Cretan boy, too, had his lover, whom he acquired in the
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following. manner. Having given three days' notice of his intention,
the lover went with his boon companions to the boy's home and with
their assistance carried him off from his relatives, who pursued them
as far as the Men's House. After that he was free to take the boy with
him into any part of the country he pleased. For two months the boy
lived entirely with his new companions, spending most of the time in
hunting. When the period of seclusion was over, he received from his
lover the gifts of a warrior's costume, an ox and a drinking-cup,
returned to his home, sacrificed the ox to Zeus, and entertained
his comrades from the Men's House to a feast.
We are informed by Strabo that "all those promoted from the
agela were obliged to marry at the same time." This means that
marriage was a state-controlled and public ceremony comprising all
those who belonged to the same age grade. Nothing of importance
has been recorded of the Cretan training for girls, except that they
married at puberty, but continued to live with their parents "until
they were old enough to keep house. "
Some o f the details i n this evidence will acquire significance from
subsequent stages of our enquiry, but the general character of the
two systems is already clear. In both countries the crucial period in
the transition from boyhood to manhood began at the age of seventeen.
The transition itself seems to have been effected at Sparta by the
ordeal of flagellation, in Crete by the two months of seclusion. One
would like to know more of what happened during those months, but
it is plain that the gifts which the boy received at the end of that period
were intended to signify that he was now a man and as such entitled
to eat with men.
That the Dorian discipline of Sparta and Crete was largely unique
in the Greek world is clear from the unfailing interest which it excited
among other Greeks. It is natural that such customs should have been
better preserved by that branch of the Greek race which was the last
to enter the .IEgean, and especially by the Spartans, who, for the
reasons given in an earlier chapter, were the most conservative aris
tocracy in Greece. Nevertheless, the existence of agelai among the
lonians is attested by inscriptions from Miletos and Smyrna, and the
training of boys at Athens, though less austere than the Spartan,
followed the same lines.
At the annual feast of the Apatouria, the names of legitimate and
adopted children born during the year were enrolled by the father on
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the register of the phratry to which he belonged, and on the third day
of the festival ceremonies were performed on behalf of the children
admitted in previous years - the dedication of a lock of their hair to
Artemis, and for the girls a sacrifice called the gamelia or "bridal
sacrifice," implying that its object was to get husbands for them. It
was also customary at this festival for the boys to compete in recitations
of poetry before the adult members of the phratry.
The Athenian educational system was reorganised in the latter part
of the fourth century B.c. and the evidence relating to it is mostly late.
It is probable, however, that its essential features go back to an earlier
period, and in the oath of allegiance taken by the novices, which is
one of the surviving documents, there are elements which must be
archaic. The boys were trained in gymnastics under the supervision
of a gymnas{archos, an officer whose tribal origin will appear in a later
chapter. At the age of eighteen they became epheboi, corresponding to
the Spartan melleirenes, and were sent away for two years' military
service on the frontiers. During this period they wore a distinctive
cloak, originally black or dun in colour, later white. At the end of
their military service they underwent an examination (dokimasla)
and were admitted to full civic status. After the collapse of the city
state as an autonomous unit, their military duties were eventually
abolished and superseded by training in athletics and philosophy,
which attracted to Athens well-to-do young men from all parts of the
Roman Empire. In this development of the Athenian discipline we
discern the thread connecting the age grades of tribal initiation with
the academic degrees of the modem university.
The rough cloaks of the Spartan and Cretan boys were doubtless
explained as appropriate to their strenuous life, but the distinctive
colours of the Athenian cloak suggest that all three had a ritual origin.
Black or dun was the traditional colour of mourning in all parts of
Greece except Argos, where it was white. It is possible therefore that
we have here a vestige of the primitive belief in the death of the child
at initiation.
The same belief seems to underlie the custom of cutting the hair.
At Sparta, the boy's head was close-cropped from the time he entered
the agela until he became an eiren, and the girl's hair was cut on the
wedding night immediately before the coming of the bridegroom. At
Athens, the hair was dedicated on the third day of the Apatouria,
which was called the koureotis hemba, perhaps in allusion to this rite.
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The custom is not recorded i n Crete, but that is almost certainly an
accident, because there is abundant evidence, both literary and epi
graphical, that in ancient Greece, as in many other parts of the world,
the hair was cut on two distinct occasions - the attainment of puberty
by a boy or the marriage of a girl and the death of a relative. It is
true that the same rite was sometimes performed on other occasions,
especially recovery from sickness or escape from danger ; but we have
already seen that in primitive society every crisis in life is apt to be
regarded in the light of initiation. At Gytheion in Laconia there was a
local tradition, evidently primitive, that, after the murder of his
mother, Orestes recovered his sanity by biting off one of his fingers,
and at the same time he shore his hair as a thankoffering to the
Erinyes. Here the cutting of the hair is associated with a still more
primitive rite of the same nature. As we shall see in a later chapter,
the idea that the restored Orestes had in some sense been born again
can be traced in the Oresteia of lEschylus (p. 26 1 ) . The crisis may be
puberty, conversion, danger, disease or death, but in each case it is
an occasion demanding the renewal of life.
Before examining the myths relating to the birth of Zeus and
Dionysus, we must add to our account of primitive initiation a further
detail. We saw that in one form of the rite it was pretended that the
novice was killed and eaten by a spirit, who afterwards disgorged him
as a man. In some tribes, it appears, this is or has been more than a
pretence. One of the novices is really killed and his flesh eaten by the
others. At the present day, this practice of cannibalism at initiation is
exceptional, and so perhaps it has always been, because, of course,
since the idea of a mimic death is inherent in initiation, we have no
right to assume that a pretence of cannibalism is necessarily derived
from the reality ; but we have to admit the possibility, which must be
judged in the light of the other ·evidence.
When Rhea gave birth to Zeus on Mount Ida in Crete, she conceal
ed him from her father Kronos, who had been in the habit of devour
ing his offspring, and replaced him by a stone wrapped in swaddling
bands, which Kronos swallowed instead. She played the same trick
when she gave birth to Poseidon, the substitu te in his case being a foal.
The horse was one of the animal forms of Poseidon, and the stone sub
stituted for Zeus is clearly the thunder-stone. This indicates that the
legend has its roots in the lowest stratum of religion.
The infant Zeus was entrusted by Rhea to the Kouretes, who danc-
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ed around it, beating their drums and clashing their spears on their
shields in order that its cries might not reach the ears of Kronos. There
is reason to believe, as Rendel Harris has shown, that this war dance
of the Kouretes was originally a bee dance. The Kouretes were reput
ed to have invented the art of bee-keeping, and, while under their
protection, the infant Zeus was fed by the daughters of Melisseus, the
" bee-man" ; but this element in the myth, though of great importance
for the origin of the cult of Zeus, does not concern us now. To finish
the story, when Zeus grew up, he forced his father to disgorge the
stone, and also the other children, with whose aid he then overthrew
him and hurled him into Tartarus.
This legend was associated with an actual cult at Palaikastro in
Crete, where the mystery of the god's birth was enacted by a secret
society called the Kouretes, and the rites included a hymn in which
the god was invoked as "greatest kouros" to march and rejoice in
dance and song for the incoming year. The word kouros means a boy
or young man, and from it is derived the name of the Kouretes, which
is used in the Homeric poems as a common noun synonymous with
kouros.
From this evidence Jane Harrison concluded that "the Kouretes
are young men who have been initiated themselves and will initiate
others, will instruct them in tribal duties and tribal dances, steal them
away from their mothers, make away with them by some pretended
death, and, finally, bring them back as newborn, grown youths, full
members of their tribe. " In reaching this conclusion, Jane Harrison
was apparently unaware that it was actually the custom in historical
Crete for boys to be stolen from their homes and secluded in the wilds
by initiated men, and that the Kouretes were the traditional inventors
of the war dance practised by the boys in preparation for this
event.
Objection might be raised to this interpretation on the ground that,
when Zeus was committed to the care of the Kouretes, he was not a
boy approaching puberty, but an infant ; but this discrepancy can,
I think, be explained. In the first place, as we have already remarked,
when the practice of initiation declines, the rites tend to be performed
at an earlier age. An example close at hand is the Jewish rite of cir
cumcision, which, originally performed in preparation for marriage,
now takes place a few days after birth. If such displacements can occur
in the ritual itself, it is clear that they would occur even more easily
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i n myths that had lost contact with their ritual origin. Further, it
appears that, like other divine children, such as Hermes in the Homeric
hymn, the infant Zeus grew with prodigious rapidity. Kallimachos
tells us that, after being entrusted to the Kouretes, the child soon be
came a youth, the down appearing swiftly on his chin, and that while
still a child he had already imagined all things perfect ; while Aratos
goes even further and says that the infant grew up in the space of a
year.
The Kouretes were closely associated, and indeed confused, with
other analogous organisations - the Korybantes, who worshipped the
mother goddess of western Asia Minor, and the Daktyloi of lda, magi
cians who were credited with the discovery of iron. In some versions of
the birth of Zeus, the Kouretes are displaced by the Korybantes, and
both are connected with iron-working. The oldest piece of iron hi
therto known in Greece was found in Crete among other objects dating
from the second Middle Minoan period, and in Asia Minor iron was
well-known to the Hittites at least as far back as the thirteenth century
B.c. and probably long before. Like all new techniques, the working
of iron must have been regarded in the first instance as a mystery, the
function of a magical fraternity ; and therefore this accords with the
other evidence to the effect that the myths relating to the Kouretes,
Korybantes, and Daktyloi, embody the folk-memory of primitive
initiatory societies in prehistoric Crete and Asia Minor.
There are many versions of the birth of Dionysus, some derived
from the Phrygian Sabazios, others from the Egyptian Osiris. For
the present I shall confine myself to the two main centres of the Greek
tradition - Thebes and Crete.
Zeus fell in love with Semele, the daughter of Kadmos, and promis
ed her anything she asked. Deluded by Hera, she asked him to woo
her as he had wooed Hera ; whereupon, appearing in a fiery chariot,
he hurled his thunderbolt, and Semele died of fright. Snatching her
unborn child from the flames, Zeus sewed it up in his thigh, and from
there in due time Dionysus was born. So far the Theban myth. En
raged at the honours which Zeus was bestowing on the child, Hera
suborned the Titans and persuaded them to destroy it. Accordingly,
having provided themselves with attractive toys - a konos or spinning
top, a rMmbos, and golden apples from the Hesperides - the Titans
enticed the child from the Kouretes, in whose charge it had been
placed, tore it in pieces, threw the limbs into a cauldron, boiled and
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ate them. This part of the myth was enacted in the Cretan ritual of
Zagreus and in the Orphic mysteries. When Zeus discovered what
had happened, he blasted the Titans with his thunderbolt, and in
some way - the tradition varies at this point - the dead child was
brought to life again.
The birth of Dionysus from the thigh of Zeus introduces a new
complication. This part of the myth corresponds to Kronos's treatment
of his children and to the Orphic myth of Phanes, who was swallowed
by Zeus and re-born as his son. The re-birth of Phanes is clearly a
symbol of adoption. It is no doubt a hieratic construct, with no imme
diate foundation in ritual, but such mythography presupposes a tradi
tional pattern, supplied in this case by the myth of Kronos, which
we have just explained as a symbol of initiation. What, then, was
there in common between initiation and adoption ? The answer is
that in primitive society they are virtually identical. Strangers are
adopted into the clan by the act of being born again. Thus, the Jewish
rite of circumcision, which was performed soon after birth on a legi
timate child, was also performed on strangers of any age as a rite of
adoption. In the Icelandic sagas, the adopted stranger is explicitly
described as having been born again, and he receives a new name, as
at initiation. When Herakles ascended to Olympus, Hera sat on a
couch, took him to her bosom, and passed him through her clothes to
the ground in imitation of childbirth. Diodoros, who records this
myth, adds that similar rites were still practised for the adoption of
strangers by the barbarians, and numerous parallels might be cited,
not only from primitive tribes, but from media:val and modern Europe.
Even so, the treatment of Dionysus by Zeus cannot be regarded as
a simple act of adoption, because Zeus was the acknowledged father.
It was not an adoption, but a deification. In one version we are
expressly told that the purpose of the thunderbolt was to make both
mother and child immortal. As Cook has shown, the thunderbolt of
Zeus was originally conceived as inflicting death in order to confer
immortality. Similarly, when Demeter wished to immortalise the
infant Demophoon, she buried it in the fire - an act which the child's
mother naturally resented as calculated to kill it. The child had to
die in order that it might live for ever. "That which thou sowest is not
quickened, except it die." Deification is a form of adoption, and
adoption is a form of initiation.
The Titans who abducted Dionysus in order to eat him appear at
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first sight t o have little i n common with the Kouretes, who abducted
Zeus in order to save him from being eaten ; but it is a commonplace of
mythology that such extreme antinomies are apt to conceal an under
lying affinity, and in the present instance our suspicions are confirmed
by a myth of the birth of Epaphos, in which the villains, whom Hera
persuades to make away with the child, are the Kouretes. The con
tradiction is simply the mythical expression of the ambivalent nature
of the rite itself.
The same conclusion is reached from an examination of the toys
with which the child was lured away. The Golden Apples of the
Hesperides are a folk-tale motive, but the konos and rh6mbos are derived
from ritual. The k6nos was probably a spinning top of the familiar
type, the rh6mbos was a piece of wood attached to a string by which it
was spun in the air, and both were used in mystical rites to imitate
thunder. In fact, as Andrew Lang pointed out long ago, the rh6mbos
is identical with the bull-roarer used by modern savages to produce
rain and to terrify the novices at initiation. Thus, in the Wiradthuri
tribe of Australia, only the initiated may actually see a bull-roarer,
and the uninitiated believe that it is the voice of a spirit. At the crisis
of initiation, which takes place in darkness, the old men close round
the novices, whirling their bull-roarers in the air. When the crisis is
over, the instruments are revealed to them and their use explained.
That is the anakalypsis, the revelation of the sacred objects ; and that is
the ceremony of which a faint memory lingers in the toys which the
Titans displayed to Dionysus. And, if we ask why the bull-roarer
should play so prominent a part in initiation, the answer may be given
in the words of a Wiradthuri headman, who declared that the sound
of the bull-roarer was the voice of a spirit calling on the rain to fall
and everything to grow anew.
Finally, Dionysus was boiled and eaten. He was not the only one.
Medea told the daughters of Pelias that they could make their aged
father young again by boiling him. Failing to carry conviction, she
took an old ram, cut it up, threw the pieces into a cauldron of boiling
water, and produced out of the cauldron a lamb. Ino, sister to Semele
and foster-mother to Dionysus, whom she is said to have brought up
as a girl, threw her own child, Melikertes, into a cauldron, then
snatched up the cauldron with the dead child in it and leapt into
the sea. By that means both became immortal, the mother being
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renamed as Leukothea, the child as Palaimon. Thetis boiled all her
children regularly, until at the birth of Achilles the misguided father
intervened. This story was told by Hesiod, and, according to the
scholiast who records it, Thetis wanted to see whether the child was
mortal, but we may suspect that her real motive was rather to ensure
that it would be immortal. Most famous of all, however, is the boiling of
Pelops, and that brings us to the origin of the Olympian Games. In this
part of my argument I shall follow the steps of Weniger and Cornford.
When Pelops was a child, his father Tantalos invited the gods to a
feast, to be provided by contributions from each of the participants.
Tantalos himself contributed the flesh of his son, whom he cut up,
boiled in a cauldron, and served up as meat before his unsuspecting
guests. When Zeus discovered the nature of the dish that had been
laid before them, he directed that the child should be put back in the
cauldron and so restored to life. This was done, and the child was
lifted out of the cauldron by Klotho, whom we have already met as a
goddess of birth. Here she is a goddess of re-birth. Tantalos was
blasted with the thunderbolt.
As for Pelops, as soon as the bloom of manhood appeared on his
cheeks, he resolved to marry Hippodameia, daughter of Oinomaos,
the King of Elis. Hippodameia had already had thirteen suitors, all
of whom had perished in the ordeal which the father imposed on
every candidate for his daughter's hand. The ordeal was a chariot
race. The suitor drove one chariot, with his prospective bride beside
him ; the father pursued him in another, overtook him, and killed
him. Pelops, however, took the precaution of bribing the King's
charioteer to remove one of the linch-pins. The result was that the
King's chariot crashed, and the King himself was killed by Pelops
with a thrust of his spear. So Pelops married Hippodameia and suc
ceeded to her father's kingdom.
In the historical period, the Olympian Games were celebrated in
every fourth year at alternate intervals of forty-nine and fifty months.
When one celebration fell in the month of Apollonios, the next would
be held four years later in the ensuing month of Parthenios. This
arrangement is clearly based on the bisection of an octennial cycle,
which is the shortest period in which the Greek lunar year of 3 54
days could be made to coincide with the solar year of 365 !- days. In
eight years the difference between the two amounted to exactly
ninety days, which were made up by intercalating three months of
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thirty days each. Translated into myth, this reconciliation of the solar
and lunar reckonings appeared as a union of Sun and Moon, which,
as Frazer has shown, is a common form of the sacred marriage. I n
this case the celestial pair were impersonated by Pelops and Hip
podameia.
The race of Pelops was a chariot race, but we know from the local
traditions of Olympia that in the earliest period the only contest had
been a foot race. Moreover, the octennial cycle underlying the Olym
pian calendar presupposes a considerable knowledge of astronomy.
It must have superseded an earlier cycle corresponding to the annual
sequence of the seasons, which in the octennial reckoning is ignored.
For these reasons it is probable that the festival had originally been
annual.
To return to the local tradition, it must be remembered, as Weniger
and Cornford have pointed out, that the two priestly clans of Olympia,
the lamidai and the Klytiadai, who had administered the festival
from time immemorial, were still in office at the time when Pausanias,
who records the tradition, visited Olympia in the second century
A.D. There is no reason therefore to question its authenticity on the
ground that the form in which we have it is late. According to this
tradition, when Rhea gave birth to Zeus, she entrusted the child
"to the Daktyloi of Ida, or the Kouretes, as they were also called,"
who travelled from Crete to Olympia and there amused themselves
by running a race, the winner being crowned with wild olive, which
was so abundant "that they used to sleep on its leaves while they were
still green."
The leaves, we observe, had to be still green. In other words, the
practice had a ritual significance, and the reader will already have
recalled the practice of the Spartan boys, who, after their day's racing,
used to sleep on rushes from the Eurotas. That too had a ritual signi
ficance, because the use of a knife was prohibited. And here it may
be added that, after being escorted to the prytaneton or town hall, the
Olympian victor was pelted with leaves. This is usually interpreted
as a fertility rite, and so in a sense it was, but that does not go to the
heart of the matter. At Sparta, we are told, the custom was to place
no offerings in the tomb of the dead, only the body itself wrapped in
a purple soldier's cloak and laid on leaves of olive. The magical virtue
of these leaves, for living and dead alike, was newness of life.
There was also celebrated at Olympia a women's festival, the
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Heraia. This too was held every fourth year, and it is probable that
this too had originally been annual. It was supervised by a sodality
called the Sixteen Women, who wove a new robe for Hera and provi
ded two choirs, one for Hippodameia and the other for Physkoa, a
local bride of Dionysus. This suggests that the festival goes back to a
time when there was no Hera and no Hippodameia, only Physkoa, a
girl who "made things grow". The principal event of the festival
consisted irr three foot-races for girls. The winners were crowned with
wild olive and received a share of the cow which was sacrificed to
Hera.
To sum up, the men's foot race, which was the nucleus of the
Olympia, was an annual ordeal or ag6n to determine who should be
the kouros of the year. The women's foot race of the Heraia was an
ordeal of precisely the same nature, the winner being the koure of the
year. Both were ordeals of initiation, but for the winners they were
more than that -initiation and deification as well. Accordingly, when
the two festivals were co-ordinated, the winning pair became partners
in the sacred marriage - the Pelops and Hippodameia of the year.
There still remains a further question. What became of the winning
pair at the end of their year ? We know what frequently happened in
such cases from the evidence amassed by Frazer in his encyclopredic
study of the sacred marriage in the Golden Bough. As he has demonstra
ted, the king was originally divine - he was regarded as god, or, it
would be better to say, he was god, the idea of divinity being merely
a projection of the magical powers with which he had been invested
by the rite of coronation. That this rite was indistinguishable from
what later came to be regarded as deification has been made still
clearer by Hocart's study of the subject, from which it also emerges
that coronation is only a specialised rite of initiation. Like the boy at
the threshold of manhood, the candidate for divine honours has to
die and be born again. Further, since the magical control of the
crops, which it is his function to exercise, is a task of tremendous
difficulty and importance, on which the life of the community de
pends, it is essential that the person to whom it is entrusted should
himself be in the prime of life ; and since that condition is transitory,
his tenure of office is lhnited to a single cycle, from seed-time to har
vest. At the end of the year he is killed - or, rather, not killed, but
sent to rejoin his fellow gods after accomplishing his task on earth.
And, lastly, since these magical powers are dependent on physical
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strength, his successor is commonly chosen by ordeal of combat, in
which he is challenged and overthrown by a younger and stronger
man. This feature appears at Olympia in a tradition recorded by
Plutarch. " I n ancient times," he says, "there was also held an ordeal
of single combat, which ended only in the slaughter of the van
quished."
The myth of Pelops may therefore be interpreted as a symbol of
the specific form which pri�itive initiation had assumed in prehistoric
Olympia. It consisted of two parts -initiation into manhood and
initiation into kingship. The first was effected by a ceremony in which
the novices were believed to be devoured by the gods as children and
restored as men. The second was effected by a competitive ordeal
(originally a foot race, later a chariot race) , the winner being acclaim
ed as the god-king of the year. And, lastly, at the end of the year, the
god-king was killed by his successor.
Even in historical times, the Olympian victor was regarded with
superstitious veneration and invested with honours that might be
described as either royal or divine. At Olympia itself he was crowned
with olive and feasted in the prytane£on. On his return to his native
city, he was dressed in purple and drawn by white horses in a trium
phal procession through a breach in the walls. At Sparta, he marched
by the side of the kings into battle, evidently in the belief that his
proximity would carry them to victory. At Athens, he enjoyed the
right of eating in the prytane£on at the public cost for the rest of his
life, and after death he was worshipped as a hero, less mortal than
divine. Unless we remember all this, we are not in a position to
appreciate the anxious insistency with which in many odes Pindar
warns the victor at the Games not to seek too much, not to peer too
far into the future, not to aspire to become a god. Even in the Altis
at Olympia, where, next to Delphi, the Greek aristocracy felt most at
home, they were confronted with this strange contradiction, which
was only accepted because it was ineradicable and because it could
be piously cloaked in the trappings of ancient priestcraft.
The course of our argument has carried us a long way from the
initiation ceremonies of the primitive tribe, but the same thread runs
right through to the end. The prytaneion of the Greek city-state was
not merely an eating-place at which distinguished citizens and stran
gers were publicly entertained ; it was the sacred hearth of the com
munity, which at Athens was kindled annually by the victors in the
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torch races of the epheboi. As Hutton Webster remarked, "an institu
tion so firmly established and so widely spread" as the Men's House
"may be expected to survive by devotion to other uses as the earlier
ideas which led to its foundation fade away."
I t may therefore be asserted with some confidence that Cornford
was right in rejecting Ridgeway's view that the Olympian Games
were originally a festival of the dead. It is true that the institution of
athletic contests at the funerals of distinguished men is attested by the
Homeric poems and by the actual practice of historical times ; but
Cornford's own view has now been amplified and extended in such
a way that puberty and death appear as events of the same order,
both fitting occasions for a ritual that brings newness of life.
Our knowledge of the Eleusinian Mysteries is derived largely from
the Hellenistic period or later, but at a number of vital points the
tradition can be traced through Plato, Aristophanes and lEschylus to
the Homeric Hymn to Demeter, and it is carried still further, into the
Mycenean period, by the evidence of archa:ological remains.
On the other hand, it is clear that by the fifth century B.c. the
primitive character of the cult had been radically altered by succes
sive accretions and reorganisations. Originally, it appears, it was the
property of a single clan, the Eumolpidai, which was joined at an
early period by the Kerykes. The great service of Demeter to man
kind, which the Mysteries were believed to commemorate, was the
discovery of agriculture. The same service was commemorated at
Athens itself in the festival of the Thesmophoria, which had much in
common with the Mysteries of Eleusis and moreover was reserved to
women. It is possible therefore that the cult of Eleusis was originally
of the same type. Indeed, the myth of the Eleusinian Demeter, who
revealed the art of agriculture herself, but taught the use of the plough
through the medium of her foster-son, Triptolemos, seems to reflect a
transition from matrilineal to patrilineal descent, which, as we saw
in an earlier chapter (p. I 3 ) , is associated with the advance from gar
den tillage to field tillage. One function of the Eumolpidai, undoub
tedly ancient, was the ceremonial ploughing of the Rharian plain,
which suggests that the clan had once been a royal one with functions
similar to those studied by Hooke and others in early Babylonia and
Egypt. Throughout the prehistoric period, the cult was local, strangers
being admitted only by adoption, but in the sixth century, perhaps
under Peisistratos, who rebuilt the Hall of Initiation, it was taken
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over by the growing Attic state and thrown open to all persons of
Greek speech, even including slaves. There can be no doubt that the
tyrant's interest in Eleusis was prompted by the same motives as his
patronage of the Orphic movement. Aristotle says that it was characte
ristic of democracy to reduce the number and broaden the basis of
the old aristocratic cults. The evolution of the Mysteries was therefore
part and parcel of the evolution of the Attic state. Beginning as a local
cult in a small and primitive tribal community, it reflected succes
sively the early kingship, based on agrarian magic, the religious
exclusiveness of the aristocracy, and, finally, under the impetus of the
democratic revolution, the intrusion of state control.
The Great Mysteries of Eleusis were celebrated annually in the
month of Boedromion, which coincided approximately with our
September and immediately preceded the month in which the crops
were sown for the ensuing year. We are told by Plutarch that in pri
mitive Attica the sowing had taken place earlier than it did in histo
rical times, and so we may infer that the Mysteries were originally
designed to synchronise with the beginning of the agricultural year.
The man or woman who wished to be admitted to the Great Myste
ries had first of all to be initiated at the Little Mysteries of Agra,
which were said to have-been founded by Demeter for the benefit of
Herakles. When Herakles was about to descend into Hades, he went
to Eleusis and asked to be initiated, but was rejected on the ground
that he was a stranger. Accordingly, he was adopted into the com
munity by Demeter at Agra, and then his request was granted. The
Little Mysteries were celebrated in the month of Anthesterion, cor
responding to the latter part of February and the first part of March,
when the last summer's wine matured. After participating in these
Mysteries, the candidate was not initiated at Eleusis in the following
autumn, but had to wait at least until the following year. This inter
val was evidently a period of probation, like the two years spent at
Sparta in the mellelrenes and at Athens in the epheboi. We are also told
that the cloak worn by the candidate during his initiation might not
be changed, but had to be worn continuously until it fell off.
On the fourteenth day of Boedromion the epheboi marched to
Eleusis and on the next escorted the sacred objects, possibly images
of Demeter and Persephone, from there to Athens. On the following
day, the candidates assembled at Athens in the presence of the hiero
phantes and the daido6chos, the high priests of the Eumolpidai and the
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Kerykes, who issued a solemn proclamation in which they warned
the unworthy to depart. Barbarians and unpurified homicides were
explicitly disqualified.
Next followed purification. The novices went down to the sea
shore and bathed. In another rlte a pig was sacrificed and its blood
spilt over the novice,_ who sat on a low seat, his head veiled. On the
analogy of primitive initiation, we may conjecture that the pig's
blood was a substitute for the candidate's own, and the significance
of the veil is explained when we find that it was worn by both parties
at marriage, and that at death it was both placed over the head of
the corpse and worn by the relatives as a sign of mourning. In the
present instance it was perhaps associated with the myth of Demeter,
who is described in the Homeric Hymn as sitting veiled in mourning
for her daughter.
The next stage in the proceedings is obscure. It consisted apparently
of a sacrifice and an intrusive element from the cult of Asklepios at
Epidauros. The candidates are also described as "staying at home."
Then, on the nineteenth, singing and dancing through the fields,
the great procession set out for Eleusis, escorting the image of lakchos,
which seems to be another intrusive element, derived from the cult of
Dionysus. Various ceremonies were performed on the way, including
the exchange of imprecations and obscene jests at the bridge over the
Kephissos. This is a p rimitive fertility rite of world-wide distribution,
but, not being specially connected with initiation, it need not detain
us now. It appears that the procession included those who had only
been initiated at Agra in the preceding spring as well as those whose
probation was now completed ; and consequently, on their arrival at
Eleusis, the pilgrims fell into two grades - the mjstai, who had to
wait another year before proceeding further, and the ep6ptai, who
were admitted to the Hall of Initiation (telestbion) , where the secrets
of Eleusis were revealed to them.
What precisely it was that was "seen and heard" on this occasion
is a matter of conjecture. It seems clear, however, that there was a
sacred marriage enacted by the high priest and priestess, and a ritual
drama symbolising the journey of the soul to the judgment seat.
One of the most striking features of the ceremony, which can be
traced as far back as JEschylus, was the sudden blaze of torchlight
which illuminated the darkness and transformed the sorrow of the
onlookers into joy. It is also stated that an ear of corn was revealed to
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them as a sign of their salvation. The other features, deduced from
the symbolism of the Homeric Hymn, are too uncertain to be relied on.
The initiates were under a vow to divulge nothing of what they
had heard or seen, and the .silence thus imposed on them was expres
sed in the mystical symbol of "the golden key on the tongue", cor
responding to the Pythagorean "ox on the tongue" and the Orphic
"door on the tongue" .
The main reason why our evidence for the actual content of the
Eleusinian Mysteries is so slight is probably not that the secrets were
so well kept, but that they were so well known. The habitual and
casual familiarity with which such writers as £schylus and Plato
allude to these matters presupposes in their public a general and
intimate knowledge, and shows that many of the mystical formul�
had passed into the common currency of everyday Attic speech.
These half-veiled allusions, of which Greek literature is full, can be
made to reveal, if not the ritual itself, at least the subjective attitude
of the mystic, which is almost equally significant.
The Eleusinian initiate differed from other men in that he had
"brighter hopes" of the future - the hope of a "better lot" in the life
hereafter, when, " delivered from the evils" of mortality, he would
obtain the crown of glory and live in the blessed company of the
gods. The impression left on his mind by his experience of the mystical
rites is vividly described by Plutarch :
At first wanderings and wearisome hurryings to and fro, and
unfinished journeys half-seen as through a darkness ; then before
the consummation itself all the terrors, shuddering and trembling,
sweat and wonder ; after which they are confronted by a wonderful
light, or received into pure regions and meadows, with singing and
dancing and sanctities of holy voices and sacred revelations, where
in, made perfect at last, free and absolved, the initiate worships
with crowned head in the company of those pure and undefiled,
looking down on the impure, uninitiated multitude of the living as
they trample one another under foot and are herded together in
thick mire and mist.
It was the same experience that inspired the famous allegory in
which Plato likened the soul of man to a charioteer. The chariot has
wings, and is drawn by two horses, one good, the other bad, one
drawing it aloft into the celestial heights, the other dragging it down
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to earth. The soul drives on, struggling and sweating. Chariots crash
and collide, horses are crippled and wings broken, as competitors
are trampled down and fall out of the race. But, when the race has
been won, then the soul is admitted into the mystery of mysteries,
perfect, delivered, blest, gazing in a clear light on the celestial vision.
In later literature this image became a commonplace, and passed
into Christianity. "Throughout life," says Plutarch, "the soul is
engaged in an athletic contest, and, when the contest is over, it
meets with its reward." "Come, " says Porphyry, "let us strip and step
into the racecourse for the Olympia of the soul !" "Know ye not, "
St. Paul asks the Corinthians, "that they which run in a race run all,
but one receiveth the prize ? Even so run, that ye may attain . . . .
Now they do it to receive a corruptible crown ; but we an incorrup
tible." Plutarch and Porphyry were no doubt drawing consciously on
Plato ; but it is important to observe that the image was not invented
by Plato, being found in JEschylus and Sophokles. In fact, it was not
a literary invention at all, but was firmly rooted in the mystic ritual.
Thus, one of the sacred formulre which the Orphics hoped to recite
in the other world was, "With swift feet I have attained unto the
crown desired. " And the same idea underlies the terminology of
Eleusis, which we must now examine.
The successive grades of initiation in the Eleusinian Mysteries are
described by Theon of Smyrna as follows :
The parts of initiation are five. The first is purification. The
mysteries are not open to all who wish to partake of them, some being
warned to keep away, such as those who have unclean hands or
unintelligible speech, and even those who are not debarred must
first receive purification. Next after purification is the administra
tion of the rite. The third is the so-called epopteia. The fourth, which
is also the end of the epopteia, is the crowning and laying-on of the
garland, which empowers him, after becoming a hierophdntes or
daidouchos or other official, to administer the rite to others. And the
fifth and last is the blessedness which comes of enjoying the love
of the gods and feasting with the gods.
The writer is concerned to show that there are five grades, because
that number is necessary to his argument, but, as he admits himself,
the third and fourth are really one, and in other writers the initial
purification is not counted as a grade of initiation at all, but regarded
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as preliminary. The five grades of Theon may therefore be reduced
to three : mjesis or initiation, epopteia, and eudaimonia or spiritual bliss.
The rank of ep6ptes was attained, as we have seen, in the second
year after initiation at the Little Mysteries of Agra. The word ep6ptes
means both an "onlooker" and a "supervisor." As an onlooker, the
ep6ptes was permitted to behold the secret rites enacted in the Hall of
Initiation. As a supervisor, he administered those rites to others.
He corresponds, therefore, to the Spartan eiren, who, in his second
year of manhood, was put in charge of the boys during the period
immediately preceding their ordeal at the altar of Artemis.
Now, the same word was also used at Olympia to denote a steward
or supervisor at the games. There is no need to suppose that the Eleusi
nian use of this term was derived from Olympia any more than the
Olympian from Eleusis, because both have now been traced indepen
dently to their common origin in the primitive ritual of initiation. At
both places, the ep6ptai were, or had been, like the kouretes of the
Cretan myth, the men who, having been initiated themselves, super
intended the initiation of others. At Olympia, the ordeal of initiation
was a race ; at Eleusis it had become a passion play in which the
crisis of change was projected as a terrifying drama of the soul on its
journey through death to salvation.
That the Greeks themselves were conscious of the significance
underlying this double application of the term ep6ptes is clear from
another passage in Plutarch, who is again expounding mystical doct
rine in terms of an athletic contest :
According to Hesiod, the souls which have been delivered from
birth and are at leisure thenceforward from the body, as it were
free and fully absolved, are the guardian spirits (daimones epimeleis)
of mankind. Athletes who have given up training on account of
their age do not entirely forgo their old delight in bodily contests,
but still enjoy watching others at their practices, running alongside
and cheering them onward. So too those who have ceased from the
contests of life and by virtue of soul become spirits (daimones) do
not lose all interest in the affairs and discussions and studies of
earthly life, but show their goodwill and sympathetic zeal to others
engaged in exercising themselves for the same purpose, setting
forth with them and shouting encouragement as they see them draw
near and at last touch the hoped-for goal.
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And again we are reminded of the New Testament :
Therefore let us also, seeing we are compassed about with so
great a cloud of witnesses, lay aside every weight, and the sin which
doth so easily beset us, and let us run with patience the race which
is set before us, looking unto Jesus the author and perfecter of our
faith, who for the joy that was set before him endured the cross,
despising shame, and hath sat down at the right hand of the throne
of God.
The cloud of witnesses are the ep6ptai. So for that matter are the Old
Blues, now equipped with bicycles ; for there can be little doubt that
further research would show that the organisation of the modern
university, for work and play alike, goes back ultimately to the same
source.
The third grade was eudaimonia, and it is clear, both because the
Greeks counted it blasphemy to apply that word to worldly prosperity,
and because here it is expressly associated with admission to the com
pany of the gods, that this grade was only attained after death. We
recall the divine honours accorded to the Olympian victor, and again
we find that the analogy was consciously worked out. This time it is
Plato, protesting against the idea that the reward of the righteous had
anything in common with the notorious revelry that followed a
victory at the games :
Even more dashing are the blessings which Mousaios and his son
make the gods bestow on the righteous. They claim to take them
down to Hades, where they seat them on couches and prepare a
banquet of the saints, and there with crowned heads they drink for
all time, as though an eternity of drunkenness were virtue's fairest
reward.
The rite of initiation was called a telete, and the preliminaries to it
were proteleia. The same terms were used to describe the marriage rite.
Marriage was constantly regarded as a mystery, and the parties to it
as initiates. The initiate was described as teleios, complete or perfect,
and the same term was applied to those who had attained married
status, also to Zeus and Hera as patrons of matrimony. Both these
connotations are derivative. The primary meaning of teleios is "full-
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grown" or "mature." They are derived therefore from the time when
initiation and marriage had both taken place at puberty.
One of the formulie recited at marriage was, "I have fled the
worse and found the better." The same formula was used in the Myste
ries of Attis, which reached Athens from Asia Minor in the fourth
century B.C. We are not told that it was employed at Eleusis, but it is
evidently based on the idea of "deliverance or flight from evil. "
Its significance i n the marriage rite i s clearly connected with the
notion, to which we referred in a previous chapter (p. 47) , that
marriage was the inauguration of a new mo£ra or daimon ; and in the
same chapter we referred to the Attic custom relating to the deuter6pot
mos, the man who, having been mistakenly mourned as dead, was
readmitted to the community by a mimetic birth, which conferred on
him a second mo£ra. Now, in the language of the Mysteries, the term
teleios is frequently combined with the word hol6kleros, which has
precisely the same mystical significance, but means literally "endowed
with a whole portion, " kleros being a synonym of mo£ra. We may say
therefore that the function of both the rite of marriage and initiation
into the Mysteries was originally to invest the child at puberty with a
new mo£ra. The child was born again.
Putting this evidence together, we conclude that the sense in which
the mystic had been "made perfect" by initiation was that he had
been invested with a new mo£ra for the life after death. As we have
already observed, the hope of the mystic was for a better lot, a better
portion or mo£ra, in the other world. The same idea is implicit in the
word eudaimonia, applied to the state of bliss resulting from possession
of a good daimon after the soul had been delivered from mortality.
Thus, the mystical doctrine reproduces the pattern of tribal initiation
at every point. At the same time, the old pattern has been charged
with an entirely new meaning. In the Mysteries, a ritual which had
been designed as a preparation for life has been transformed into a
preparation for death. There lies the essence of all mystical religions.
How this profound change in man's outlook on the world had been
brought about is a question to which we shall address ourselves after
we have tried to penetrate the mysteries of Dionysus.
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VIII
DIONYSUS

HE myths of Greece form an infinite series, one running into
another with little regard for the particular divinity to which
T
they happen to be attached. The thread that unites them is ritual,
which is older than the gods.
The gods of the Greek pantheon are each the product of an infinite
complex of local cults, which only yielded a unified concept after the
atomic structure of tribal society had been merged into the broad
strata of economic classes. Even then the concept varied from class to
class and from district to district. The Homeric Artemis is a graceful
virgin huntress ; yet at Ephesos, only a few miles from Smyrna, one of
the main centres of the Homeric tradition, the same goddess was wor
shipped as a many-breasted mother not yet fully anthropomorphic.
The Homeric pantheon was already, when it attained its final form,
an abstraction with little validity outside the circle of a narrow ruling
class. Four centuries later, when commercial intercourse had laid the
basis for a new pantheon, modelled on the Homeric but different,
Apollo and Dionysus stand at opposite poles, the one for the aristocra
tic ideal of static perfection -for Mass, as Nietzsche expressed it, the
other for popular enthusiasm, for Uebermass. This differentiation
belonged only to the last stage of their evolution, and the earlier
stages still survived in ritual. At Delphi, the orgiastic cult of the Thyia
des was devoted to Apollo as well as Dionysus ; Dionysus as well as
Apollo was a musician and a prophet ; and such Apolline festivals as the
Lampadaphoria at Thebes and the Staphylodromia at Sparta were
Dionysiac in everything but name. Nor were the affinities of Dionysus
restricted to Apollo. In Crete he was identified with Zeus ; in Thrace
he was a war-god like Ares ; in the Argive myth of the daughters of
Proitos the antiquarians were unable to agree whether it was Dionysus
or Hera that drove the women mad. And where the evidence permits
us to press our analysis a step further back, these gods -Apollo,
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Dionysus, Hera - all disappear, leaving us with the mimetic ritual of
the totemic clan. Im Anfang war die Tat.
In the present chapter, therefore, we shall reverse the method
adopted by Farnell, who studied the cults of Greek religion by classify
ing them according to gods, and we shall only pursue the personality
of Dionysus as far as the argument requires. After resuming our ac
count of primitive initiation and extending it to parts of the world
where it survives only in the seasonal festivals of a detribalised peas
antry, we shall follow it into the ritual of the ancient Greek secret
society, which was mainly but not exclusively Dionysiac.
The prize of victory at Olympia was a crown of wild olive. In the
prehistoric past, when the games were still ordeals of initiation, this
plant had been endowed with the magical virtue of communicating
that newness of life without which the child could not be born again
as man or woman. The human community had fertilised itself by a
simple act of physical contact with the fertility of Nature. Conversely,
it was necessary that the human community should propagate in
order that nature might increase and multiply. The two beliefs were
complementary and ultimately identical, both being inspired by an
intense realisation of the interdependence of human society and its
material environment.
The initiation ceremonies of Australia are the most primitive that
have survived ; yet their very elaboration proves that they are the
outcome of a long process of evolution. As we remarked in the Intro
duction, the economic development of thes <\._tribes has been arrested,
but their social institutions have continued to<Ievelop in directions in
which they still have a functional value. The question therefore arises
whether it is possible to penetrate behind these Australian ceremonies
to a still more primitive form of initiation.
We have seen that the period of probation interposed in the more
advanced tribes between initiation and marriage is not an original
element, and that the content of the marriage rite indicates that it was
once identical with initiation. From this it may be inferred that in the
earliest phase of tribal society the sexes mated at puberty, as they
still do in Australia. At that stage initiation was simply initiation into
sexual life - the first ritual act of physical union. We have also seen
that the classificatory system of relationship is based on a principle
which points to unrestricted intercourse within each generation be
tween men and women belonging to different exogamous groups.
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To these considerations we may now add a third, to which Robertson
Smith has drawn attention. The rudest communities of which we
have direct knowledge live at an economic level so low that sexual
intercourse tends to be restricted to that part of the year in which
food is most plentiful ; and if this restriction operates now, it must
have operated far more forcibly in the earliest phase of all, when the
tribe was still in process of evolving out of the primitive horde. This
means that initiation was originally an annual summer celebration
for a clearly-defined and comprehensive age group consisting of all
those of both sexes who had just reached puberty. The rite of human
death and rebirth is thus traced back to a form in which it is insepar
able from the death and rebirth of vegetation. Human life moved in
unison with Nature. The same pulse throbbed in both.
This aspect of initiation is not very prominent in the Australian
ceremonies, perhaps because our knowledge of them is confined for
the most part to objective descriptions of the actual rites ; but it is
brought out very clearly in the spring festivals of the ancient Chinese
peasantry, which are of considerable importance for the interpretation
of peasant customs in other parts of the globe. The account which
follows is from Granet. It is especially valuable for its indication of the
subjective attitude of the participants, deduced from their traditional
songs.
For long centuries, initiations were celebrated in the rural
assemblies at the same time as espousals to inaugurate the new
season. Learned rituals still speak of the spring festivals when "girls
and boys rejoiced in a crowd. " The gloss adds : " [then] majority is
granted to the boys ; [then] wives are taken." Life can only awake
by virtue of the combined forces of the two sexes. Only a festival of
youth can arouse the spring.
Initiations and espousals were accomplished under the control of
the whole community. They held their sittings in places set apart
from domestic occupation and profane uses. In a wide untrammelled
landscape, boys and girls, freed from customary restraints, learnt
contact with nature. Waters flowed in the brooks set free by the
melting of the ice ; springs which had been bound by winter burst
from the fountains which had once more come to life ; the thawed
ground opened to let the grass appear ; the animals peopled it, all
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springing from their retreats. The time of seclusion was over and
that of universal interpenetration was come. Earth and sky could
commune, and the rainbow was the sign of their union. Closed
groups could now enter into alliance, sexual corporations encoun
ter each other. In a landscape which was at once venerable and new,
where from time immemorial their ancestors had been at once initi
ated into social and sexual life, the young people were united . . . .
One of the most important games of the spring festivals was the
crossing of rivers, which was performed half-naked and immediate
ly before the unions in the fields. Shivering from contact with the
living waters, the women then felt themselves to be penetrated as
it were with floating souls. The sacred fountains, long dried up,
awoke anew as though the coming of spring had set free their
waters from an underground prison where winter had enchained
them. . . . By the act of crossing the rivers, their deliverance was
celebrated, fertile rains were drawn down upon the land, and upon
oneself the spring of fertilisation. The Chinese never ceased to pray
at the same time and by the same rites for births to enrich their
families and rain to make the seed to spring. Rains and reincar
nations were at first obtained by the sexual games. But in the end
it was believed that water possessed a female nature, and that women
alone could retain the virtue by which it was possible to obtain
rain. In the same way they imagined that virgins could beco me
mothers by simple contact with the sacred rivers. It was in fact a
time when births were acquired at the sole profit of the wives and
when the only incarnations were those of maternal ancestors. . . .
These festivals consisted of communions, orgies and games . . . .
Gatherings, assemblies, hunts, became the opportunities for rivalry
in dance and song. This may still be found in our own day amongst
the backward populations of southern China. Their greatest festivals
are those in which the boys and girls of neighbouring villages form a
line abreast and cut the fern, singing extempore songs. On these
jousts depend the prosperity of the year and the people's happiner.s.
In the same way, in the ancient festivals of China, the young people
who gathered for the games believed that they were obeying a com
mand of Nature, and working together with her. Their dances and
songs correspond to the cries of birds seeking a mate, the flight of
insects as they pursued each other. "The grasshopper in the meadow
and the one on the little hill hops. Until I have seen my lord - my
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restless heart, ah, how it beats ! - but as soon as I see him - as soon
as I am united to him - then my heart will be at peace. "
The special importance o f this ancient Chinese peasant poetry lies
in the fact that, whereas its ritual origin is abundantly clear, so too
is its affinity to the Natureingang poetry of medireval Europe - the
love-songs of the Goliards and Vagantes, poor clerks and wandering
scholars, the German Minnesinger and the Provenc;al troubadours .
Letabundus rediit avium concentus,
ver iocundum prodiit, gaudeat iuventus,
nova ferens gaudia ; modo vernant omnia
Phebus serenatur,
redolens temperiem, novo flore faciem
Flora renovatur.
That these songs too have their origin in agrarian ritual is now
generally recognised, and indeed the ritual itself still survives in the
decadent forms of the modern European May and harvest festivals.
This ritual is important for our present purpose, because I believe
that it throws light on certain elements in the worship of Dionysus.
It has, of course, been thoroughly examined by Mannhardt and
Frazer, and my only reason for taking up the matter here is that
one of its central features - the idea of death and resurrection - has
not been adequately interpreted.
I shall concentrate on the two festivals, celebrated in the spring or
early summer, which are called " Carrying out Death" and "Bringing
in the Summer. " In many parts of Europe only one of these elements
is represented, but elsewhere they are found in combination, and
there is no doubt that they are both integral parts of a single celebra
tion. After a brief summary of the essential elements in each, I shall
call attention to some details, taken from particular examples, which
illustrate their general significance.
A puppet called Death is carried out of the village by a party of
young men or girls, while the onlookers praise it or curse it or pelt it
with stones. It is then hung on a tree, or burnt, or thrown into a
stream, or torn to pieces in the fields, the party scrambling for the
remains. The puppet is always made to represent a human being,
and is often dressed in women's clothes. Sometimes the part of Death
is played by one of the villagers, and then a pretence is made of
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killing him. Where the two ceremonies are combined, the party may
spend the whole night in the woods, and then there is usually sexual
licence. Next follows the bringing in of summer. Boughs are cut in
the woods, or a whole tree is felled, and with these the party returns
to the village and makes a house-to-house collection for food or money,
blessing those who give and cursing those who refuse. The collection
is sometimes followed by a feast. The boughs are eventually hung
over the doors or set up in the cattle-stalls or in the fields, where they
are believed to bring fertility to women, cattle and crops. The tree
is frequently accompanied by a puppet representing a boy or girl,
or by a real boy or girl dressed up in foliage. It is erected in the village
as a maypole, around which are held dances, races and games of
various sorts, the winners often being acclaimed as the king or queen
of the year. In some places the king of the previous year is subjected
to an ordeal or suffers a mock execution. The participants in the
festival are usually the young people of the village - the boys or the
girls or both ; but there is a rather high proportion of instances in
which the celebrations are reserved to women.
In parts of Transylvania, a willow is felled, garlanded and set up
in the village. Old and sick persons spit on it and say, "You will
soon die, but let us live." Next morning, a young man dressed up in
leaves and called the Green George is carried to a stream as though
to be drowned, but at the last moment a puppet made of branches
is thrown into the stream in his stead. In Upper Lusatia the puppet
is dressed in the veil worn by the last bride and a shirt from the house
in which the last death occurred. In Bohemia it is burnt by children,
who sing as it burns :
Now carry we Death out of the village,
The new Summer into the village.
Welcome, dear Summer, green little corn !
At Spachendorf in Silesia, the puppet is carried to a field, stripped,
and torn to pieces by the crowd, everyone struggling to secure a wisp
of the straw of which it is made. The wisps are brought home and
placed in the mangers, where it is believed they make the cattle
thrive.
Essentially similar to these spring festivals, though usually less
elaborate, is the French and German custom of the Harvest May.
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A branch or tree, decorated with ears of corn, is brought home on the
last waggon from the harvest field and fastened on to the farmhouse
roof, where it remains for the rest of the year.
Frazer interprets these festivals as follows. Death and Summer are
really identical, being different aspects of the vegetation spirit which
year by year dies and is born again. Originally the vegetation spirit
was embodied in a tree, but gradually it became anthropomorphic
- first a puppet adorned with leaves and then a human being simil
arly adorned and associated with a tree. The mock execution which
the human being sometimes undergoes is derived from an earlier
custom of human sacrifice, in which the old king was actually killed
by the new.
Of the essential identity of the two figures there can be no question.
It is proved by many of the songs sung on the occasion, and it is
brought out very clearly in some Russian forms of the festival. In
Little Russia, a girl called the Kostrubonko lies down as though dead.
Mourners move round her and sing :
Dead, dead is our Kostrubonko !
Dead, dead is our dear one !
Suddenly the girl springs to her feet, and the mourners rejoice :
Come to life, come to life is our Kostrubonko !
Come to life is our dear one !
Thus far, therefore, Frazer is certainly right, but the remainder of his
interpretation is open to serious objections.
In the first place, it is surely over-simplified. The tree is undoubt
edly a primitive element, going back to a remote past ; but it is
hardly probable on general grounds that the form of a pre-anthropo
morphic cult should have been preserved almost intact, with the
transition to anthropomorphism so neatly stratified, by the peasantry
of modern Europe. Nor is there any independent reason to suppose
that the versions in which the tree is replaced by a tree-man are less
primitive than the others. Moreover, in certain respects, notwith
standing their underlying affinity, the two figures are very different.
Summer is always a tree or a tree-man, .and it has been plausibly
suggested that the former was a phallic symbol. In that case the two
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elements are distinct and there is no reason to derive one from the
other, the tree-man being the carrier of the phallus. Death, on the
other hand, is almost invariably a puppet, which in most cases

is

not specially associated with trees at all, while in some it is clearly
a substitute for a human being. There are really no grounds for
believing that the puppet is pre-anthropomorphic.
Finally, in view of what was said in the last chapter, it is rash to
assume that a rite of mimic death presupposes an antecedent stage
in which the death was actual . In default of independent evidence,
the feigned death, whether in myth or in ritual, is adequately explain
ed on the hypothesis that it is derived from rites of initiation, in
which, as we have seen, a mimic death - not a real death - is an
essential element. Thus, the mock execution of the old king need be
no more than a confused reminiscence of a forgotten initiatory ordeal ;
and this in terpretation becomes almost necessary when we find that
the mock death is often followed by a mock resurrection. The case
of Kostrubonko has already been quoted. I n Saxony, after being put
to death, the king is restored to life by a doctor. On Frazer's hypothe
sis, this feature must be explained as a mock sacrifice substituted for
a real sacrifice ; but the magic doctor belongs to a very widespread
tradition, which can be traced in Greek comedy and again in the
drama of medireyal Europe, and it seems much simpler to suppose
that it is nothing more than a folk memory of the mock death and
resurrection inherent in the ritual of initiation.
I would suggest therefore an interpretation of these festivals, which,
while less simple and obvious, is perhaps for that reason likely to be
nearer the truth. At the beginning of spring, the boys and girls of the
community go out in procession to the woods and meadows. Th eir
departure is an occasion for mourning, because the boys wil l return
as men and the girls will be maidens no more. Out in the woods they
carry branches which they have torn from the trees, and' crown their
heads with leaves . By this means they assimilate the generative powers
j ust reviving in field and forest, and in the course of the night they
perform for the first time the act of sexual union. Next morning they
return , carrying with them the emblems of their new status. There
are games, contests and trials of strength, and the winning pair are
venerated as bride and bridegroom in the sacred marriage of the
year. The festival ends with a communal meal.
From one point of view, therefore, the purpose is to impregnate the
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rising generation by contact with the first spring blossoms ; but at
the same time the human community must fertilise itself in order to
renew the fertility of Nature, and eventually, as the structure of
society changes, this aspect becomes dominant. The rite is still per
formed by the young - a festival of youth is still needed to arouse the
spring, but the special significance of their part in it, particularly
their ritual death and resurrection, is no longer understood. One of
their number suffers a mimic death and resurrection, or a puppet is
killed in his stead ; and the puppet becomes a symbol for the hunger
and sickness of the winter that is past. Similarly, the virtues which
they have assimilated by contact with the boughs are restricted to
the boughs themselves and finally concentrated in the village may
pole. And so the festival degenerates into a traditional pastime, the
meaningless debris of a forgotten ritual.
The customs of Bringing in the Summer and the Harvest May can,
of course, be traced, in a form almost equally decadent, among the
Greek peasantry, ancient and modern. In Samos, at the festival of
Apollo, the children used to beg from door to door with a song of
precisely the same type as those still used in central Europe, and they
carried the eiresi6ne - a branch garlanded with wool. We are also told
that throughout Greece the farmers used to honour Dionysus by
setting up in their fields a tree-stump. On the other hand, the eiresi6ne
was also carried at the Athenian festival of the Oschophoria, which
was officially recognised by the state and administered by the clan of
the Phytalidai. The principal events were races for the epheboi, a
procession led by two young men disguised as women, and a commu
nal feast. Moreover, in Greece as in Italy and elsewhere, the negative
element in the primitive ritual, corresponding to the Carrying
out of Death, acquired fresh vitality as a ceremony of public atone
ment. Thus, in Asiatic Greece, in time of plague or famine, a slave
or criminal (pharmak6s) was escorted out of the city ; after being given
a meal of cheese, figs and barley bread, he was whipped on the genital
organs with branches of wild trees, burnt to death on a pile of timber
taken from wild trees and his ashes scattered to the winds. Here the
element of mortification has been developed along independent lines,
but the idea of regeneration clearly underlies the manner of his whip
ping. Frazer says that "it was·not unnatural to stimulate his reproduc
tive powers in order that these might be transmitted in full activity
to his successor" ; but in the present instance there is no trace of a
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successor. His reproductive powers were stimulated in order to restore
health and plenty.
We saw in the last chapter that initiation was an essential feature in
the formation of all secret magical societies, and we have now seen
that its origins are inseparable from the origins of agriculture. Our
next task is to investigate the worship of Dionysus, which was largely
in the hands of secret societies and largely concerned with agricultural
magic. I shall begin with the myth of the death of Pentheus as it is
presented in the Bacchants of Euripides.
It will be remembered that in punishment for his persecution of
the worshippers of Dionysus, Pentheus was lured to his death by the
god himself. Seized with a desire to see the Bacchants at their secret
rites, he disguises himself at the god's direction in women's clothes,
and, thus attired, he is led through the streets of Thebes, the laughing
stock of the people. When they reach the pinewood where the Bac
chants are resting before their celebrations, Pentheus asks for a
point of vantage from which he can view the spectacle. The god
bends down one of the trees, sets Pentheus on its top, and releases it.
Then the god disappears, and a voice is heard summoning the Bac
chants to punish the sinner who has violated their seclusion. Catching
sight of Pentheus in the tree-top, they pelt him with sticks and stones ;
then, at the bidding of his own mother, Agaue, who with her sisters
Ino and Autonoe is among the celebrants, they tear up the tree by
the roots and bring it to the ground. Pentheus implores his mother
to spare his life, but she does not even recognise him. "She is the
priestess who inaugurates the slaughter." With superhuman strength,
she wrenches off one of his shoulders. The other women close round.
lno seizes an elbow, Autonoe the feet. Eventually Agaue snatches the
head, impales it on her thyrsus or ivy-wreathed wand, and races back
in triumph to the city, where she sets it on the roof of the palace.
"A wreath freshly plucked have we brought from the hills to the
palace, a prey full of blessings." Agaue is the victor, because it was
she who struck the first blow. She declares that her fellow-worshippers
acclaim her as "blessed Agaue," calls on her father to rejoice in the
daughter whom God has blessed, and finally summons her kinsfolk to
a feast.
The death of Pentheus was interpreted many years ago by Bather,
working on the materials collected by Mannhardt and Frazer. As he
pointed out, the myth is founded on ritual, and the ritual on which
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it is founded belongs to the same type as the customs of Carrying out
Death and Bringing in the Summer, the only difference being that
here the puppet and the maypole are replaced by a single human
victim. To Bather's able analysis, which should be studied in detail,
I would merely add a few points that bring these Bacchants into
closer relation with what was said in the last chapter concerning
secret societies and mystical religion.
At the beginning of the play, having arrived at Thebes after their
journey from the east, they open the choral part as follows :
Who is there ? who arproaches? Let him go hence, let him
leave us, and let all lips be at rest, hushed in silence ! We shall
now praise Dionysus in accord with long custom.
Then they begin a hymn :
Blessed are they that lead pure lives and have learned by God's
grace mysteries, sanctified, made clean, joined in a holy band which
roams on the hills with fleet foot, filled with the breath of Bac
chus . . . . And with wands high in the air, all heads crowned with
the ivy, they adore him, Dionysus.
They spend the night in the woods, some stretched against the stems
of pine trees, others with their heads pillowed on a bed of oak leaves.
The death of Pentheus is described as an ag6n or ordeal, both from
his own point of view and from that of the Bacchants. He leaves the
town under the escort or pompe of the god. Agaue returns home in a
triumphal procession or komos, and she carries the prize of victory,
in virtue of which she is acclaimed as mdkar or eudafmon, and her
victory is celebrated by a feast.
In the light of the preceding chapter, these details explain them
selves. At the beginning of the celebrations the uninitiated are warned
away ; the reward of initiation is eudaimonia ; the initiates sleep the
sleep of initiation in contact with regenerating leaves ; and the remaind
er follows the same ritual pattern that we have already traced in
the Mysteries of Eleusis and the Olympian Games.
It cannot, of course, be doubted that behind the myth of Pentheus
there lies a real death. The totemic sacrament of the primitive clan
has been transformed from a simple act of magical communion into
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the bloody sacrifice of a secret society. Pentheus was torn to pieces by
the Bacchants as an embodiment of Dionysus, who was torn to pieces
by the Titans ; or, rather, the death of Dionysus was a mythical pro
jection of the actual death reflected in the myth of Pentheus. In the
myth of Dionysus, the death is followed by a resurrection ; but in the
ritual itself, after the substitution of a human victim, this element was
necessarily eliminated, except in so far as the victim's death conferred
newness of life on all in contact with his flesh and blood. This in
itself is an indication that human sacrifice is not an inherent element
in ritual of this type. The incarnations of Dionysus took many forms
in different parts of Greece. In Macedonia it was a snake that was
torn to pieces, in Crete a bull, in other places a fawn ; and at Orcho
menos in Boiotia, only a few miles from Thebes, we are told that
"the women possessed by the Bacchic frenzy fell upon the ivy, tearing
it to pieces in their hands and devouring it. " This we learn from
Plutarch, a native of Boiotia. For these reasons we shall refrain from
the assumption that such ritual is in general founded on human
sacrifice, but shall regard that element as a derivative one, which
emerged sporadically, especially in theocratic communities such as
Boiotia must have been in the Mycenean period, when the priest
kings of Orchomenos were among the most powerful in Greece.
It is strange that so little attention has been paid to Bather's
analysis of this myth. Nilsson mentions it, and was evidently impressed
by it, because he discusses it incidentally in a footnote, but he conclu
des : "It seems to me bold to look for a cult practice behind every
detail of a myth, especially one expounded in poetry. " This comment
is not very helpful, because, since Nilsson acknowledges the validity
of Bather's general method, which indeed he has applied himself to
other problems of Greek mythology with conspicuous success, the
only criterion in limiting its application must be the strength of the
evidence. As Bather pointed out, the same story is told in great detail
by Nonnos, who was doubtless familiar with the plays of Euripides,
but, although the essential elements are the same in both, the two
versions are not identical and may be presumed therefore to derive
from a common tradition. It is, of course, true that Euripides and
Nonnos were poets, but so were Homer, Hesiod, Pherekydes, Stesi
choros and the other writers to whom, directly or indirectly, we owe
almost all we know about Greek myths ; and the more one studies
Greek poetry, the more intensely one realises how profoundly it
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differs from the modern poetry of western Europe in being so firmly
rooted in popular tradition.
V-le shall now pass in review other evidence relating to these societies
or thiasoi of Dionysus, which, though fragmentary and confused,
becomes at least clearer on the hypothesis we have suggested.
The rending of the ivy at Orchomenos took place during the festival
of the Agrionia, and Plutarch records other details of the same
festival. "In our country," he says, "at the feast of the Agrionia, the
women seek Dionysus as though he had run away ; then they give up
the search and say that he has fled to the Muses and is in hiding with
them ; and a little while afterwards, when the supper is at an end,
they ask one another riddles and conundrums. " And again : " Every
year, at the Agrionia, the women called the Oleiai are pursued with
a sword by the priest of Dionysus, who, if he catches the hindmost, is
permitted to kill her, as was in fact done by the priest Zoilos within
living memory." This was written in the first century of our era. In
the same passage Plutarch refers to the myth of the daughters of
Minyas, king of Orchomenos. Seized with a mad desire for human
flesh, they cast lots, and the sister on whom the lot fell gave her son
to be torn in pieces. It is clear therefore that at Orchomenos the cus
tom of human sacrifice not only existed in prehistoric times, but was
revived occasionally throughout the historical period .
At Orchomenos, therefore, the god ran away and the women went
in search of him. This implies that he was subsequently found and
brought home. The women tore and devoured the ivy, which was
presumably the god whom they had recovered. There was also a
ritual pursuit, in which one of their number was killed. The signific
ance of this feature will become clearer in the sequel, but it was
evidently an initiatory ordeal, like the foot race run by the Dionysiades
at Sparta, and the practice at Alea in Arcadia, where at the beginning
of the festival of Dionysus the women were scourged "in the same
manner as the Spartan epheboi. "
Further light is thrown on these details, and fresh details are
brought to light, by several local myths which are admittedly based
on ritual. They involve Hera as well as Dionysus, yet they are all so
closely interrelated that it will be best to give them in full before
disentangling the details.
The first is from Tanagra in Boiotia, where it was told in explana
ti6n of the local cult of Dionysus. Before the celebrations began, the
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women went down to the sea in order to purify themselves, and while
swimming they were assaulted by the sea god Triton. They cried out
to Dionysus, who wrestled with Triton and overcame him.
The second is from Naxos. The nurses of Dionysus were attacked
on Mount Drios in Thessaly by the Thracian Boutes (ox-man) .
They fled to the sea, but one of them, named Koronis, was caught
and carried off by Boutes, who took her to Naxos and forced her to
cohabit with him until he was driven mad by Dionysus and drowned
himself in a well. The last detail reappears in Attica, where Dionysus
was welcomed by Ikarios, who was then murdered and his body
buried under a tree or thrown into a well ; and at Argos, where the
king Perseus threw Dionysus himself into the marshes of Lema. We
remember, too, that, when the Bacchants of Thrace had torn Orpheus
to pieces, they threw his head into the sea.
The third is from Thrace, and is recorded in the Iliad. Lykourgos
was a king of the Edonoi and a son of Dryas (the oak-man) . He pur
sued the nurses of Dionysus, who cast their wands to the ground and
fled, smitten as they went by the murderous Lykourgos with his bouplex.
Terrified by his shouts, Dionysus himself sought refuge in the sea,
where Thetis took him to her bosom. Lykourgos was blinded by the
gods and died soon afterwards. The story is also told by Sophokles in
a form which indicates that the shouting of Lykourgos consisted of
ritual imprecations. It is uncertain whether his bouplex was an ox-goad
or a pole-axe, but, since he is described as "murderous" or "manslay
ing," it was more probably the latter. In another version, after chasing
Dionysus into the sea, he imprisoned the Bacchants (as Pentheus does
in Euripides) , but they were miraculously released. Lykourgos went
mad and killed his own son with a blow from his axe, mistaking him
for a vine. After mutilating his body, he recovered his senses, but
some time afterwards he was torn to pieces on Mount Pangaion.
The flight of the women from Boutes and Lykourgos plainly corre
sponds to the ritual pursuit in the feast of the Agrionia at Orchomenos,
but in both cases it is a flight to the sea. In the tradition from Tanagra
the women purify themselves by bathing in the sea, while the legends
of Orpheus and Ikarios, the fate of Boutes in Thessaly and of Diony
sus himself at Argos, suggest that the head of the victim or a puppet
was thrown into the water. In these myths the main emphasis is on
the purificatory character of the rite - the carrying out of the god ;
but the myth of Perseus is probably to be connected with an actual
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rite known to have been practised in Argos, where the god was
summoned out of a bottomless marsh by a blast of trumpets.
Immersion in water is a purification, but it is also a regeneration.
In the same way, the scourging of the pharmak6s was designed not
merely to expel disease and death but to induce health and life.
It is probable therefore that the immersion of these women worship
pers of Dionysus was related to a more general practice of the same
kind. Greek brides used to bathe before marriage in the river or in
water brought from the river. This too was a purification, but at the
same time it was believed to promote the bride's fertility. The waters
of the nuptial bath are expressly described as "life-giving, " and the
same idea underlies the formula recited by the brides of the Troad
when they bathed in the River Scamander - "Scamander, take my
virginity !" This implies that at one time, in Greece as in China, it
had been believed that the girl was actually impregnated by contact
with the living waters. So long as sexual intercourse was collective
and began at puberty, the physiological basis of paternity had been
neither significant nor apparent. And, surely, these girls who, having
bathed in the river, become brides are the prehistoric human originals
of the nymphs of Greek mythology and folklore - the "brides" who
are wedded to the river gods and bear heroic sons.
Thus, the bathing of the women in the cult of Dionysus might be
a rite either of initiation or of marriage. Probably it was both. The
initiates of the th£asos were brides of Dionysus.
The capture of Koronis on Mount Drios in Thessaly corresponds to
the capture of the hindmost of Orchomenos, but in this case the
captive was not killed, but ravished by her captor. Koronis was a
native of Naxos, where she appears as one of the god's nurses in the
local legend of his birth ; and, moreover, it was in Naxos, on another
Mount Drios, that Dionysus disappeared with Ariadne after ravishing
her from Theseus. This suggests that, at least in some cases, the purpose
of the ritual pursuit was to choose a bride for the god. We know that
Dionysus had a bride at Olympia, and also at Athens, where, in
a building called the Boukolion, or cattle-stall, he was united annu
ally in a sacred marriage with the wife of the drchon basile1's, the priestly
successor of the ancient Athenian kings.
Argos, as well as Orchomenos, had a festival called the Agrionia,
which was there consecrated to one of the daughters of Proitos. As
Bather observed, these three daughters of Proitos bear a remarkable
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resemblance to the three daughters of Minyas. "\\'hen Dionysus came
to Argos, the women refused to be initiated, whereupon they went
mad, killed the babes at their breasts and devoured their flesh. The
daughters of Proitos wandered in distraction all over the Peloponnese,
pursued by the priest Melampous, who was a native of Orchomenos
and a kinsman of Minyas ; and during the pursuit one of the sisters
died. The others were purified by Melampous, the off-scourings being
thrown into the River Anigros, and then they recovered their
senses.
In another version of the same myth, the deity whom the daughters
of Proitos had offended was not Dionysus but Hera, by whom, we
are told, they were transformed into cows. This seems to show, as
Nilsson has remarked, that they had something in common with lo.
lo was a priestess of Hera at Argos. Zeus fell iri love with her, where
upon she was transformed into a cow and put out to pasture in the
meadows of Lema under the keen eyes of an oxherd called Argos.
Eventually, after a long pursuit, Zeus restored her to her right shape
and mind by a touch of his hand, and by the same touch she conceived
a child. According to .tEschylus, her union with Zeus took place in
Egypt, but this version betrays the influence of the Egyptian myth of
Isis and Osiris, and, according to local traditions, her child was born
no further afield than Euboia, the isle of "fair oxen."
The myth of lo is clearly founded on a sacred marriage, the bride
being the priestess of Hera, the bridgeroom apparently the priest of
Zeus in the guise of a bull ; for, as Cook points out, the oxherd Argos
is pan6ptes, "all-seeing," which was a traditional epithet of Zeus and
the sun, and he is described by Apollodoros as wearing a bull's
hide. Further, the keen eyes of Argos and the crescent horns of lo
suggest that the marriage was also regarded as a union of sun and
moon such as we have already encountered. at Olympia. Lastly, an
obscure but evidently ancient Argive tradition runs as follows. A herds
man named Haliakmon was tending his cattle on Mount Kokkygion
when he chanced to see Zeus in the act of embracing Hera. The sight
drove him mad, and he threw himself into the River Karmanor,
which was therafter called the Haliakmon. Later, when Zeus ravished
lo, he was pursued by her father, !nachos, who struck him from
behind and cursed him. For this offence !nachos was driven mad
and. threw himself into the Haliakrnon, which was thereafter called
the !nachos. It appears therefore that the marriage of Zeus with
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Hera or lo was in some way connected with a ritual pursuit and with
immersion in the river.
If the sacred marriage underlying the myth of lo was regarded as
a union of sun and moon, we may be sure that this aspect was not
the original one, but rather a reflection of calendar reforms introduced
by the priesthood with advancing astronomical knowledge. And
behind this marriage of sun and moon there lies a marriage of bull
and cow. What precisely does this mean ? In the first place, as Cook
has explained, the ceremony consisted of a dance in which, appropri
ately disguised, the priest and priestess simulated the copulation of
cattle. But why did they act in this manner ? The conventional answer
to this question - that they did so because Zeus and Hera were
respectively associated with the bull and the cow - explains nothing
and inverts the true relation of myth and ritual. Zeus and Hera were
associated with the bull and the cow because their human representa
tives were accustomed to act in this manner. If the partners in this
dance pretended to be a bull and a cow, the reason must be that at a
still earlier period they had actually been a bull and a cow. This is a
hard saying, but it can be interpreted.
Behind the worship of Hera at Argos there lies the cult of a sacred
cow. It is possible that the Hera seen by Haliakmon in the embrace of
Zeus was really a cow in the herd he was tending at the time- one
of the sacred cows, which was being mounted by the bull. In any
case, a cult of this kind must be derived ultimately from the ritual of
a totemic clan. These priestesses of Hera were descended from the
women of a cow clan, who had expressed their sense of affinity to the
sacred animal in the form of the belief that they were cows. As such,
they performed a traditional dance in which they promoted the ferti
lity of their herds by means of mimetic magic.
When we meet Hera at the beginning of written literature she is
still "cow-faced" (boopis) and has other vestigial connections with the
sacred animal, but she has long assumed a human shape and, in
consequence, acquired many new and independent characteristics.
Her clan origin is naturally not attested directly ; but we have already
seen how, when the tribal system disintegrates, clan cults merge into
tribal cults, and we are told by Plutarch that in ancient times, when
it was still a country of village communities, the district of Megara,
to the north of Argos, was inhabited by a people of which one section
was called the Heraeis, which means the people of Hera. We may
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say therefore that our hypothesis is not only necessary in order to
explain the internal evidence of myth and ritual, but is in accord with
the conclusions to which we have been led by our study of primitive
religion.
The same considerations can now be applied to the origins of
Dionysus. The thiasoi which we have been studying were variously
associated with the vine, the ivy, the fig, the bull, the goat, the snake,
the fawn ; and we know from the evidence of vase paintings that at
least two of these, the ivy and the fawn, were employed as totemic
emblems, being tattooed on the arms of the members of the thiasos.
Moreover, we are informed by the lexicographer Photius that the
verb nebrizo meant alternatively "to wear the fawn skin or to rend and
devour the fawn, in imitation of the passion of Dionysus. " These
bacchants, who tore and devoured the fawn, were clad in fawn skins
and marked with the sign of the fawn. In other words they were
fawns, they belonged to a fawn clan -not, it is true, a clan of the
most primitve type, a component unit of the tribe, but a secret
society, which, like the secret societies of all primitive peoples, had
evolved out of the clan and preserved many of its totemic, magico
economic and initiatory functions.
A remarkable feature of these thiasoi is that, excepting the priest
at their head, their membership is confined to women. We hear of a
male thiasos, the Meliastai, in Arcadia, and another, the Dionysiastai,
in Rhodes, but nothing of consequence is known about them ; and
at Patrai, on the north coast of the Peloponnese, the god's cult was in
the charge of a sacred college consisting of nine men and nine women.
In myth, Dionysus is frequently attended by satyrs as well as bac
chants and mrenads, but the appearence of satyrs in actual cult is
confined to the dramatic festivals, and their association with Dionysus
is comparatively late. It appears, therefore, that in the earliest period
these Dionysiac cults were for the most part reserved to women .
And so in many cases they remained. The Oleiai of Orchomenos
were women, and so were the Thyiades of Delphi, the Dionysiades
of Sparta, the Dysmainai of Mount Taygetos. Even where the thfasos
had broken down and its cult merged in a popular festival, the celebra
tions seem to have been conducted mainly by women. These festivals
are described by Diodoros, writing in the first century B.C. : "Every
other year, in many Greek towns, it is the custom for women to gather
together in companies of Bacchus, the girls carrying the thyrsus and
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worshipping the god with wild, ecstatic cries, while the married
women sacrifice in groups, indulge in Bacchic revels, and in general
sing hymns to Dionysus in imitation of the Ma:nads, his ancient
ministers. "
There were, o f course, i n many Greek states public cults of Dionysus,
from which the men were in no way excluded ; yet it is clear that one
at least of these, and the most widely diffused, had in former times
been confined to women. The Attic feast of the Lenaia fell in the
month of Gamelion, which had formerly been called Lenaion, after
the feast, and we know from inscriptions that there was a month
called Lenaion in the calendars of several Ionian states - Smyrna,
Ephesos, Lampsakos, Samos, Delos, Kyzikos. From this it may be
inferred that the Lenaia was an ancient Ionian festival, and its name
is evidently related to Lenai, the "mad women," synonymous with
Mainades, Thyiades, Dysmainai, all of which are characteristic de
signations of the Dionysiac thiasos. The festival itself is only known to
us in the form which it had assumed in fifth-century Attica, where the
men's part in it was at least as great as the women's. It is clear there
fore that in Attica the worship of Dionysus had been modified in
consequence of changes in relations of the sexes. The nature of these
changes will be examined when we resume our account of the
democratic revolution, but before leaving the subject of Dionysus we
must complete our enquiry into mystical religion.
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T

HE religious reforms introduced by Peisistratos were explained

in

the last chapter but one as an integral part of his general policy.
In order to break down the political privileges of the old nobility, he
had to weaken their control of religion, which they had used as an
instrument of class domination ; and this end he achieved by giving
official encouragement and support to the cults of those sections of
the people whose interests he represented -in particular, the worship
of Dionysus. This of course implies that the cults of Dionysus were
popular, non-aristocratic - an assumption which has now been confir
med by an examination of their content. They were very ancient -
older, in fact, than the god to whose name they were attached - and
they consisted of a primitive form of agricultural magic. It was natural
that such cults should have survived among the peasantry, who con
tinued to till the soil, rather than among the aristocracy, who had
withdrawn from the productive labour of society.
Peisistratos was not the first tyrant to pursue a policy of this kincl.
Some seventy or eighty years before him, Periandros of Corinth had
entertained at his court a poet, Arion, from Methymna in Lesbos,
who under his patronage invented the dithyramb, a form of choral
ode consecrated to Dionysus ; and a generation later Kleisthenes,
tyrant of Sikyon, had transferred to Dionysus the chief part of a cult
which had previously belonged to the Argive hero Adrastos. At
Sikyon, in addition to the three Dorian tribes, there was a fourth,
drawn from the pre-Dorian elements which had been subjugated at
the time of the Dorian conquest, and it was from this tribe that the
tyranny derived its principal support. It is clear therefore that, in
substituting Dionysus for the Argive hero of the Dorian aristocracy,
Kleisthenes was actuated by the same motives as Peisistratos.
Under the tyranny, the worship of Dionysus was brought to town,
and its agrarian character was consequently transformed . The new
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Athenian festival of the City Dionysia was a product of the urban
revolution, in virtue of which it acquired a number of characteristics
that mark it off sharply from its ultimate origins in the Attic country
side. These new characteristics will have to be carefully examined,
but first of all it is necessary to enquire more closely into the religious
aspect of the urban revolution.
During the sixth century B.c., a new cult of Dionysus, which may be
conveniently described as Orphism, was disseminated with missionary
ardour, not only on the mainland and in the islands, but in the colonies
beyond the Adriatic. Before asking what it was and why it spread
so far, let us consider where it came from and what route it followed.
The story of Arion is told by Herodotus. After spending a long time
at the court of Periandros in Corinth, he emigrated to the west, where
he made a lot of money. Desiring to return to Corinth, he hired a
Corinthian ship and set sail from Taras in southern Italy. On the
voyage the sailors plotted to take his life and steal his money. Arion
discovered the plot and implored them to spare his life, but they
replied that he must choose between killing himself outright, in which
case they would bury him ashore, and leaping overboard. Eventually,
anxious to hear a singer of such celebrity, they were prevailed upon
to let him sing one last song. Attired in his ritual costume, Arion took
up his lyre, sang his song, and then leapt into the sea, where he was
carried on the back of a dolphin safe to shore at Cape Tainaron.
This is not history, but myth. Dionysus himself, on vase paintings
of the period, is represented sailing the seas on board a ship escorted
by dolphins. Orpheus, too, was a celebrated singer whose music char
med the creatures of the wild. Dionysus himself leapt into the sea,
as we saw in the last chapter, and the head of Orpheus was thrown
into the sea after he had been tom in pieces by the Bacchants. Cape
Tainaron, where Arion reappeared after he had been reported dead,
was one of the entrances to Hades, and it was there that Orpheus
descended to the underworld.
Yet, despite its mythical character, the setting of the story has a
historical significance. It is known that Corinth was the first city on
the mainland to institute a tyranny, and it was an entrepot for trade
between the JEgean and the west ; nor is there any reason to doubt
that the dithyramb was introduced there by a poet from Lesbos,
where the tyrant Pittakos was probably contemporary with Perian
dros. Moreover, it was at Lesbos that the head of Orpheus was said
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to have been thrown up by the sea, the head itself, we are told, being
preserved there as a sacred relic ; and it was at Methymna in Lesbos,
Arion's native town, that some fishermen were said to have hauled
up in their nets a mask of olive wood representing the head of Diony
sus. The conclusion to which this evidence points is that the Dionysiac
revival originated in Thrace, whence it was carried by trade across
the JEgean to Corinth and so to Italy and Sicily.
Its Thracian origin is hardly open to doubt. Thrace had always
been a centre of Dionysiac worship. The name of Dionysus has been
interpreted by Kretschmer as the Thraco-Phrygian equivalent of
Dios kouros, and the myth of Orpheus is securely located in the country
round Mount Pangaion in Thrace. It was on Mount Pangaion that
both Orpheus and Lykourgos, the mythical king of the Edonoi, met
their death. This mountain had other, more mundane, associations.
It was equally famous for its gold and silver mines, which at this
period were the richest accessible to the Greeks.
The Orphics were already established at Athens in the time of
Peisistratos, whose patronage was enjoyed by their leader, Onomakri
tos, the author of a book called Initiations. The dithyrarnb was intro
duced during the same period by Lasos of Hermione, a town in Argos
whose inhabitants were of pre-Dorian origin. As we have seen, the
dithyramb had long been known at Corinth, and, since early Attic
drama bears the marks of Peloponnesian influence, it is possible that
Orphism reached Athens from the same quarter ; but there was
another route open to it, and more direct.
The relation of the Peisistratidai to the mining industry has been
elucidated by Ure· in his study of the tyranny. In the course of his
struggle with Megakles and Lykourgos, Peisistratos had organised
the Hillmen, who were miners of Laurion, the mines being worked
mainly at this period by free labour, and it was with their support
that he made himself tyrant. As we have seen, he was driven out
twice by his opponents before he succeeded in consolidating his
position, and he spent his second exile collecting funds at Mount
Pangaion in Thrace. After his second restoration he proceeded, in
the words of Herodotus, "to root his tyranny with large numbers of
mercenaries and with revenues of money gathered partly from the
home country and partly from the River Strymon," which flows under
Mount Pangaion through the mining district.
The populations of mining districts in all parts of the world have
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always been mixed, because local labour is insufficient to meet the
demands of an industry that requires so many hands. We know that
the population of Laurion was mixed in the fifth century, and we
may presume that it was so in the sixth. We also know that, in the
time of Hipparchos, there was a large Greek element in the mining
population of the Strymon, which doubtless included Attic miners
from Laurion. Since the Peisistratidai were associated so closely with
both centres, there must have been migration of workers in both
directions. Finally, not only was Mount Pangaion and the surround
ing district the cradle of Orphism, but not far from Laurion, in the
heart of the Attic mining area, was the village of Semachidai, which
had a shrine of Dionysus, called the Semacheion, and a local tradition
of the coming of the god. Here, then, was an avenue leading straight
to Athens from Thrace, and accordingly we may infer that this was
at least one of the channels through which the Orphic movement
entered Attica.
It would seem therefore that Orphism was carried to Attica, as it
had been to Corinth and the west, in the wake of industry and trade.
It was an outgrowth of the urban revolution. If so, we should be able
to recognise in it the type of religion that these social conditions
would naturally produce ; but before examining the content of
Orphism, we must see whether any more can be said about the com
position of the working class in sixth-century Attica.
Down to this period, it is agreed, the slave population had been
small. Under an agricultural economy, the demand for labour was
restricted, except at a few critical periods of the year, such as the
harvest, when it was met by the employment of casual free labour.
With the growth of trade, however, it became constant and almost
unlimited, chiefly for transport, quarrying and the mines. In the
fifth century, slaves were plentiful and cheap, but in the sixth, before
the Persian wars had opened up the east, the main source of labour,
at least in Attica, was the peasantry. In this period, the miners of
Laurion were men, and no doubt women and children as well, who
had been driven off the land. For these reasons the Orphic movement
is likely to have reflected the outlook of a dispossessed peasantry. Now,
we have already learnt something of the peasant outlook from the
poetry of Hesiod, and we may therefore begin our account of Orphic
teaching by comparing its exposition of the origin of the world with
the view expounded in the Hesiodic Theogony.
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According to Hesiod, in the beginning there was the Void. Then
Earth came into being, and Love. Out of the Void sprang Erebos
and Night, and Night gave birth to Aither and Day. Earth gave birth
to Heaven, to whom in turn she bore Ocean, Rhea, Kronos and the
Titans. Kronos overthrew his father Heaven and was overthrown by
his own son Zeus. According to the Orphics, in the beginning there
was Time. Then Aither and the Void came into being, and from them
Time fashioned a silver egg, out of which sprang Phanes, or Love.
The parentage of Zeus is the same as in Hesiod, but, having come to
power, he swallows Phanes and so identifies himself with him. By
Persephone he becomes the father of Dionysus, whose death at the
hands of the Titans has been described inan earlier chapte r ( p . 1 0 3 ) .
When the Titans were blasted by the thunderbolt, they were still
reeking with the blood of Dionysus, and from this blend of blood and
ashes the human race is sprung. That is why the nature of man is
partly good and partly bad. It is divided against itself.
Time, the egg, the swallowing of Phanes, the passion of Dionysus
and the origin of mankind - all these are Orphic innovations, the
last of them, we are told, being invented by Onomakritos, the protigi
of Peisistratos at Athens. Yet, notwithstanding these important in
novations, it is clear that the Orphics were building on the Hesiodic
tradition. To Homer they owed almost nothing, but their debt to
Hesiod was profound . This is in itself enough to indicate in what
direction the origins of the movement are to be sought.
In the Homeric poems, the word dike means a way, a custom, what
is fitting, and in a few passages a judgment. In Hesiod it is used to
denote the abstract idea of justice, which is personified as a goddess
who sits at the right hand of Zeus and informs him of the wickedness
of the nobles who give crooked judgments. The Hesiodic use of the
word is an extension of the Homeric, but it is an extension which has
been effected by the peasants, who, oppressed as they were, developed
the abstraction because they needed it. In the Orphic writings, Dike
reappears beside the throne of Zeus. She also appears in the poetry
of Solon, whose reformist attitude to the peasantry had brought him
into contact with the same stratum in the development of thought.
Finally, the Orphic conception of Love, derived as we have seen
from Hesiod, represents a principle that involved a direct challenge
to aristocratic thought. To the nobility Love was a dangerous thing,
because it implied desire, ambition, discontent. As we saw in our
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account of Anaximander, the tendency of aristocratic thought was to
divide, to keep things apart. To the Orphics, Love was a thing to be
revered, because it implied the reunion of what had been sundered,
the recovery of what had been lost. In the philosophy of Empedokles,
an Orphic of the west, it is Love that brings the world together,
Strife that forces it apart, and the world is best when Love overcomes
Strife. The tendency of popular thought was to unite.
The core of Orphism lay in its mystical teaching, which was part
of its heritage from the agrarian magic of Dionysus. The agricultural
origins of mystical religion have already been discussed in connection
with the Mysteries of Eleusis. What we have to consider now is the
specific character of Orphic mysticism. It is a difficult question, be
cause, once established at Athens, the Orphic movement was brought
in dose contact with Eleusis, and, owing to their fundamental affini
ties, the two cults reacted on one another to such an extent that it is
not always possible to distinguish them.
The cult of Eleusis enjoyed the official patronage of the state.
Securely · harnessed to the established order, it served as a medium
through which the thwarted aspirations of class society could find
expression along channels which led away from conscious realisation
of their causes. The Orphics, on the other hand, were organised in
small and scattered units, based on the Dionysiac thiasos, which were
bound together by personal ties, and their mysticism was consequently
more individualistic. Not being state-controlled, they developed more
fully and consistently the essential function of mystical religion, which
is, as we have seen, to renounce life except in so far as it can be made
a preparation for death.
Life is a penance by which man atones for the sin of the Titans .
The immortal part of him is encased in the mortal ; the soul is imprison
ed in the body. The body is the tomb of the soul. We are chattels
of the gods, who will release us, when it so pleases them, from the
prison house oflife. All life is a rehearsal for death, for it is only through
death that the soul can hope to escape from its imprisonment, to be
delivered from the evils of the body. Life is death and death is life.
After death the soul is brought to judgment. If it has corrupted itself
so deeply by contact with the body that the sin is past cure, it is
consigned to eternal torment in the prison house of Tartarus. If its
sin is curable, it is purged and chastised, then sent back to earth to
renew its penance. When it has lived three lives unspotted of the body,
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it is released for ever and goes to join the celestial company of the
blessed.
Such is the Orphic doctrine of the soul as we find it in Plato. I t
must have taken some time t o achieve s o conclusive a formulation,
and in the sixth century, no doubt, it was still rudimentary ; but
through it runs one clear thread - the idea that man is to God and
body to soul what the slave is to his master. As Plato says, the soul is
by rights the ruler and master, the body its subject and its slave. This
dichotomy of human nature, which through Parmenides and Plato
became the basis of idealist philosophy, was something new in Greek
thought. To the scientists of Miletos, as to the Achiean chiefs and to
the primitive savage, the soul was simply that in virtue of which we
breathe and move and live ; and although, the laws of motion being
imperfectly understood, no clear distinction was drawn between orga
nic and inorganic matter, the basis of this conception is essentially
materialist. The worlds of Milesian cosmology are described as gods
because they move, but they are none the less material. Nowhere in
Milesian philosophy, nor in the Homeric poems, is there anything
that corresponds to this Orphic conception of the soul as generically
different from the body, the one pure, the other corrupt, the one di
vine, the other earthly. So fundamental a revolution in human con
sciousness only becomes intelligible when it is related to a change
equally profound in the constitution of human society ; and what that
change was is clearly revealed by the symbolism in which the doctrine
was expounded.
In an earlier chapter the idea of Moira was traced to the principle
that all the members of society are entitled to an equal share in the
product of their collective labour. In the period we have now reached,
when the last vestiges of tribal society are being rapidly swept away,
there arises by the side of Moira the Orphic figure of Ananke, or
Necessity. I n literature, Ananke makes her first recorded appearance
in the writings of Herakleitos and Parmenides, both of whom were
influenced by Orphism. Herakleitos couples the two figures as being
virtually identical ; Parmenides gives the same attributes to Moira,
Dike and Ananke. A century later, in Plato's Republic, Ananke usurps
the place of Moira and is even equipped with her spindle. What is
the significance of Ananke ?
Throughout Greek literature, from Homer onwards, the ideas of
andnke, "necessity," and doulela, "slavery," are intimately connected,
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the fonner being habitually employed to denote both the state of
slavery as such and the hard labours and tortures to which slaves are
subjected. The sight of slaves harnessed for transport or toiling under
the lash suggested the image of a drove of oxen, and accordingly we
find that zyg6n, "yoke," is the metaphor traditionally associated with
both doulela and andnke ; and in a painting of the Orphic underworld
we see Sisyphos rolling his stone uphill, while over him, lash in hand,
stands the slave-driver Ananke. Ananke represents the principle that
the labouring members of society are denied all share in the product
of their labour beyond the minimum necessary to keep them labour
ing. When Moira became Ananke, she was transformed into her
opposite.
One of the formula: which the Orphics learnt for recital after the
soul had left the body, was : "I have flown off the wheel of grief and
misery." This wheel, which is variously described as the Wheel of
Birth, the Wheel of Fate and the Wheel ofNecessity, is clearly descend
ed from the toemic cycle of birth and death ; but the primitive concept
has been invested with a new meaning, expressed in a contemporary
symbol. The wheel was a common instrument of torture used for the
chastisement of slaves. The victim was tied hand and foot to the
wheel, which was then revolved. Therefore, to fly off the wheel of
birth was to be released, delivered, to find escape, to gain a breathing
space, from the miseries of mortality. This doctrine of deliverance
from labour or from evil, which we have already met at Eleusis, is
now charged with an allusion to a grim reality.
Having determined the origin of Orphic symbolism, we must guard
against a hasty conclusion as to the social composition of the move
ment. In the course of its long history, Orphism penetrated into all
classes of society, influencing democrats like Euripides, aristocrats like
Plato, and respectable bourgeois like Plutarch. When the Greek city
state had passed the zenith of its development, and mystical religion
was drawing fresh vitality from the diffusion of idealism, pessimism
and social desperation, men of all classes expressed their sense of
disunion in terms of the deepening cleavage in society. There is
consequently no reason to suppose that, even in its earliest period, the
Orphic movement was a slave movement. At the same time the dis
tinctive character of Orphic symbolism does confirm the conclusion
to which we have been tending, that the movement drew its initial
inspiration from the sufferings of the peasantry, turned off the land
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and enslaved or driven into industry by the urban revolution. The
clearest guide in this matter is the early history of Christianity.
Ever since the conversion of the Emperor Constantine, Christianity
has been, in its official form, as distinct from revolutionary heresies,
a· religion of the ruling class ; yet, like Orphism, it began among the
workers and it retains to this day the marks of its humble origin. We
still sing in the Magnificat, forgetful of its social implications, "The
hungry he hath filled with good things, and the rich he hath sent
empty away." We still adhere to the doctrine of redemption, which
originally connoted the action of a slave in purchasing his liberty.
We still bend the knee before the Cross, which, like the Orphic
Wheel, was once the symbol of a contemporary reality.
With this proviso, let us see whether it is possible to form any idea
of what life was like in the mines of Thrace and Laurion. Direct
evidence is lacking. At the end of the second century B.c., when there
was an unsuccessful revolt, the number of slaves employed in the
Attic mines ran, we are told, into tens of thousands. In 4 1 3 B.c.,
during the Peloponnesian War, 20,000 Attic slaves deserted to the
Spartans, and a large proportion of these were probably miners.
Under the tyranny, a century earlier, the number employed in the
mines was doubtless much smaller. Of the conditions in which they
worked, all that is known is what we can infer from the account given
by Diodoros in the first century B.c. of conditions in the gold and
silver mines of Egypt and Spain. This evidence, though indirect, is not
so remote as at first sight it appears, because it is clear that, in these
Egyptian and Spanish mines, the actual labour of extracting the ore
from the rock, which is the part of the process that concerns us, was
entirely unskilled, and is therefore unlikely to have altered.
On the borders of Egypt, and in the adjacent districts of Arabia
and Ethiopia, there are many large gold-mines worked intensively
at great expense of misery and money. The rock is black, with
rifts and veins of marble so dazzling white that it outshines every
thing. This is where the gold is prepared by the overseers of the
mines with a multitude of labourers. To these mines the Egyptian
kings send condemned criminals, captives in war, also those who
have fallen victim to false accusations or been imprisoned for incur
ring the royal displeasure, sometimes with all their kinsfolk- both
for the punishment of the guilty and for the profits which accrue
from their labour. There they throng, all in chains, all kept at
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work continuously day and night. There is no relaxation, no means
of escape ; for, since they speak a variety of languages, their guards
cannot be corrupted by friendly conversation or casual acts of
kindness. Where the gold-bearing rock is very hard, it is first burned
with fire, and, when it has been softened sufficiently to yield to their
efforts, thousands upon thousands of these unfortunate wretches are
set to work on it with iron stone-cutters under the direction of the
craftsman who examines the stone and instructs them where to
begin. The strongest of those assigned to this luckless labour hew
the marble with iron picks. There is no skill in it, only force. The
shafts are not cut in a straight line but follow the veins of the shining
stone. Where the daylight is shut out by the twists and turns of the
quarry, they wear lamps tied to their foreheads, and there, contort
ing their bodies to fit the contours of the rock, they throw the
quarried fragments to the ground, toiling on and on without inter
mission under the pitiless overseer's lash. Young children descend
the shafts into the bowels of the earth, laboriously gathering the
stones as they are thrown down, and carrying them into the open
air at the shafthead, where they are taken from them by men over
thirty years, each receiving a prescribed amount, which they break
on stone mortars with iron pestles into pieces as small as a vetch.
Then they are handed on to women and older men, who lay them
on rows of grindstones, and standing in groups of two and three
they pound them to powder as fine as the best wheaten flour. No one
could look on the squalor of these wretches, with not even a rag to
cover their loins, without feeling compassion for their plight. They
may be sick, or maimed, or aged, or weakly women, but there is
no indulgence, no respite. All alike are kept at their labour by the
lash, until, overcome by hardships, they die in their torments (en
tats andnkais) . Their misery is so great that they dread what is to
come even more than the present, the punishments are so severe,
and death is welcomed as a thing more desirable than life.
It is not for the citizens of an empire which still employs children in
mines and factories to point an accusing finger at the Roman ; but it
is necessary for us to remember the blood and tears that were shed
on the raw materials of Greek art.
The account of the Spanish mines is equally illuminating.
The workers in these mines produce incredible profits for the
owners, but their own lives are spent underground in the quarries
wearing and wasting their bodies day and night. Many die, their
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sufferings are so great. There is n o relief, n o respite from their
labours. The hardships to which the overseer's lash compels them
to submit are so severe that, except for a few, whose strength of
body and bravery of soul enable them to endure for a long time,
they abandon life, because death seems preferable.

In this passage, apparently without noticing it, Diodoros has slipped
into the traditional phraseology of Orphism.
Surely, these are the realities that first inspired the imagery that
underlies so many Orphic parables and fables of this life and the
next - the Platonic Cave, in which men are chained hand and foot
from childhood and have never seen the daylight ; or the topography
of Tartarus, with its subterranean torrents of water, mud, fire,
brimstone ; or the upper regions, under a clear sky, where the souls
of the righteous are at rest.
Those who are judged to have lived lives of outstanding purity,
these are they who are liberated and delivered from the subterranean
regions as from a prison, and they are brought up to dwell on the
surface of the earth ; while those who have purified themselves
sufficiently by the pursuit of wisdom, enjoy eternal life, free altoge
ther from the body, in the fairest land of all, which would be hard
to describe even if there were time to do it. And so, Simmias, for
these reasons we must do everything in our power to attain to
virtue and wisdom while we live. The prize is fair and the hope
is great.
Plato was not a miner - far from it - but he was drawing on an old
tradition. Surely it was in the mines that men first thought of life as
a prison house and of the body as the tomb of the soul.
In ritual, the Orphics seem to have maintained the traditions of
the Dionysiac thlasos. It is probable, though not quite certain, that
the animal sacrament persisted in a modified form, which was inter
preted as a means of reuniting the banished soul with its divine origi
nal. Admission was still by initiation of the type already described,
but the Orphic hierarchy of degrees was possibly less elaborate than
the Eleusinian. On the other hand, the Orphic thiasoi were not confined
to women. Not only were men freely admitted, but at least in
Attica, if we may judge from the Hippolytos of Euripides, they were
encouraged to remain celibate. It is probable that in this matter the
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Orphics were influenced by local conditions, which varied greatly in
different states ; but the myth of Orpheus himself, who is said to have
incurred the hostility of the Bacchants by initiating a band of armed
men, suggests that the admission of men was an early and memorable
innovation.
So far as we can judge, Orphism was never, even in its early days,
a revolutionary movement. It did not seek to change the world, but
to escape from it. In this respect, like the Lutheran movement of
sixteenth-century Germany, it reflected the incapacity of an uprooted
peasantry to organise effectively. It voiced a deep protest, but it made
no demands, and so it served to divert the pressure of material needs
by otherworldly promises.
To appreciate the crudity of the Orphic theogony, we have only
to compare it with the scientific theory that was being worked out in
the same period by the philosophers of Miletos. Nevertheless, it would
be a mistake to conclude that the Orphic movement was a retrograde
step in the evolution of Greek thought.
In the first place, the primitive character of Orphism was due
entirely to its class origin. The ruling class of lonia had risen to a far
higher level, but only because it was the ruling class. They lived on
the proceeds ; the others paid the price. Moreover, it must be remem
bered that the scientists and philosophers were only a section of that
class. At Miletos itself, the heart of Ionian enlightenment, the priestly
clan of the Branchidai, whose cult of Apollo exercised a political
influence second only to that of the other Apollo at Delphi, owed
their power to the skilful manipulation of oracles. These Milesian
nobles had outgrown superstition in their private lives, but there was
no question of abandoning it as an instrument of public policy. At
Branchidai the oracles were delivered by a priestess in a state of coma
induced by inhaling aqueous gases.
In the second place, as we have already observed, the Orphics
issued a challenge to the time-honoured code of aristocratic morality.
Hope is dangerous, love is dangerous, it is dangerous to strive over
much, dangerous to emulate the gods ; keep measure in all things,
rest content with what you have. The Orphics delivered men from
these timid and intimidating lies. They could not rest content with
what they had because they had nothing, and their hopes were as
infinite as their desires. All life was strife and struggle, and if man
would only run the race with courage, there was none so humble
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or debased but he might win the prize of glory and become a god.
In all this the Orphics revealed -in an inverted, mystical form - the
objective potentialities of the democratic movement, and it remained
for the people, aroused out of its lethargy, to translate their mysticism
into action.

x
DI T H Y R A M B

T ET us now examine the ritual of the City Dionysia, founded or
L re-founded by Peisistratos. The form in which we know it dates
only from the fifth century, and it was reorganised at the end of the
sixth. The antiquity of particular elements is therefore uncertain, but
for our purpose this does not present a difficulty, because in ritual
even innovations tend to conform to a pre-existing pattern.
The festival was celebrated at the end of March, in the month of
Elaphebolion, the beginning of spring, when the sea was subsiding
after the winter storms, and when traders and visitors from other parts
of Greece were beginning to appear in the streets. It lasted for at
least five days, possibly six. The present chapter will be mainly
concerned with the first.
On the first day, the image of Dionysos Eleuthereus was removed
from the temple in which it was housed throughout the year and
carried out of the city to a shrine near the Akademia on the road to
Eleutherai, a village on the frontier between Attica and Boiotia. The
story was that the image had originally belonged to Eleutherai, from
whence it was transferred to Athens, and that this part of the festival
was a commemoration of that event. The image was escorted by the

epheboi

marching in armour and followed by a brilliant procession,

which included animals for sacrifice, unmarried girls carrying on their
heads baskets containing the sacrificial implements, and the general
public, men and women, natives and foreigners, all gaily attired, the
rich driving in chariots, many of them wearing crowns or masks. In
the market-place a halt was made while a chorus performed before
the statues of the Twelve Gods. Then the procession pursued its course
as

far as the Akademia. The image was deposited on a low altar,

hymns were sung in praise of the god, and the animals were sacrificed.
The chief of these was a bull offered on behalf of the state and describ

ed in an official inscription as being "worthy of the god . " Details
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are lacking, but, if the normal procedure was followed, the beast
was slaughtered, roasted and cut up into mo£rai, which were then
distributed among the official representatives of the state. There were
many other victi� beside the bull, some also provided by the state,
others offered on behalf of civic organisations or individual citizens.
The celebrants were also supplied with wine, and, after the feast was
over, they reclined by the roadside on beds of ivy leaves, drinking and
merry-making. At nightfall the procession returned to the city by
torchlight, but instead of being restored to its temple, the image of
Dionysus was escorted by the epheboi to the theatre and set up on an
altar in the middle of the orchestra, where it remained until the end
of the festival .
There is no reason to question the tradition that this image had
been transferred to Athens from Eleutherai. On the contrary, it is
confirmed by independent evidence, which will be examined in due
course. At the same time, it is permissible to doubt whether the proces
sion was simply a commemoration of that event and nothing more,
because, taken together, the first day's programme constitutes a ritual
sequence which explains itself.
In our study of tribal initiation, we observed that the ceremony
consisted of three parts. The boy was taken away from the settlement,
subjected to an ordeal, and then restored to the community as a man.
In Greek, these three stages appear as the pompe, or "send-off," the
ag6n, "ordeal" or "contest," and the komos or "triumphal return."
In our account of the Olympian Games (pp. I 07-I I), we saw that
the ag6n was represented by the athletic contests, and that the victors,
after being crowned, were escorted in a triumphal procession or
komos to the prytane£on of Olympia, where they were feasted. To this
account we may now add that one of the entrances to the Altis, where
the contests were held, was called the pompike hod6s, the Processional
Road, which was the entrance used for the purpose of a pompe or
procession. What this procession consisted of we are not told, but it
may be assumed to have included the competitors who were about
to take part in the athletic contests. The Olympian festival consisted
therefore of a pompe, an ag6n and a komos. Finally, in our account of
the Bacchants of Euripides, we observed that Dionysus was described
as the escort or pomp6s of Pentheus ; that the sacrifice of Pemheus
was described as an ag6n, and the triumphal return of the Bacchants
to the city as a komos (p. I 3 I ) .
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At the City Dionysia, the procession from the city is expressly
described in an Athenian law as a pompl, and the return as a komos.
The only doubt that arises is in regard to the agon, which is not men
tioned in the law, but I think it can be shown that the ag6n is represent
ed in this case by the sacrifice which took place after the conclusion
of the pompl. The ag6n of the Bacchants was also at the same time a
sacrifice, Pentheus being the victim, Agaue "the priestess who began
the slaughter." And the parallel is really closer than that, because
there is reason to believe that the bull of the City Dionysia performed
the same function as the human victim of the Bacchants.
The bull was one of the commonest incarnations of Dionysus. As
Plutarch says, images of Dionysus in the form of a bull existed in
many parts of Greece, and we have seen that, when the Kouretes
of Crete tore and devoured the bull, they believed that they were
eating their god. The women of Elis, at a festival of Dionysus, sang
a hymn which has been partly recorded by Plutarch : " Come, hero
Dionysus, to the holy temple of the people of Elis, come to the temple
with the Charites, raging with bull's feet, worthy Bull, worthy Bull !"
In this hymn the bull is expressly identified with the god, and presum
ably the animal which is being addressed is ready to be sacrificed.
That presumption is confirmed by a remarkable vase painting, which
portrays a Dionysiac pompe or procession. The procession is led by a
bull, escorted by attendants carrying vine sprays, and followed by
Dionysus himself seated in a waggon. It has even been suggested that
the subject of this painting is the actual procession at the City Diony
sia ; but, without committing ourselves so far as that (the vine sprays
are against it) , we may say that, whatever the occasion may have
been, Dionysus is here present both in his own person and in the bull,
just as he was present in the Bacchants both in his own person and in
that of Pentheus. Lastly, the words of the hymn from Elis, "worthy
bull," recall the Athenian inscription already quoted, which stated
that the victim sacrificed at the City Dionysia was a bull "worthy of
the god." This was evidently a ritual formula. For these reasons it is
safe to conclude that the sacrifice of the bull at the City Dionysia,
like that of Pentheus in the Bacchants, was a sacrament, the bull being
the incarnation of the god.
The remaining days of. the festival were devoted to the contests
in the theatre. These, too, were described as an ag6n, the significance
of which will become clear when we have discovered their origin.
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They were of two kinds - the dramatic competitions and the dithy
rambs. There were two dithyrambic competitions - one between five
choirs of boys, the other between five choirs of men. The men's choirs
were not introduced until after the fall of the tyranny.
In the form which it had assumed under the democracy at Athens,
the dithyramb was a hymn, in honour of Dionysus, but not neces
sarily about him, sung to the accompaniment of a flute by a choir of
fifty boys or men grouped in a circle round the altar in the centre of
the orchestra. That this was not its primitive form is certain. But
what

o/as its primitive form ? In exploring this question, we must

remember that, so far as our knowledge goes, the majority of the
dithyrambs composed in the fifth century were designed for perform
ance at Athens ; yet the dithyramb had had a long history, and it
had a wide distribution.
The origin of the dithyramb is attributed by Pindar in one of his

poems to Corinth, in others to Thebes and to Naxos. Having many
patrons to serve, he did not hesitate to give different answers to the
same question. Thebes and Naxos both claimed to be the birthplace
of Dionysus. The claim of Corinth to the dithyramb rested on the
story of Arion, recounted in the last chapter. "Arion," says Herodotus,
''was the first man of whom we have knowledge to compose, name and
produce a dithyramb in Corinth. " This statement, reproduced by
Suidas in a somewhat different form, is understood by Pickard-Cam
bridge to mean that Arion "first produced a chorus which kept to a
definite spot (e.g. a circle round an altar) instead of wandering like
revellers at random ; and he made their song a regular poem, with a
definite subject from which it took its name. " This is the accepted
interpretation, and it is almost certainly correct.
Arion belonged to the latter part of the seventh century. We also
hear of dithyrambs composed at an early period by Bakchiadas of
Sikyon, where the worship of Dionysus was encouraged under the
tyrant K.leisthenes

(c. 590

B.c. ) , and by Archilochos of Paros, who

sang : "I know how, thunderstruck with wine, to lead the dithyramb,
the fair strain of Dionysus. " As the

extirchon,

or leader, Archilochos

may be presumed to have improvised a series of stanzas, after each
of which his companions sang a refrain ; but, of course, it does not
follow in the least that the artistic standard of this improvised revel
song was low. Primitive poetry is a magical utterance issuing sponta
neously from a state of ecstasy or elation, and that state is often
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induced by drink. The interconnection of inspiration, improvisation
and intoxication can still be studied in the peasant poetry, which
often reaches a degree of technical elaboration far higher than our
own, of modern Europe. Let us not be misled in this matter by
Pickard-Cambridge, who, in commenting on the words, "thunder
struck with wine," declares : "Archilochos may have led off the revel
song in that state ; it may be doubted if he composed it so, or indeed
if it was 'composed' at all." That is what comes of judging Greek
poetry by the canons of Greek verse composition.
The evidence of Archilochos is confirmed by .Eschylus, who lived
at a time when, at least in Athens, the dithyramb had long ceased to
be a revel song. "It is fitting," he says, "that the mingled notes of the
dithyramb should accompany Dionysus in his kOmos. " This gives us
a further clue. Without pressing the kOmos too closely, we may surely
infer that the dithyramb began as a processional sung on the occasion
of the ritual sequence which we have traced in the Dionysiac th£asos
and in the opening festivities of the City Dionysia. A victim is con
ducted in procession to a certain spot, there it is sacrificed, and then
the procession returns.
At the City Dionysia, not only was the principal victim a bull, but
a bull was the prize of victory at the dithyrambic contests. Moreover,
it appears that the winning poet was mounted in a chariot and escort
ed in a triumphal procession, which included, we may suppose,
the bull he had just received as a prize. Thus, addressing himself
after having won fifty such victories, Simonides writes : "Fifty times,
for training a lovely choir of men, thou didst mount the bright chariot
of glorious Victory." We may also suppose that the bull was sacrificed
by the poet, who then gave a feast to his friends.
Pindar describes the dithyramb as "the bull-driving dithyramb. "
In what sense did the dithyramb "drive the bull" ? The current ans
wers to this question are admittedly unsatisfactory. Pindar may
possibly have meant that it was in virtue of the winning dithyramb
that the victorious poet was able to drive his bull home. In that case,
he was alluding to the contemporary festival at Athens. But it seems
more likely that the epithet was traditional. If the dithyramb was
originally a processional sung on the occasion we have described, it
was the song sung when the bull was being driven to the sacrifice.
The situation implied by the hymn of the women of Elis is rather
different. There the women seem to be at the temple awaiting the
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arrival of the procession. We are reminded of another hymn, in
which the Kouretes of Crete greeted the arrival of their god : "Hail,
greatest kouros, Kronios, lord of all, . . . thou hast come at the head
of thy da{mones. Come for the year to Dikte, and rejoice in the song
that we weave for thee with mingled pipe and harp and sing as we
take our stand about thy altar !"It is noteworthy that this hymn con
sists of a series of stanzas interpellated with a recurrent refrain. 'Ihe
text, which is incomplete, contains no reference to a sacrifice, and the
god invoked is Zeus, not Dionysus, to whom however the Cretan
Zeus is closely akin. Of course, we cannot assert that either of these
hymns was a dithyramb. All we can say is that they closely resemble
what, in the light of other evidence, the primitive dithyramb appears
to have been.
The association of the dithyramb with the bull reminds us of the
myths of Boutes, the ox-man, and of Lykourgos, who wielded an
ox-goad or an axe for slaughtering oxen. From one point of view,
each of these figures clearly stands for the priest at the head of the
thiasos ; but from another, since both of them suffered what was also
done to their god, they appear to impersonate Dionysus. This am
biguity, which was evidently an inherent feature of the cult, is
reproduced by Euripides in the Bacchants, where Dionysus is at once
the leader of the thiasos and its god.
What was the relation, in the mature dithyramb, of the poet to his
choir ? At the City Dionysia, the expenses of production were defrayed
by the state, with the exception of the flute-player, who had to be
provided by the poet himself. This regulation implies that in earlier
times the flute-player's function had been performed by the poet in
his own person. The poet had once been the leader of the choir, like
Archilochos at Paros, improvising the stanzas and accompanying the
refrains. And this comes near to saying that he was originally the
officiating priest, who impersonated the god.
If, as our argument suggests, the dithyramb began as a musical
accompaniment of the procession of the Dionysiac thiasos, it follows
that the singers were originally women. The hymn of the women of
Elis cannot be used as evidence in this connection, because it is not
expressly described as a dithyramb ; but we have already remarked
that at the City Dionysia the boys' choirs were older than the men's,
and there is one piece of evidence which perhaps carries us a step
further into the past. It is an epigram celebrating a victory won by a
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poet otherwise unknown with a choir provided from the Attic tribe
of Akamantis, and it begins : "Often in the past, in the choirs of the
tribe of Akamantis, the Horai, the Dionysiades, cried Alleluia on the
occasion of ivy-carrying dithyrambs, and shaded the hair of skilful
poets with headbands of blooming roses." It is natural to connect
these Horai with other mythical projections of the female votaries of
Dionysus, such as the Mousai and the Charites, especially since they
are described as Dionysiades, which was the name of a real thiasos at
Sparta ; and it is difficult to understand why they should be thus
associated with past performances of the dithyramb unless the perform
ers had once been women.
The villagers of Eleutherai, to whom the Athenians said the image
of Dionysos Eleuthereus originally belonged, had another image of
the god which was a replica of the one they had surrendered. This
is recorded by Pausanias, who had seen both. In the same village was
located the myth of the daughters of Eleuther, who, after beholding
a vision of the god clad in a goat-skin, slighted him, and were driven
mad. They were cured when their father in response to an oracle
instituted the worship of Dionysos Melanaigis, Dionysus of the Black
Goat-skin. This tradition helps to explain how the goat came to be
associated with the City Dionysia ; for at the tragic contests, as distinct
from the dithyrambic, the prize was not a bull, but a goat. And
further it indicates that the cult of Dionysos Eleuthereus had once
belonged to a woman's thiasos of the normal type. Indeed, it may well
have been this thiasos that gave the village its name ; for hai eleutherai
is equivalent to hai aphetai, women who have been "set free" or "let
loose," like the dau�hters of Proitos or lo, who were turned adrift
in the open country after the god had driven them mad.
It appears therefore that the dithyramb had originally belonged to
the Dionysiac thiasos of women. This conclusion is supported by a
curious folktale relating to the poet Archilochos. In his youth, we are
told, he was sent by his father into the country to fetch an ox which
was to be taken to market. He left before dawn in the moonlight, and
on the way back he met a party of peasant women, as he suppmed
them to be, who offered to buy the ox from him and then vanished
with it, leaving at his feet a lyre. The women were really the Muses.
The meaning of this myth, as I understand it, is that the poet's art
was derived from an ox cult maintained by a female thiasos led by a
male priest.
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The first stage in the evolution of the dithyramb as an art-form
was the decline of the thiasos which followed the declining social
status of women. The second stage was reached when, instead of
being sung as a processional, it was brought to a stand at an altar,
and so became a stdsimon or standing-song - a "station" in fact. We
have seen how the procession of the City Dionysia made just such
a stand at the altars of the Twelve Gods in the market-place and again
at the altar on which the image was deposited at the end of the
pompe. And if it is asked what was the theme of this stdsimon, it must
surely have been in the first instance the myth corresponding to the
rite which was about to be celebrated - the passion of Dionysus. And
finally, since there is reason to think that the leader of the choir
impersonated the god, it is plain that we have here the germ of a
ritual drama. When the leader of the dithyramb begins to speak in
character to his chorus, the dithyramb is becoming a passion-play.
As Aristotle said, the art of tragedy was evolved "from the leaders of
the dithyramb."
At this critical point in its evolution, the primitive dithyramb seg
mented, and the two forms that emerged out of it developed by dis
similation. Since they were coexistent, each limited the development
of the other. They could only grow in contrary directions. In one, the
music dominated the words, the leader became the instrumentalist,
and the mimetic element was suppressed. In the other, the words
became so dominant as to shake themselves free of their musical
integument, while the leader became an actor, then two actors, and
finally three. Yet, long after it had grown wings, there still clung to
the art of tragedy fragments of the chrysalis that had once secreted
it. An examination of the extant plays suggests that, before 1Eschylus,
they had normally begun and ended with a passage from the chorus
as it entered or left the orchestra. In these two elements we can discern
the last vestiges of the pompe and the komos, and by the same reasoning
we are led to the conclusion that the performance which began and
ended in this way was, in origin and essence, an agon - an ordeal or
contest, a purge or purification which renewed life.
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UR next task is to bridge the gap of at least half a century that
O lies between the critical moment at which we left the art of
tragedy at the end of the last chapter and the earliest work of JEschy
lus. This is the most difficult problem we have yet had to face, because
not only is the evidence fragmentary, it is also for the most part of
dubious quality. For an adequate solution we must wait until fresh
light has been thrown on the whole subject by a comparative study
of primitive, Oriental and European drama, such as has never yet
been attempted. Meanwhile we must do our best with the resources
a,t our command.
Hitherto we have been tracing the course of tragedy in the order
of its development. That procedure must now be abandoned. Almost
all that we know of Greek tragedy in this period is what can be infer
red from the surviving plays, supplemented by Aristotle's Poetics.
How precious that supplement is may be judged from the fact that,
of the 2 5 0 odd plays known to have been written by JEschylus,
Sophokles and Euripides, we possess only thirty-three, whereas Aristotle
possessed them all, not to mention an unknown number of plays by
other writers, which have completely disappeared. That being so,
we shall regard as a crucial test of any reconstruction of the early
history of tragedy its compatibility with the evidence of Aristotle,
who, besides being incomparably better informed than we are, was
the masterly exponent of a scientific method. Beginning with a study
of the actor, we shall proceed to an examination of the chorus, and
then, after adverting to Aristotle's analysis of the tragic climax, we
shall conclude with some remarks about the stage. In all this our
attention will be concentrated on the history of tragedy before
JEschylus. At the end of the chapter much will still remain to be
accounted for, but this must be reserved until we have resumed our
history of Athens.
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Aristotle informs us that the second actor was introduced by JEschy
lus, the third by Sophokles. This number was never exceeded. Of the
seven surviving plays of lEschylus, the third actor is employed only
in the last four - the trilogy of the Oresteia, and the Prometheus Bound,
which was probably the last of all. Since the introduction of the
third actor lies well within the period covered by the surviving plays,
it should be possible to follow the way in which his function was
developed ; and the knowledge thus gained may throw light on the
development of the second actor.
The full use of the third actor is seen in those dialogues in which
three characters are present on the stage and each converses freely
with both the others. There are many such in Sophokles and Euripi
des, but in JEschylus the interchange is never completely reciprocal.
Thus, in the Choephoroi, Pylades is present when Orestes discloses
himself to Clytemnestra, but his part is confined to answering . a
question addressed to him by Orestes ; during the trial in the Eumeni.:.
des, Athena converses with Apollo, and Apollo is addressed by Orestes,
but nothing passes between Orestes and Athena until the trial is
over, and by that time Apollo's part is at an end. In the Agamemnon,
Cassandra is present during the dialogue between Agamemnon and
Clytemnestra, but says nothing at all ; and similarly in the prologue
of the Prometheus Bound the hero remains silent until Might and
Hephaistos have gone. In these two cases the silent character is
introduced for the sake of the sequel. The only other dialogue of this
type is in the Antigone, the earliest of the extant plays of Sophokles,
where Antigone remains silent during the dialogue between Kreon
and the Guard and then engages with Kreon after the Guard has
gone. In all three instances the silence is, of course, dramatically
effective, and JEschylus in particular was famous for his dramatic
silences, but the absence of such effects from the later plays shows
that they are a sign of immaturity.
Let us now apply the same considerations to the development of
the second actor. For this purpose we tum to the three earliest of
the surviving plays, all by JEschylus - the Persians (472 B.c. ) , the
Seven against Thebes (467 B.c. ) , and the Suppliants, which was probably
produced a few years after the Seven.
The Seven opens with a speech from the King to his people, repre
sented by the audience. A messenger enters, gives his report, and
withdraws. The King prays for victory, and the scene ends. This can
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hardly b e called a dialogue. Later i n the play the Messenger delivers
a series of speeches, describing in turn the appearance of the enemy
champions, each of whom is about to attack one of the seven gates ;
the King replies to each with a description of the defending champion ;
and each pair of speeches is followed by a passage from the Chorus
in strophic lyric. This may be called a dialogue, but, since it consists
entirely of set speeches, it is of a very formal character. On the other
hand, both King and Messenger, when alone on the stage, converse
freely with the Chorus.
In the Persians, when the Messenger arrives with neWll of the defeat
at Salamis, the Queen is on the stage, but he delivers his message to
the Chorus, who reply in strophic lyric. At length the Queen, after
declaring that grief had rendered her speechless, questions the Mes
senger, and there ensues a dialogue between them, in which the
Chorus take no part. Later in the play, the Queen is again on the
stage when the ghost of Darius appears, but the ghost addresses the
Chorus, who reply in strophic lyric as before. On this occasion the
Queen's silence is unmotivated. Then follows a dialogue in which
the ghost converses first with the Queen, the Chorus remaining silent,
and later with the Chorus, the Queen remaining silent. Clearly, the
dramatist has not yet learnt to manage a dialogue in which the two
actors and the Chorus converse together. On the other hand, as
compared with the Seven, this play is marked by greater freedom in
the handling of dialogues between the actors.
In the Suppliants, though there are several dialogues between one
of the actors and the Chorus, there is only one between the actors 
the King's altercation with the Herald ; and it is significant that the
Herald is probably speaking from the orchestra. Earlier in the play,
Danaos is present throughout the King's long interview with the
Chorus, but he takes no part until the end, when he addresses a short
speech to the King, and even then he is met with a reply in which
the King refers to him in the third person. The silence of Danaos in
this scene, protracted and unmotivated, is extremely crude. Indeed,
throughout the play his function is mainly that ofa messenger ; and, even
as a messenger, he reports little that could not have been reported by the
King. It may be suspected that Danaos has been introduced chiefly for
the sake of the second and third plays of the trilogy, in which he
.
must have had a prominent part. So far as the first is concerned,
it would have suffered little if it had been written for a single actor.
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We saw that, in the Persians, when the Messenger brings the news,
and again when the ghost appears, there follows a dialogue between
the actor, speaking in iambic trimeters or trochaic tetrameters, and
the Chorus, who reply in strophic lyric. There are three dialogues
of this type in the Suppliants -where the Chorus appeal to the King,
and again to Danaos, and where they are assaulted by the Herald.
In the Seven against Thebes there are two, while the description of the
champions, in which two actors are involved, is an elaboration of the
same principle. It is probable therefore that at an earlier period the
actor's part had been largely of this character. And perhaps we may
go even further. In the Suppliants, where the Chorus is assaulted by
the Herald, the latter begins in lyric, like the Chorus itself- it is only
later that he drops into iambic. It is possible, as Kranz has suggested,
that this technique dates from a time when there had been no spoken
part at all, only a lyrical exchange between chorus and actor.
The problem which .lEschylus set himself by his introduction of the
second actor was how to reorientate the actors towards each other
and away from the chorus. By solving it, he revolutionised the rela
tionship of stage to orchestra, because he was then able to develop
the plot through the actors alone without the intervention of the
chorus. Now, we learn from Aristotle that the actor's part was ori
ginally played by the poet ; and it is easy to see that, if JEschylus
took the part himself, he was in a peculiarly strong position for
grappling with the problem of developing it - a pretty example of
the unity of theory and practice. And further, if the actor was the
poet, engaged in a lyrical exchange with the chorus, we are not far
removed from the primitive dithyramb, which was based, as we have
seen, on precisely this relationship. As Aristotle said, the art of tragedy
was derived from the leaders of the dithyramb.
The characters of Greek tragedy were mostly drawn from a limited
number of traditional types, each of them distinguished by a conven
tional costume - the king, the queen, the prophet, the herald, the
messenger, and so on. The most important is the king, of whom more
will be said later, but in one respect the most remarkable is the mes
senger. This type differs from the others in that, with one exception
(the Corinthian Messenger of Sophokles) , it is never individualised.
The function of messenger is, of course, sometimes performed by
another character, such as Danaos in the Suppliants and the Phrygian
slave in the Orestes ; but, where the messenger appears as such, he
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lacks personality. The most conspicuous example is the Seven against
Thebes, in which (apart from the spurious finale) the King and the
Messenger are the only acting parts. The King and the Chorus are
both well characterised, but the Messenger, who has a long part and
is on and off throughout the play, remains a speaking voice and no
thing more. The explanation appears to be that this type is an archaic
and perfunctory element, which, being designed for the merely
technical purpose of reporting what has happened off stage, has
remained in its primitive condition. When there was only one actor,
and the hero was killed in the course of the play, his death was
reported in an undramatic narrative.
In the light of these considerations it is not difficult to envisage
the outline of a pre-JEschylean tragedy. The chorus entered with a
song or recitative, and after taking up their positions round the altar
they sang a stdsimon. Then the hero appeared, explained his identity
and expounded the situation in a dialogue with the chorus. Then he
disappeared, and, after another stdsimon from the chorus, a messenger
entered to announce the hero's death. There followed a lament, the
messenger retired, and the chorus left the orchestra in the same
manner as they had entered.
At this point we must pause to meet a difficulty. If tragedy arose
out of the worship of Dionysus, its plots must originally .have been
drawn from the myths of Dionysus. That follows from our argument,
and it is confirmed by the Greek tradition, which is quite clear on
this point. But we are told by Aristotle that its plots were for a long
time "small" and its diction "ridiculous." How are these two tra
ditions to be reconciled ? The difficulty has been expressed by Pickard
Cambridge in his remarks on Thespis, the traditional founder of
tragedy, who is said to have written a play on the myth of Pentheus.
"The language of Thespis," he says, "may have been in some ways
rude and grotesque ; but the story of Pentheus . . . must always have
been tragic. " This is a questionable assumption.
One of the myths of Eleutherai concerned a duel between Xanthos
(Fair Man) and Melanthos (Dark Man) in which the former was
slain by his opponent with the help of Dionysos Melanaigis. As
Usener has explained, this myth is founded on a ritual drama of a
well-known type, in which Summer is killed by Winter ; and Farnell
has even maintained that in this drama of Eleutherai we have the
prototype of Athenian tragedy. Farnell's view must be rejected, for
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two reasons. In the first place, there is nothing to show that it was
played in this form, or indeed in any form, during the critical period
of the sixth century u.c. ; and further, so far as it can be reconstructed
from the myth, it involves three actors and no chorus. It lies off the
direct line of descent. On the other hand, it is a Dionysiac subject 
the stuff of which tragedy was made ; and, moreover, it is clearly a
subject that would lend itself to boisterous treatment. We have only
to think of our own mumming-plays derived from the same origin,
11uch as the duel between St. George and Captain Slasher.
But could the story of Pentheus have been treated in this way ?
There is positive evidence that it had been. There can be no doubt
that the scene in the Bacchants of Euripides, where Pentheus appears
immediately before his death dressed up in woman's finery, with
his belt unfastened and a curl out of place, which the god laughingly
puts straight, is intentionally ridiculous ; and, as Bather pointed out,
the comic treatment of this stage in the myth is explained by the
corresponding stage in the ritual. Pickard-Cambridge's attitude on
this matter springs from a misunderstanding of the nature of primitive
religion. The idea that such things as laughter, ribaldry and obscenity
have ro place in divine worship has little validity outside the narrow
circle of our own Protestant tradition.
Further, if the diction of tragedy was originally ridiculous, that
quality was in keeping with its metrical form. The measure originally
employed was the trochaic tetrameter - a light and tripping rhythm
which lEschylus and Euripides continued to use occasionally for
imparting animation to the dialogue ; but in general it was superseded
by the iambic trimeter, which was nearer to the rhythm of common
speech. Both these metres were of popular origin, and the iambic
was closely associated with the lampoon, which was certainly ri
diculous.
It is clear therefore that there is no real discrepancy in' our evidence
at this point, although at a later stage of our enquiry we shall have
to face the question of why in the later period the comic element
was eliminated.
Let us now examine the tragic actor from a different point of view.
The Greek for an actor was hypokrites, corresponding to the verb
hypokrinomai, which, except when it is used of acting, means always
either "answer" or "interpret. " Was the Greek actor an answerer
or an interpreter ? Whom did he answer or what did he interpret ?
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This problem has been mishandled by modern scholars, who have
assumed it is merely a matter of choosing between the two. Before
we can do that, we must explain why the two senses were covered
by a single word.
In the Iliad, the Trojans see an omen - an eagle carrying a snake.
Polydamas explains what he understands the omen to mean, and
concludes : "That is how a diviner would interpret it. " In the Odyssey,
Penelope has had a dream ; she says to Odysseus, "Interpret my dream" ;
and Odysseus replies, "It is not possible to interpret your dream. "
There i s n o question what the verb means i n these three passages.
In another passage of the Odyssey, an eagle is seen carrying a goose.
Peisistratos turns to Menelaos and asks him : " ls this omen intended
for you or for us ?" Menelaos ponders, wondering "how he should
interpret it (or answer) aright." In this last passage, where the word
might be translated either way, the essential unity of the two senses is
revealed : hypokrinomai means to "interpret a dream or omen" or
alternatively to "answer an enquiry about a dream or omen." It
was a ritual term, describing a function of the priesthood.
In the generalised sense of "answer," the verb hypokrinomai is found
only once in the Iliad and once in the Odyssey, the normal word for
"answer" being ameibomai, which occurs hundreds of times. It follows
that the generalised usage of hypokr{nomai was only just beginning in
Homeric Greek. In Ionic it became the dominant usage, but in Attic
hypokrinomai is only used of "acting," being the verb corresponding
to the substantive hypokrites, and the idea of "answer" is expressed by
another formation from the same root, apokrinomai. It may be inferred
that in Attic hypokrinomai lost its original sense when the corresponding
substantive acquired the sense of "actor."
The problem is now reduced to this : when the word hypokrites was
first applied to the actor, did it connote hypokrinomai in its primitive
sense of "interpret" or in its derivative sense of "answer" ? Now, in
Attic, there is no evidence that hypokrinomai ever meant "answer" or
that hypokrites ever meant an "answerer." The verb is only used in
the sense corresponding to the substantive, and the substantive is
always used of an actor or declaimer, except in one passage of Plato.
This passage is instructive. Plato is discussing the exact meaning of
the word prophites. Some people, he says, speak of prophetai as though
they were the same as mdntei.r, "prophets," but this usage is incorrect :
the prophetai are not prophets, but interpreters (hypokrita{) ofenigmatical
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utterances and appearances. Now, since Plato is here concerned 'to
point out the strict sense of the word prophltes, we must presume that
he is being equally strict in his use of Jvpokritis that is to say, he
is aware that the latter was originally applied, like kritls, to an inter
preter of oracles, dreams, or omens.
The current Attic for interpreter in t:his sense was hermen.eUs, the
origin of which is uncertain. The Ionic was exegetls, which was also
the title of a priesthood at Eleusis. The Eleusinian exegetai were
exponents of the legomena, the "things said" at the Mysteries, and in
that way they interpreted the dromena, the "things done" in the
symbolic ritual. Now, the word exegetls means primarily a "leader."
It is therefore synonymous with exdrchon� which is the term used by
Archilochos and Aristotle of the leader of the dithyramb. These
considerations suggest that the hypokri tls and the exdrchon were
originally identical.
The exarchon was the poet-leader of the dance and song of the
dithyrambic chorus, descended from the god-priest of the Dionysiac
thiasos. How did he become an interpreter ? The th{asos was a secret
society, and consequently its ritual was a mystery, which only those
who had been initiated into the secret were able to understand.
Accordingly, when this ritual became a drama in the full sense of
the word, a mimetic rite performed by initiates before an uninitiated
audience, it needed an interpreter. Let us suppose that the guild of
Eleutherai is performing a choral dance before a crowd of spectators.
The dance is designed to symbolise the wanderings of the daughters
of Eleuther after they have been driven mad by Dionysus. The
performers understand this, but the spectators do not. Accordingly,
at some point, the leader comes forward and says in plain language,
"I am Dionysus, and these are the daughters ofEleuther, whom I have
driven mad." In doing this, the leader is already an interpreter, and
he is on the way to becoming an actor. Tragedy was derived from
the leaders of the dithyramb.
The art of tragedy has now been traced back to a point at which
it makes contact with the most advanced ritual dramas of the North
American Indians ; for it will be remembered that, though these
dramas were sometimes performed in public, their inner meaning
was understood only by the initiated members of the secret society
that performed them. On this point Hutton Webster writes as fol
lows :
-
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The rites, in part secret, in part public, constitute a rude but
often very effective dramatisation of the myths and legends. Usually
only the members of the particular society which performs
the rites understand their significance. The actors, masked or
costumed, represent animals or divine beings whose history
the myths recount.
Among the North American Indians, the growth of drama was
arrested at the critical point, the reason being that the social status
of the secret societies was sufficiently secure to resist secularisation.
In Attica, where the Dionysiac thiasos was in decline, it only survived
by becoming a guild of actors.
The choral odes of Greek tragedy are constructed on the rhythmical
pattern known as antistrophic form. A rhythmical system (strophe),
or stanza as we should call it, is introduced and repeated ; then a
second system is introduced and repeated in the same way, and so
on. The ode falls therefore into a series of pairs (AA BB cc) . Sometimes
each pair is followed by an ephjmnion or refrain (AAx BBx ccx) .
The structure of the mature dithyramb is different. It is based on
what is known as triadic form. A system is introduced, repeated, and
followed by a second system, called the epoidos or "after-song" ; then
the first system is reintroduced, again repea ted, and followed by a
repetition of the epoid6s ; arid so on. The dithyramb, therefore, is
founded on a single triad continuously repeated (AAB AAB AAB ) . The
epoid6s is employed occasionally in tragedy, but only at the end of
the ode as a coda. The triad is said to have been invented by Stesicho
ros, and it is the dominant form, not only of the dithyramb, but of
the later aristocratic choral lyric. Nearly all the odes composed by
Pindar and Bakchylides for victories at the games are triadic.
Lastly, there is the form known as monostrophic, consisting of the
continuous repetition of a single system ( AAA ) . This is used occa
sionally by Pindar and Bakchylides in their victory odes, and by the
latter in a few of his dithyrambs. Before the invention of the triad,
it had been the dominant form of the aristocratic convention. All the
extant odes of Aikman, Sappho and Alkaios belong to this type.
We must endeavour to reconstruct the origin and growth of these
conventions. In the first place, we observe that of the three forms
the antistrophic is the most flexible, because, since each pair is dif
ferent from the last, the rhythm of the ode can be varied and deve-
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loped. It is therefore the most dramatic. Secondly, the reason why,
in both antistrophic and triadic form, the systems are grouped in
pairs must be that the ode was, or had once been, antiphonal.
Thirdly, the dithyramb belongs to the aristocratic convention, being
either triadic or monostrophic. Which of these two forms is the more
primitive ? The answer seems to be that neither is primitive, but both
have a common origin.
In the Iliad, the women of Troy perform a dirge over the body of
Hector. They are led by Andromache, Hecuba and Helen. Each
of these "leads off" in turn with praise of the dead man, and each
solo is followed by a general wail. The word used to describe the
function of the leaders is the word applied by Aristotle and Archilo
chos to the leaders of the dithyramb (exdrchontes) . The ritual basis of
this performance is plainly a series of improvised solos from the
leaders followed in each case by a refrain from the chorus, and it
may be assumed that the solos conformed to a common rhythmical
pattern. As treated by Homer, the solos are the vital element, the
refrains being merely perfunctory. This subordination of the refrain
to the solo, of the many to the few, corresponds to the distinction be
tween the people and the nobility or the laity and the priesthood.
Moreover, if we eliminate the popular element entirely, we are left
with a series of improvised solos on a repeated musical pattern. This
is the aristocratic sk6lion or drinking-song. Seated round the table, one
after another of the banqueters sings a stanza, improvising the words
to a repeated musical accompaniment. And if we adapt this con
vention to the conscious art of an individual poet, we have the mo
nostrophic ode of Sappho, Alkaios and Alkman.
Later, the epoidos reappears in the aristocratic tradition - not
however as a popular refrain but as an artistic elaboration. The ode
is now sung by two semi-choruses - the strophe by the first, the
antistrophe by the second, and the epoidos by the two together. After
the practice of antiphony is abandoned, the triad is maintained as
the basis of the rhythmical structure, and it passes from the aristocra
tic ode to the mature dithyramb. Finally, in tragedy, the triad is
superseded by the antistrophic pair. On the other hand, the tragedians
continue to make occasional use of the refrain, which, owing to the
changed significance of epoidos, is now known as the ephjmnion. It
may be inferred that they derived this element from the primitive
dithyramb.
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This reconstruction involves the assumption that, although absent
from the older aristocratic tradition, the epoidos was primitive, and
consisted originally of a refrain. We must remember that the con
vention we have been examining was an artistic one. The traditional
hymns used in the everyday service of the gods must have been
simpler and more primitive. Of these hymns we know little, but what
we do know is significant. The Hymn of the Kouretes, to which we
referred in the last chapter, is a monostrophic ode with a refrain
attached to each strophe ; and the refrain in the hymn to Dionysus
sung by the women of Elis - "worthy Bull, worthy Bull" - is described
by Plutarch in terms which show that he regarded it as an
epoidos.
The word epoidos had two meanings. In a technical sense, it was
applied to the third member of the triad, and in this application it
was understood to mean an "after-song." But it was also used in a
non-technical sense of a charm, spell, or incantation. In this sense
it was synonymous with epoide. The idea of incantation takes us back
to primitive magic, and shows that the original significance of epoidos
was not an "after-song" but a song "sung over" somebody, like the
wail of the Trojan women over the body of Hector or the spell recited
over the sick man to heal him or over the sinner to effect his damna
tion. Indeed, we may go further and say that the primitive refrain
was an incantation. In the Oresteia of JEschylus the Erinyes perform
a magical dance with the object of effecting the death and damnation
of the matricide. The dance is a stdsimon of the normal type except
that the first member of each antistrophic pair is followed by an
ephjmnion, which is repeated at the end of the second, and it is through
these refrains, sung as the Erinyes leap round their victim, that the
magic operates. The refrain is used by JEschylus in the same way in
the first stdsimon of the Suppliants, where the fugitives are cursing their
pursuers and calling down a storm upon them before they can reach
harbour. These refrains are simply the incantations of mimetic
magic. They are the primitive kernel out of which, by the stages
already indicated, the Greek chorus had evolved.
The choral odes of Greek tragedy are of three kinds - the parodos,
sung while the chorus is entering the orchestra ; the stdsimon, sung
.after they have taken up their positions ; and the kommos. Of the first
two, which conform to the normal antistrophic structure, nothing
further need be said, but the third is rather different. We have already
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encountered one example of the kommos in the lyrical exchange be
tween the Herald and the Chorus in the Suppliants of £schylus, and
in discussing that passage we referred to the view advanced by
Kranz that in these lyrical exchanges we have the nucleus of tragic
dialogue. The kommos is a lament in which the chorus and one or
more of the actors participate, and its normal place is immediately
before or after the tragic crisis. It is properly a "beating of the breast"
- that is to say, a threnos or lament ; but it is noteworthy that the
word is never used in Attic prose except as a technical term to describe
this part of a tragedy. It was therefore an archaic word, and that
accords with Kranz's view that what it denoted was a primitive
feature of the tragic convention. There are other indications that
point in the same direction.
In the simplest type of kommos the actor sings a strophe, which is
followed by another from the chorus, then the actor sings his anti
strophe and the chorus sing theirs (ABAB cncn ) . If we eliminate the
antistrophic principle, which as we have seen was probably no older
than tragedy itself, this structure reduces itself to a monostrophic solo
with refrains (Ab Ab Ab) ; and that, according to our argument, was
the form of the primitive dithyramb. Further, it is evident both from
the rhythm to which it was set (normally pa::onic) and in some cases
from the accompanying words that the dance-movement of the komm6s
was excited and impassioned. We know next to nothing of how the
musical modes were employed in Greek tragedy, but it seems possible
that the komm6s was further distinguished by the use of the excited
Phrygian mode, described as lntheos or "possessed" ; and we know
that this was the mode employed in the dithyramb.
TP,us, the climax of the tragedy, corresponding to the crucial
moment, the agon, in the passion of Dionysus, was commonly cast in a
distinctive form which embodied the remains of the primitive dithy
ramb - a musical dialogue between the leader and his thiasos.
In his analysis of tragic plots, Aristotle distinguishes the complex
from the simple plot as one in which the change of fortune coincides
with a peripeteia or an anagnorisis or both. What he meant by the former
term is a fundamental question which we shall not attempt to answer
at this stage. The anagnorisis or recognition he defines as "a change
from ignorance to knowledge, resulting in friendship or hatred on the
part of the characters marked out for good fortune or for ill." He
divides these recognitions into four categories according to the means
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by which they are effected - by tokens, by deliberate self-revelation,
by some inadvertent cry or action, and by inference.
His remarks on this subject make it clear, not only that the recog
nition was a constant and radical feature of the convention, but that
one of its commonest forms, which he regards as the crudest, was
recognition by means of hereditary tokens. Two examples of this type
are known to us from the extant plays - the recognition of Orestes by
his embroidered swaddling-bands, and the recognition of Ion by the
gnorlsmata in which he had been exposed as an infant. The significance
of these two cases has already been explained, and Aristotle mentions
others which clearly belong to the same type - the spear of the Spartoi
(p. 46) , and the star of the Pelopidai - another traditional birthmark.
What was the origin of the anagnorisis ?
It is agreed that the themes of early tragedy were drawn from the
myths of Dionysus, and I have argued that the original theme was the
god's death. It is also known that in the fifth century Dionysiac cycle
was no more prominent in tragedy than other mythical ciycles. We
may now go a step farther. It stands to reason that, before the early
tragedians began to draw on other cycles, they must have made full
use of the Dionysiac. They must have dramatised, not only the death
of Dionysus, but his birth and his resurrection. This, as I have said,
stands to reason, and it is supported by the analogy of the mediieval
mystery-plays. The nucleus of these was the Quern qumtis of the Three
Maries in the Easter liturgy. This nucleus was developed by the
dramatisation of other elements in the Easter myth - the meeting of
the Maries with the angel, with the apostles, and with Christ himself.
The second stage was reached when · the same process was applied to
the myth of the Nativity, and in the third the themes range from the
Creation and the Fall to Daniel and Nebuchadnezzar.
For these reasons it is permissible to conjecture that the theme of the
recognition is derived from the self-revelation of the god after his
re-birth or resurrection. His appearance was followed, we may suppose,
by an interrogation on the part of the chorus, at the end of which he
proved his identity by revealing to them the sacred objects or mysti
cal symbols associated with his cult. This conjecture derives some
additional support from another feature of the convention which has
still to be examined.
No characteristic of Greek tragedy is more familiar than the set
passages of line-for-line question and answer which are called in Greek
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stichomyth£a. Throughout its history this feature retained its severely
formal character, except that Sophokles and Euripides sometimes
relaxed it to the extent of permitting a change of speaker in the middle
of the verse. To our ears the effect is often incongruous or even absurd,
as for example at the crisis of the Agamemnon ; and, if the Athenians
accepted it, it was mainly, we must suppose, because it was a funda..
mental, and therefore primitive, feature of the convention.
These formal dialogues are equally remarkable for their content.
Not only do they proceed by the symmetrical arrangement of question
and answer, but it often appears, especially in .iEschylus, as though
the speakers were more concerned to veil their meaning than to
elucidate it. "Thy utterance is a riddle -speak in plain words." Such
verses are typical. Sometimes the utterance takes the actual form of a
riddle. Thus, in the Choephoroi, after the murder of Aigisthos, when
Clytemnestra asks the slave what the shouting is about, the slave
declares darkly, "The living, I tell you, are being killed by the dead,"
and Clytemnestra replies, "Ah me, a riddle, yet I read its meaning."
The full effect of her reply is lost in translation, because the word she
uses -xyneka, "I understand" - recalls the term commonly applied to
initiates -hoi xynetoi, "those who understand," those who have been
admitted into the mystical secrets. Here then is a riddle, which we
must try to solve.
The riddle is as deeply imbedded in lndo-European folklore as it is
widespread among primitive peoples at the present day. The data
collected by Schulz, which would repay closer analysis, suggest that
it formed originally the spoken part of an initiatory test or ordeal.
For the present however I must confine myself to the evidence from
ancient Greece, which is sufficient to establish provisionally the
immediate point at issue.
The riddle was defined by Klearchos of Soloi as "a humorous prob
lem requiring the use of intelligence in discovering the solution and
propounded for the sake of a penalty or reward." The normal Greek
type may be illustrated by the riddle of the Sphinx, by reading which
CEdipus became king of Thebes :
A thing there is whose voice is one,
Whose feet are four and two and three ;
So mutable a thing is none
That moves in earth or sky or sea ;
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When on most feet this thing doth go,
Its strength is least, its pace most slow.
The essential feature is that the thing to be identified is
described in symbolical and apparently contradictory terms.
The Sphinx was a female monster who dwelt on Mount Phikion,
Phix being the ...E olic form of her name. The legend about her relations
with the royal house of Thebes is recorded by Pausanias. She learnt
her riddle from Laios, who had presumably learnt it from his father,
for we are told that originally it was given by the Delphic Oracle to
his great-grandfather, Kadmos, the founder of the dynasty. Laios had
sons by other women besides his queen, and accordingly, when one
of them wished to lay claim to the succession, he was sent up into the
mountain, where the Sphinx asked him her riddle, and, if he failed to
solve it, he was put to death. This legend implies some form of initi
ation into the secrets of a royal clan.
At Sparta, it will be remembered, the boys used to be questioned
by the elren after supper about public affairs, and, if they gave hini a
"Wrong answer, he bit them on the thumb (p. 9 7 ) . It seems probable
that these questions too were originally concerned with initiatory
secrets, for we have seen that one of the primitive rites of initiation,
which can be traced in the legend of Orestes, is the amputation of a
finger (p. 1 0 1 ) . Athenaios records that in ancient times riddles used
to be asked at drinking-parties for the purpose of educating the young,
and he refers to a passage of Diphilos describing three girls of Samos
asking one another riddles at a drinking-party during the festival of
Adonis. Finally, Plutarch says that, at the Theban festival of the
Agrionia, it was the custom for the women, after they had returned
from their search for the lost Dionysus, to ask one another riddles after
supper.
This evidence suggests that, in Greece, as in other parts of the world,
the custom of asking riddles was derived from catechism in the secrets
of initiation, the purpose being to test the novice's knowledge of the
mystical symbols. It is possible therefore, since so much in Greek
tragedy goes back to initiation, that the stichomyth£a are a vestige of
such catechisms ; and it is easy to see how the identification of the god
might be used as a means of expounding those symbols in the course
of a ritual drama.
Finally, we have to see whether anything of value can be extracted
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from what we know of the stage on which the actors acted. Unfor
tunately this is very little. Of the stage as it was in the time of 1Eschy
lus no trace remains, probably because it was made of timber. Judging
from the remains of the earliest stone buildings, which date from the
end of the fifth century according to Puchstein, or according to Dorp
feld from the middle of the fourth, it seems probable that the old
wooden structure was a long building with wings at either end project
ing towards the orchestra and that the stage was a narrow platform
running in front of this building from wing to wing. The front of the
building therefore served as a background to the stage, and in it were
doors leading from the stage to the actors' changing-rooms. The depth
of the stage is unknown, but it cannot have been very high, because
we know that the actors conversed freely with the chorus and that
there was easy access from stage to orchestra.
The stage and the stage buildings were known as the skenl. This
word means primarily a "tent," and it is also used of the tilt or
awning of a covered waggon. This is important, because we are
told by Horace that Thespis and his actors U'>ed to tour the Attic
countryside in a waggon. We also know that waggons were a regular
feature of the Dionysiac komos. All this hangs together, and tells us
something worth knowing about Attic drama before the institution
of the official contests at the City Dionysia. Thespis is said to have
won the tragic prize (a goat) about 534 B.c., which was the time when
the festival was being organised by Peisistratos.
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I f the tradition preserved b y Horace i s genuine - and there is no
reason to doubt it -it provides us with an important link in the chain
we have been trying to reconstruct. After it had ceased to be the ritual
of a ·secret society, and before it secured a footing in Athens, Dionysiac
drama was in the hands of a guild or guilds of actors, who toured the
country villages. No doubt, these guilds were still organised on a
religious basis, derived from the organisation of the thfasos, and their
performances were still invested with a religious significance and
associated with the welfare of the crops ; but it is fairly clear that, if
they had remained in this environment, they would have degenerated
into the peasant mummery with which we are still familiar in modern
Europe. This then was the period in which were developed those
qualities of boisterousness and crudity which Aristotle noted as
characteristic of early tragic diction.
In his study of the medireval English stage, Chambers has shown
that, with the rise of the bourgeoisie in the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries, the so-called liturgical plays, which had grown out of the
ritual of the medireval Church, were transferred from the clergy to
the bourgeois guilds, from the cathedral to the market-place, and at
the same time their themes were secularised. The English drama had
fundamental elements in common with the Greek ; for these liturgical
plays were influenced by the mumming-play, folk-dance and other
performances derived from the agrarian ritual of the Germanic tribes ;
and, after being secularised, the drama was further developed by the
patronage of the Tudor monarchy. But there is one radical difference,
of profound importance for the history of both. In England, the
Church stood for the feudal nobility, and its liturgy, as the ritual of a
·ruling class, had long been stabilised in a rigid form inimical to
change. For this reason, the impulse to dramatisation, which came in
the first instance from the peasantry, who instinctively sought to turn
the liturgy into something useful - into mimetic magic -was only
carried forward in the face of strenuous opposition from the ecclesias
tical authorities ; and for the same reason, when these plays were taken
over by the bourgeoisie, the rivals of the feudal nobility, and later
patronised by the Tudors as leaders of the bourgeoisie, the drama was
developed in conscious opposition to religious ritual, of which it
rapidly became entirely independent. In Attica, on the other hand,
the worship of Dionysus, out of which the drama evolved, had always
been popular, and was therefore revived and reorganised by the
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tyrants in opposition to the clan-cults of the old nobility. Conse
quently, when the drama was brought to Athens, the tendency towards
secularisation, which had set in with the dissipation of the Dionysiac
mysteries among the peasantry, was reversed. Instead of continuing
to move away from ritual, it was brought back into it ; and thereafter
throughout its history it remained first and foremost a divine service,
which, once established on its new ritual pattern, imposed on its
exponents a severe artistic discipline. That is one reason why Athe
nian tragedy is technically more perfect than Elizabethan.
We have seen that in his religious policy Peisistratos was pursuing
a consciously realised objective. The same is true of his attitude to the
drama. When he instituted the tragic contests, his aim was not merely
to gratify the tastes and interests of the Athenian merchants and arti
sans, but to use the art-form which the people had created as a means
of raising their cultural level and welding them into a nation. Just as
the new art-form was an expression of the progress already made, so
under his direction it became a stimulus to further progress. Athenian
tragedy was from the beginning inseparably bound up with the mate
rial and social advancement of the Athenian people.
He also saw that, if the Athenians were to develop a distinctive
national culture, they must absorb the culture of other Greek states,
especially those which at this time were more advanced than they
were. It was for this purpose that he instituted the public recitation
of lonian epic, thus throwing open to Athenian dramatists a storehouse
of richly elaborated traditional material. But the most striking testi
mony to his far-sightedness is the history of the mature dithyramb.
Under the tyrants, Athens rapidly became the principal centre in
Greece for the performance of dithyrambs, yet almost all the dithy
rambic poets known to us were foreigners - Lasos of Hermione,
Hypodikos of Chalkis, Pindar of Thebes, Simonides and Bakchylides
of Keos, all of whom wrote mainly for the City Dionysia. Why did the
Athenian tyrants do so much to encourage an art-form for which
their own poets, preoccupied with tragedy, showed little inclination ?
The reason must surely be that they appreciated its value for the
development of tragedy. In the Peloponnese, at Corinth and Sikyon,
the popular movement, and with it the Dionysiac revival, had begun
much earlier than at Athens ; and moreover its characteristic art-form,
the dithyramb, had been assisted from the outset by close contact
with the choral tradition of the Dorian aristocracy - a tradition which
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had never taken root i n Attica. By establishing the dithyramb a t the
City Dionysia, the tyrants made this tradition accessible to the Athe
nian dramatists, who were thus able to infuse it into their treatment
of the tragic chorus.
Thus, while the power came from the people, it was their leader
who made them conscious of it and so enabled them to use it. Without
this union of mass-impetus with individual leadership, the art of tra
gedy could not have advanced as rapidly as it did, and so would not
have been ready to take full advantage of the tremendous stimulus it
was shortly to receive from the democratic revolution.
Our argument up to this point may be recapitulated as follows.
The Dionysiac thiasos was a secret magical society which preserved in
modified form the structure and functions of the totemic clan, out
of which it had evolved during the later phases of tribal society. It
was composed of women led by a male priest. Its principal rite, de
rived from initiation, contained three elements - an orgiastic exodus
into the open country, a sacrament in which a victim was torn to
pieces and eaten raw, and a triumphant return. This ritual was pro
jected as a myth of the passion of Dionysus. Since its function was to
promote the fertility of the soil, it persisted only among the peasantry,
and so at a later stage became closely identified with the popular
movement against the landed nobility. In some parts of Greece,
owing to changes in the social relations of the sexes, the ritual passed
into the control of the men and underwent further modification. It
ceased to be secret, and began to disintegrate. The orgiastic procession
became a hymn, which was developed most rapidly in the Pelopon
nese ; the sacrament became a passion-play, developed principally
in Attica, where the popular movement, after beginning later, prog
ressed further. From the first arose the dithyramb, from the second
tragedy. Both were urbanised and consciously directed by the tyrants,
the former maturing under the influence of aristocratic lyric. Thus,
looking back over our argument, we may say definitely that the art
of tragedy was descended, remotely but directly, and with each stage
in its evolution conditioned by the evolution of society itself, from the
mimetic rite of the primitive totemic clan.
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XII
DEMOCRACY

HERE had been little outward change in the constitution of Athens
T under the tyrants, who had maintained their control of the
administration by filling the executive offices with their own nominees.
After the expulsion of Hippias and the defeat of the counter-revolution
attempted by Isagoras, a new constitution was drawn up with the
object of placing the rights won by the people on a secure founda
tion.
Athens had now passed from a simple agricultural to a monetary
economy. The hereditary privileges of the landowning class had been
abolished ; the claims of birth had been subordinated to the claims of
property. These changes had already led to profound modifications
in the laws of inheritance and in the social relations of the sexes ; and
now the last remnants of the old tribal system, based on kinship,
which had become a fetter on the new economic and social realities ,
were swept away. On the other hand, since the revolution thus effect
ed consisted largely in the recovery by the common people of the
equality which they had enjoyed under the tribal system, it was
accompanied by the revival, in new and vastly different conditions,
of some of the characteristic institutions of tribal society, such as the
popular assembly, the common festivals, and the use of the lot. And
lastly, since the driving force of the revolution had been the new
middle class of merchants and artisans, the rise of this class to power
was marked by the development of a new and distinctive outlook
on society and on the world.
How the leading families of the primitive Attic clans established
themselves as a ruling caste has already been described ; but, although
impaired by this development, which destroyed the solidarity of the
clan, the structure of the tribal system maintained itself right down to
the period we have now reached. The organisation of the army under
the four tribal chiefs (phylobasilets) , elected from the Eupatridai, was
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tribal ; and, what is still more important, the enjoyment of civic rights
was dependent on membership of one of the phratries. Since the
phratries were groups of clans, this meant that the citizen body was
still a tribal community, composed of those who belonged to the
primitive Attic clans. It was at this point that the pressure against the
tribal structure was strongest, and it came from the new middle class.
The industrial development of Attica had been hampered in its
early stages by shortage of labour. That, as we have seen, is why
Solon had done nothing to check the dispossession of the peasantry ;
and for the same reason he had passed laws against idleness and
encouraged the immigration of foreign artisans. These immigrants,
however, could only acquire civic rights by obtaining admission to
the phratries, and consequently the policy of the landowning aris
tocracy was to keep the phratries closed. There has been preserved
from this period a law stipulating that membership of the phratry
should not be restricted to clansmen. This has been claimed as proof
that Aristotle was wrong in saying that the Attic phratry consisted
simply of so many clans ; but, of course, it proves that Aristotle was
right, because it stands to reason that, if non-clansmen had not ori
ginally been excluded, there would have been no need for a law
enforcing their admission. It is clear, however, that this law was
largely ineffectual. We are informed by Aristotle that among the
strongest supporters of Peisistratos were those who, being of impure
descent, were afraid of losing their citizenship - that is to say, des
cendants of immigrant artisans who had been admitted to the phrat-<
ries, but were in danger of being expelled by the agrarian party. How
much this class owed to the tyranny is shown by the fact that, when it
fell, one of the first acts of Isagoras was to disfranchise a large number
of citizens who were unable to prove pure Athenian descent, and
shortly afterwards, when the Spartan King entered Attica, no less
than 700 families, supporters of Kleisthenes, were expelled. It is clear
therefore that down to the time when it seized power under the
leadership of Kleisthenes the rapidly growing class of merchants and
artisans was still insecure in its possession of the franchise owing to
the influence of the landlords in the phratries ; and therefore in the
new constitution the political functions of the phratries were abolished
once and for all.
Before dealing with the reforms of Kleisthenes we must pause to
consider the effects of the growth of property on the internal structure
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of the clan. Down to the beginning of the sixth century the ownership
of property, both real and personal, was still vested, at least nomi
nally, in the clan. The individual enjoyed only the usufruct. When a
man died, his wealth reverted to his fellow clansmen, among whom
it was distributed in portions no doubt determined by their degree of
affinity to the deceased. It is probable that males benefited more
largely than females, and of course by this period membership of the
clan was transmitted in the male line.
The Attic law of inheritance, as established under the democracy,
was attributed to Solon ; and, while there is no reason to question the
accuracy of this tradition, it must be remembered that some time
would necessarily elapse before the full effects of the new system
became apparent. We may say therefore that the democratic practice
in regard to inheritance had grown up gradually in the sixth century.
In order to understand it, we must compare it with what is known of
the inheritance of property in other parts of Greece. The Code of
Gortyna, dating from the fifth century, has survived, and we know
something of the Spartan practice in the time of Aristotle. This evi
dence, though meagre, is sufficient to set the Attic Code in evolutio
nary perspective, because Gortyna was economically more backward
in the fifth century than Athens was in the sixth, and Sparta, even in
the fourth, was more backward still.
In Attic law, the right of bequest was recognised only in default of
legitimate issue, and it was exercised by means of adoption. If a man
had Iio issue, he might adopt a son, who thereby became his heir.
The primitive custom of adoption was thus put to a new use. If he
died without children, legitimate or adopted, his property reverted
to his kin in the following order of priority : the father, the brothers
and their children, the sisters and their children, the paternal cousins
and their children, the maternal cousins and their children. The
exclusion of the mother, as well as her brothers and sisters, shows
that the unilateral conception of kinship characteristic of the clan
had not yet succumbed to the narrower but bilateral conception
characteristic of the family. If a man had issue of both sexes, the
property was divided by the sons on condition that they maintained
their sisters till marriage and furnished them with a dowry, the amount
of which was limited. If he had only daughters, they inherited but
were obliged to marry his next-of-kin, who would be in the first in
stance his brothers, and the inheritance passed to their sons as soon as
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they came of age. Thus, the rule of exogamy was violated. Moreover,
if the heiress was already married, she might be obliged to divorce
her husband in order to marry the next-of-kin, and the next-of-kin
divorced his wife in order to marry her. These restrictions on the
liberty of the women in the interests of property correspond to the
Attic law in respect of adultery, which was regarded as a crime so
serious that a man might kill an adulterer caught in the act without
incurring the guilt of homicide.
At Gortyna, the wife retained her rights over the property she had
brought with her as a dowry, and, if divorced on her husband's res
ponsibility, she received in addition five stateres of money. When a
man died, the property was disposed as follows. The town house and
its contents, and the livestock, were divided among the sons ; the re
mainder- the country estate, including the serfs tied to it and the
houses and livestock belonging to them, - were divided among the
sons and daughters, each daughter receiving half as much as a son.
If there were no sons, the whole of the property went to the daughter,
who could refuse to marry the next-of-kin, provided that she in
demnified him by surrendering half the estate.
At Sparta the laws were not codified, and therefore the rules of
inheritance are not so easy to determine. They can, however, be
deduced from Aristotle's remarks on the subject in the light of Attic
and Gortynian law. The Spartan economy was based on the same
system of family estates as the Cretan, but at Sparta, owing to the
absence of money and the repression of industry and trade, there was
no property apart from the estate, the serfs tied to it, and its produce.
Aristotle notes as one of the characteristics of Spartan society the
liberty and influence of the women. His account of this matter is
confirmed by other writers. The women were free to go about in
public ; adultery was not punishable or even discreditable ; a woman
might have several husbands. Of all this Aristotle severely disapproves,
but we must remember that he writes from the standpoint of an
Athenian bourgeois, to whom the subjection and seclusion of women
appeared as a dispensation of nature. Then he proceeds to comment
on the Spartan rules of inheritance :
Some have managed to acquire too much land, others very little,
and so the land has fallen into the hands of a small minority.
This has also been badly arranged by the laws ; for while the law-
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giver quite rightly made i t dishonourable to buy o r sell land, h e did
not restrict its alienation by gift or bequest, and so the same result
necessarily followed. Owing to the number of heiresses and the
size of the dowries, nearly two-fifths of the land are owned by
women. It would have been better to prescribe no dowry at all or
only a small one. As it is, a man can give the heiress to anyone he
chooses, and if he dies without having disposed of her, his heir can
do so.
At first sight this passage seems to imply that the Spartans recognised
the right of free testamentary disposition, and that is how it has been
commonly understood ; but a little reflection serves to show that this
is a misinterpretation. It is impossible to suppose that a right which
was not admitted in the Code of Gortyna, nor in the Attic Code, nor
in any other ancient code before the development of mature law, could
have been recognised by the reactionary s.ristocracy of Sparta, which
had not reached the stage of codifying the laws at all. What, then,
is the alternative ? Aristotle is judging Spartan practice from the
standpoint of an Athenian, and what he means, when he speaks of
alienation by gift or bequest, and again when he says that a man
could give the heiress to anyone he chose, is simply that in Sparta,
unlike Athens, Gortyna, and other Greek states, the heiress was not
required to marry the next-of-kin, and consequently there was no
means of ensuring the transmission of the family property to the
descendants in the male line.
The social life of Sparta has already been described (pp. 9 7-8) .
At the age of seven the boy was taken from his parents and enrolled
in the agela ; at nineteen he came of age and took up residence in the
Men's House, eating and sleeping with the other men and spending
the day in military exercises. When he married, he did not live with
his wife, but merely visited her clandestinely from time to time. It is
to be presumed that the bride lived with her parents, as in Crete.
Plutarch says that the men continued to live in this way "for a long
time" - perhaps until they obtained exemption from military service.
The girls, too, were organised in agelai, but there is no evidence
that they were segregated like the boys. In these circumstances, the
Spartan home must have consisted of the father (old enough to be
excused residence in the Men's House) , the mother, the daughters
married and unmarried, and the children of both sexes under seven .
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In the absence of the grown sons, the daughters were at an advantage
in asserting their claims on the inheritance. Not only did they obtain
substantial dowries, but, owing to the continued absence of their
husbands, the administration of the estate was in their hands. They
were, of course, excluded from political life, but, thanks to their econo
mic position, their influence was so great that Aristotle speaks of
Sparta as a country "ruled by women. " Finally, if it is asked how this
system had arisen, the answer may perhaps be found in the special
conditions of the conquest. We know that the Spartan settlers had
intermarried with the conquered population, and, since they were
compelled to maintain a standing army composed of all the adult
male citizens, the new state arose on the basis of a division of labour
between the sexes. The men fought, the women administered the
estates.
If we compare these three systems - the Spartan, the Gortynian
and the Athenian - it becomes clear that they represent three
successive stages in the development of property and in the subjection
of women. Moreover, if the subjection . of women in Attica was a
consequence of the development of property, it follows that in earlier
times the women must have enjoyed a greater measure of liberty ; arid
this is striking!y confirmed by Attic tradition. Down to the reigh of
Kekrops, the women had enjoyed the right of voting with the men in
the popular assembly, there had been no formal marriage, each
woman had children by several men, and the children were named
after the mother. Thus, the status of women in Attica had once been
higher than it was in historical Sparta, and, moreover, this was re
membered in Attic tradition. This double contrast, between contem
porary Attica and contemporary Sparta and between contemporary
Attica and Attic tradition, explains why Attic writers - JEschylus,
Sophokles, Euripides, Aristophanes, Plato, Aristotle -were so deeply
concerned with the social relations of the sexes.
Thus, during the sixth century the men of property had completed
the work of the Eupatridai by whittling away what remained of the
primitive structure and functions of the clan. In order to counteract
the influence exercised by the nobility through their clan cults,
Kleisthenes continued the policy of Peisistratos in developing the
popular state festivals, but in his hands this policy was not sufficient,
perhaps was not even designed, to eliminate completely the power
which the noble families derived from their wealth and prestige. That
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will appear in the next chapter. The immediate struggle centred in
the phratry, in which, as we have seen, the nobility were still strong
enough to threaten the security of the middle class. If that threat was
to be removed - and the supporters of Kleisthenes were insistent - the
phratry had to be rendered politically impotent, and, since it had
become the pivotal point in the tribal system, that system had to be
reconstituted.
The way in which this was done was characteristic. Tribal recon
struction was nothing new. It had been done at Kyrene, as we remark
ed in an earlier chapter, and it had been done at Sparta as part of
the military reorganisation. Yet the imprint on men's minds of the
social structure under which their ancestors had lived continuously
since human society had first taken shape out of the primitive horde
was so deep - it had already, as we have seen, moulded their concep
tion of the structure of the physical universe - that it was still accepted
without question as the natural and necessary foundation for any
form of social order. Accordingly, in Attica, as elsewhere, when the
primitive tribal system was superseded, the external features of the
old order were faithfully reproduced in the new ; and when a modern
historian remarks that "a system more artificial than the tribes and
trittjes of Kleisthenes it might well pass the wit of man to devise,"
it may be replied that, whatever we may think about it, to Greeks of
this period it was the most natural thing in the world.
The vital unit in the new system was the demos, or parish. As a
territorial unit, the demos had existed since prehistoric times. In a
great many cases it bore the name of a clan - Eupyridai, Aithalidai,
Semachidai. Moreover, the word itself means properly a division,
being cognate with dasm6s, whose significance in relation to land tenure
has already been examined. It follows from our conclusions on that
subject that in its original form the demos was the motra of land allotted
to a particular clan. It had therefore a traditional association with
the clan, although of course by the end of the sixth century, owing to
the dissolution of the clan system of land tenure, the original connec
tion had largely been effaced.
Kleisthenes organised the men residing in each demos as a corpora
tion with an elective chief (demarchos) and with important corporate
functions, including the maintenance of a register in which was en
tered the name of every male as soon as he came of age. Enrolment on
this register carried with it the rights of citizenship. The original mem-
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hers of the demos were the adult males resident within its borders at
the time the reforms of Kleisthenes passed into law - to that extent the
principle of kinship was relaxed ; but in subsequent generations
membership was determined by descent. No matter where he might
happen to reside, the son always belonged to the same demos as his
father. And so, after a couple of generations, this unit grew into a
body of genuine kinsmen, \\ i th its own chief, its own corporate life
and its own sentimental attachments. Kleisthenes could not have de
vised a better way of filling the void which had been left in the minds
of the people by the dest ruction of the primitive clan.
The number of the demoi at this period is unknown. It was probably
between 1 50 and 200. They were divided into thirty groups, called
trittjes, or ridings. As a group of demoi, the trittjs bore the same relation
to the phratry as the demos bore to the clan. It had no corporate
existence at all ; it was a purely geographical unit, but it provid
ed the reformers with a cover under which they were able to intro
duce unobtrusively the really revolutionary feature of the new system.
Of these thirty trittjes, ten were composed of demoi situated in or near
the city, ten of demoi situated in the maritime districts, ten of demoi
situated in the interior. The purpose of this arrangement will become
clear when we see how the trittjes were grouped in tribes.
Hitherto there had been four Attic tribes. That number was now
raised to ten. And each of these ten tribes contained three trittjes, one
from the urban area, one from the maritime districts, and one from
the interior. This meant that the urban population was securely
entrenched in each tribe, and, since all political meetings took place
in the city, it was in a position to muster a voting power out of pro
portion to its numbers. Thus the middle class of merchants, manu
facturers and artisans secured a permanent advantage over the land
owners, farmers and peasants, and at the same time the interests of
the country were subordinated to those of the town.
Such was the new order of society which Kleisthenes had construct
ed on the pattern of the old. The old clans and phratries were not
interfered with, but they had been effectively supplanted, and so they
withered away. The effect of the new system, and the object for which
it was designed, was, of course, to remove the last remaining obstacles
to the development of property by the most advanced section of the
community - the middle class. That is generally recognised, but it
does not explain why these essential changes were embodied in so
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conservative a form. It has been said that "the substitution of the
demos for the clan meant in effect the transition from the principle of
kinship to that of locality or residence." This is true, but it does not
explain why membership of the demos was hereditary. What had
happened was that the old system of kinship, controlled by the aris
tocratic clans, had been replaced by a new system in which the clans
were ignored but the principle of kinship was so far as possible preser
ved. In other words, what the democrats had done was to abolish the
old tribal system, which had been perverted by the aristocracy into
na instrument of class oppression, and to set up in its place a new tribal
system, which, being modelled on the old but at the same time de
mocratic, was readily accepted by the people as a reassertion of their
ancient tribal rights -not a break with the past but a revival of the
past.
\\Thy was the number of tribes raised to ten ? This innovation was
connected with a reform of the calendar which was introduced at the
same time. Hitherto Attica had retained the primitive lunar calendar
based on twelve months with periodical intercalations controlled by
the priesthood and designed to reconcile the lunar with the solar year.
Under the democracy, the lunar reckoning was retained for religious
purposes, just as it has been in modern Europe for the feasts of the
Church ; but for secular purposes Kleisthenes introduced a solar
calendar based on ten periods of thirty-six or thirty-seven days. At the
same time, the Council of Four Hundred instituted by Solon was
raised to 500 -fifty from each of the ten tribes ; and these ten tribal
groups of fifty members acted in rotation through the year as a stand
ing committee of the Council. It would be in harmony with the spirit
of the new constitution to suppose that this correlation between the
new tribal system and the new calendar was designed to supersede a
similar correlation between the old tribal system and the old calen
dar ; and there is some evidence that this was in fact the case.
According to Aristotle, the primitive Attic system had consisted
of four tribes, each of which contained three phratries. He goes on to
say that each phratry contained thirty clans and each clan thirty men.
And he adds that the four tribes corresponded to the seasons, the
twelve phratries to the months, and the thirty clans in each phratry
to the thirty days in each month. The fictitious character of this
arrangement is so palpable that many modern scholars have discredi
ted the whole statement, even to the point of denying that the phratry
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was a group of clans. Yet, whether he is discussing the origin of de
mocracy or the origin of tragedy, Aristotle's handling of historical
tradition is so firm and clear-sighted that his conclusions should not be
lightly brushed aside. In the present instance, his view of the relation
between the phratry and the clan is certainly right, and the tradition
regarding the relation of the old tribal system to the seasons, though
obviously schematised, is likely at least to be ancient, because it is
based on the old lunar calendar ; and indeed it may quite well be
essentially correct, at least to the extent that each tribe and phratry
had performed certain functions by rotation in successive periods of
the year. Such an arrangement would be entirely in keeping with the
elaborate ritual co-operation characteristic of tribal society, and it
explains the connection between the new tribal system and the reform
of the calendar.
The members of the new Council of the Five Hundred were elected
by lot, and the same method was extended a few years later to the
election of the highest officers of State, the drchontes. The use of the lot
served the same purpose in the new democratic constitution as it had
originally served in the democracy of the primitive tribe ; it was a
safeguard of equality. Ancient democracy was a reversion to tribal
democracy on a higher evolutionary plane.
The watchword of the new constitution was isonomia equality
of civic rights, equality before the law. Yet, as a later Greek historian
shrewdly observed, political equality is futile without economic equa
lity. That was a bitter lesson which Athenian democrats had yet to
learn, and rather than learn it they ceased to be democrats. At this
period, however, thanks to the expropriation of the landlords by the
tyrants and the rapid expansion of industry and trade, this contradic
tion was still hidden ; and in the same way the still deeper contradic
tion latent in the development of slave labour had not yet penetrated
society to the point of forcing itself on the consciousness of honest men.
On the other hand, there was one point at which the constitution
of Kleisthenes fell short even of its professed ideal. Admission to the
office of drchon was still subject to a property qualification, which
excluded the lower classes. This restriction reveals the essential cha
racter of the democratic revolution. It was a middle-class revolution.
Having rallied the whole people in the name of equality, the middle
class proceeded to entrench itself in a constitution which denied equa
lity to the masses that had enabled it to prevail. This contradiction
-
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had an effect on middle-class thought, which, since it was instinctively
suppressed, was all the more profound.
The first great exponent of democratic thought was Pythagoras,
a citizen of Samos who emigrated about 5 3 0 B.c. to the colony of
Kroton in southern Italy. The accounts of his birth are conflicting
and partly fabulous. The most probable is that he was the son of a
Samian engraver of gems. At this period Samos was under the tyranny
of Polykrates, which, until it was cut short by the Persian conquest
of Ionia, was one of the most brilliant that Greece had seen. Polykra
tes overthrew the landed aristocracy, opened up direct trade with
Egypt, executed enormous public works, including a mole for the
harbour and a subterranean aqueduct, experimented with the coin
age, and aspired to the commercial hegemony of the JEgean.
Thus, Pythagoras came from one of the main centres of the urban
revolution, and his life in Italy coincided with the development of
coinage in the west. According to Aristoxenos, it was Pythagoras who
introduced weights and measures to the Greeks ; and, though this
tradition cannot be accepted in the form in which it has come down
to us (we do not possess the actual words of Aristoxenos) , it is likely
enough that he was interested in the standardisation of weights and
measures which was being effected at this time under the pressure of
overseas trade. At any rate, there can be no doubt of the origin of his
interest in mathematics, for Aristoxenos says that he was the first to
develop that study beyond the necessities of trade.
At Kroton he founded a secret society, which differed from the
Orphic thiasoi in being organised as a political party. About 5 1 0 B.c.,
after a political reverse, Pythagoras migrated to Metapontion, where
he seems to have remained until he died. During the first half of the
fifth century the Pythagoreans extended their influence all over
southern Italy. Then, in one city after another, beginning with
Kroton, the order was suppressed and its members persecuted .
It is obvious that, being organised as a political party, the Pytha
goreans must have had a political programme related to the economic
and social developments of their time. It is amusing to observe that
Condorcet, the Girondin, who had a political programme of his own
which bore very directly on the French Revolution, took it for granted
that the early Pythagoreans were democrats. The Pythagorean har
mony of opposites made an immediate appeal to him because it so
closely resembled the idea of social reconciliation expounded by the
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Girondins. But the majority of modern scholars, being less conscious
than Condorcet of their own relation to society, have taken the view
that the Pythagoreans formed the nucleus of the aristocracy. In support
of this view, they quote a statement of Diogenes of Laerte that at
Kroton the disciples of Pythagoras, "about three hundred in all, admi
nistered the government so well (tirista) that their rule was as it were
an aristocracy (aristokratla) . " It is quite clear, however, that the word
aristokratia is here employed in its literal and philosophical sense of the
rule of the best. That the control of the state should have been in the
hands of 3 00 persons certainly implies that their social basis was nar
row, but it does not follow in the least that they were aristocrats
in the sense of representing the interests of the landed nobility.
On the contrary, it is hard to see how a colonist from Samos could
have found himself at the head of the hereditary landowning
oligarchy in a state which had been founded nearly 200 years before
his arrival.
The first to reject the accepted view was Burnet, who argued that
the early Pythagoreans were democrats. This conclusion is confirmed
by the numismatic evidence, which shows that it was they who issued
the first coinage in the west, and therefore they must have represented
the interests of the merchant class.
According to Apollonios, the opponents of the Pythagoreans were
two - Kylon the aristocrat, who is described as the leading citizen in
wealth and birth, and Ninon the democrat ; and, moreover, the Py
thagoreans are said to have resisted proposals for extending the
franchise and making the magistrates responsible to the people. It
follows that, if they were democrats, they were moderate democrats,
representing the interests of the big merchants, and therefore opposed
by the nobility on the one hand and the workers on the other.
It must be admitted that the political history of southern Italy in
this crucial period has not yet been clarified, but the hypothesis I have
advanced not only seems to account for the evidence better than any
other, but it is strongly supported by an examination of the religious
aspect of Pythagoreanism.
The Pythagoreans believed in reincarnation, which they described
as the Wheel of Necessity. They were severely ascetic and much addic
ted to silent meditation. They invented the symbol of the "ox on the
tongue", corresponding to the Orphic " door on the tongue" and
the Eleusinian "key on the tongue. " They observed numerous ta-
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boos, some of them primitive, to which they attached an ethical sig
nificance : for example, "Don't step over the beam of a balance" that is to say, don't transgress the bounds of equity. They believed in
the moral responsibility of the individual for his actions, and when
they returned home after the day's work, they said to themselves,
"Where have I erred ? What have I accomplished ? What have I left
undone that I ought to have done ?" They taught that the soul was
immortal and something different from life ; that the souls of the pure
ascended to the upper region of Hades, while those of the impure were
bound by the Erinyes in unbreakable bonds ; that the air was full of
guardian spirits which visited men in dreams, for the soul awakes when
the body sleeps ; and that the man who was possessed of a good soul
was blest . Their rites of burial were peculiar to themselves and design
ed to secure their personal salvation. Admission to the society was by
some form of initiation, with a probationary period of five years.
It is plain that this creed, so far from being aristocratic, has the
closest affinities with Orphism, for which Pythagoras is said to have
had an intense admiration. Bury indeed goes so far as to say that "the
Pythagoreans were practically an Orphic community," but this is an
exaggeration. All the fundamental elements - initiation, purification,
salvation, the differentiation of body and soul -were common, but
there were also important divergences. The P3:tron god of the Pytha
goreans was Apollo, not Dionysus. The Orphic cult of holiness was
entirely, or almost entirely, ritualistic ; the Pythagoreans had an
elaborate code of social and moral conduct. In its intellectual content
Pythagoreanism was far superior to Orphism, indicating that it was
a cult of the elite rather than of the masses. And most significant of all,
while the Orphics were quietistic, content to renounce the world, the
early Pythagoreans were strenuously engaged in changing it by the
prosecution of a radical political programme. While Orphism had
drawn its impetus from the dispossessed peasantry and the new urban
plebs at a time when they were still politically unorganised, the Pytha
goreans represented the active and class-conscious section of the
popular movement - the men of money, the merchants, who, already
enriched by the growth of overseas trade, found the path to further
enrichment blocked by the opposition of the hereditary landowning
oligarchy. Their rule at Kroton may therefore be described as a
commercial theocracy.
With these considerations in mind, let us now turn to the funda-
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mental conception which lies at the root of Pythagorean philosophy
the doctrine of the fusion of opposites in the mean.
On the relation of this doctrine to Milesian philosophy Burnet
wrote :
Now this discovery of the Mean at once suggests a new solution
of the old Milesian problem of opposites. We know that Anaxi
mander regarded the encroachment of one opposite on the other
as an "injustice", and he must therefore have held that there was
a point which was fair to both. That, however, he had no means
of determining. The discovery of the Mean suggests that it is to be
found in a "blend" (krasis) of the opposites, which might be numeri
cally determined, just as that of the high and low notes of the octave
had been. The convivial customs of the Greeks made such an idea
natural to them. The master of the feast used to prescribe the pro
portions of wine and water to be poured into the mixing-bowl
before it was served out to the guests.
Since he described the encroachment of one opposite on the other as
an injustice, Anaximander must presumably have regarded justice
(if he defined his idea of it at all) as a state in which each opposite
keeps to itself. There is no evidence that "he held that there was a
point which was fair to both," and, if he had done so, he would not
have been prevented from determining it by ignorance of music or
mathematics, because the doctrine of the mean had already been
propounded by Solon. The truth is that Anaximander simply did not
look at the problem from that point of view. According to Burnet, the
idea offusion was deduced by Pythagoras from his theory of the mean ;
yet, as we shall see immediately, that theory presupposes it. And this
deduction sprang to his mind because the idea was "natural" to the
Greeks. This slipshod thinking, which glides with a deceptive facility
past all the crucial issues, is the result of attempting to interpret Greek
philosophy as a closed system of pure thought, endowed like the
Platonic Soul with a power of self-movement independent of its
material environment.
What Pythagoras discovered was the relation between the four
fixed notes of the octave, represented by the numerical series 6 - 8 - 9
- 1 2 : that is to say, these numbers represent the relative lengths of
string that are required, given an equal degree of tension, to produce
the notes in question . The terms 6 and 1 2 are regarded as opposites ;
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( = 1 2 - 132 6 +-�) and 9 is

8 is the subcontrary or harmonic mean 8

=

3

=

=

6 + 3 ) . What led Pythagoras to this
the arithmetic mean ( 9 1 2 discovery ? In the first instance, no doubt, his interest in mathematics,
which had its roots, as we have seen, in the social movement of his
time. But, while there is no doubt that the medical and other applica
tions of the mean were merely extensions of the musical theory, the
musical theory itself is not fully explicable in terms of the phenomena it
was designed to interpret. From the point of view of music or mathe
matics, there is nothing in the nature of the numbers 6 and 1 2 which
demands that they should be regarded as opposites. That notion is a
preconception, and at the same time it is essential. The relation be
tween these terms is constantly described in Pythagorean writings as
one of dissension or hostility, which is resolved or reconciled by their
fusion in the mean. Thus, we are told by Theon of Smyrna that the
Pythagoreans described concord (harmon{a) as "an attunement of
opposites, a unification of the many, a reconciliation of dissentients. "
The last phrase i s found again i n a fragment attributed t o Philolaos.
What was the origin of this preconception ? It may be said that it
was derived from Anaximander, who spoke of the encroachment of
one opposite on the other as an "injustice" to which a "penalty" was
attached. But the Pythagorean terminology was different. The terms
dicha phroneein "dissension" and symphr6nasis "reconciliation" are
Doric, and their Attic equivalents are stasidzein and hom6noia, corre
sponding to the Latin certamen and concordia. Both these terms are deri
ved from social relationships : stasis means party strife or civil war,
hom6noia means civil peace or concord. Thus, the �mphr6nasis or
hom6noia of the Pythagoreans expressed the subjective attitude charac
teristic of the class which claimed to have resolved the old class
struggle in democracy. The doctrine of the fusion of opp osites in the
mean was generated by the rise of the middle class intermediate be
tween the landowners and the serfs. And of this development in Greek
philosophy we have a striking piece of independent evidence in the
poetry of Theognis, who had lived to see his native Megara pass into
control of the hated democrats.
In our rams, asses and horses we endeavour to preserve a noble
breed, and we like to mate them with a good stock. Yet the noble
man does not scruple to marry a low-born wife, so long as she brings
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him money, nor does a woman refuse the hand of a low-born suitor,
preferring riches to nobility. What they honour is money. The
nobleman marries into a family of base birth, the base-born into
a noble family. Wealth has blended breed. So do not wonder that
the breed of the citizens is dying out ; for noble is being blended
with base.
In these words we have in epitome the whole history of the fall of the
hereditary nobility and the rise of the middle class. Theognis was not
a philosopher - he is merely describing, as one bitterly opposed to
them, the changes he saw taking place in the society of his time, and
what did he see ? He saw the opposites, esthlo{ and kakoi, whom as an
aristocrat he wished to keep apart, being blended by the wealth of the
new middle class.
This conclusion does not, of course, affect the objective value of the
mathematical discovery made by Pythagoras. Its importance is that
it shows how social progress had resulted in an extension of knowledge
by inducing those engaged in it to adopt a fresh point of view. Just as
the advancement of knowledge enables man to extend his control of
matter, so material advancement enables him to extend his knowledge.
The doctrine of the mean was applied to medicine by a younger
contemporary of Pythagoras himself, Alkmaion of Kroton, who decla
red that "health consisted in the enjoyment by the powers - the wet
and dry, the hot and cold, the bitter and sweet, and so on - of equal
rights (isonom{a) , while the monarchy of one or other of them was
conducive to sickness. " Here the political significance of the concep•
tion is undisguised. The reference of monarchla is probably to tyranny,
because that is the word used of the tyranny in the Ionic dialect, and
the state of health is described explicitly as isonom{a - the watchword
of democracy.
The final stage in the scientific development of this theory, which
the Pythagoreans applied to mathematics, medicine and astronomy,
was reached when Hippokrates, who was dee.ply influenced by Alk
maion, applied it to the evolution of the human race.
If the sick had benefited by the same diet and regimen as the
healthy -if there had been nothing better to be found, the art
of medicine would never have been discovered or sought after
there would have been no need for it. What forced men to seek and
find medicine was sheer necessity, because the sick do not, and
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never did, benefit b y the same regimen a s the healthy. T o go still
further back, I maintain that even the mode of life and diet which
we enjoy at the present day would never have been discovered, if
men had been content with the same food and drink as the other
animals, such as oxen and horses, which feed, grow up and live
without pain on fruit, wood and grass, without the need for any
other diet. Yet in the beginning, I believe, this was the diet of man
himself. Our present mode of life is in my opinion the outcome of
a long period of invention and elaboration. So long as men partook
of crude foods strong in quality and uncompounded, their brutish
diet subjected them to terrible sufferings -just the same as they
would suffer now, attacked by acute pains and diseases quickly
followed by death. In former ages no doubt they suffered less,
because they were used to it, but severely even then. Many of them,
whose constitutions were too weak to stand it, naturally perished,
but the stronger resisted, just as now some men dispose of strong
foods without difficulty, others only with severe pain. And that I
think is the reason why men sought for a diet in harmony with their
constitutions until they discovered the diet which we use now.
It was the Orphics who, following Hesiod, had first thought of
human life as a struggle, because for the masses whose aspirations
they voiced it was a struggle ; but, since those masses were unconscious
of their strength and therefore unable to exert it, they had placed the
prize of victory the other side of death. Since then, however, the new
middle class had thrown itself into the struggle and won the prize of
democracy ; and accordingly the world order appeared to them as a
cessation of the agelong strife of opposites, which by blending and
merging into one another had ceased to be opposites ; and these ideas
were then applied to the historical process which had engendered
them. Human civilisation appeared in retrospect as a dynamic and
progressive conflict, in which men had been compelled by their mate
rial needs to extend their mastery of their material environment. All
this is implicit in the words just quoted, but already a generation
before Hippokrates the same ideas had been worked out in poetry by
..Eschylus, who was himself a Pythagorean and a democrat.
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HE earliest inhabitants of Mesopotamia were Semitic nomads
Tfrom the Arabian desert who had begun to clear the swamps and
till the soil by irrigation when they were subjugated by Sumerian inva
ders from the east. For a short time after the conquest the whole area
was ruled under a centralised monarchy, but before long it broke up
into a number of agricultural city-states, each ruled by a hereditary
priest-king. With the rapid advance of agriculture and metallurgy,
the competition between these states became intense, and in each
state there arose a merchant class opposed to the ruling priesthood.
The role of such usurpers as Urukagina of Lagash seems to have
resembled that of the Greek tyrants. But these Sumerian city-states
developed differently from the Greek. The needs of irrigation imposed
a check on the development of property in land and the freedom of
communication facilitated expansion by means of war. The first impe
rialist unification of Babylonia was effected by Sharrukin and his
successors, a dynasty belonging to the Semitic stock, but it was
foilowed by a period of civil wars in which the Sumerian nobility
recovered their position. Then, towards the end of the third millenni
um, Hammurabi of Babylon built up an empire which extended as
far as Armenia in the north and Palestine in the west. The Babylonian
dynasty was overthrown by the Assyrians, who however made no
attempt to organise their conquests, and their empire broke up. The
second great imperialist movement took place under the Persian
dynasty of the Achaimenidai, who by the end of the sixth century had
subjugated Lydia, lonia, Babylon and Egypt.
The Persian Empire was far too strong for the Greeks to attack it,
and they were therefore unable to unite on the basis of imperialist
expansion in the east. Similarly, in the west, expansion was restricted
by the growing power of Carthage. Hemmed in on both sides, the
Greek city-states were forced along the path of internal development.
205
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The competition between them was so keen that there was no possi
bility of organised resistance to the Persian conquest of lonia. After
the fall of Miletos, a large part of her trade went to Athens and Co
rinth. The Persian capture of Samos, at a time when it was heading
under Polykrates for the commercial hegemony of the .IEgean, re
moved an obstacle from the path of the Athenian tyrants, who were
aiming at the same objective. Consequently, when in 499 B.C. the
Ionian Greeks revolted, they received little help from the mainland ,
and the revolt was suppressed. The mainland Greeks then found
themselves threatened by the same fate. The effect was to intensify
the internal contradictions in each state.
The Athenians knew that, if they submitted, they would be subjec
ted to tribute and to the rule of a tyrant in the Persian interest. The
democratic movement would therefore be arrested. On the other
hand, if they resisted, they would have to seek help from Sparta,
whose attitude to the democracy they had already experienced. In
these circumstances the only chance of preserving the democracy was
to fight Persia with Spartan assistance in the hope that victory would
give them sufficient strength to stand up to their former ally. This
policy was eventually adopted, with signal success, but only because
the people were strong enough to force it through.
The democratic revolution effected under the leadership of Kleisthe
nes was the outcome of a three-cornered struggle in which the opposi
tion to democracy was divided. After this defeat, the reactionarie�
closed their ranks. The differences between the followers of Hippias
and of Isagoras, both intent on overthrowing the democracy, so far
disappeared that in the year 5 06 Sparta sent another expedition to
Attica with the object of restoring Hippias. The expedition broke up
owing to the withdrawal at the last minute of Corinth, who had no
desire to see Spartan influence extended north of the Isthmus or to
weaken the Athenians at a time when they were engaged in a trade
war with her own commercial rival, Aigina.
While Hippias appealed to Sparta, Kleisthenes appealed to Persia.
Without consulting the people, he offered to submit to the Persians,
no doubt on the understanding that he would be installed as tyrant.
This action on his part is not adequately explained by fear of Sparta.
The lower classes, whom he had excluded from the franchise, were
already beginning to make their influence felt, and so, as leader of the
middle class, Kleisthenes was faced with the choice of retreating from
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democracy or being ultimately swept aside. When the nature of his
negotiations with Persia became known, he attempted to cover himself
by repudiating his envoys, apparently without success, because shortly
afterwards he dropped out ofAthenian politics entirely. What happened
to him is obscure, but he is said to have been sentenced to exile.
Weakened by the loss of their leader, the Alkmaionidai moved still
further to the right. It was probably with their support that the
adherents of Hippias secured the election as drchon of Hipparchos, a
close relative of Hippias himself (49 6 B.c.) . Meanwhile, having lost
confidence in Sparta, Hippias went to Sardis to press his claims, in
which his ancestral rivals the Alkmaionidai had now acquiesced, as
the prospective tyrant of an Athens subjugated by Persia. The mode
rates had drifted over to the reactionaries.
During the next three years, while the Persians were crushing the
Ionian revolt and laying plans for a campaign against the mainland,
two new figures appear on the scene. One is Themistokles, the new
leader of the radical democrats, who was elected to the archonship in
49 3 . Themistokles was the first political leader at Athens who did not
belong to one of the old noble families. He had risen to power by
detaching the lower middle class from the Alkmaionidai, but he was
not yet strong enough to pursue an independent line, and contented
himself with playing off his opponents against each other. The other
was Miltiades, whose father had been installed by Peisistratos as
tyrant of the Thracian Chersonese (Gallipoli) after its annexation by
Athens. Miltiades had succeeded his father, but he had broken with
the Peisistratidai by supporting the lonians, and now, after the failure
of the revolt, he was back at Athens as a fugitive. Miltiades belonged
to the illustrious clan of the Philaidai. He was not, of course, a demo
crat, but he saw the opportunity of rallying to himself the support of
the people against the reactionary and defeatist policy of the Peisistra
tidai and the Alkmaionidai by placing before them the alternative
of fighting Persia with Spartan aid. His opponents tried to forestall
him by impeaching him on a charge of misgovernment in the Cher
sonese, but Miltiades was acquitted. His acquittal shows that Themis
tokles had decided, for the time being, to support him.
After mopping up lonia, the Persians closed in on Euboia and
landed a division at Marathon. The Athenians sent an urgent appeal
to Sparta, but the Spartans procrastinated. Evidently there were
many of them who thought that, notwithstanding the risk to them-
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selves, the best course was to leave Athenian democracy to the
Persians. Meanwhile, at the head of the Athenian army, Miltiades
attacked at Marathon. The battle was short, but long enough for
Hippias, watching from a Persian flagship, to see a flash from a shield
on the heights overlooking the bay. It was a signal to him - a wink
from the Alkmaionidai to say that they were ready to betray the city
to the tyrant from whom they had delivered it twenty years before.
The Athenians fought well and drove the Persians into the sea, then
rushed back to the city to meet the danger of an enemy landing at
Phaleron. The Persians did in fact cruise into Phaleron, awaiting a
signal to land, but, thanks to the result of Marathon, the Alkmaionidai
did not venture to wink again. In the evening the Spartan army arri
ved, to be informed by the victorious Athenians that their assistance
wa8 no longer required. There was nothing for the Spartan command
er to do but to present his compliments and retire. Once more the
Spartans had miscalculated.
A few months after Marathon, Miltiades led an expedition against
the island of Paros, which had gone over to the Persians. The circum
stances of the expedition are obscure, but its object was probably, as
Walker has suggested, to organise the Cyclades as an outer line of
defence against the Persians, for whom the defeat at Marathon had
not been in any way decisive. The expedition ended in a complete
fiasco, and on his return Miltiades was impeached by Xanthippos,
the brother-in-law of Megakles, who was the new chief of the Alk
maionidai. Miltiades was already dying of a wound he had received
during the expedition. But for that he would have been sentenced to
death. As it was, the sentence was reduced to a fine, and he died
shortly afterwards.
Walker says that the failure of this expedition "was _a blow to the
cause which Themistokles had at heart, and he must h�ve used his
influence to secure the acquittal of Miltiades, or at least the mitigation
of the sentence." This view renders the course of events unintelligible.
On this occasion, as at the previous trial two years before, the prosecu
tors of Miltiades were the Alkmaionidai. At the previous trial, as we
have seen, Miltiades, then a newcomer with no organised following:.
was acquitted. Since then the Battle of Marathon had been won;
Miltiades had been acclaimed as the savio ur of Athens, while the
Alkmaionidai had suffered a crushing defeat a nd lay under a suspicion
of treachery which it took them a generation t o live down. It is incre,.
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dible that they could have secured the condemnation of Miltiades in
these circumstances without the support of Themistokles. Nor are the
motives of Themistokles far to seek. He had supported the anti
Persian policy of Miltiades because he was not yet strong enough to
pursue it independently, but he knew that the ultimate objective of
this scion of the Philaidai was no more democratic than that of other
wealthy noblemen who had offered their services to the people. The
radicals were beginning to learn their lesson. Therefore, at the first
opportunity, he took advantage of the division between Miltiades
and the Alkmaionidai to get rid of Miltiades. And shortly afterwards
he succeeded in getting rid of the Alkmaionidai. In 487 their nominee,
Hipparchos, was banished ; in the following year their leader,
Megakles, was banished ; in 484 Xanthippos, the prosecutor of Miltia�
des, was banished ; in 482 Aristeides, one of their most influential
adherents, was banished. Thus, in the years following Marathon,
one after another of the opponents of Themistokles was swept off the
board. Thanks to the promptitude with which they had dealt with
Miltiades, the people were able to take the defence of their country
into their own hands.
Themistokles saw that, notwithstanding the victory of Marathon,
the real struggle with Persia was still to come, and he saw that the
only hope of final victory lay in the construction of a navy. This policy
was opposed by the Alkmaionidai, because it meant an access of power
to the poorest class of the city and the ports, from which the personnel
of the navy would have to be drawn. Themistokles carried it through in
spite of them. Even so, their opposition was very nearly fatal, because,
when the decisive moment came, the new navy was still not strong
enough for Athens to carry her claim to the supreme command at
sea.
Meanwhile the Emperor Xerxes, who had succeeded his father,
Darius, was preparing a full-scale invasion of Greece. The army he
had mustered was too large to be transported across the JEgean, and
accordingly it marched overland by a bridge of pontoons over the
Hellespont and thence along the Thracian coast into Thessaly. Its
advance was to be covered by the fleet, which could be used to land
troops in the enemy's rear if he ventured to resist. It was a formidable
armada, and the position of Sparta and Athens, both marked out for
exemplary punishment, might well have seemed desperate.
On the situation created by the Persian \Vars Bury wrote :
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The Persian war, in its effects on Greece, illustrates the operation
of a general law which governs human societies. Pressure from
without, whether on a nation or a race, tends to promote union and
cohesion within. In the case of a nation the danger of foreign attack
increases the sense of unity among individual citizens and streng
thens the central power. In the case of a race, it tends to weld the
individual communities into a nation or federation. In the latter
case, the chance of realising a complete or permanent unity depends
partly on the strength and duration of the external pressure, partly
upon the degree of strength in the instinct for independence which
has hitherto hindered the political atoms from cohesion.
It is not often that modern English historians venture to formulate
general laws of human society, and this exception is not a very happy
one. Indeed, it is difficult to see what relation it bears to the events in
which its operation is said to be illustrated. When the Ionian cities
were first threatened with the loss of their independence, there was
mooted, it is true, a proposal for a pan-Ionian union, but nothing
came of it. When these cities endeavoured to throw off the Persian
yoke, they appealed for assistance to Sparta and Athens, but the
response was chilling, and the revolt collapsed owing to defections
among themselves. We have already seen how first Kleisthenes and
then Hippias had offered to sell Athens for their own advantage,
and the pressure that prompted these offers was internal. Late in the
year 48 1 , when the Persian plans were complete, delegates from a
number of Greek states met at the Isthmus to concert their defence
under the leadership of Sparta, who, thanks to her unrivalled army,
was still the most powerful state in Greece. Corinth and Athens were
willing to co-operate, and Athens reached an agreement with Aigina.
The Thessalians and Breotians also joined the confederacy, bu t they
were known to be unreliable. The ruling aristocracy of Thebes was
pro-Persian, and so was the Thessalian clan of the Aleuadai. In the
Peloponnese itself, Argos, who had recently been defeated but not
conquered by Sparta and was now leaning towards democracy,
refused to join, and so did the Achrean cities along the northern coast.
Across the Gulf of Corinth, the Delphic Oracle was· more than ever
equivocal, and there were grounds for suspecting that it was ready
to go over to Xerxes. Further north, the city of Kerkyra, which was a
commercial rival of Corinth for the trade with the west, promised
to send assistance, but failed to do so. Emissaries were sent from the
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congress to the JEgean and to the west, but the results were negative.
There was no question of winning over the Ionians, who, thanks to
the conciliatory policy astutely adopted by Persia after the revolt,
were now furnishing contingents to the Persian fleet. The cities of
Crete devoutly sheltered behind an oracle from Delphi. In the west,
probably as a result of Persian diplomacy, Gelon, the tyrant of Syracuse,
found himself preoccupied with a war against Carthage, and perhaps
too he paused to reflect that the fall of Corinth and Athens might
react not unfavourably on Syracusan trade. It must be admitted that
the response to this pan-Hellenic clarion call from the Isthmus was
discouraging. Apart from the class divisions inside each "political
atom," the smaller states were evidently actuated by one or both of
two motives - the belief that the external pressure was so strong as to
render resistance futile, and the fear that unity under Spartan rule
would prove hardly more congenial than the present lot of Ionia.
The Greeks were heavily outnumbered both on land and sea.
Neither their army nor their fleet could afford to offer resistance
except in narrow positions where the enemy would be unable to
deploy his forces. On the other hand, if they could inflict a defeat on
the enemy at sea, they would be able to draw off his army by harry
ing the coast of Asia Minor. The difficulty was to decide where to
meet him. The Spartans had strong reasons for awaiting the enemy
at the Isthmus. If they sent their troops further north, they would be
exposed to a Persian landing on the coast of Argos, which, if it was
followed, as it well might be, by a rising of the serf population of
Sparta itself, would be fatal. On the other hand, if the defence were
confined to the Peloponnese, Athens, being unprotected, would
probably come to terms, and without the Athenian fleet the Spartans
would soon be forced back from the Isthmus. Accordingly, Themis
tokles proposed that the Spartan army should march north and hold
the pass of Tempe, the gateway of Thessaly, while the fleet sought
an engagement with the enemy at the northern entrance to the
Euripos.
The Spartans accepted this plan, but without the energy neces
sary to make it a success. They sent a small force to Tempe, but
withdrew without fighting. Then they sent a still smaller force to
Thermopylai, the pass leading from Thessaly into Boiotia, which the
Persians caught in the rear and annihilated. Boiotia and Attica
were now defenceless. After an inconclusive engagement off Artemi-
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sion, the Greek fleet withdrew to the channel between the Attic
mainland and the island of Salamis. The population of Attica was
hastily evacuated to Salamis, Aigina and Troizen. Shortly afterwards
the Persian army entered Attica, ravaged the countryside, seized the
Akropolis, and burnt the temples to the ground.
· The Greek defence was now cracking up. The Spartans wanted
to withdraw the fleet to the coast of Megara and revert to their origi
nal plan of making a stand at the Isthmus. This meant abandoning
the Athenian refugees on Salamis and relinquishing the one remaining
chance of meeting the Persian fleet in narrow waters. Themistokles
rose to the occasion. He declared that, if Salamis were abandoned,
the Athenians would take their refugees on board their ships and
migrate en masse to Italy. Meanwhile he sent a message to the Persians
suggesting that they should attack immediately, as the Greek fleet
was planning to escape. It was now late in the autumn, and the
Persians, impatient of delay, fell into the trap. Caught between S.ala
mis and the mainland, their ships fell into disorder and they suffered
a crushing defeat. Xerxes withdrew his fleet to Asia for the winter,
leaving his army under Mardonios in Thessaly.
At the beginning of the following year (479) , Aristeides, who had
been recalled with other exiles at the outbreak of the war, was
elected to the command of the Athenian forces in place of Themisto
kles. This suggests that the Athenian resistance (Attica was still eva
cuated) was near breaking-point ; but, when Mardonios offered
Athens a separate peace, the offer was fiercely rejected and a citizen
who supported it was lynched, together with his wife and family.
Another urgent appeal was sent to Sparta, and after an agonising
delay a Spartan army under Pausanias crossed the Isthmus. Mar
donios met it in Boiotia, and the result was a decisive victory for the
Spartans. The crisis was now over. The Ionians rose in revolt and
were organised under Athenian leadership in an anti-Persian con
federacy.
The next few years were occupied in harrying the Persians
throughout the JEgean as far as Cyprus and the coast of Phcenicia.
There now opened before the victors a new and alluring prospect of
commercial expansion. On the Athenian side, these operations were
conducted by Aristeides and Kirnon, the son of Miltiades, who had
married a granddaughter of Megakles. The rival clans of the Philaidai
and the Alkmaionidai were thus reconciled, and between them, in
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47 1 , they secured the banishment o f Themistokles, who fled to
Argos and there engaged in anti-Spartan intrigues. At first, under
Pausanias, the Spartans had taken an active part in the Ionian
operations, but in 4 76 Pausanias was recalled and accused of intrigu
ing first with Persia and later with Themistokles for the overthrow
of the Spartan constitution by means of an insurrection among the
serfs. Pausanias was put to death, and in response to a Spartan protest
Themistokles was summoned home to answer a charge of treason.
Failing to appear, he was hunted from Argos to Kerkyra, from
Kerkyra across the mountains to the JEgean coast, and thence to
Ephesos, where he found safety under the protection of the Persian
Emperor.
This is a startling bouleversement. What had happened ? We are
told that Pausanias had his head turned by success, and that as a
novus homo Themistokles was no match for the combined prestige of
his high-born opponents ; but this is mere tittle-tattle of the same
order as the explanation offered by Plutarch, who says that Themis
tokles fell from power "because the people were fed up with him. "
The political alignments at Athens and Sparta had changed
because the situation had changed. The objectives remained in each
case the same. When Persia had been strong, the Alkmaionidai had
counselled submission, but Themistokles had carried through the
alternative policy of resisting her with the aid of Sparta. Now Persia
is weak. The Alkmaionidai are all for organising Ionia in an anti
Persian crusade. Themistokles, on the other hand, is determined to
oppose Sparta, if necessary with Persian assistance.
The war had left Athens at an advantage. Thanks to her fleet and
to her commercial organisation, she was able to follow up the victory.
The wealthy commercial houses seized this opportunity of securing
the economic control of the JEgean and at the same time they were
anxious to cultivate friendly relations with the anti-democratic go
vernment of Sparta. That government had been shaken. Unless it
were to abandon its traditional policy, it stood to gain comparatively
little from the war, but it could not embark on a policy of commercial
expansion without endangering the supremacy at home of the land
owning aristocracy whose interests it represented. It was forced
therefore to recall Pausanias, who was evidently aiming at a tyranny.
Themistokles perceived that, in the new situation, the danger threaten
ing Athenian democracy was not the might of Persia, which had now
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been broken, but the anti-democratic regime of Sparta, and therefore
he supported the attempt of Pausanias to overthrow it. But the
Athenian people, whose nationalist passions had been inflamed by
the war, could not be persuaded that Persia was no longer the enemy,
especially as the prospect of enrichment offered by the conservative
opposition was substantial. They were caught off their guard, and
consequently they were induced to drop their pilot. They paid the
price seventy years later, when, with a Spartan army at their gates,
their democratic rights were torn from them in a bloody counter
revolution (404 B.c. ) .
Seven years after the banishment of Themistokles the town of
Sparta was destroyed by an earthquake (464 B.c. ) . Hundreds of
citizens perished. I t seemed to the serfs that at last the hour of their
deliverance was come. In many parts of Laconia and all over Mes
senia they rose in revolt. The Spartans were saved by a contingent
of troops from Mantineia in Arcadia, where they had installed a
regime friendly to themselves after the war. The rebels retreated to
the fastness of Mount Ithome in Messenia, where they held out for
several years. The Spartans were not trained for siege operations,
and they appealed to Athens to send them troops. The appeal met
with strenuous opposition from Ephialtes, the new leader of the radi
cal party and, like Themistokles, a commoner. The radicals saw
that they had now an opportunity, which was not likely to recur, of
retrieving the blow they had suffered by the loss of Themistokles.
On the other side, the conservatives were equally intent on respond
ing to the appeal, and the influence of Kirnon prevailed. The As
sembly voted him a force of 4,000 heavy-armed troops, with which
he hastened to Messenia to lay siege to Mount Ithome. But still the
siege made no progress, there was friction between the Athenian and
Spartan troops, and eventually the Spartan Government was obliged
to request their allies to return home. The causes of the friction are
not stated, but it has rightly been conjectured that Kirnon was
unable to restrain the sympathy of his rank and file for the insurgents.
When Kirnon returned to Athens, he found both himself and his
party utterly discredited. The alliance with Sparta, which had been
maintained since the Persian War, was annulled, and an alliance
was concluded with her rival, Argos, instead. In the following year
Kirnon was banished.
The radicals were again in power. It was too late for effective
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intervention i n Sparta, but they were able t o introduce some im
portant reforms at home. Since the year 480, when the conservatives
had regained the ascendancy, the Council of the Areopagus, which
had always been the most reactionary body in the state, had recover
ed a large measure of its influence. At the instance of Ephialtes, all
the powers of the Council, excepting its jurisdiction in cases of homi
cide, were divided between the Council of the Five Hundred, the
Assembly, and the popular courts of law. The significance of this
reform is shown by the fact that it was repealed by the counter
revolutionaries at the end of the Peloponnesian War ; nor was it lost
on the conservatives at the time, for a few months later Ephialtes
was assassinated. The radicals replied by removing the last remaining
restrictions on the franchise. The offices of state were thrown open
to the lowest property class but one, and the lowest class of all,
though still formally disqualified, were in practice admitted by a
legal fiction. This was in 456 B.c., the year in which JEschylus died.
Meanwhile the structure of Athenian society was being sur
reptitiously but rapidly transformed by the development of slave
labour and the conversion of the anti-Persian confederacy into an
Athenian Empire. By the middle of the century Athens had entered
irrevocably on the path of imperialist expansion. This development
will be examined in a later chapter. Its immediate effect was to
relieve the class tension among the citizen population by joint exploita
tion of slavery and empire. The conflict underlying the democratic
revolution was now to be solved by the negation of democracy. or
this negative aspect of the revolution, except to some extent in his
latest work, JEschylus was hardly aware ; but he was intensely
conscious of its positive aspect, which was indeed the inspiration of
his art. For him, who was old enough to remember the tyranny of
Hippias, the struggle had been won, the opposites had been recon
ciled.
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HE festival of the City Dionysia, as reorganised by Kleisthenes at
T the end of the sixth century, lasted five or six days. The programme

of the first day has been described in Chapter X. The order of
events during the remainder of the festival is uncertain. The regula
tions governing the competitions were as follows.
Ten dithyrambs were performed, one from each tribe. The train
ing of the choir devolved on a wealthy citizen nominated by and
from the tribe and known as the choregos. If a citizen nominated for
this purpose considered that the choice should have fallen on another
member of his tribe, he could challenge him either to take his place
as choregos or to exchange properties. A panel of judges was elected
by the Council of Five Hundred with the assistance of the chorego{,
and from this panel ten names were selected by lot. The prize, as
we have already remarked, was a bull.
The dramatic performances were independent of the tribal system.
It was open to any citizen to compete. The citizen who wished to do
so submitted to the drchon eponymos four plays, consisting of three
tragedies and one satyr play. The nature of the satyr play will be
explained later. This group of four plays was known in later times
as a tetralogy, and the three tragedies taken by themselves were
known as a trilogy. Throughout the fifth century there was never a
dearth of competitors. From the applicants the drchon selected three,
to each of whom he assigned a choregos nominated by him from the
citizen body as a whole. The rules relating to the chorego{ and the
judges were the same as for the dithyramb. The prize was a goat.
The word tragoid{a means properly "goat-song."
The reason why the dithyrambic competiton was tribal and the
dramatic non-tribal is not clear. It seems probable that the tribal
character of the former was anterior to the reorganisation of the
festival by Kleisthenes, because otherwise it is hard to see why he
217
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should have discriminated between them. The hypothesis that sug
gests itself is that the dithyrambic contest existed in some form before
the tyranny of Peisistratos, who in taking it over left its tribal character
undisturbed, but took care to place the dramatic contest, which was
new, on a more popular basis.
More important is the wider question why all the performances
at this festival, dithyrambic and dramatic alike, were competitive.
There is nothing corresponding to this feature in media:val drama.
The competition was very keen. Rich citizens vied with one another
as choregof for the sake of political prestige. Not only was the drchon
who selected the three tetralogies a political officer who changed
from year to year, but the method of assigning them to the three
chorego{ nominated by him did not preclude the possibility of collusion
between the choregos and the poet. In 493 B.c. a tragedy called The
Sack of Miletos was produced by Phrynichos. Its subject was the fall
of that city at the close of the Ionian revolt. The play aroused great
indignation - evidently among the adherents of the pro-Persian
Alkmaionidai - and the author was fined. Seventeen years later
Themistokles dedicated a votive tablet commemorating a victory
won at the tragic contests by him as choregos and Phrynichos as poet.
We cannot affirm that Themistokles was choreg6s to The Sack of Miletos,
but it is impossible not to suspect that he had a hand in its production.
It was, of course, unusual for the subject of a tragedy to be drawn
from contemporary life, but in many of the extant tragedies, especially
by lEschylus and Euripides, the myths are handled with open refer
ence to political events, and it follows that both the choice of the
drchon and the verdict of the judges must have been influenced,
consciously in some cases, by political bias.
What, then, was the origin of this element of civic rivalry represent
ed by the institution of the choreg{a ? It was not the only institution
of its kind. Besides the choreg6s, there was the gymnasfarchos and the
hestiator, both nominated in the manner described, the former for
training boys for the athletic festivals, the latter for giving public
feasts to the members of his tribe. The generic term for services of
this kind was leitourg{a, which is derived from lei.ton or lditon, the
lEolic equivalent of prytaneton. These "services in the Men's House"
carry us back to the days before Theseus, when every Attic village
settlement had its own prytaneton (pp. 70- 1 ) , in which the tribesmen
met under the presidency of the local chief for ritual celebrations,
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preparing boys for initiation, and communal meals. The leitourg{ai
are the form in which these primitive customs had been reorganised
under the democratic constitution - reorganised rather than revived,
because there is evidence that they had lingered on under the aris
tocracy in the practice of keeping open house. Thus, we are told by
Plutarch, with references to Aristotle and Kratinos, that Kirnon the
son of Miltiades used to keep at home a table plain but sufficient
for a large number, to which all members of his demos had free access :
Kimon's generosity outdid all the old Athenian hospitality and
liberality. . . . By offering the use of his house as a prytaneton and
by permitting travellers to eat the fruits growing on his estate, he
seemed to restore to the world that community of goods which is
fabled to have existed in the reign of Kronos.
In thus acting as a kestidtor on his own account, Kirnon, who was
very proud of his aristocratic traditions, was evidently maintaining
an old family custom, in which Plutarch rightly recognises a relic
of primitive communism.
Our next task must be to solve, if possible, the problems presented
by the tetralogy. Why was the candidate for the tragic prize required
to offer three tragedies and a satyr play?
The satyr play resembled tragedy in its structure, but in tone it
was burlesque, and its chorus always represented a band of satyrs.
The satyrs were mythical creatures part man, part beast. Their
origin is at present unknown. The evidence relating to them has
been assembled by Pickard-Cambridge together with a full statement
of the insuperable objections to the theory (based on a misunderstand
ing of Aristotle) that the satyr play represents the original. element in
the art of tragedy, from which tragedy proper was an offshoot.
Pickard-Cambridge's treatment of this question leaves nothing to be
desired, but, since it is possible in my opinion to extract from the
evidence a more positive conclusion than he has done, it is necessary
to deal briefly with certain points.
First of all, let us take the ancient tradition. It was Arion at Corinth
who "first introduced satyrs speaking in verse," and it was Pratinas
of Phlious (a few miles south of Corinth) who "first produced satyr
plays." Pratinas had settled at Athens, where he competed with
lEschylus for the tragic prize between 499 and 496 B.c. He is said to
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have written fifty plays, of which thirty-two were satyric. It follows
that he must . have been competing at Athens before the rule of the
tetralogy came into force, otherwise the ratio between these two
figures cannot be explained. Now, we know that the festival was
reorganised during the last decade of the sixth century - probably
in 502/1 B.c., and it is therefore very likely that the rule of the tetralogy
was instituted then. This conclusion, that, so far from representing
the kernel of tragedy, the satyr play was a late accretion, is confirmed
by a consideration of its structure, which, so far as can be judged from
the extant remains, followed exactly the same lines as tragedy. If
the satyric chorus is regarded as a survival of the primitive form of
the tragic chorus, it becomes impossible to explain why there are
no other primitive features in the structure of the satyr play. Nothing
further need be said here regarding the other arguments adduced
for this theory, which have been rebutted by Pickard-Cambridge.
My conclusion is therefore as follows. Of the early history of satyric
drama at Corinth and Phlious, nothing is known beyond the bare
facts recorded in the tradition already mentioned. It was imported
into the Athenian convention by Pratinas during the last quarter
of the sixth century B.c. and its structure was then assimilated to
that of tragedy, which was already approaching maturity. Finally,
in the last decade of the century, when the City Dionysia was reorga
nised, it was given a permanent place in the new convention of the
tetralogy, which it retained almost without exception throughout
the ensuing century.
Before proceeding further, we must pause to deal with a difficulty
which has been raised -gratuitously, as it seems to me - by Pickard
Cambridge himself. Aristotle's statement that "tragedy arose from
the leaders of the dithyramb" has been discussed at length in a
previous chapter, where it was found to accord both with the internal
Greek evidence and with the conclusions drawn from our general
study of primitive ritual. Aristotle continues in the same passage
as follows :
Beginning with small plots and humorous diction, on account of
its satyr-like origin (ek saryrikot2) , tragedy eventually became serious,
and the iambic trimeter was substituted for the trochaic tetrameter,
the latter having been employed at first on account of the satyr-like
(saviriken) and dance-like character of the poetry.
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The question turns on the meaning ofsatyrikos, literally "satyr-like. "
This word had two applications. First, i n general, i t meant "like
a satyr" or "pertaining to a satyr," just as basilikos meant "kingly"
or "pertaining to a king." The satyrs were lascivious creatures, and
the nearest equivalent to satyrikos in this sense was hybristikos, "lewd,"
"wanton," "obscene," "boisterous," "full of animal spirits. "
Secondly, i t was used i n a technical sense with special reference to
satyr plays, which were commonly called sdtyroi but also sometimes
satyrika drdmata. Both senses follow naturally from the formation of
the word. The first is not found earlier than Plutarch, while the
second is attested by Plato, but, since the word does not occur more
than a dozen times in all, this discrepancy is insignificant, and in
fact it can be shown that the first sense was almost certainly familiar
to Plato, who speaks of a sdtyros hybristls, a "wanton satyr," just as
Plutarch describes someone as satyrikos kai hybristikos, "wanton and
satyr-like. "
Which, then, did Aristotle mean - that tragedy was originally
boisterous, wanton, obscene, or that it originated in the satyr drama?
Since either interpretation is linguistically possible, the point must
be decided in the light of the general probabilities of the case. There
is no evidence that the dithyramb had any connection with satyr
drama, or that Aristotle thought it had. (It is true that Arion is said
to have composed satyr plays as well as dithyrambs, but, as Pickard
Cambridge remarked, it cannot be inferred from this that the two
types were of common origin. ) Therefore, if we understand Aristotle
to mean that tragedy originated in the satyr drama, we are imputing
to him a contradiction. The alternative interpretation involves no
difficulty at all. Originally, he says, tragedy was not serious ; its plots
were petty, its diction was comic -it was low, lewd, obscene. We
are reminded of the dithyramb of Archilochos, performed when the
leader was "thunderstruck with wine." It seems clear, therefore, that
this is what Aristotle meant.
I have dwelt on this question at some length, because Pickard
Cambridge's treatment of it is a very serious blemish on an excellent
book. After admitting that "we cannot tell" in which sense the word
is used by Aristotle, he expresses the opinion that "the balance of
probability is in favour of the literal interpretation," i.e. the technical
sense, referring to satyr drama, but repeats his caveat that this inter
pretation "cannot be held to be beyond dispute. " Then, throwing his
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own caveat to the winds, he proceeds to argue as though the alterna
tive interpretation did not exist, and so, having convicted Aristotle
of self-contradiction, reaches the following conclusion :
We have, in short, to admit with regret that it is impossible to
accept Aristotle's authority without question, and that he was
probably using that liberty of theorising which those modern scho
lars who ask us to accept him as infallible have certainly not aban
doned.
It is not necessary to believe in the infallibility of Aristotle in order
to see that the method by which Pickard-Cambridge sets aside his
authority at this vital point is thoroughly fallacious ; and it is a mat
ter for regret that a critic who has exposed so many pitfalls underlying
current theories of the origin of tragedy should have stumbled into
a ditch of his own digging.
It is more than likely that the celebrations of the Dionysiac thiasos
contained much that we should describe as obscene. Primitive ritual
abounds in sexual self-expression of all kinds, because its function
is to make things grow by means of mimetic magic ; and at the same
time it is quite serious, because the fulfilment of that function is a stern
necessity. But, as the real technique of production develops, the ma
gical element decays, and then two things may happen. The ritual
may pass into the official liturgy of a ruling class. In that case it
becomes repressive, and the element of sexual self-expression is either
eliminated or else confined within prescribed limits. Or, alternatively,
abandoned by the ruling class, it survives among the peasantry, for
whom it provides a release from the inhibitions induced by social
repression through obscene and riotous behaviour. In an earlier
chapter it was argued that this was the stage which the Dionysiac
passion play had reached at the time when it was adopted by the
state as part of the City Dionysia. This created a new tension, which
had an important effect on its development. While the middle class
strove to refine its intellectual content and to remove it from direct
contact with reality, the peasantry and p lebeians continued to seek
in it the fulfilment of its earlier function. The result was that, as
Aristotle says, it took a long time to become serious. Indeed, the
comic element was never entirely eliminated. While it was being
extruded from the tragedies, it reappeared in the satyr play, and on
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this basis at the end of the sixth century the art-form attained a final
equilibrium, which owed its stability to the fact that in the meantime
the comic element was finding a new and independent outlet. Thus
the evolution of tragedy and the emergence of comedy were both
directly related to the interplay of internal tensions which is the dyna
mic of society.
In regard to comedy, I shall confine attention to those aspects
which illustrate most clearly its connection with the art of tragedy.
Starting from a comparison of the structure of Aristoph;:; t. i c com edy
with the peasant festivals of modern Macedonia, which (,·J'. : :. ,,. : . one
or two specifically Dionysiac elements, Cornford ha' '. '. l �ucu. that
Attic comedy is founded on the ritual pattern of death and resurrection
which has been interpreted in the present work in the light of primi
tive initiation - the same ritual, in fact, to which I have traced the
origin of tragedy. Cornford's theory is in need of modification at
certain points. Assuming that both the Macedonian ritual and the
structure of Attic comedy were more coherent than they really were,
he has endeavoured in my opinion to prove too much. On the other
hand, I am convinced that his general thesis - that comedy is derived
from primitive ritual of the type which I have discussed in Chapter
VIII - is sound. It is necessary to insist on this, because his theory
has been challenged in toto by Pickard-Cambridge, who has no
difficulty in pointing out incidental defects but shows himself quite
unable to appreciate its essential significance. Pickard-Cambridge's
point of view is that several of the features of comedy which Cornford
has sought to explain are "natural." Thus, discussing the part of
the Cook in the Knights, who, as Cornford perceives, is related to the
traditional doctor who restores the dead to life, he answers Cornford
as follows :
The rejuvenation by cooking is surely no more than a remin
iscence of the story of Medea and Pelias in a comic context - a varia
tion on the rejuvenation of an elderly person which certainly does
occur in several plays, and is natural enough in a comedy in
which the old rustic was a traditional character and would be
granted his heart's desire best by becoming young again. It needs
no ritual to explain this.
To this criticism, it may be suspected, Cornford would reply, quite
rightly, that it leaves unexplained all the things that require to be
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explained. What is the significance of the myth of Medea and Pelias ?
Why was the old rustic a traditional character ? Why does the theme
of rejuvenation occur in several plays ? For Pickard-Cambridge it is
sufficient to say that these things were "natural." The same point of
view is expressed in his comment on the evidence relating to the
animal disguises of the comic chorus.
Indeed, the practice of dressing up in the guise of animals is
world-wide ; in some countries it may go back to a totemistic
origin ; in others (or in the same) it may be connected with magic
rites for securing the fertility of the ground or of the human species ;
and very often, probably oftener than anthropologists always allow,
it may have been done just for fun, either because any religious
reason for the custom has long been forgotten, or (perhaps more
often) because the child in mankind dies hard.
It is world-wide, it may have been this or that, or it may have been
just for fun. Such remarks as these show that Pickard-Cambridge's
mind moves within a narrow circle. Within that circle, no student of
Greek drama is more thorough and acute ; outside it, he does not
think at all. The last remark, that the child in mankind dies hard,
is to me unintelligible.
Like the dithyramb, comedy developed in Attica under influences
from the Peloponnese. The medium through which these influences
were conveyed was probably immigration, which, as we have seen,
was going on throughout the sixth century. Unfortunately we know
very little about Peloponnesian drama. There is evidence from an
early period of a ritual drama connected with the cult of Artemis
Orthia at Sparta and comprising two traditional figures, the quack
doctor and the old woman, which we meet again in Attic comedy ;
but these figures have a wide distribution, both in antiquity and in
the Middle Ages, and it cannot therefore be assumed that Attic
comedy derived them from the Peloponnese. There is also a record 
probably from Sikyon, but the locality is not certain - of a band of
mummers who entered the orchestra improvising a hymn to Dionysus.
Their leader, whose face was smeared with soot, carried the phallus.
After the hymn was finished, they ran up to individuals among the
audience and mocked at them. It is tempting to recognise in the
phallus the prototype of the modern maypole. The Black Man,
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whom we have already met at Eleutherai as Melanthos, is another
traditional figure. The mocking of the bystanders is clearly related
to the function of the Aristophanic pardbasis.
It was in Megara, however, that Peloponnesian drama developed
most rapidly and fully ; and, since Megara is only a few miles across
the Attic frontier, it may be regarded as certain that Attic comedy
owed a good deal to this source. Moreover, we are expressly told that
Megarian comedy developed under the democracy, which was esta
blished about 580 B.c. ; and, since Megara was the first Peloponnesian
state (perhaps, in the sixth century, the only one) to attain this stage,
we have here a plain indication that comedy no less than tragedy
was bound up with the democratic movement.
Attic comedy originated at the Dionysiac festival of the Lenaia,
celebrated in December and probably identical with the Country
Dionysia which was held about the same time in the Attic villages.
In 487/6 B.c. competitions in comedy were officially instituted at the
City Dionysia on the same basis as the tragic contests, except that
the comic poet competed with a single play. It is noteworthy that
this date falls at a time when Themistokles, the leader of the radical
democrats, was at the height of his power. It is possible that similar
competitions were already being held unofficially at the Lenaia,
but these did not receive state recognition until 442 B.c.
The Lenaia was originally a feast of the Lenai or "mad-women" :
that is to say, it was based on the ritual of a Dionysiac thiasos. It
began, like the City Dionysia, with a pompe, the character of which
can be partly deduced from Aristophanes' parody of the pompe at
the Country Dionysia. The procession was headed by girls carrying
sacrificial baskets and followed by a male choir whose leader carried
the phallus. As they marched, the choir improvised a hymn, in the
course of which they jeered at individuals among the crowd of
spectators. An animal was sacrificed, and probably at this point a
priest pronounced the words " Call the god !" to which the congre
gation responded, "Dionysus, son of Semele, giver of wealth !" It is
to be presumed that the sacrifice was followed by a komos. The word
komoid{a means "komos song. Thus, the ritual of the Lenaia reveals
the same sequence -pompe, ag6n, komos-which we have already
traced at the City Dionysia ; and the possibility suggests itself
that the latter festival had been consciously modelled on the
Lenaia.
-
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The comedies of Aristophanes (444-388 B.c.) are based on a
structural pattern subject to considerable variation, but nevertheless
clearly marked. The principal elements are the parodos or entry of
the chorus : the ag6n, an altercation or debate sometimes preceded
by a fight ; the pardbasis, in which the poet addresses the audience
through his chorus on personal and political matters ; and the exodos,
which usually has the character of a k6mos. Interspersed between
these are scenes of iambic dialogue in which one or more characters
take part, and the parodos is preceded by a prologue.
Aristotle says that comedy arose "from the leaders of the phallic
hymn," just as tragedy arose from the leaders of the dithyramb.
What he means is clearly that it was the leader of the phallic hymn
who by speaking in character transformed the ritual into drama,
just as it was the leader of the dithyramb who became the tragic
actor. It is generally agreed by modern critics that the prologue and
other iambic scenes, in which the dramatic element is concentrated,
are of later origin than the other parts ; and, when these are elimi
nated, we are left with the pdrodos, which we recognise as the pompe,
the ag6n, the parabasis, and the exodos or k6mos. Apart from the cha
racter of the ag6n, which is clearly founded on a ritual mock-fight,
and the pardbasis, which is peculiar to comedy, this is the sequence
we have already identified as the substructure of tragedy. The two
art-forms go back to a common origin.
The comic element in the tragic convention, represented by the
satyr play, has now been accounted for, and it remains to be consi
dered why the tragedies were composed in groups of three. On this
question I wrote in my edition of the Oresteia :
I do not believe that .tEschylus invented the trilogy. The practice
of composing tragedies in groups of three, even though they dealt
with different themes, is not likely to have arisen from the innova
tion of a particular dramatist, nor would it have persisted after its
significance had disappeared unless it had formed an ancient and
fundamental part of the tragic convention.
This argument is demonstrably unsound. Why the .tEschylean prac
tice of composing tetralogies on a single theme was eventually
abandoned is a question which will be considered in due course ; but,
since all the evidence goes to show that the satyr play was a late
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accretion, the assumption that the trilogy was primitive cannot be
sustained.
In this matter I was misled by the seductive hypothesis, suggested
by Murray, but unsupported by the evidence, that the trilogy was
designed to represent the birth, death and resurrection of the god.
That the art of tragedy goes back to ritual of this type seems to me
certain, and the credit for discovering it belongs mainly to Jane Har
rison, whose study of Greek religion was the starting-point for Corn
ford's work on comedy and Murray's on tragedy ; but, whereas
Cornford rightly looked for ritual vestiges in the basic structure of
comedy, Murray concentrated his attention mainly upon the tragic
plots, which from this point of view are a superficial element, and con
sequently in his case the hypothesis broke down. The trilogy is ca
pable of a simpler explanation.
The plots of early tragedy, so Aristotle tells us, were small. How
were they enlarged ? A serious obstacle was presented by the chorus.
The actor might change characters, but the chorus necessarily
remained the same throughout the play. The only way in which this
difficulty could be surmounted was to multiply the number of the
plays. The several plays of the Greek trilogy corresponded functionally
to the several acts of the Elizabethan play : they served to extend the
scope of the plot by effecting complete breaks in the action. Without
the trilogy, it would have been impossible for lEschylus to treat at
length the myth of <Edipus, which was one of the themes he
handled in this way. The first play dealt with the father, the
second with the son, the third with the son's sons. Thus, the whole
trilogy covered three generations. Sophokles, it is true, covered the
first two generations in a single play, the (Edipus Tyrannus, but he
was only able to achieve this masterpiece of concentration because
he had behind him his predecessor's achievements on the larger
scale.
To the question, did lEschylus invent the trilogy, all that can be
replied is that he is known to have been writing not more than six
years after the date at which the rule of the tetralogy was probably
established in its final form, and therefore it is likely enough that he
had a hand in fixing it. What is certain is that it was lEschylus who
brought the tetralogy to perfection. We have seen how it had grown
out of the social history of the period. lEschylus worked at it and
fashioned it into a dramatic form which for breadth of scope, organic
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unity, and cumulative intensity, can only be compared with the
symphony of Beethoven.
Some doubt has been expressed in modern times regarding the
artistic propriety of the satyr play, and it must be admitted that the
lchneutai of Sophokles and the Cyclops of Euripides (the only ones that
survive) cannot have done much to enhance the effect of the tragedies
that preceded them. In the case of ...£schylus, however, there are two
reasons, apart from the paucity of the evidence, why we should
withhold judgment. As a writer of satyr plays, he was regarded by
the ancients as so far superior to Sophokles and Euripides that, while
he was placed first, the second place was given to a dramatist whose
work is unknown to us, Achaios of Eretria. Furthermore, the ...£s chy
lean satyr play was an organic part of the tetralogy. Thus, the Proteus,
which followed the trilogy of the Oresteia, dealt with the adventures
of Menelaos after the Trojan War as a scherzo to his brother's tragic
homecoming ; and it is not difficult to imagine a Proteus charged with
the romantic atmosphere of the Odyssey which would round off in a
whirl of irresponsible gaiety the liturgical grandeur of the Oresteia.
Even more significant was his treatment of the trilogy itself. In
his hands, as we shall see in the next chapter, it became a vehicle
perfectly adapted to the natural movement of his thought, being
designed to express the offence, the counter-offence, and the recon
ciliation -strife and the reward of strife, the resolution of discord
into harmony, the triumph of democracy.
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1E SCHY LUS was a native of Eleusis. His father's name was Euphorim:n.

We do not know the name of his clan, but his family belong�d
to the Eupatridai. This is important, because it means that he w�
heir to an aristocratic tradition going back to the tribal society aof
primitive Attica. The year of his birth was 525 B.c. He was therefo�e
old . enough to remember the tyranny of Hippias and to vote on t hie
democratic reforms of Kleisthenes. He made his dibut at the Citty
Dionysia in the year 500, but did not win the prize until fifte�n
years later. He fought at Marathon, where his brother Kynegeir<ns
was killed, and again at Salamis. He is said to have composed abol,ut
ninety plays in all, of which only seven have survived. Most of htis
life was spent in Attica, but he paid at least two visits to the court caof
Hieron, tyrant of Syracuse, where some of his plays were produced ..._
the first about 4 7 I B.c. and the second after the production of tr.ie
Oresteia in 458. He died at Gela two years later, leaving a son, Euph<o
rion, who won four victories with tetralogies which his father h atd
composed but not produced.
He is described by Cicero as being "a Pythagorean as well as a
poet - such is the tradition. " Cicero had studied at Athens, so th<1-&t,
even if it were not abundantly confirmed by the internal eviden�e
of the surviving plays, there would be no reason to reject this tradli
tion, and Wilamowitz's attitude on this point - he dismisses tr.ie
statement as a "lapse of memory" on Cicero's part - can only l:::> e
described as perverse. It is also clear that .LEschylus was deeply imbue;:d
with the mystical traditions of his birthplace. According to or.i e
tradition, some of the costumes he designed for the tragic stage we_.e
taken over by the priests of Eleusis. According to another, whie::h
goes back to Aristotle, .LEschylus was prosecuted for revealing in hi. is
plays some of the mystical secrets, but was acquitted on the pl eea
that he was unaware that they were secrets. We shall see th�t
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the dramatic use of mystical ideas is an outstanding feature of the
Oresteia.
Of the seven surviving plays, the Persians, the Seven, and the Sup
pliants were all produced within a few years of one another (p.
1 66), the Oresteia rather later, in 4 58 B.C. The date of the Prome
theus Bound is still controversial, but for reasons which I have given
elsewhere I believe that this is the latest of the extant plays, and
the possibility cannot be excluded that it was one of those produced
posthumously by Euphorion.
The Suppliants and Prometheus were the first plays in their respective
tetralogies, the Persians was the second, and the Seven was the third.
The Oresteia is a complete trilogy - the only one we possess. Moreover,
with the exception of the Persians, all these plays belonged to tetra
logies of the interconnected or unitary type. The Suppliants and
Prometheus are first acts, and the Seven against Thebes is a third act, in
dramas of which the remainder has in each case been lost. Without
the Oresteia, we should have no means of determining how A.?.schylus
welded his three tragedies into a whole ; with it, we have indirect
evidence of considerable value for the proble1ns presented by the
other plays. For these reasons it is expedient, despite the chronolo
gical order, to give first place to the Oresteia.
When Pelops died, he left two sons, Atreus and Thyestes, who
disputed the succession. Atreus drove his brother out of the country,
but some time later, on the pretext of a reconciliation, he recalled
him and entertained him to a feast at which he served up to him
the flesh of his children, whom he had secretly murdered. When
Thyestes discovered the crime, he cursed the House of Pelops. After
the death of Atreus, the kingdom was divided between his sons,
Agamemnon and Menelaos, who had married two sisters, Clytem
nestra and Helen. Menelaos was visited by Paris, a son of the King
of Troy, who fell in love with Helen and eloped with her. That was
the occasion of the Trojan War. The Greeks assembled at Aulis
under the leadership of Agamemnon, but the departure of the expedi
tion was delayed by a storm. Agamemnon was told by his prophet
Kalchas that the storm was due to the anger of Artemis, who could
only be appeased by the sacrifice of his daughter lphigeneia. Accor
dingly, Odysseus was sent to Argos to fetch the girl from her mother
on the pretext that she was to be married to Achilles, and she was
slaughtered by her father. The expedition then sailed for Troy.
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Shortly afterwards, Clytemnestra began a n intrigue with Aigisthos,
a son of Thyestes who had escaped the feast which Atreus had given
to his father. In order to facilitate her intrigue, she had her son Orestes,
then a child, sent away to Phokis. The war lasted ten years. When
Troy fell, the Greeks incurred the anger of the gods by plundering
the temples, and consequently the fleet was scattered by thunder and
lightning. Menelaos and Odysseus disappeared and did not return
for many years. Agamemnon returned in safety, but was murdered
by his wife with the complicity of her paramour. Cassandra, a daugh
ter of the Trojan King, whom he had brought home as a concubine,
was murdered at the same time. Some years later, Orestes received
a command from Apollo's oracle at Delphi to avenge his father's
murder. Returning in secret with his friend, Pylades, the son of his
host at Phokis, he revealed himself to his surviving sister, Elektra,
and with her assistance killed both his mother and Aigisthos. Pursued
by his mother's avenging spirits, the Erinyes, he fled to Delphi,
where he was purified by Apollo. Still harried by the Erinyes, who
refused to recognise the validity of his purification, he continued his
wanderings until at last he was tried and acquitted on the charge of
matricide at the Athenian Court of the Areopagus, founded for this
purpose by Athena.
Such is the story of Orestes as told by lEschylus. The same story
is told in the Homeric poems, but with no mention of the feast of
Atreus, the sacrifice of lphigeneia, the Delphic oracle, the persecution
by the Erinyes, the purification by Apollo, or the trial for matricide.
In judging the significance of these omissions, it has to be remembered,
on the one hand, that Homer does not purport to tell the story in full
and, on the other, that there is a general tendency in epic to modify
popular tradition in the interests of the monarchy. The feast of
Atreus is a myth of the same type as the feast of Tantalos discussed
in an earlier chapter (p. 1 06) ; the custom of human sacrifice at the
inauguration of a campaign is attested elsewhere as a feature of early
monarchy combined with a politically powerful priesthood ; and the
persecution of Orestes by his mother's Erinyes points to matrilineal
descent. Of these three elements, which may all be regarded as
primitive, the third survived independently in various local tradi
tions. In one of these, Orestes was cured of his madness by sitting on
a stone fetish called Zeus Kappotas, which was evidently a thun
derstone ; in another, he was cured after gnawing away one of his
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fingers, and dedicated a thank-offering of hair to the Erinyes. In a
third, he was purified by nine men of Troizen at a holy stone in front
of a temple of Artemis. In all these traditions Apollo plays no part,
and in the third the idea of purification seems to have been superim
posed on a pre-anthropomorphic cult like that of Zeus Kappotas.
It may be inferred therefore that the purification by Apollo belongs to
the period of the landed aristocracy, and this inference is supported
by other evidence. It was during this period that the Spartans procured
an oracle from Delphi authorising the removal of Orestes' bones
from Tegea to Sparta in order to reinforce their claim to the political
hegemony of the Peloponnese, and there is reason to believe that the
lost Oresteia of Stesichoros was designed to serve Spartan interests.
Lastly, the trial at the Areopagus is clearly an Athenian accretion,
developed in conscious opposition to the Spartan version. It was
probably ...Eschylus himself who assigned the role of prosecutors to
the Erinyes and made the trial of Orestes the occasion for the institu
tion of the Court. In the Elektra of Euripides the Erinyes simply
vanish into the ground, overcome with grief at their defeat. In the
Eumenides, too, they vanish into the ground, but conducted amidst
popular rejoicing by Athena's escort. We may take it then that the
escort and all that it implies was added by ...Eschylus. Thus, as he
tells it, the story of Orestes is a stratified piece of social history em
bodying the accumulated deposits of the primitive tribe, the early
monarchy, aristocracy and democracy.
The opening of the Agamemnon is designed with reference to a
distinctive feature of the plot. Clytemnestra is a conspirator and
cannot speak her mind. Shakespeare would probably have revealed
her purpose, as Seneca did, in a dialogue with Aigisthos or in soliloquies
and asides ; but the method of ...Eschylus is more economical. We hear
her before we see her ; we see her long before she speaks. Each time
she appears at the threshold of the palace, the words of the Chorus
provide an unconscious comment on what is passing in her mind, so
that, when at last she speaks, we are ready to catch the hidden
meaning in her words and are thus prepared for the final revelation
of her motive, which is the more impressive because so long deferred.
The hour is shortly after midnight, the season late autumn, marked
by the setting of the Pleiades, when it became dangerous to cross the
sea. The Watchman has been on duty since the beginning of the
year, the tenth of the war and, according to prophecy, the last.
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H e i s tired, and longs to b e released ( 1 -2 ) :
I 've prayed God to deliver me from evil
All through a long year's virgil.
A little later this prayer is repeated, but in consequence of what has
intervened its significance has changed -it has become a prayer, not
merely for his own release, but for the deliverance of the House he
serves from the curse that hangs over it ( 1 6-2 1 ) :
And whenever I start to sing or hum a tune,
And out of music cull sleep's antidote,
I always weep for the state of this great House,
Not in high fettle as it used to be.
But now at last may good news in a flash
Scatter the darkness and deliver us !
"Deliverance from evil" or "from labour" was one of many
phrases which had passed into common speech from the language
of the mysteries, in which, as we have seen, it denoted the means
whereby the mystic hoped to attain that state of spiritual bliss
which was the reward of purification from the evils of mortality.
The Watchman has no thought of this significance, but in the
course of the trilogy it is gradually brought out.
The conquerors are asleep in the captured city, unconscious of the
disasters that await them (347--9) :
Free from the frosty sky,
From heaven's dew delivered - 0 how blest
Their sleep shall be, off guard the whole night long !
While Orestes is murdering his mother, the Trojan serving-women,
who have fondly persuaded themselves that the House has at last
been purified, chant a hymn, which, as will be seen later, is based
on Eleusinian ritual (Cho. 94 1 -4) :
Cry alleluia, lift up in the house a song,
Deliverance from ill and from the waste of wealth
By the unholy sinners twain,
From rough thorny ways.
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Soon afterwards the purifier is himself in desperate need of purifica
tion (Cho. 1 057-8) and he is instructed by Apollo to go to Athens
(Eum. 8 1 -3) :
For there,
With judgment of thy suit and palliatives
Of speech, we shall work out at last a way
From these calamities to deliver you.
Hunted down by the Erinyes, the fugitive throws himself on the
mercy of Athena (Eum. 297-8) :
0 may she come -far off, she still can hear 
And from these miseries deliver me !
The Watchman prayed to the gods. The second play opens with
another prayer, to Hermes, the intermediary between the living and
the dead ; and at the beginning of the third the Delphic priestess
prays to Pallas (Athena) , Loxias (Apollo) and other deities, ending
with Zeus the Perfecter (Eum. 28) . It was the custom after supper to
offer a grace of unmixed wine, first to the gods of Olympus, next to
the spirits of the dead, and finally to Zeus the Third, also called the
Perfecter or Deliverer ; and in the Agamemnon the Chorus relate how,
in the happy days before the war, the girl Iphigeneia used to sing
a hymn of thanksgiving for her father at the performance of this cere
mony (254-8) . But Iphigeneia has been murdered, and standing
over the dead body of her murderer the triumphant mother cries
( 1 384-6) :
Then on his fallen body
I dealt the third blow, my drink-offering
To the Zeus of Hell, Deliverer of the dead.
Intent on murdering his mother and her paramour, Orestes takes
up the blasphemy (Cho. 574-6) :
My steel shall strike and make a corpse of him,
And so a Fury never starved of slaughter
Shall drain her third draught of unmingled blood.
The Fury is the Erinys. After much suffering Orestes is delivered
(Eum. 757-63) :
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0 Pallas, 0 deliverer o f my house,
I was an outcast from my country, thou

Hast brought me home again ; and men shall say,
Once more he is an Argive, and he dwells
In his paternal heritage by the grace
Of Pallas, and of Loxias, and third
Of him who orders all, Deliverer.
Let us now return to the Agamemnon. The Watchman's task has
been imposed on him by the sanguine hopes of a woman ( 1 0- 1 1 ) ,
the wife of Agamemnon (26), Clytemnestra (84) , who is now dream
ing of victory. When at daybreak she announces that Troy has
fallen, the news will be dismissed by many as an idle dream, too
good to be true (286, 496) ; but, after, its truth has been proved, the
deepening conviction that she is working for another victory will
turn this dream into a nightmare (966-84) . At the beginning of the
second play this woman will dream, not of victory, but of retribution
(Cho. 32-4 1 ) , and again her dream will come true (Cho. 928) ; and,
finally, the dreamer will herself become a dream, stirring the drowsy
Erinyes to revenge (Eum. 1 1 6) .
This woman has the will of a man ( 1 I ) . Her personality is masculine
(363) , though she herself ironically disclaims it (36 1 , 1 66 1 , Cho.
668-g) ; and she lacks the modesty that becomes her sex (6 1 8- 1 9,
847, 93 1 , 1 3 72, Cho. 62 7-8) . Yet her feminine charm, when she cares
to exercise it, is irresistible (932-4) . Her story of the beacons is
scoffed at as a piece of woman's folly (48g-g3) , but she is not deflected
from her purpose (595-g) . When her suspicions are aroused by the
disguised Orestes, Aigisthos is inclined to discount them as the scare
of a frightened woman (Cho. 844-5) , but when the moment comes
for action, it is the woman who cries, "Bring me a man-axe ! "
(Cho. 888) �
Unlike his mistress, the Watchman dares not dream ( 1 2- 1 5) .
To keep awake, he sings, but his song turns into a lament for the
House of Atreus. Then, after his prayer for deliverance, he sees the
beacon flash. The blessed light has shone, the darkness has been
scattered, tears are turned into joy.
Having hailed the beacon, the Watchman calls the Queen to
raise the -alleluia, and begins to dance for joy- but breaks off abruptly,
arrested by some unexpressed misgiving. His joy is indeed delusive.
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Later in the day the inspired imagination of a prophetess will see the
Erinyes dancing on the roof where he has danced ( 1 1 85-g) and hear
their fearful alleluias ( 1 1 05-7) . Again and again such premature
rejoicing will pass into brooding premonition. The Ghorus of old men
enter with firm confidence in the past, but before long they are
seeking to allay their fears for the future (9g- 1 03) . Reverting to the
past, they recall the auspicious beginning of the war, but then they
remember the terrible price paid for it, the sacrifice of Iphigeneia,
so that, when the dawn breaks at last, it seems to herald, not the
deliverance for which the Watchman prayed, but worse calamity
(25g-69) . After the Queen's announcement, they begin a joyful
hymn of thanksgiving for the punishment of Paris (367), but the
hymn ends with anxiety for Agamemnon (465-76) . The Herald
salutes the rising sun in an ecstasy of joy (5 1 3, 580) but he is soon
forced to confess that victory has already been overtaken by disaster.
The Elders are at pains to greet Agamemnon in a spirit befitting
the occasion (774-800) , then they have to watch helplessly while
he walks into the trap ; and after a final struggle between hope and
fear (966- 1 0 1 8) they surrender themselves in fascinated horror to
the inevitable. So in the second play. The Chorus of serving-women,
confident of victory, urge the brother and sister to pray for revenge ;
but later, losing heart, they can foresee nothing but disaster (46 1 -73) .
While Orestes is at his task, they rejoice in the deliverance of the
House (934-70) , but at the close of the play they are asking in
despair when will its afflictions cease. Not until the end of the trilogy
will tribulation issue in true and lasting joy.
All this is latent in the Watchman's speech. Overcome with doubts,
he seeks refuge in silence (36-9) :
The rest is secret - a heavy ox has trod
Across my tongue. These walls, if they had mouths,
Might tell tales all too plainly. I speak to those
Who know, to others - purposely forget.
The mystery is for "those who understand". With these words the
Watchman disappears into the palace, and then, as if in response,
we hear out of the darkness "Alleluia ! " - Clytemnestra's cry of
joy.
In the parodos, and again in the first stdsimon, the poet begins by
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taking our minds back ten years t o the beginning o f the war. Together
they form the longest choral passage in his extant work, and of the
stdsima which follow each is shorter than the last - a device by which
the tempo is quickened as we approach the crisis. Absorbed in the
past, we forget the present, and when the action is resumed, the
plot advances so rapidly that we accept without question the poet's
time-scheme, in which widely separated events are compressed
within a single day.
The pdrodos provides a background for the first appearance of the
Queen. The sons of Atreus, in their anger at the rape of Helen,
are likened to two eagles robbed of their young. The discrepancy
is striking and deliberate. The eagles appeal to the gods, who visit
the transgressor with an Erinys (59) . At this point Clytemnestra
comes out of the palace and begins to sacrifice in silence at the shrines
standing at the gates. Meanwhile, still thinking of Paris, the Elders
declare that the sinner's sacrifice is vain. Then they speak of them
selves ; too old to fight, they have been left at home, as feeble as
children or dreams floating in the daylight (7!r82 ) . Finally, they
catch sight of Clytemnestra, turn to her and ask what is her news
(99-1 03) . Their question is left unanswered. The Queen silently
leaves the stage on her way to the other altars of the city. We expected
to hear her speak, but the climax has been postponed.
If the Elders are too old to fight, they are not too old to sing ; and
they sing of the sign from heaven which appeared at the departure
of the expedition, and the prophet's reading of it. Two eagles appeared,
devouring a hare in the last stages of pregnancy. The eagles are
the kings (we observe that these are now the oppressors, not the
oppressed) , and the hare is Troy, destined to fall in the tenth year
just as the hare was to have been delivered in the tenth month. But
Artemis, goddess of childbirth and protectress of the wild, is offended,
and demands in recompense another sacrifice. The first part of
the prophet's interpretation was plain enough, but now he
seems to foresee dimly things which even he does not understand
( 1 6 1 -3) :
Inborn builder of strife, feud that fears no man, it is still there,
Treachery keeping the house, it remembers, revenges, a child's
death !
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At this point the fluent narrative is interrupted by a slow and
grave meditation on the sovereignty of Zeus, who has laid down
the law that man must learn wisdom by suffering ( 1 86-g 1 ) :
Zeus, who laid it down that man
Must in sorrow learn and through
Pain to wisdom find his way.
When deep slumber falls, remembered wrongs
Chafe the bruised heart with fresh pangs, and no
Welcome wisdom meets within.
Harsh the grace dispensed by powers immortal,
Pilots of the human soul.
The old Hesiodic proverb that suffering teaches sense, which was
merely a warning to the man who sought too much, has here been
charged with a new and positive value.
When the story is resumed, the rhythm has become constrained
and tense. The storm blows, Agamemnon wavers, the fleet is wast
ing, the voice of God has spoken, until, without pausing to question
the priest's authority, the King is driven by imperial ambition to kill
his own child, stifling her cries of evil omen.
The task of priestcraft was done.
For Justice first chastens, then she presses home her lesson.
The morrow must come, its grief will soon be here,
So let us not weep to-day.
It shall be made known as clear as daybreak.
During these words (26o-6) Clytemnestra reappears on the threshold
of the palace, standing against the background of her past.
Again, what news ? This time she deigns to answer (2 76-g) :
Good news ! So charged, as the old proverb says,
May Morning rise out of the womb of Night !
It is yours to hear of joy surpassing hope.
My news is this : the Greeks have taken Troy !
And at the end of the dialogue, asked what time the city fell, she
replies (29 1 ) :
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The night that gave birth to this dawning day.
Her language is coloured by ten years of brooding over her
murdered child. Then, impatient of her questioners, she breaks into
an outburst of flamboyant rhetoric, tracing the course of the beacons
relayed across the lEgean. Like the sun, or the moon, or a trailing
comet, the light rises out of the darkness, and as it leaps from peak
to peak it seems to change its character, swooping on the roof of the
palace like a thunderbolt. Then, in a more sombre vein, the Queen
describes what she imagines to be happening in Troy. The captives
are mourning the death of those they loved, the conquerors are at
rest. The Greeks have won, but they must respect the sanctuaries
of the fallen city. Actually, like the Persians who plundered Attica,
they did not. Like the prophet Kalchas ( 1 36) , Clytemnestra qualifies
her good news with a warning (353-6) , to which she adds a
thinly-veiled threat (357-g) :
And if they came guiltless before the gods,
The grievance of the dead might then become
Fair-spoken - barring sudden accident.
The second stdsimon draws a subtly elaborated parallel between
Paris and Agamemnon. Emboldened by riches, Paris grew proud
and so incurred the jealousy of the gods. The spirit of Persuasion or
Temptation raised his hopes, made him reckless, and so induced
him to commit an overt act of insolence leading directly to his fall.
All this, as we have seen, is traditional. The originality of the ode
lies in the skill with which these traditional ideas are dramatised.
As Headlam wrote :
It opens with a confident Te Deum after triumph ; by the time
you reach the end you have gradually been plunged into the deepest
gloom of apprehension : and the result has been achieved by the
comummate skill of the transitions, which carry you from shore
to shore, from thought to thought, as boldly and rapidly as the
reflections of a rapid mind.
The opening meditation on the danger inherent in excessive
prosperity (38 1-9 1 ) is ostensibly a comment on the fate of Paris,
though the general terms in which it is couched invite a wider
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application ; the fate of those who trample on inviolate sanctities
(382-4) recalls Clytemnestra's warning (353-4) ; the compelling
power of Temptation (396-7) reminds us of the sin of Agamemnon
(2 32-3) ; and the sinner's prayers which win no hearing (406) are
also familiar (69-7 1 ) . The spirit of Temptation is embodied in Helen,
who lured Paris and his people to destruction (4 1 3-24) , and was
mourned by Menelaos (425-34) . And, just as he, bereft of the sub
stance, was left with a dream (429-34) , so all the Greeks who sent
their loved ones to the war are repaid in urns and ashes (445-5 1 ) .
The people mutter in resentment against the war-lords who ordered
all this bloodshed (456-8) . Thus, by the end of the stdsimon, our
attention has been surreptitiously shifted. At the beginning (379--g5) :
By Zeus struck down, 'Tis truly spoken,
With each step clear and plain to track out . . . .
Help is there none for him who, glutted with gold, in wanton
Pride from his sight has kicked the great altar of watchful Justice.
That was Paris ; but now it is Agamemnon (468-76) :
The black
Furies wait, and when a man
Has grown by luck, not justice, great,
With sudden overturn of chance
They wear him to a shade, and cast
Down to perdition, who shall save him ?
In excess of fame is danger.
With a jealous eye the lord Zeus in a flash shall smite him.
The old men conclude by pointing the moral - a prayer recalled
from the beginning (389-9 1 ) that they may be permitted to lead
the middle life, neither conquerors (like Agamemnon) nor captives
(like Cassandra) .
In language which mockingly reflects the imagery of her beacon
speech the old men declare their doubts about Clytemnestra's story
(482-507), only to be refuted by the arrival of a Herald from the
army. With tears of joy springing from bitter memories of war he
salutes the gods of his fatherland, which he had never hoped to see
again, and he bids the Elders prepare a fitting welcome for his
master (530--5 ) :
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Him who with mattock o fjust-dealing Zeus
Has levelled Troy and laid her valleys waste . . .
Great son of Atreus, master, sovereign, blest.
" Call no man blest until he is dead." That was the proverb. In the
stress of emotion the Herald has applied to his master the same
invidious epithet which Clytemnestra has already used with deliberate
malice (348) . Then comes a moment of embarrassment, as the Elders
inadvertently let fall a hint of treachery at home, but the Herald's
anxious enquiries are impulsively brushed aside : "Now it were joy
to die" (555) . In his second speech he is more pensive. As he calls
to mind the hardships of war and the comrades who have not re
turned, he falters, rallies, falters and with an effort rallies again.
Scarcely has he recovered his serenity when the ominous figure of the
Queen reappears at the palace door. Instead of promising him the
expected largess for his good news, she declares that she has no need
of him - she will welcome her master herself, being "as loyal as he
left her . . . to enemies unkind, and in all else the same" (6 1 2- 1 4) ;
and after further menacing allusions to her secret intentions she
retires abruptly into the palace. The Herald turns in dismay to the
Elders, who, with an unlucky change of subject, enquire after
Menelaos. It is now his turn to answer unwelcome questions. He is
compelled to reveal that the fleet has been scattered by a storm,
and the scene ends in deep gloom, which he endeavours in vain to
dispel (676-7) :
And now, if any of those others live,
Why, they must deem that we are dead and gone.
Menelaos is destined to survive, Agamemnon is not.
The Chorus resume the slow, meditative music, which we heard
in the first stdsimon ( 1 70-93) . Their theme is Helen, taken from the
middle of the second stasimon (4 1 3-2 7) and aptly reintroduced after
the news of Menelaos. The parallel between Paris and Agamemnon
is now to be completed by another between Helen and Clytemnestra.
Just as Helen tempted Paris, so her sister will tempt Agamemnon.
She was like a lion-cub reared by a herdsman, at first the darling
of old and young ; at first tender and seductive, but in the end
(746--8) :
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With the guidance of the stern wrath
Of Zeus she came as a bridal-bewailing Fury.
Her sister is again standing at the palace door, ready to welcome
Agamemnon ; and the old men continue as though in a dream, or
like seers unaware of the meaning of what they see ( 762-5) :
Behold, whenever the time appointed come,
A cloud of black night, spirit of vengeance irresistible,
Horror of dark disaster hung brooding within the palace !
Then the conclusion, in which the conclusions of the two preceding
stdsima are combined and reinforced (767-73) :
And where is Justice ? She lights up the smoke-darkened hut,
Where she finds humility.
From gilded pinnacles of polluted hands
She turns her eyes back unto the dwelling of the pure in heart ;
So, regarding not the false
Stamp on the face of wealth, leads all to the end appointed.
Agamemnon enters in the royal chariot at the head of a triumphal
procession, followed by another chariot in which is seated the captive
Cassandra. To the greeting of the Elders, studied in its moderation
and designed to warn him of his danger, he replies (80 1 -4) :
First, it is just to greet this land of Argos
With her presiding gods, my partners in
This homecoming, as in the just revenge
I dealt to Priam's city.
With these words Justice, the leading motive of the trilogy, steps
from the orchestra to the stage, and with unconscious irony the King
couples together, as both ordained by heaven, the fall of Troy and
his own return to Argos. He acknowledges the warning of the Elders
as though already on his guard, but then, secure in the sense of his
own gr.eatness, dismisses them (842-5) :
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But now, returning t o m y royal hearth,
My first act shall be to salute the gods
Who led me hence and lead me safely home.
Victory attends me ; may she rest secure !
Clytemnestra stands silent, waiting for her opportunity. Her purpose
is to induce him to commit an overt act of pride which will symbolise
the sin he is about to expiate. That is the significance of the sacred
tapestries on which she makes him tread.
He addressed the assembled people, ignoring her. She retorts
by doing the same. There has never been any love between these
two. She begins slowly, in language cold and colourless, as she
describes the lot of the wife, left alone at home ; she speaks too of her
fears for his safety, though secretly she means her longing for his
death ; then, with an unobtrusive transition to direct address, she
excuses the absence of Orestes ; then, in a heightened tone, she
reaffirms her love, her language becomes richer and more highly
coloured, and after a magnificent crescendo of adulation, in which
one extravagant image is piled upon another, she commands her
servants to spread out the purple at their master's feet (896-go4) :
And now, beloved,
Step from the chariot, but do not plant
Upon the ground those feet that trampled Troy.
Make haste, my handmaids whom I have appointed
To strew his path with outspread tapestry.
Prepare a road of purple coverlets
Where Justice leads to an unhoped-for home ;
And there the rest our sleep-unvanquished care
Shall order justly, as the gods ordain.
That is her answer to his challenge. The issue of the trilogy is knit :
"With Strife shall Strife join in battle, Right with Right" (Cho. 459) .
We have already learnt from the Chorus that this, the rule of the
vendetta, is not justice, but another generation must pass away
before the House of Atreus finds it out.
The Queen stands behind the gorgeous display of wealth, inviting.
All eyes are turned to Agamemnon.
With frigid formality he acknowledges her address and declines
her homage (9 1 6) : "Honour me as a man, not as a god." He has
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refused to be tempted ; her plan has failed. Having led us within
sight of the climax, the dramatist now takes us back to where we
started and begins again.
Clytemnestra changes her tactics. She abandons rhetoric and
argues with him. She understands his character, and plays upon his
weakness. Her arguments are a woman's, illogical but nimble. She is
too quick for him. She makes a gesture of deference to his authority
(92 2 ) , extracts from him a conditional consent (924- 5 ) , touches
his pride (926-7), and as he begins to weaken, she flatters him
(93 1-2) :
Ag. It is not for a woman to hanker after strife.
Cl. Well may the victor yield a victory !
The business of men is war, and women are for their recreation.
Sure of their own superiority, they take pleasure in humouring
feminine caprice. Agamemnon hesitates :
Ag. Do you set store by such a victory?
Cl. Be tempted, freely vanquished, victor still !
She has won. "With her much fair speech she caused him to yield,
with the flattering of her lips she forced him." After ordering his
sandals to be untied, because he is about to tread on holy ground,
he draws attention to the captive Cassandra and with unperturbed
effrontery asks his wife to extend her welcome to his concubine.
Then, as he sets foot on the sacred purple, the flow of imagery bursts
out afresh, suggestive of the dangers of abundance, of blood about
to be shed, of a girl's blood shed ten years before. Agamemnon
comes like the star of summer after the long winter's cold (96 1 -3) :
And likewise, when Zeus from the virgin grape
Draws wine, then coolness fills the house at last
(For from the living root fresh leaves have raised
A welcome shade against the burning Dog-star) ,
As man made perfect moves about his home.
The stage is now empty, save for the silent figure seated in the
chariot. The slow music begins again (966) , now tense and sinister.
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The theme of the stasimon is fear, which has routed hope, and it is
expressed in the language of divination. When the music ceases,
we are at a loss to know what is to happen next : are we to hear the
death-cry from the palace or the voice of Cassandra ? Then to our
astonishment Clytemnestra reappears at the door of the palace.
The Greek dramatists, tied to traditional themes, had little use for
the element of surprise ; but sometimes, after insistently impressing
on our minds a sense of the inevitable, they give a sudden turn to the
situation which could not have been anticipated.
Clytemnestra has determined that her husband's paramour shall
share his death. Once more she exerts her powers of persuasion,
assisted this time by the Chorus, who, cowed with terror, behave as
though in a trance. And as she speaks we realise that she is using
the language of the Mysteries. With blasphemous audacity she
imagines Cassandra as a candidate for initiation, herself as the
officiating priest, and the impending murder as a holy mystery.
But her second victim knows what is to come, and, deaf alike to
appeals and menaces, she neither speaks nor moves. Clytemnestra
has no time to lose, and returns into the palace.
After a long pause we hear a low moan. It is Cassandra crying
to Apollo. Then, in a delirious flood of prophecy, she sings of the
children slaughtered long ago, sees the murder that is being done
within, .hears the Erinyes chant for joy and sees them dancing on the
roof; and, finally, with poignant grief she mourns her own death
and the passing of the House of Priam. When the trance has left her,
she interprets the song of the Erinyes - they are celebrating the sin
of Atreus ; and she goes on to relate how Apollo inspired her with
the art of prophecy ( 1 1 77- 1 2 1 2 ) . Suddenly the ecstasy returns : the
children of Thyestes appear before her eyes - this is the crime for
which Aigisthos is now exacting retribution ; then she calmly tells the
Elders that, like the epoptai, they are about to look on Agamemnon's
death ( 1 2 1 3-54) ; but the Elders are at a loss - they cannot under
stand ( 1 252) . Suddenly the ecstasy returns. Predicting once more her
own death, she foretells the homecoming of the exile, who "to
avenge his father shall kill his mother" ( 1 280) ; and with a last cry
to Priam and his sons she approaches the door, but recoils sick
with horror, then approaches again, buts still she lingers, staying
to repeat her assurance of retribution to come ( 1 3 1 6- 1 9) , and her
last words are a passionate lament for her fate and Agamemnon's,
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captive and captor, slave and king, both confronted by the same
death.
After she has gone, our attention is recalled to Agamemnon
( 1 334-6) :
Unto him heaven granted the capture of Troy,
And he enters his home acclaimed as a god .
These words show that the triumphant return of Agamemnon is
regarded as a kOmos. His deification is his death.
The effect of the scene as a whole is to concentrate on Cassandra
the compassion we might otherwise have felt for Agamemnon,
to set Clytemnestra's crime in relation to the past and future, and by
delaying the action to intensify the climax.
The Elders confer in anxious whispers, but do nothing. That is in
keeping with the proverbial view of old age -wise in counsel, weak
in action. But the artistic purpose of the dialogue is to relieve the
tension in order that we may respond to the culminati�n of the play,
which is still to come. At the end of the dialogue, when the Elders
approach the palace, the illusion intended is that they actually
break in and discover the scene that follows. The stage doors are
thrown open, revealing a tableau - the dead bodies of Agamemnon
and Cassandra laid out on the bloodstained purple, with Clytemnestra
standing over them. Exultantly she describes how her husband fell,
entrapped in his own wealth, and now at last she is free to proclaim
her motive ( 1 4 1 5- 1 8) :
To exorcise the storms,
As though it were a ewe picked from his flocks
Whose wealth of snowy fleeces never fails
To multiply, unmoved, he killed his own
Child, born to me in pain, my best-beloved.
The revelation of Clytemnestra's character is now complete. In the
course of ten years her love for her first-born has been transformed
into hatred of the man who wronged her, and the whole of her passio
nate nature devoted to revenge. Yet this hate was the outcome of love.
Her crime is terrible, but her motive is adequate to explain it. And the
reason why ..tEschylus, unlike Homer, has made her the prime agent
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in the murder is now plain. The man who killed her child must die by
her hands alone. That Aigisthos has a feud of his own with Agamemnon
is of no concern to her, and when she mentions her paramour it is not
as an accomplice, but as her protector after the act ( 1 435-8) .
Slowly the horrified denunciation of the Elders turns to grief.
Clytemnestra, too, becomes more tranquil, declaring that when she
did this thing she was possessed by the avenging spirit, the hereditary
daimon of the House, which demanded blood for blood ( 1 476-8 1 ,
1 498- 1 505, 1 528-3 1 ) . For her the murder was a necessary rite of
purification, a perfect sacrifice by which the family has been purified
of its hereditary madness ; and now that her task is done all she asks
is to live in peace ( 1 567-76) . That, however, is not the view of the
Elders, who turn her own plea against her ( 1 562-3) :
The law abides yet, as long as Zeus shall reign,
The sinner must suffer - so 'tis ordered.
To this scene the epilogue ( 1 5 7 7- 1 672) is a pendant and a contrast.
If Clytemnestra is masculine in her strength of purpose, Aigisthos is a
woman-hearted coward. She remains noble despite her depravity,
but he is entirely contemptible. There was awe as well as accusa
tion in the attitude of the Elders towards her, but the spiteful bombast
of this upstart sets them beside themselves with indignation, leading
to the defiant cry ( 1 646-8) :
Oh, does Orestes yet
Behold the light of life, that he may come
Favoured of fortune home, and prove himself
The sovereign executioner of both ?
Our sympathies already lie with the exile far away. The vulgar
truculence of Aigisthos, into whom the dramatist has put all his
hatred of the tyranny, makes us feel that, after all, this was only
a senseless and sordid crime ; and Clytemnestra, too, as she listens
in silence, seems to feel the same. Harassed and oppressed she pleads
for peace. But the Elders remain defiant to the end, and peace will
be denied to her. The discord is unresolved.
The fate of Agamemnon has been illustrated by the figure of the
hunting net, which was first cast over the city of Troy and then
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became a disastrous robe, symbol of his excessive wealth, in which
he was trapped and slain. So in the next play Clytemnestra is figured
as a snake which, after strangling the eagle in its eyrie and leaving
its nestlings to starve, is itself slain by the snake to which it has given
birth. And in the last play Orestes becomes a flying fawn or hare
with the hell-hounds hot upon his tracks. Apart from these leading
figures, the Agamemnon is characterised by a profusion of incidental
imagery. The sun and moon, the stars and interstellar spaces,
the sea, with its inexhaustible riches, now sunk in midsummer calm,
now lashed to fury by hail and lightning, the snows of winter in which
the birds drop dead, budding corn, ripening grapes, the harvest
and the vintage, and, above all, the beacons which flash across
the darkness and fade into the dawn - the whole pageantry of Nature
is displayed as a background to the conflict of man with man. In con
trast to this, the image of the Choephoroi will be less lavish and more
sombre - a withered forest oak, meteors, dragons and monsters of the
deep. But at the end of the Eumenides the bright colours will return,
when the maledictions of the Erinyes break into sunshine and gentle
breezes bringing fruitful increase to crops, to cattle and to men.
The interval between the action of the first two plays is not stated,
but it is evident that several years have elapsed. The boy whom
Clytemnestra sent from home, now a young man, brave, devout
and ambitious, has secretly returned to Argos, accompanied by
Pylades, the son of his host in Phokis. Standing in the morning twilight
at his father's grave, he hears from the palace a sudden shriek. As the
play proceeds, the dawn breaks unnoticed. By the time his task is
done, it will be dusk again, and, once more an exile, he will flee
from home with his mother's avenging spirits at his heels.
As before, the prologue falls into two parts, divided this time by the
cry from the palace, which is a cry of panic in contrast to the joyful
"Alleluia !" heard in answer to the Watchman. The text is badly
mutilated, and the gist of what is lost must be restored in the light
of considerations drawn from the rest of the play. Two points in
particular are invested in the sequel with such significance that we
may be sure they were at least foreshadowed here.
First, Orestes has received from Apollo an express command to
avenge his father by killing his mother and her paramour (268-304,
1 02 7-3 1 ) . "Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his blood be
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shed" (3 1 1 - 1 3, 434-6, 645-8, 835-7) . This law, which Clycemnestra
and the Elders have already invoked, the one in justification for the
murder of Agamemnon, the others in anticipation of her own, has
now received divine sanction ; and, if Orestes is to be convicted of
murder in the time to come, his guilt must be shared by Apollo, who
has not only promised to exculpate him for obeying his command,
but has threatened him with the direst penalities if he should dis
obey (2 75--g5) . Orestes has no option : he is an agent of the gods,
and, knowing this, he faces his task with confidence. We are thus
prepared for the final conflct of the trilogy, in which the feud between
mother and son will become a feud between the deities of Heaven and
of Hell affecting the welfare of all mankind.
Secondly, the death of the two sinners is necessary to cleanse the
House of sin. The partisans of Orestes regard him as a divinely ap
pointed purifier or deliverer ( 1 59-63, 865-7, 1 044-5) . What neither
he nor they foresee is that in purifying the House he must take its
pollution on himself ( w 1 5) .
After a prayer to Hermes and to his father's spirit, Orestes lays a
lock of his hair upon the tomb, and then we hear the cry - "heavy,
haunting shriek of fear" (34-5) . Presently he sees a company of
women, dressed in black, coming from the palace, and stirred by the
sight of his sister, walking among them bowed in grief, he calls upon
the name of Zeus ( 1 8- 1 9) :
0 Zeus, may I avenge
My father's death ! Defend and fight for me !
The women are beating their breasts and tearing their hair in an
Oriental dirge. The Queen has had bad dreams, in which the dead
have signified their anger, and she has sent these serving-women
with propitiatory offerings to her husband's tomb. But when blood
has once been shed, there is no cure for it (47, 69-73 ; cf. Ag. wo4-6)
and no escape from Justice, who visits some in this life, others in
Purgatory and Hell. Clytemnestra is destined for a violent death,
and her murderer will barely be saved from her avenging spirits
dragging him down to eternal torment. In conclusion, the women
reveal their own identity - they are captives from the sack of Troy.
They obey their masters by compulsion ; their goodwill is reserved
for the avenger, when he comes.
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Though older than her brother, Elektra is still only a girl, whose
gentle nature has not yet been embittered by her unhappy upbringing.
She cannot ask a blessing of her father for the wife who murdered
him, but it does not occur to her, until the serving-women suggest it,
to pray for revenge. Even then she is reluctant to comply, and the
thought of her mother's wickedness prompts her, not to anger, but
to a prayer that to her may be granted greater purity of heart.
During her prayers at the tomb she discovers the lock of hair,
which resembles her own, and at once she thinks of Orestes. Presently
she observes in the ground, leading away from the graveside, two
sets of footprints. Planting her feet in the first, she finds they match
her own. Torn between hope and doubt, she follows them up step
by step to the spot where, unknown to her, her brother is standing,
and as she approaches him she cries out in her perplexity ( 2 I O) :
"What agonies are here, what shattered wits !" It is as though these
words were addressed to him, and they are an unhappy augury.
Orestes comes forward, and Elektra draws back in alarm. He tells
her who he is. She cannot at first believe him. With gentle raillery
he chides her, and at the same time offers proof of his identity - the
gnorlsmata or tokens, a garment she wove for him before he left home.
Face to face with the brother, on whom, bereft of father and sister
and estranged from her mother, she has lavished in . absence the full
devotion of a loving nature, Elektra forgets everything save the hap
piness of this moment. But Orestes is already uneasy at the danger
in which this reunion has placed them, and presently the Chorus
remind him of the future (242-4) :
Trust in your courage, and you shall repossess
Your father's heritage, if only Might
And Right stand by your side, and with them third,
Of all the greatest, Zeus Deliverer.
Orestes at once responds :
Zeus, Zeus, look down upon our state, regard
The eagle's offspring orphaned of their sire,
Whom the fell serpent folded in her coils
And crushed to death.
With implicit faith in the Delphic aracle - "Apollo will not break
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of the scene almost light-hearted in his confidence.
The chant at the tomb which follows is technically a threnos, or
lament, the ritual basis of which was examined in Chapter XI. It is
a capital example of the manner in which primitive ritual was raised
by 1Eschylus to the level of dramatic art.
The choral odes of Sophokles are always relevant and serve drama
tic purposes, but within each ode there is usually little movement.
The Chorus comments, anticipates, points a moral or a contrast,
but in general it does not directly contribute to the advancement of
the plot. The JEschylean ode, on th e other hand, is at its best highly
dynamic. It moves and grows within itself. The action of the play is
at a standstill, yet as we listen to the music we feel that something is
happening within our minds. We have already come across two of
his masterpieces in this kind - the first two stasima of the Agamemnon.
But the chant at the tomb which we have now to consider is even
more remarkable. Like those, it effects a revolution in our attitude of
mind ; but, being set for two voices in addition to the Chorus, it
affords greater scope for dramatisation. Each of the three parts is a
little drama in itself; the participants react upon each other, and out
of their successive changes of mood is evolved a highly complex and
organic whole. If we compare it with the invocation of Darius in the
Persians, we have a striking measure of the artist's progress. There we
are impressed by the magical incantations of the Elders and by the
appearance of the ghost in answer to them ; but these effects are
external and spectacular - there is nothing inherently dramatic in
the chant itself. Here the dramatist has dispensed with magic and the
ghost remains invisible ; yet, listening to the prayers of the brother
and sister, we feel their father's spirit slowly entering their hearts.
The action is wholly internal, yet for that very reason more moving
and impressive.
Orestes and Elektra begin with a lament for their father's death
(3 1 4-2 1 = 33 1 -8, 344-52 = 362-70) but at the persistent instigation
of the Chorus (305- 1 3, 32 2-30, 3 74-8) this lament is transformed
into a passionate appeal, in which the Chorus join, for the punishment
of the murderers (3 79-g8) . Meanwhile, as the Chorus observe the
effect of their incitement on the other two, their own confidence
begins to waver, and they are assailed with doubts (406-16) . Elektra
then takes the lead, recalling her own sufferings and the maltreatment
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of her father's body (4 1 7-2 1 , 428-32, 443-8) . Thereupon Orestes,
who has himself felt a momentary dismay (404-8) , is spurred to a
renewal of his determination (433-7) and the Chorus now return to
the attack, joining with Elektra in urging him to action (438-42,
44g-53) . We are thus brought to the second climax, in which all
three are once more crying out for vengeance (454-8) ; but then the
Chorus again lose faith (46 1 -3) and they break off the chant with a
lament for the future sufferings of the House of Atreus (464-73) .
It was they who first raised the cry of blood (3 1 1 - 1 2) and dictated
it to the others (385-8) ; now they are weeping over what they have
done. It is a fine conclusion, and essentially musical in conception.
The music ceases, the chant is at an end. In the hands of a less
accomplished artist, the invocation too would have ended there, but
lEschylus still has a coda. The son and daughter remain at the grave
side ; deaf to the ominous lamentation of the Chorus they continue
to cry out for vengeance, but alone. The curse of Atreus has risen
from the tomb and lives again in them.
The effect upon Orestes is to confirm his resolution. After hearing
the particulars of Clytemnestra's nightmare - she dreamt that she
gave birth to a snake, which drew from her breast milk mixed with
blood - he interprets it with ruthless assurance (546-8) :
Then surely, as she gave that monster life,
So she must die a violent death, and I
Shall turn into a dragon and murder her . .
Henceforward his whole mind is devoted to the successful execution
of the plot, though, as we shall see, he will falter once again.
The effect upon Elektra is to transform her. The girl who a short
time ago could hardly bring herself even to pray for retribution has
now boasted that she will prove as savage and relentless as her
mother (420-1) . Under the irresistible force of th e ancestral curse,
she has beGome a second Clytemnestra, and conversely we might
infer that there had been a time when Clytemnestra was as innocent
as she. Modern critics have almost all misunderstood the character
of Elektra in this play, and the reason is their failure to recognise
that human character changes with its environment.
After explaining his plan of action, Orestes gives his final ins
tructions to the serving-women (5 79-82) :
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To you a tongue well-guarded I commend,
Silence in season and timeliness in speech.
The rest is for my comrade's eyes alone,
To supervise this ordeal of the sword.
The phrase "silence in season" is another of those that passed into
common speech from the language of religion ; and its origin lies in
the vow of secrecy imposed on the candidate for initiation at Eleusis.
At a later stage, as we have seen, the initiate became an ep6ptes, one
who was admitted to the secret rites performed in the Hall of Initia
tion and who superintended the initiation of others (p. 1 1 5) . So here,
the serving-women have been admitted into the secret of the plot, but
its execution is a higher mystery which is not for them to behold. The
act itself, which will take place inside the palace, is for Orestes to per
form under the guidance of Pylades, who will stand over him and watch.
As they dwell on the enormity of Clytemnestra's crime, unparal
leled in the annals of female wickedness, the Chorus recover their
faith in the avenger (645-8) :
There comes to wipe away with fresh
Blood the blood of old a son,
Obeying some inscrutable
Fury's deadly purpose.
It is now late evening. Orestes approaches the palace, accompanied
by Pylades and disguised as a Phocian pedlar. He asks to speak with
someone in authority - "a woman, or more fittingly a man" (660) .
His plan is to kill Aigisthos first. Scarcely has he spoken, when
Clytemnestra, the real master of the house, appears in person, ac
companied by Elektra, who is acting in accordance with her brother's
instructions (5 77-8 ) .
The Queen addresses the newcomers with cautious reserve. She is
ready to give them hospitality, but, if their business is for men to
deal with, then she will send for men. Orestes delivers his message,
announcing his own death, and Elektra supports the deception with
a feigned lament (687-95) :
Curse of this sad House, unconquerable,
How wide thy vision ! Even that which seemed
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Well-ordered, safe beyond the reach of harm,
Thou hast brought down with arrows from afar,
And left me desolate, stripped of all I loved.
And now Orestes - he who wisely thought
To keep his foot outside the miry clay,
Now that one hope of healing which might yet
Have exorcised the wicked masquerade
Within this palace, mark it not as present.
These words contain a double irony. Elektra tells her mother to
count Orestes as dead, although in fact he stands before her eyes,
and she does this without actually pronouncing the ill-omened word.
But to the audience she conveys a deeper meaning. Orestes has been
caught at last by the curse of his fathers. He was wise to keep out of
the way : his return will be his ruin. And then her own desolation
will no longer be a fiction.
Orestes continues in the same vein of sinister equivocation, asking
pardon for being the bearer of bad news and at the same time affirm
ing his determination to carry out the task he has undertaken. Clytem
nestra replies with an equally guarded welcome, but reveals her
elation at the news, if true, in a spiteful taunt at Elektra, whom she
orders as though a slave to wait upon the strangers ( 7 1 1 - 1 4) .
Throughout this tense dialogue her attitude to the strangers is
profoundly suspicious. But she does not suspect Elektra, and that is
her undoing. By treating her as a slave, she plays into her hands.
Her next step is to convey a message to Aigisthos, asking him to
return at once and bring his armed bodyguard. The messenger she
chooses is the old family nurse, who, left to herself, would have
suspected nothing and so enabled her mistress to defeat the conspi
racy ; but on her way she encounters the Chorus, who instruct her
to deliver the first part of the message and suppress the second.
This nurse is garrulous, simple-minded and affectionate, but her
reminiscences of the infant Orestes are strictly dramatic, being
designed to forewarn us against the extravagant acclamations with
which Orestes is soon to be saluted and to prepare us for the moment
when his mother will plead for mercy (895-7) :
0 stay, my son ! Dear child, have pity on
This bosom where in slumber long ago
Your toothless gums drew in the milk of life !
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In the previous stdsimon the Chorus sang of the wickedness of
Clytemnestra ; now they pray for the success of the heaven-sent
deliverer who is to slay the monster. Orestes is engaged in a chariot
race, and the prize of victory is his ancestral heritage. They have
forgotten their fears and urge him to show no mercy (829-36) .
Aigisthos appears in answer to the summons. He is inclined to
discredit the report of Orestes' death, not, however, because he
suspects the messenger, but because it seems too good to be true.
Conceited and self-assured, he walks straight into the trap. The
excitement grows, and as they await the issue, the Chorus utter
a final prayer for victory (865-7) :
So much is at issue, and single he goes,
Orestes the god-like, and twain are his foes ;
0 grant that he goes in to conquer !
We recall the old saying that Agamemnon had on his lips but not
in his heart : "Honour me as a man, not as a god."
While the issue is in the balance, the serving-women draw aside,
fearing to compromise themselves in the event of defeat (87 1 -3 ;
cf. 77-<J) . Then the man-servant comes to the door, displaying the
same hesitancy, but now it is a register of success (874-<J ) . He calls
for help to the women's quarters, but the doors are bolted. This is
Elektra's doing (577-8) . Then he pauses to reflect. If Aigisthos is
dead, he must prepare for a change of masters. His third cry is less
a call for help than a summons to justice :
What is Clytemnestra doing?
Where is she ? Now at last, it seems, her head
Shall touch the block beneath the axe of Justice.
At last she comes : "What is the meaning of that shout ?" The answer
is grimly oracular : "It means the living are being killed by the dead."
Orestes, reported dead, has killed Aigisthos. But she recognises at
once the fulfilment of her dream. Meeting the crisis with all her old
defiance, she calls for an axe, but before she can get it Orestes con
fronts her, sword in hand, the body of Aigisthos at his feet. This is
the crucial moment. He hesitates. Lowering his sword, he turns
helplessly to his companion : is he to spare his mother ? And Pylades
speaks for the first and last time (899-90 1 ) :
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What then hereafter of the oracles
And solemn covenants of Loxias ?
Let all men hate thee rather than the gods.
Clytemnestra pleads for her life. Reminded by her son of Aigisthos,
she reminds him of Cassandra (9 1 7-20) :
Cl.
Or.
Cl.
Or.

No, no - remember too his wantonness !
Accuse him not -for you he toiled abroad.
It is hard for a woman, parted from her man.
What but his labour keeps her safe at home ?

Failing to persuade, she threatens him (923) : "Beware the hell
hounds of a mother's curse !" But Orestes is not to be moved again.
"Ah me, I bore a serpent, not a son." "Turned dragon," as he said
himself, her son drives her in and kills . her.
The last sttisimon is a hymn of mystical exultation, springing from
the conviction that, by means of the ordeal of blood now being
enacted in the palace, the House of Atreus has died and is born again,
thus throwing off the incubus of sin which has so long lain upon it.
The Chorus have already prayed that the House may be divested
of its veil and adorned with the crown of glory (804-7) :
Let us rejoice and set a crown on the place ;
0 let it swiftly appear,
Gleaming and friendly and free,
Out of the veil of encircling darkness !
Now the struggle is over, the House of Atreus is delivered, it will err
and stray no more (94 1 -4) :
Cry alleluia, lift up in the house a song,
Deliverance from ill and from the waste of wealth
By the unholy sinners twain,
From rough thorny ways !
Then they greet the blessed light and call upon the House to arise
like a sinner who has been purified (959-62) . It will soon be made
perfect, and the inmates, whose weeping has been turned to joy,
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shall behold the usurpers laid low like the prostrate multitude of the
uninitiated (g63-g) .
One of the ceremonies of mystical religion is described as fol
lows :
Upon a certain night an image is laid upon a couch and mourned
with cries of grief disposed in numbers ; next, after they have had
enough of their feigned lamentation, a light is brought in ; and
thereupon the throats of all those who wept are anointed by the
priest, who then whispers in a slow murmur :
Take courage, mystics, for our God is saved :
Deliverance from evil shall be yours.
The Chorus have already acclaimed the deliverance of the House
and saluted the light ; and finally they sing (g67-g) :
With kind fortune couched and fair-eyed to see
For all those that weep
Shall aliens within be laid low again.
Night has fallen, and, while the Chorus chant this hymn of deliverance,
the doors of the palace are thrown open, revealing a blaze of torch
light, in which Orestes, the deliverer, is seen standing over a couch
on which is laid the dead body of his mother.
The intensity imparted to the climax by this sustained parallel
with the ritual of Eleusis must have made a deep impression on all
those to whom that ritual was the symbol of a living faith ; and it is
characteristic of JEschylus that the parallel is enforced not so much
by similarity as by contrast. The rising spirits of the Chorus have
reached their highest point just when they are to be plunged into
disillusionment and disaster.
Orestes spreads out for all to see, as the testimony that shall
vindicate him at the day of judgment, the purple robe in which this
monster who was his mother once displayed the body of his father.
The Chorus, however, are already filled with misgivings, and Orestes
too begins to lose confidence ( 1 0 1 4- 1 5) . As the struggle becomes
more acute, revealing the first signs of approaching insanity, he
reminds himself of the command of Apollo and announces his
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intention of seeking sanctuary at Delphi ; and the Chorus recall,
though no longer with conviction, the heroic nature of his achieve
ment ( 1 044-5) :
You are deliverer of the land of Argos,
With one light stroke lopping two dragons' heads.
While they speak, Orestes catches sight of the Erinyes ( 1 046-8) :
What are those women ? See them, Gorgon-like,
All clad in sable and entwined with coils
Of writhing snakes !
It is as though a fresh crop of monsters had sprung from the blood
of the dragons he has slain. The Chorus seize in desperation on the
name of Apollo, which now rings out, much as the name of Orestes
himself rang out at the end of the Agamemnon, with the promise of
deliverance to come ( 1 057-8) :
You shall be purified ! Apollo's touch
From these disasters shall deliver you !
In the Agamemnon, the Watchman, the Herald and the Chorus,
in one ode after another, find themselves constrained as by some
hidden power to turn from rejoicing to ever-deepening apprehension,
and by this recurrent rhythm a tremendous impetus is imparted
to the plot. Then, when all is ready for the crisis, the action is delayed
by one expedient after another, until the suspense seems intermin
able ; yet the accumulated pressure is so great that the tension is
never relaxed, with the result that the climax, when it comes, is
almost more than we can bear. The movement of the Choephoroi
is different. It depends on repeated contrasts of mood, in which
the Chorus play the leading part. When Elektra is at a loss, the
Chorus dictate a prayer for vengeance. When Orestes is embracing
his sister after years of absence, the Chorus remind him of his patri
mony. When Orestes and Elektra are weeping beside the tomb, the
Chorus are crying out for blood. When Orestes and Elektra are bent
on vengeance without mercy, the Chorus are weeping for the Curse
of Atreus. That is the first movement of the play. After that the
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tempo is relaxed, then gathers pace again ; and in the last scene of all,
when victory is swept away in horror and despair, the Chorus turn
in rapid succession from rejoicing to dismay, from dismay to half
convinced assurance and desperate consolation. This evershifting
interplay of conflicting moods is like an elaborate piece of counter
point, in which two themes, continually varied, are played in two
long crescendos one against the other.
The theme of the trilogy- the murder of Agamemnon and its
consequences - is treated in the third play in such a way as to become
much more than that. Its significance is steadily extended and
enriched until the vicissitudes of the House of Atreus appear in
retrospect as the battle-ground of human progress. The fate of
Orestes concerns us still, but with it is now bound up the future of
humanity at large. The issue is not merely whether the matricide
is to be absolved, but whether mankind is to succeed in its struggle
towards a new social order.
The parties to the dispute over the fate of Orestes are Apollo and
the Erinyes. Apollo is the Interpreter of Zeus ( 1 7- 1 9) - that was
traditional ; and he claims that his testimony is incontrovertible,
because it comes from Zeus (6 1 9-2 1 ) . The doctrine of Delphic
infallibility was familiar at Athens in the fifth century, but it was
resisted by the more advanced democrats, who saw that it was used
to support an attitude to contemporary society which they regarded
as reactionary. Therefore, as spectators at the City Dionysia, Athenian
citizens would be prepared to see the doctrine vindicated and they
would be equally prepared to see it challenged. Actually, in the play,
Apollo's claim is ultimately endorsed by Athena, but in circum
stances redounding to her credit rather than his, and only after his
whole position has been challenged by the Erinyes.
If Apollo appeals to Zeus, his opponents appeal to the Moirai,
whose ministers they are (392-6) ; in particular, they have been
entrusted with the task of punishing those guilty of shedding kindred
blood (335-9) . They contend, therefore, that in opposing them,
Apollo is destroying the authority of the Moirai ( 1 72-3), who are
older than Zeus ; and they recall his conduct on another occasion,
when he cheated the Moirai of a life which was their due ( 730- 1 ) .
Thus, behind the feud between Apollo and the Erinyes there lies
a deeper discord. Zeus and the Moirai are at variance. It was pointed
out in an earlier chapter that the cult-epithet moiragetes or "leadeF
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of the Moirai," applied to Zeus at Olympia and to Apollo at Delphi,
corresponded to the subordination of tribal rights to the authority
of the state (p. 50) . And that is how the feud between the Erinyes
and Apollo is treated by lEschylus - as a symbol of the conflict
between tribal custom in respect of homicide and the reorganisation
of the law of homicide effected under the rule of the aristocracy ;
only, the solution of the conflict is presented characteristically, not
as the submission of one party to the other, but as the reconciliation
of the two. At the end of the trilogy the Erinyes will be reinvested,
in the new circumstances created by Athena, with the ancient
privileges which Apollo has sought to override.
The issue is therefore this. The Erinyes stand for the tribal order
of society, in which kinship, traced through the mother, had been
a closer bond than marriage and the murder of a kinsman had been
punished instantaneously and absolutely by the outlawry of the
murderer. Their attitude on these points, as we shall see shortly,
is stated explicitly. Apollo, on the other hand, whom the Athenians
worshipped as "paternal" (patroios) , proclaims the sanctity of marriage
and the precedence of the male. And the issue turns on the fate
of Orestes. The dilemma in which he has been placed reflects the
struggle of divided loyalties characteristic of the period in which
descent was being shifted for the sake of the accompanying succession
and inheritance from the mother's to the father's side, and his
acquittal will mark the inauguration of the new order which is to
culminate in democracy.
In persecuting Orestes for the murder of his mother, the Erinyes
are performing the function of the ancestral curse, which, as ex
plained in Chapter II, has its roots in the life of the primitive clan ;
but, in keeping with the parallel with mystical religion which runs
right through the trilogy, this function is described in terms of the
role assigned to these deities as "angels of torment" in the Eleusinian
and Orphic Hades. They are daughters of Night and ministers of the
supreme judge of the dead, who allots to each soul its mo£ra or portion
of felicity or chastisement. They threaten their victim in language
which reminds us of the mystical Eurynomos, an infernal demon
"with blue-black skin, like the flies that settle on meat, showing his
teeth, and seated on the outspread hide of a vulture," which devoured
the flesh of the dead, leaving nothing but the bones. The place where
they propose to work their will on him is one ( 3 89-90 )
-
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From whence the gods are barred
By dark corruption foul, region of rugged ways like the Eleusinian and Orphic wilderness of mire in which the soul
of the sinner strays and perishes. And there he shall "make a feast
for fiends" (302 ) , abandoned by all and knowing not "where in the
bosom joy resides" - the joy of the initiates in Elysium. In the same
way, the long and circuitous journey which Orestes undertakes
on his way to Athens after his purification at Delphi corresponds
to the wanderings of the soul in search of salvation. As Tierney has
pointed out, purification does not "immediately confer the longed-for
salvation ; it merely gives, both to the mystic and to Orestes, know
ledge of the right way which leads to the judgment-seat, and the
assurance of a favourable judgment. " And consequently, by the time
he is brought to trial, the Court of the Areopagus has become
surrounded with all the grandeur and terror of the judgment seat
of Minos, at which the Erinyes stood waiting impatiently to carry
off the lost soul as soon as it had been condemned. Further, just as
the Orphic was taught to declare his purity as his claim to deliverance
or salvation - "From the pure come I, pure Queen of the Dead"
- so, on his arrival at the shrine of Athena, Orestes declares (2 76-g8) :
Taught in the school of suffering, I have learnt
The times and seasons when it is right to keep
Silence and when to break it ; and in this matter
A wise instructor has charged me to speak.
The blood upon my hands has sunk to sleep,
I have washed out the stain of matricide . . .
And now with lips made pure and reverent
I call to my defence this country's Queen . .
0 may she come -far off she still can hear 
And from these miseries deliver me !
.

And, finally, after the trial is over, he is readmitted to the phratry
(659) and so becomes "once more an Argive" (760) . His purification
is vindicated as a regeneration. He has died and is born again.
The opening scene is laid before the temple of Apollo at Delphi.
Having finished her prayers, the Priestess enters the temple, and
immediately afterwards we hear a cry of horror. Though its meaning
is as yet unknown to us, it falls on the ear like a note of destiny,
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startling and yet familiar. The three prologues of the trilogy have
been designed according to a common plan.
Half-paralysed with fear, the Priestess returns and describes what
she has seen. Then the interior of the temple is revealed in a tableau .w.
Orestes clinging .to the sanctuary, the Erinyes asleep on the thrones,
and standing over them the commanding figure of Apollo. The god
assures his suppliant that he will keep faith with him (64, cf. 232-r.:4)
and . instructs him to go to Athens. Escorted by Hermes, the guide
of souls, the pilgrim sets out on his J ourney. Apollo remains, a siient
witness to what follows.
·The ghost of the murdered mother appears. She picks her steps
a,mong. the prostrate Erinyes, recalling them with bitter reproach�
to their forgotten purpose. This is the woman who dreamt of victor:y
a.t the fall of Troy, and of retribution at the coming of Orest�.;
now, .-as her avenging spirits dream of her, tl:\ey wake with whimper
ing cries and creep into the sunlight, only to find that their quai:ry
has escaped. Then they catch sight of Apollo, and point. acct'lsing
fingeri at the thief. In a speech of violent denunciatiou., he commands
them to depart. His attitude is too passionate to be final, and·· in
contrast - their own is studied in its restraint : they do not denounc�,
they reason with him. And their reasoning is consistent. They are
persecuting Orestes in virtue of the powers assigned to them (208- 1 0) ;
they did not persecute Clyteninestra because the blood she shed
was not a kinsman's (2 1 1 - 1 2 } ; and they have no concern with the
sanctity of wedlock. Apollo's reply, on the other hand, is not con
sistent, being an attempt at compromise between . two incompatible
principles. He uses the law of retdbution to condemn Clytemnestra
(203) , the law of purification to protect Orestes (205) : but, if Clytem
nestra forfeited her life by murdering her husband, then by murdering
his mother Orestes has forfeited his own. Apollo's attitude is transition
al. He has challenged the old order, but it is not for him to construct
the new (224) .
The scene changes, and we find ourselves at a shrine of Athena
in :the city of Athens. During the interval Orestes has travelled far
and wide (75-7) and now he claims that his penance is complete
and 'seeks refuge with the goddess who is to decide his fate.
The Erinyes, however, are still upon his trail. They gather round
him and begin to dance and sing their binding-song which is to bind
him like the souls of the damned in unbreakable bonds (332-4) :
·
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Hymn o f hell t o harp untuned,
Chant to bind the soul in chains,
Spell that parches flesh to dust.
We remember the vision of Cassandra (Ag. I 1 85-9) :
On yonder housetop ever abides a choir
Of minstrels unmelodious, singing of ill ;

And deeply drunk, to fortify their spirit,
In human blood, those revellers still abide,
Whom none can banish, Furies congenital.
And the premonition of the Argive Elders (Ag. 980-2 ) :
Still I hear a strain of stringless music,
Dissonant dirge of the Furies, a chant uninstructed
Quired in this trembling breast.
And the Watchman's cry (Ag. 22-4) :
0 light of joy, whose gleam turns night to day,
Hail, radiant signal for innumerable
Dances of victory !

Apart from the refrains, which form the magical element in the
chan�, the Erinyes expound once more the authority on which their
powers rest. The decrees of everlasting Moira (335--6) enjoined upon
them when they first came into being (348) the task of exacting
vengeance from those who have shed the blood of kith and kin
(356-7) . Orestes is prostrate with terror and fatigue, like a hare
(327) that cowers motionless while the hounds close in for the kill.
To the poets of the democracy, Athena, the daughter whom .Zeus
loved best, and born of the father that begot her, was greater than
Apollo. She was the divine projection of their ideals -bravery iil
battle, which had enabled them to defeat the Persians ; skill in the
arts of peace, which had made their city the most brilliant in Greece ;
and above all that sense of moderation and restraint (sophroSjne)
which corresponded exactly to the aspirations of the middle class
as embodied in the constitution established after the overthrow of th�
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tyranny. She was pre-eminently a mediator and a peacemaker,
endowed with the gift of clear, persuasive speech, which, in a city
where the extension of the franchise had made the art of public
speaking a dominant feature of social life, appeared as a vital con
dition of human civilisation. As Isokrates said :
It is by the power of persuading one another that we have raised
ourselves above the level of the beasts, founded cities, laid down
laws, and discovered arts.
And again :
Finding the Greeks living without laws in scattered communities,
oppressed by tyrants or perishing in anarchy, our city delivered
them from these evils, either by taking them under her protection
or by offering herself as an example. So much is clear from the fact
that those who preferred the earliest charges of homicide, desir
ing to compose their differences by reason instead of violence, tried
their cases according to Athenian law.
This, of course, is a conscious allusion to the trial of Orestes, and
shows how the work of lEschylus had served to mould Attic tradition.
It is in this spirit that Athena now addresses herself to the task of
leading mankind from barbarism to civilisation. In the view of the
Pythagoreans, the constitution of the universe rests on the supremacy
of Mind over Necessity, effected by Persuasion. Translated into the
language of myth, these three principles are Zeus, the Moirai, and
Athena. Accordingly, it is Athena who will now, without force,
impose on the agents of the Moirai her Father's will.
She confronts them with serene and majestical reserve, very
different from the passionate indignation of Apollo. She listens to their
statement with courteous deference. Only when they venture to argue
their case does she adopt a sterner tone, rejecting the suggestion that
the case can be decided by appeal to the primitive ordeal by oath
(432-5) . The Erinyes accept the rebuke, and offer to submit to her
decision (437-8) . With the same impartiality, she then turns to
Orestes, who declares that he has sought her sanctuary as one already
purifi�d, and he too beseeches her to judge (47 1 -2) . By consent
of both parties the decision now rests with her, but she immediately
declines it. The issue is too grave for mortal judgment, too fraught
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with passion for her own. The suppliant has a claim o n her protec
tion ; yet, if his pursuers are frustrated, they will vent their displeasure
on her people (485-9 1 ) :
But be it so ; since it is come to this,
Judges I will appoint for homicide,
A court set up in perpetuity.
Meanwhile do you call proofs and witnesses
As sworn supports of Justice ; then, having chosen
The best of all my people, I shall come
To pass true judgment on the present cause.
In these words she forecasts the institution of the Court of the Areo
pagus, which is to be the symbol of the new order. And of that order
one feature is already clear. Hitherto the homicide has been punished
summarily ; henceforward he is to be tried before a jury of his fellow
men.
The task of these judges will, of course, be to try the case of Orestes ;
but Athena seems to have suggested that she hopes to find in them
a means of solving the divine dispute as well - that the foundation
of the new Court will have the effect of conciliating the Erinyes.
We look to the sequel to see how this can be.
The origin of the Council of the Areopagus was the subject of
diverse traditions, from which .iEschylus has selected those which
best serve his purpose. The Court was founded by Athena for the
object of trying Orestes, his accusers were the Erinyes, and his judges
a committee elected by lot from the Athenian people. The Athenians
claimed that their city was the first to establish laws ; that of their
laws those relating to homicide were the oldest and best ; and that
of all their legal institutions the Court the of Areopagus was the most
venerable, distinctive and august. It was the "overseer of all things"
and "guardian of the laws" ; it had in its keeping "the secret deposi
tions wherein lay the salvation of the city" ; it was charged to uphold
sobriety and good conduct, on the principle that good government
depends, not on a multiplicity of legal enactments, but on the
maintenance of justice within the hearts of men ; it was grave, severe,
and incorruptible ; and in a later generation Isokratt� counts it as
one of the virtues of his forefathers that they had been slow to tamper
with their ancestral institutions, deterred by their respect for the
Council of the Areopagus.
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Such was the tradition associated with the Court which is now to ·be
established. It is clearly a conservative tradition, . and it is reproduced
point by point in the play. The Erinyes contend (520-34) :
Times there are when fear is well ;
Yes, it must continually
Watch enthroned within the soul.
Needful too straits to teach humility.
"Who of those that never nursed
Wholesome dread within the heart,
Be they men or cities, shall
Show respect to righteousness ?
Choose a life despot-free,
Yet restrained by rule of law. Thus and thus
God doth administer, yet he appointeth the mean as the master in all
things.
After this profession of faith f..om the Erinyes, Athena has little
difficulty in showing that her new Court is exactly designed to
achieve their aims, which therefore will not, as they imagine, be
jeopardised by the acquittal of Orestes. She is giving her direction
to the judges before they record their votes (684-7 1 3) :
People of Athens, hear my ordinance
At this first trial of bloodshed. Evermore
This great tribunal shall abide in power
Among the sons of Aigeus . . .
Here Reverence
And inbred Fear, enthroned among my people,
Shall hold their hands from evil night and day,
Only let them not tamper with their laws . . . .
I bid my people honour and uphold
The mean between the despot and the slave,
And not to banish terror utterly,
For what man shall be upright without fear ?
And if you honour this high ordinance,
Then shall you have for land and commonweal
A stronghold of salvation . . . .
I establish
This great tribunal to protect my people,
Grave, quick to anger, incorruptible,
And ever vigilant over those that sleep.
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l t •is highly significant that JEschylus should .have dt;fined his attitude
to �e Court in these terms only a few months after it had been
deprived of all its specific functions excepting its jurisdiction in cases
0£ homicide -a reform which excited the greatest opposition among
conservatives, so great that its sponsor, Ephialtes, was assassinated
shertly afterwards. Since Athena founds the Court for the express
pui:pose of trying the homicide Orestes, and since in her introductory
11eference to its members she describes them as ·�udges of homicide"
(486) , it may be inferred that JEschylus acquiesced retrospectively
in the curtailment of its powers ; but his insistence on the . respect
dn,e to it and more particularly on the principle that the deter.rent
effe<it of laws is an essential aspect of the mean, which, as we have
seen, is the basic doctrine of democracy, shows plainly that, at least
at .the end of his life, he was opposed to the advanced policy of the
:tadical democrats.
We · have seen that Athena meets the contention of the Erinyes,
ttlat' . the acquittal of the matricide will result in anarchy and faw
J;es'sness, by investing the Court with such a character that, so far
from . being in danger, their aims are identified with hers and so safe
for ever. She has cut the ground from under their feet, and all that
remains for her to do is to invite them to accept the divine presidency
of the new Court. As we· discern her ulterior purpose, a new prospect
opens . before us, leading to the conclusion of the trilogy. Bur for the
RreSt:nt we are preoccupied with the trial of Orestes.
Athena has returned, accompanied by her chosen judges, probably
ten or twelve in number, and followed by the citizens of Athens,
who are eager to witness the first trial at law in the history of man ;
and presently Apollo appears to give evidence for the accused.
In accordance with the actual procedure of the Court, the Erinyes
begin by addressing to Orestes three questions -whether he did
what he is accused of doing, how, and why. This means that the
judges are going to consider, not merely the act itself, but the circum
stances and the. motive. The automatic adjustments characteristic
of primitive morality are to be superseded by the power of discrimina
tion.
The examination advances rapidly to the point where the con
troversy was suspended earlier in the play (607-8, cf. 2 1 1 - 1 2) ;
then, after a false step (609) which will be retrieved later by Apollo,
Orestes turns to his protector, beseeching him to pronounce whether
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his act was just (6 1 4- 1 6) . Apollo, whose role in relation to Orestes
is that of an exegetes (6 1 2) , a priest appointed at Athens for super
vising the purification of homicides, comes forward for his second
encounter with the Erinyes and declares in bold and ringing tones
that it was just (6 1 7- 1 8) . He soon finds, however, that to defend this
plea against the sharp wits of his opponents is not an easy matter.
His first attempt, an appeal to the authority of Zeus, is abortive,
because appeals to authority are useless when there is a conflict
of authority ; and so we are brought back to the dilemma with which
the controversy began - Orestes has avenged his father by dishonour•
ing his mother (625-7 ; cf. 202-3) . Apollo makes a second attempt.
He contends that, since the murder of Agamemnon was a crime,
the execution of the murderess was not. This is a plea of justifiable
homicide, seeking to discriminate between acts similar in effect but
different in motive ; but the Erinyes reply with the caustic comment
that such a plea comes ill from the spokesman of Zeus, who bound in
chains his own father Kronos (643-5) . Apollo indignantly retorts
that chains can be loosed, whereas blood once shed is irrecoverable ;
but this, as the Erinyes are quick to point out, is the very offence
of which Orestes is guilty.
By this time it is plain that no progress can be made until a solution
has been found for the dilemma with which we have been con
fronted from the outset. To which parent does the son owe the prior
duty ? The Erinyes champion the mother ; Apollo, who has already
urged that the tie between mother and son is no more sacred than
the tie between husband and wife, now goes further and declares
that the child is more closely related to the father than to the mother
(660-4) . This argument is not an improvisation : it is the Pythagorean
doctrine of paternity. And in this issue, now at last clearly stated,
lies the crux of the whole matter.
Why then does Athena give her casting vote to Orestes ? Because
she gives precedence to the male over the female, to the husband
over the wife (13 7-43) :
The final judgment is a task for me ;
So for Orestes shall this vote be added.
No mother gave me birth, and in all things
Save marriage I, my father's child indeed,
With all my heart commend the masculine.
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Wherefore I shall not hold o f higher worth
A woman who was killed because she killed
Her wedded lord and master of her home.
The reason could not have been more clearly stated, and it touches
the crucial point at issue. On the question of paternity Athena
endorses the attitude of Apollo, thus laying down the cardinal
principle of the Attic law of inheritance, in which not only was the
liberty of the wife narrowly circumscribed in the interests of the
husband but, so far as the transmission of property was concerned,
the mother was not reckoned among the kinsfolk at all. And if we
ask why the dramatist has made the outcome of the trial turn on the
social relations of the sexes, the answer is that he regarded the sub
ordination of woman, quite correctly, as an indispensable condition
of democracy. Just as Aristophanes and Plato perceived that the
abolition of private property would involve the emancipation of
woman, so lEschylus perceived that the subjection of woman was
a necessary consequence of the development of private property.
Not only is the plain interpretation of Athena's words demanded
by the nature of the issue in which the trial has culminated, but it
brings the trial to its full and proper conclusion. Those critics who
have been puzzled by a decision so out of keeping with our ideas
of the administration of the law forget that, at the time when this
crime was committed, there were no laws, only divine sanctions
diverse and incompatible, and Athena's decision constitutes a ruling
on the very point at which they were in conflict. So much for the
past, but the future will be different. Such a case as this can never
arise again, because henceforward the criminal will be tried before
a court of justice. The reign of law has begun. As we followed the
fortunes of Orestes, we were in effect watching the growth of law
through successive stages of social evolution. Regarded originally
as a tort to be redressed by the kinsmen of the victim, and sub
sequently as a pollution to be expiated by the prescriptions of the
aristocratic priesthood, the offence of homicide is now a crime to be
submitted to the judgment of a legally appointed committee of the
people. The conflict between tribal custom and aristocratic privilege
has been resolved in democracy. So too the principle of male pre
cedence, now formally ratified as the basis of democracy, is accompani
ed by the declaration that the wealth of the community is now
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equitably distributed (997) . In the dispute between the Erinyes and
Apollo over the fate of Orestes, and in the feud between Zeus and the
Moirai, who are now to be reconciled by Athena, we see as it were
mirrored in heaven the terrestrial process that began with the
primitive tribe and ended with the emergence of a state in which
the common people had recovered in a new form the equality denied
to them during the rule of the aristocracy.
To all those critics who have assumed that the question at issue
is simply a moral one, the ground on which Athena bases her de�ision
has been a stumbling-block. It would have been easy for the dramatist
to make her say that she is going to vote for Orestes out of compassion
or humanity (philanthropia) , because that was one of her traditional
qualities ; but he has chosen not to base her decision on these grourids,.
and that makes the grounds on which he does base it all the more
significant. And it may well be asked whether there is even an initial
plausibility in the assumption which these critics have accepted.
Is a man justified in avenging his father by killing his mother at the
command of God ? If the trilogy had been made to turn on that sterile
speculation, they would have been hardly less perplexed than they
are now. ...Eschylus was not interested in the solution of an insoluble
conundrum.
The significance of the acquittal is not primarily moral at all but
social, and it provides the answer to a question which has been
prominent in our minds from the beginning of the . trilogy. What is
Justice ? Is it the rule of the vendetta ? Is it the law of blood for blood ?
Does it permit of absolution ? Does it lie in the act or in the motive?·
All . these considerations have been suggested, and therefore we ·are
impelled to look for the poet's final answer.
To Plato, who regarded the material world as an unreal image
of the ideal and sought to stabilise human society on the basis of the.
exclusive domination of a leisured class, the idea of justice was
something absolute and immutable which expressed itself politically
in the doctrine that "the cobbler must stick to his cobbling." "When,"
he declared, "each class in the state fulfils the function assigned to it,
and minds its own business, this is what makes the state jusf - this
is justice." Such was the idealist conception ; but the materialists
took an entirely different view, which may be illustrated from Epicurus,
who was strenuously opposed to the whole system of class-domination
embodied in the city-state of his time :
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There never has been an absolute justice, only a n agreement
reached in social intercourse, differing from place to place and
from time to time, for preventing the injury of one man by an
other . . . . All those elements in what is recognised at law as just
possess that character in so far as they are proved by the necessities
of social intercourse to be expedient, whether they are the same
for everyone or not ; and if a law turns out to be incompatible with
the expediencies of social intercourse, it ceases to be just. And
should the expediency expressed in the law correspond only for a
time with that conception, nevertheless for that time it is just, so
long as we do not trouble ourselves with empty phrases but look
simply at the facts.
The notion that justice is relative can be traced in the democratic
thought of the fifth century. Thus, justice was defined by Thrasy
machos as "the strong man's interest," and, though this view was
grossly misrepresented by Plato in his Republic, it is quite clear that
what Thrasymachos meant is that justice is the interest of the ruling
class. It will be observed that all these thinkers, including Plato,
regarded justice as a matter of social relations, and that Plato's
absolute conception corresponds to his own position as a member
of a class whose power he wished to see perpetuated.
What, then, was the position of lEschylus ? He was an early
Pythagorean, a moderate democrat. Plato, too, was deeply in
fluenced by Pythagoreanism, but the Pythagoreans of his day, at
least in Greece proper, had gone right over to the reaction - the
usual fate of moderate progressives when the class struggle has
progressed beyond the point at which it serves their interests. In the
middle of the fifth century the issues on which Athenian demo
cracy was to split were still embryonic. Therefore, as a Pythagorean,
lEschylus was nearer to Hippokrates than to Plato, and, steeped
though he was in the mystical traditions of Eleusis, he was not a
mystic in his attitude to society, because he had no need to seek
refuge from a reality in which his aspirations had been fulfilled.
Accordingly, asked to define his idea of justice, he would, it may be
suspected, have replied in one word - democracy. That answer is
implicit in his treatment of the story of Orestes. The matricide is
acquitted by an appeal to historical expediency, and the trilogy ends
with the ratification of a new social contract, which is just because
it is democratic.
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Orestes has been acquitted, but the divine antagonism has still
to be resolved. The nature of the settlement proposed by Athena has
already been indicated, but we have still to see how she will work it
out.
Just as the Erinyes stand for the blood feud (the rule of tribal
society) and Athena for trial by jury (the rule of democracy) , . so
Apollo stands for the practice of purification, the origin of which
has been explained in Chapter V. Apollo, therefore, represents in this
trilogy the rule of the landed aristocracy, intermediate between the
primitive tribe and the democratic state of contemporary Athens.
After the overthrow of the tyranny, the punishment of homicide had
passed into popular control along with the archonship, from which
the Court of the Areopagus was recruited ; but the practice of purifica'-'
tion persisted, and the exegetai who performed it continued to be
drawn from the ranks of the Eupatridai. The old nobility, to which,
we remember, JEschylus himself belonged, retained its ritual office side
with the popularly elected officials who had taken over the administra'.'
tion of the law, and, moreover, election to the office of exegelis
continued to be subject to the ratification of the Delphic Oracle.
Thus, in the democracy established by Athena, Apollo will remain
in control of the exegetai. That is his part in the new order.
At the Court of the Areopagus both prosecutor and defendant
bound themselves to tell the truth by an oath in which, as the penal ty
of perjury, they invoked destruction on themselves, their houses and
their families ; and this oath was taken in the name of the Semnai;
a trinity of female divinities worshipped in a cave on the slopes of the
Areopagus as the presiding deities of the Court. The origin of the
Semnai has never been fully investigated ; but it seems clear that,
like the Horai, the Charites, the Eumenides of Argos, and the Erinyes
themselves, they were descended from matrilineal ancestral spirits
of the same type as the Moirai, whose origin we investigated in
Chapter III. JEschylus himself was evidently conscious to some extent
of these affinities, for what he does is to make Athena persuade the
Erinyes to identify themselves with these Semnai, thus accepting
the presidency of the Court, and in their new guise they will still
be required to visit the perjurer with the penalties which have been
theirs to inflict since the beginning of the world (933-8) . That is
their part in the new order, which is not new in the sense that it
supersedes the old, but in the sense that in it the conflicts of the
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old are blended and reconciled - the fusion of opposites in the
mean.
The significance of this solution is so clear that it may reasonably
be supposed that the dramatist himself was directly conscious of its
social and political implications as distinct from the symbolical form
in which it is cast. There is only one point at which there is any
serious discrepancy between his exposition and the reality. In historical
fact, the Court of the Areopagus, which he has presented as being
established by Athena at the inauguration of democracy, was an
ancient institution going back to the primitive Attic monarchy.
It was the council of chiefs founded according to Attic tradition
in the reign of Theseus. From a historical point of view there is
undoubtedly a confusion here, but it is one which is easy to accept
for the purposes of imaginative drama, and moreover it is readily
explained by the fifth-century tradition, to which we referred in a
previous chapter (p. 7 1 ) , that the founder of Athenian democracy
was Theseus. That the dramatist has been influenced by this tradi
tion appears from his description of the women and children who
take part in the procession at the end of the trilogy as "the eye of the
land of Theseus" ( 1 025-6) . This incidental discrepancy does little to
detract from the profound historical insight of the Oresteia, in which
not only is social evolution conceived as an organic process, a pro
gressive conflict of cumulative tensions which subsequently merge in a
new unity, but some of the primary characteristics of ancient society
are clearly apprehended.
At first the Erinyes are blinded by passion to the advantages
of Athena's offer. But Athena is unrivalled in her power of persuasion
(797-9) :
Let me persuade you from this passionate grief.
You are not vanquished ; the issue of the trial
Has been determined by an equal vote.
Unmoved, the Erinyes repeat their maledictions. Still serene, Athena
repeats her invitation (835-6) :
Calm the black humours of embittered rage,
Reside with me, and share my majesty.
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Menaces give place to impotent despair, and Athena speaks again
(886-g 2 ) :
No, if Persuasion's holy majesty . . . .
Is aught to you, why then, reside with me . . .
Since it is in your power to own this soil
Justly attended with the highest honours.
This is the spirit which tempted Agamemnon to commit the crime
which we have seen visited on him and his children ; which tempted
Paris to plunge the world in war ; which was embodied in Helen
and again in Clytemnestra, and was summoned to the support of
Orestes when he plotted to kill his mother. Now the same spirit,
embodied in Athena, brings the sufferings of three generations to an
end ( 9 7 1 -6) :
To the eye of Persuasion I give all praise,
That with favour she looked on the breath of my lips
As I strove to appease these powers that once
Were averted in anger ; but Zeus who is lord
Of the eloquent word has prevailed, and at last
In contention for blessings we conquer.
Versed from time immemorial only in the language of malediction,
the Erinyes are at first at a loss for words to express their change of
h�art, and so these "singers of ill" are taught a new song (904-7 ) :
A song of faultless victory : from earth and sea
From skies above may gentle breezes blow
And, breathing sunshine, float from shore to shore.
Quick to learn, the converts call down a shower of blessings on the
people whom they have threatened to destroy. They pray that . the
people of Attica may be blessed by sun and earth, in allusion to the
present reconciliation between the upper and nether powers ; that
the spring blossoms may be protected from the storms, in allusion
to the "Spirit who hushes the Winds" (Heudanemos) worshipped
on the slopes of the Akropolis ; that flocks and herds may multiply
by the grace of the goat-god Pan, whose shrine may still be seen on
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die ·same hillside, just above the theatre where the drama
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performed ; that the precious metals of the earth may be brought
to light, in allusion to the silver inines of Laurion ; that husband and
h:ome may be found for each of the daughters of Athens, and that
her sons, free from the curse of civil strife, may be brought up in
amity and goodwill, the whole ·community being cemented by ties as
close as those which had formerly united fellow members of the clan.
Their curses have melted into blessings ; Athena has prevailed.
But having prevailed, she introduces a note of warning, reminding
her people that these divinities are still to be feared by the perjurer

(936-8) :
He is led unto these to be judged, and the still
Stroke of perdition
In the dust shall stifle his proud boast.
When the Erinyes threatened, Athen� sought to assuage; now, when
the Erinyes bless, Athena warns. It is like a duet in which, after the
bass has taken up the theme of the treble, the treble imitates the bass.
Since the beginning of the century, there had grown up in the
city and its environs, attra�ted by the opportunities of trade, a class
of resident aliens (metoikoi) whom it was the policy of the government
to encourage, although as foreigners they were excluded from civic
rights and from the public ceremonies - of the state religion. Once a
year, however, at the national festival of the Panathenaia, these aliens
were not only permitted to take part, but were accorded special
marks of honour. The climax of the festival came on the night of the
anniversary of Athena's birth, when a robe of saffr�n, woven by the
women of the city, was carried up to the Akropolis in a torchlight
procession, led by a band of epheboi chosen for the occasion · and at
tended with cries of "Alleluia ! " by all the citizens, men and women,
old and young, and there hung on the statue of Athena Polias, the
goddess of the city-state . . In this procession, to mark the purpose of
the festival, which was to proclaim peace and good will to all who
dwelt under the goddess's protection, the resident aliens were clothed
jn robes of crimson and attended by a special escort.
The Erinyes have consented to become co-residents with Athena,
partakers and joint owners of the soil, and accordingly they now
assume the. title of metoikoi ( 1 0 1 2, 1 0 1 9) , accepting the goodwill of
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the citizens and offering their own. The dominant mood of the
Panathenaic festival was rejoicing- not the wild transport of the
Bacchants, but deep, restrained, almost solemn joy, the prize of
grief and suffering ; and accordingly the Erinyes sing ( 997- 1 00 1 ) :
Joy to you, joy of your justly appointed riches,
Joy to all the people, blest
With the Virgin's love, who sits
Next beside her Father's throne.
Wisdom ye have learned at last.
At this point a company of women enters the orchestra, carrying
lighted torches and crimson robes. Meanwhile Athena returns the
greeting ( 1 004- 1 0) :
Joy to you likewise ! Walking before you,
To the chambers appointed I show you the way,
Led by the sacred lights of the escort.
Come with me, come, and let solemn oblations
Speed you in joy to your homes in the earth.
The Erinyes repeat their greeting, and again Athena thanks them
( 1 022-32 ) :
I thank you for these words of benison,
And now with flames of torchlit splendour bright
Escort you to your subterranean home,
Attended by the wardens of my shrine,
And justly so ; for meet it is that all
The eye of Theseus' people should come forth,
This noble company of comely maids
And women wed and honourable in years.
Adorn them well in robes of crimson dye,
And let these blazing torches lead the way,
So that the goodwill of these residents
Be proved in manly prowess of your sons.

At this point the band of young men takes its place at the head of the
procession. The Erinyes put on their new robes ; and in the light of
the torches black gives place to crimson. This blaze of light and this
feast of colour are both fitting symbols to mark the close of a spectacle
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in which again and again lights have been lit only to be quenched
in darkness and in which we have twice gazed in horror on displays
of bloodstained purple.
The procession begins to move away, and the women of the escort
invite the Erinyes to accompany them ( 1 04 1 -4) :
Gracious and kindly of heart to our people,
Hither, 0 holy ones, hither in gladness,
Follow the lamps that illumine the way.
0 sing at the end, Alleluia !
This "Alleluia !" first raised by Clytemnestra in answer to the Watch
man, heard by Cassandra from the Erinyes on the housetop, raised
again by Clytemnestra over her husband's dead body and by the
friends of Orestes over her own - now, as it is heard for the last time,
it signifies that the spirit of man has passed through suffering into
true and lasting joy ; and in the closing words of the trilogy we are
�eminded of the new harmony in heaven in virtue of which these
changes on earth have been effected - Zeus and Moira are reconciled.
By his introduction of the Panathenaic procession, the poet has
brought his story out of the darkness of antiquity into the brilliant
light of the Athens of his day. It began in the remote and barbarous
past, it ends here and now. It is as though at the close of the trilogy
he invited his audience to rise from their seats and carry on the drama
from the point where he has left it.
In conclusion, let me recall a personal experience. In Greece today,
the ancient dramas, translated into the modern language and produced
in the ancient theatres, are immensely popular, attracting on
some occasions more than twenty thousand spectators. In 1 96 1 I
lectured on the Oresteia in the largest modern theatre in Athens, with
a seating capacity of 1 400, to an audience of two thousand, and so
many were turned away that the lecture was twice repeated. It was
illustrated with extracts, including the finale, rendered by the famous
actress Aspasia Papathanasiou and other members of the Piraeus
Theatre Company, with music by Mr Rondiris. The tumultuous
applause that greeted the finale, and the light that shone in so many
tear-stained faces, showed that the Athenians respond to the contem
porary appeal of their greatest poet as deeply today as they did
twenty-four centuries ago. Let them be his judges, now as then.

XVI
EARLIER PLAYS

HE Persians was the second tragedy in a tetralogy of which the
T first was the Phineus and the third the Glaukos Potnieus, followed
by a satyr play called the Prometheus Pyrkaeus. These titles show that,
whether or not there was any homogeneity in the treatment, there
was no continuity of plot. Each play dealt with a different theme.
This therefore is the earliest known example of a disconnected
tetralogy.
It was produced in 472 B.c. - the year before the banishment of
Themistokles. Four years earlier, probably with Themistokles as his
choregos, Phrynichos had produced a tragedy called the Phoinissai on
the subject of the victory at Salamis. It is therefore significant that,
when JEschylus expounded the same theme in his Persians, his choregos
was Perikles of the Alkmaionidai, the future leader of Athenian
democracy. At this time Perikles was a young man, not much more
than twenty, and a supporter of Kirnon, whose naval operations in
Ionia were laying the foundations of the Athenian Empire. It may
be inferred that JEschylus too supported the policy of Kirnon, and this
harmonises with the other evidence that he was a moderate democrat.
The play opens with a long passage from the Chorus of Persian
Elders, who, like the old men in the Agamemnon, have been left at
home, awaiting news of the war. The flower of Asiatic manhood,
drawn from all the fabulously wealthy cities of the East, is gone.
This word, insistently repeated, carries in Greek the ominous implica
tion that the strength and opulence of Asia is gone, never to return.
The old men are anxious, and the wives and mothers of the Persian
capital are counting the days. News has already reached them of the
passage of the Hellespont - how the young king Xerxes forced the
sea-god to do his bidding by lashing pontoons across the narrow
waters. The might of Persia has been hitherto invincible, but never
before has it faced the perils of the sea : can it be that jealous gods are
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luring it to destruction ? These are the forebodings that make many
a bride bathe her deserted bed in tears.
The King's mother, Atossa, at the threshold of the palace, reveals
that her sleep has been disturbed by a dream which seems to signify
that, while her son has mastered lonia, Greece will throw off the
yoke. In reply to her anxious questions the Elders tell her that
Athens lies far away in the sunset, and that the Athenians, who serve
no despot, have already proved their fighting spirit. These replies
bring no comfort to the mother of an absent son.
A breathless messenger brings news from Salamis. The Elders
break into lamentation as they hear of the disaster which will make
the hated name of Athens memorable for ever. Then the Queen, who
has controlled her grief, asks the names of the survivors and the fal
len. Xerxes lives, but Artembares and Dadakes and Tenagon - one
by one, the Messenger names all the king's vassals who have died
a brave man's death in battle. The city of Athens has been sacked,
but the men of Athens live. The disaster began when an avenging
demon in the guise of a Greek deluded Xerxes into believing that
the enemy was about to take to flight (p. 2 1 2 ) . After the description
of the battle, which is, of course, as it is claimed to be, an eyewitness's
account, the Queen cries out against the fiend which enticed the
fleet to its destruction, and to crown her grief she hears how the
retreating army has been decimated by cold and famine.
The Elders continue their lamentation, contrasting the young
king's fatal impetuosity with the wisdom of his father, and, when the
Queen returns with offerings for her husband's tomb, they take on
. the character of the Persian Magi, chanting a necromantic invocation,
in response to which the ghost of Darius rises from the earth to ask
what calamity it is that has disturbed his rest. The Queen repeats
for him the news of Salamis, and after condemning the harnessing
of the Hellespont as an act of pride inviting the jealousy of Heaven,
he declares that Salamis is not the end, predicting the rout of the
Persian army in the ensuing year. When he has gone, the Elders sing
a hymn in praise of the dead king who raised Persia to greatness and
extended her empire from sea to sea but wisely refrained from at
tempting more. At the end of the hymn Xerxes himself appears,
uncontrolled in his grief, dishevelled, his robes torn, and the play
concludes with an Oriental dirge.
The central theme of the play, apart from the patriotic sentiment
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which animates the whole, is the idea that wealth breeds pride, which
is punished by the gods. This, as we have seen, is the old aristocratic
tradition, which £schylus has systematised and elaborated, develop
ing its latent implications and enriching the imagery associated with
it, but substantially he has added nothing new. The play begins with
a dynamic opening which makes a magnificent prelude to the entry
of Atossa and by the same impetus carries us forward to the exultant
rhetoric of the Messenger's report ; but, although the evocation of
Darius is theatrically effective, the latter part of the play flags a
little. In intellectual content it is less rich than the others. Its unique
value is that it preserves for all time, in the poetry of an eyewitness, .
the spirit of the Athenian people during their struggle against the
Persian occupation - the same spirit whiCh they have shown in our:
own lifetime.
The Seven against Thebes produced five years later, was preceded by
the Laios and the CEdipus, and followed by the Sphinx. Unfortunately.
it is doubtful whether the form in which we have it is intact. Most
students of £schylus are agreed that the concluding scene between .
the Herald and Antigone is spurious, being added at a time when
the work of Sophokles and Euripides on the same theme had made
it difficult to ignore the fate of Antigone, as £schylus had done ; and
it is at least probable that this spurious conclusion has ousted some- .
thing else.
Laios was King of Thebes, and he received an oracle from Delphi
commanding him "to save the state by dying without offspring. "
The terms of the oracle are recalled explicitly in the surviving play.
They imply that the welfare of the community is dependent on the
conduct of the king who rules it - a primitive notion which has been
discussed in connection with the magical functions of the early kingship
(p. 1 08) . They also imply a conflict between the interests of the state
and those of the ruling dynasty. As King of Thebes, Laios should
have died childless, but by so doing he would have failed to fulfil his
obligations as the leader of his clan. Accordingly, "prevailed upon by
the folly of his kinsmen," he became by Jocasta the father of a son,
CEdipus. After the child was born, the parents took fright and exposed
it ; but CEdipus grew up unknown to them. Returning to Thebes as a
young man ignorant of his pj\rentage, he fell in with his father on the
road from Thebes to Delphi, quarrelled with him, and killed him.
Then, having read the riddle of the Sphinx, he was acclaimed King
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in place of Laios and married the widowed Queen. Some time later
the royal pair discovered their true relationship. In Sophokles, the
discovery follows from a public pestilence consequent on the double
crime which CEdipus has committed ; and if, as seems likely, JEschylus
used the same tradition, it provided a manifestation of the working
of the oracle and of the principle that the welfare of the people was
vested in the King's person. After the discovery, Jocasta hanged her
self. CEdipus put out his eyes, and was held a prisoner by his sons,
Eteokles and Polyneikes, in the palace dungeon. One day, at table,
CEdipus was served by his sons with a haunch instead of the shoulder,
which was the royal gbas or portion ; and, enraged by this affront,
he cursed them, praying that they should divide their paternal heri
tage by the sword. After his death, the brothers quarrelled over the
succession, and Polyneikes fled to Argos, whence shortly afterwards,
like the tyrant Hippias, he returned to recover his patrimony by
force of foreign arms. It is at this point that the surviving play begins.
Eteokles regards himself as the pilot of the state. This idea of the
ship of state, which recurs throughout the play, is intended to imply
that the ship will weather the storm so long as the captain keeps
his head.. Having been informed of the approach of the invaders
from Argos, Eteokles summons the people to the defence of their
native land, and, after hearing a scout's report of the enemy's plan
of attack, he prays to the gods for victory :
0 Zeus, and Earth, 0 gods who guard this city,
And thou, Erinys, my father's mighty Curse,
Vouchsafe that this my people, Greek in speech,
Be not uprooted from their hearths and homes
Nor bent beneath the yoke of slavery !

The Erinys is here regarded as the King's ancestral spirit, and the
allusion to the people of Thebes as Greek in speech (in fact, of
course, the enemy was the same) means that we are to regard the
expedition against Thebes in the light of the Persian invasion.
After the King has hurried off to sqpervise the defences, the
orchestra is filled with a chorus of panic-stricken women, terrified
by the thought that the gods have deserted the city. Harassed, but
without losing his presence of mind, the King returns to restore order.
Rebuking them sharply for their lack of confidence, he prays sarcasti-
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cally that never i n good fortune o r i n bad may h e consort with wo
man - a point which is important for the sequel, because it implies
that he is unmarried. The frightened women explain that their ears
are filled with the din of passing chariots, and the King retorts :
What of it? When did a seaman ever save
His ship from foundering in the hurricane
By scuttling from the helm into the prow ?
Having succeeded at last to some extent in calming them, he returns
to his task of organising the defence. There are seven gates to the
city, and he will appoint seven champions, including himself, to man
them. Meanwhile the women address a hymn to the gods, . imploring
them not to forsake their worshippers and still harping on the horrors
that are enacted in a conquered city. In this, too, the dramatist is
evidently appealing to memories of the Persian occupation.
So far the King's conduct of affairs has been admirable. His
military preparations are well in hand, and, though the indiscipline
of the non-combatants has threatened to hamper his plans, he has
kept his head. We are almost lulled into forgetting that this capable
leader is under a curse. The Erinys is asleep.
The attack is now imminent. The enemy champions are taking
up their positions, one at each gate, and as they do so they are
described in detail from a point of vantage by a scout in order that
for each of the assailants the King may appoint a defender. In
contrast to the enemy champions, who are loud in their boasts, defy
ing God and man alike, the King replies by asserting his confidence
in the justice of his cause.
Five of the gates have now been disposed of. The sixth is being
attacked by the prophet Amphiaraos, who has denounced Polyneikes
for taking up arms against his country and foresees his own death on
the disastrous expedition in which he has participated against his
will and judgment. Eteokles replies :
Alas, what evil augury in mortal life
Unites a righteous man with the ungodly !
Of all things worst, no matter what the task,
Is wicked fellowship. It bears no fruit A crop of madness harvested in death . . .
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Maybe he will not move to the assault,
Not lacking courage or a manly spirit,
But knowing that he goes to meet his death,
If the oracles of Apollo are fulfilled,
Who speaks to the purpose or else holds his peace.
the enemy champions are named one by one, followed by the
names of their opponents, we realise with growing horror that the
two brothers have independently reserved the seventh gate for them
selves. Etcokles alone is in the dark, and, when he perceives the tru th,
the ancestral curse is once more awake in him, confounding his sense
of right and wron g :
As

0 lamentable race o f CEdipus,
Infatuate, abominable, abhorred,
At last it is fulfilled, our father's curse !
The name of Justice, which Polyneikes has emblazoned on his shield,
flung back in his teeth.

is

I place my trust in justice, and I myself
Shall fight him - what antagonist so just ?
King against king and brother against brother.
It is now the women's turn to plead for reason, and they plead in
vain. Eteokles has gone mad.
The Curse of CEdipus has broken out.
Too true those visions that foretold by night
How we should share our father's heritage !
While the battle is being fought, the Chorus review the whole history
of the curse from the time when Apollo spoke to Laios down to the
present moment, and then a Messenger brings news of victory :
The state is saved, but Earth has drunk the blood
Of royal brothers, slain by each other's hand.
Eteokles and Polyneikes have died without offspring. The ancestral
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spirit of the royal dynasty has now been laid to rest, because the
dynasty itself is extinct. The oracle given to Laios has been ful
filled.
In seeking to interpret the general significance of the conclusion,
we are hampered by the presence of contradictions due to interpo
lation of the text, and the spurious elements are not always easy to
delimit. It seems clear, however, that, as lEschylus wrote it, the end
of the story was marked by a striking deviation from the epic tradi
tion, which he has closely followed hitherto. In that tradition, both
brothers had sons, and the son of Polyneikes avenged his father by
a second expedition against the city, which resulted in its destruction.
By bringing the story to an end with the death of the two brothers,
he has reduced its compass from four generations to three, thus
adapting it to the form of the trilogy ; and by the same means he
has produced a conclusion, in which, while the clan has perished,
the state survives, thus developing the full implications of the
oracle. The Theban kings were under an ancestral curse which
brought successive calamities on the people as well as on themselves,
and therefore it is necessary that the primitive system of kinship,
which the ancestral curse implies, should be superseded by the higher
organisation of the state, in which the clans lose their identity in
common citizenship. Owing to the condition of the text, this interpre
tation is necessarily conjectural and probably incomplete, but, if it
is substantially correct, it means that lEschylus was already moving
towards the general theory of the origin of the state which he formu
lated nine years later in the Oresteia.
The myth of lo has been discussed in a former chapter, where it
was suggested that the extension of the heroine's wanderings to
Egypt was a consequence of her identification with the Egyptian Isis
(p. I 3 6) . How and when this feature of the myth was developed we
do not know. It may have originated in the mystical traditions of
Demeter, which, both at Argos and at Eleusis, show signs of Egyptian
influence ; or it may have been introduced by the early Pythagoreans,
in whose mystical teaching the same influence can be traced. Its
effect was to bring the myth of lo into relation with another - the
story of the daughters of Danaos -with which it had no original
connection.
Danaos and Aigyptos were brothers, descended from Epaphos,
the son whom lo had born to Zeus in Egypt. Danaos had fifty daught-
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ers and Aigyptos had fifty sons. The sons of Aigyptos sought their
cousins in marriage, but the daughters of Danaos refused and fled
overseas to Argos, pursued by their unwelcome suitors. Commending
themselves to the people of Argos by their claim to descent from lo,
they at first found protection from their pursuers, but eventually
they were forced to marry them. In revenge, at their father's com
mand, they murdered their husbands on the wedding night - all
except one, Hypermnestra, who by sparing hers became the ancestress
of a famous line of kings. According to one tradition, Hypermnestra
was brought to trial for having disobeyed her father and acquitted.
According to another, the father himself was prosecuted by Aigyptos,
who came from Egypt for the purpose, and the feud was resolved
through the mediation of Lynkeus, who had married Hypermnestra.
It was said that Danaos made the hitherto barren soil of Argos
"well-watered" - that is, it may be presumed, he introduced the
practice of irrigation. One of his daughters, Amymone, gave her
name to a stream in the marshes of Lerna, where Herakles, the most
famous of the descendants of lo, slew the Lernean hydra ; and the
Danaides are said to have expiated their crime in Hades by eternally
drawing water in leaking pitchers.
The murder of the sons of Aigyptos by their brides seems to rest
on a confusion of traditions. It was the custom at Argos, as at Sparta,
for the bride to dress in men's clothes, and at the Argive festival of
the Hybristika the men used to dress as women and the women as
men. As Halliday has shown, the sexual interchange of clothes is
especially associated with initiation, marriage and mourning ; and
therefore it is to be interpreted as symbolising the change of identity
which is necessary in order that the individual may be born again.
But this is hardly sufficient to explain why the Danaides were so
unwomanly as to murder their husbands. It was said that the women
of Argos had once taken up arms and vanquished a force of Spartan
invaders in a battle mentioned in a Delphic oracle beginning with
the words, "When the female shall conquer the male" ; and if this
is a folk-tale, as it appears to be, rather than a historical tradition,
it may have some bearing on the myth, because there are indications
- not very clear, it is true - that the Danaides were regarded as female
warriors. More to the point, however, is the legend of the women of
Lemnos. When the Argonauts landed on that island, they found it
"ruled by women" under Queen Hypsipyle, because a short time
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previously all the women of the island, with the exception of Hypsipyle,
who spared her father Thoas, had murdered their fathers and their
husbands. This myth was interpreted by Bachofen as pointing to some
form of matriarchy, and the crime of the Lemnian women closely
resembles that of the Danaides. It would, however, be unwise to press
the details further, and perhaps the most we can say is that both
legends sprang out of changes in the social status of women. The
question that immediately concerns us is how the story of the Danaides
was interpreted by JEschylus, and here we are on firmer ground.
The tetralogy which he devoted to this theme began with the
Suppliants. The other two tragedies were the Aigyptioi and the Danaides.
The satyr play was the Amymone.
Accompanied by their father, the Danaides {who form the Chorus)
have landed in Argos, and after a prayer to Zeus, the god of suppliants
and strangers, they proclaim the Argive origin of their ancestress lo,
and implore the gods to overwhelm their pursuers with thunder and
lightning before they can bring their ship to harbour. In the stdsimon
which follows, this prayer is repeated in an intensified form. They
call upon Epaphos, the "calf-man" born of lo, and the inscrutable
power of Zeus to punish the insolence of their suitors, declaring that,
should Zeus fail them, they will appeal to the other Zeus, the Zeus
of the Dead - in other words, kill themselves. Meanwhile Danaos
has descried a company of Argives approaching · and instructs his
daughters to take their stand as suppliants at the altars. He declares
that in seeking this forced match their cousins are sinners, and reminds
them that the sinner has to render an account on the day ofjudgnient
to Zeus of the Dead.
Interrogated by the King of Argos, the suppliants reveal their
descent from lo, thus claiming kin with the Argive people, and
etplain why they are in flight. They appeal to him for protection,
even though it may mean war, because justice is on their side, and
to this appeal they add the threat that, if justice is denied to them,
they will hang themselves at the altars. Faced with this choice between
war and pollution, the King reserves his decision until he has had an
opportunity of consulting his people.
Again the Danaides appeal to Zeus, reminding him at length of
the wanderings of lo and their consummation in the birth of Epaphos.
It is evidently their purpose to persuade Zeus by this means to bring
their own wanderings to an equally happy end, but they overlook
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the deeper significance of the parallel, which is that lo's sufferings
concluded in a forced union with her lover.
The King returns, announcing that an assembly of the people has
decided to grant the suppliants protection. The resolution was pas
sed by a formal show of hands, and it is couched in legal terms designed
to recall the specific conditions on which rights of residence were
granted to aliens in contemporary Athens. The Danaides call down
blessings on their benefactors, but through their rejoicing there runs
a suggestion of strife to come, and they conclude by recalling that
it is the duty of children to honour their parents --,- an allusion to the
command which they will receive in the sequel from their father.
At this point Danaos catches sight of the pursuing ship approach
ing harbour, and hurries off to the city for assistance. His daughters
are in despair. "Left alone," they cry, "woman is nothing - there is
no fight in her." In the sequel that proverb will be belied. While
they are praying for death rather than marriage, a Herald appears
from the sons of Aigyptos and begins to drag them off by the hair.
He is interrupted by the reappearance of the King, who meets his
claim to rightful possession of the fugitives by pointing out that he is
guilty of sacrilege and has failed to observe the legal formalities . in
cumbent in such circumstances on a foreigner. The Herald retires,
threatening war. The suppliants again bless their saviour and are
reminded by their father of the need to conduct themselves with
womanly decorum in their new home . . As they move away, their
rejoicings are mingled with misgivings that the marriage they have
averted may be forced on them after all, and their final prayer is set
to a rhythm which has acquired a dramatic significance from its
association in earlier passages of the play with the idea that such a
marriage would be worse than death. From this and other indications
it is evident that they have not succeeded in winning the will of
Zeus to their side.
-Would that truly the purpose of Zeus . . .
-Who can untangle his path out of the maze of the thicket ?
Dark is it everywhere,
Ev�n thrown against Night's blackness, dark to the mortal
seeker.
Though it fall to the ground seven times,
Yet shall it rise up again, should Zeus will to accomplish.
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Hard to search i s his mind,
Darkness-wrapt his unknown, winding paths in the trackless
forest.
Why are the Danaides opposed to marriage with their cousins ?
It is not merely that their suitors are proud and violent. These
qualities have been manifested only in consequence of their refusal,
and it must be remembered that the contrast in this play between the
righteousness of the women and the wickedness of the men is to be
followed in the next with an act of even more violent retaliation.
The objection of the Danaides is of a more concrete nature : it is
that the match is unlawful, unholy -what we should call incestuous.
The answer to our question is therefore likely to be found in the his
tory of Greek marriage. Now, in Attic law, not only was there no
bar to the marriage of first cousins, but in certain circumstances,
which have been explained in Chapter XII, it was positively enjoined.
If a daughter inherited, as she did in default of sons, she was claimed
in marriage by her father's next-of-kin - his brothers or their sons ;
and .there was nothing to prevent the father from bestowing his
presumptive heiress in this way before he died. Consequently, the
match proposed by the sons of Aigyptos is already permissible and
proper, and, as soon as Danaos dies, it will become a legal claim. In
fleeing from Egypt to Argos, the daughters of Danaos are plainly
seeking to evade their obligations. That is the light in which the
dispute would inevitably have been regarded by a contemporary
audience ; and, moreover, it is clear that the dramatist has been at
pains to present it in that light, for one of the most striking features of
the play is its wealth of allusions to the procedure and phraseology
of contemporary Attic law.
The King himself is dissatisfied with the grounds on which the
suppliants reject the match. "If," he argues, "the sons of Aigyptos are
your masters by the law of the land, claiming to be your next-of
kin, who would wish to oppose them ?" This passage, with its un
mistakable reference to the Attic law of the heiress, places the drama
tist's intention beyond question. It also suggests that a sim ilar law
was believed to exist in Egypt.
One of the characteristics of Egyptian marriage was the extensive
p ractice of endogamy, especially in the royal family. Many instances
are recorded, from this and earlier periods, of marriage with a sister
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or a brother's daughter. Further, it is agreed by Egyptologists that
this practice arose from the desire to retain succession or inheritance,
both of which were partly transmitted through women, in the male
line. And this, as we have seen, is the motive underlying the Attic
law of the heiress. It would, of course, be a mistake to infer, as Ridge
way has done, that the dispute in the Suppliants has anything tQ do
with the conflict between matrilineal and patrilineal inheritance.
Of that, in this play, there is no trace. Nevertheless, the analogy
which ...Eschylus has suggested between Athenian and Egyptian
practice in this matter is sound, because in the special circum
stances of the heiress Attic law prescribed marriages of the Sa.Ill-e
type, and for the same reason, as the Egyptian. The heiress must
marry her father's next-of-kin.
The story of the Danaides was told again by ...Eschylus in �h�
Prometheus Bound, where he says that they sought refuge at ArgQS
"fleeing from kindred marriage with cousins." Now, these are pre
cisely the grounds on which, in the Suppliants, the sons of Aigyptos
justify the marriage - they claim the daughters of Danaos as theirs
by right because they are their cousins. It is clear, therefore, that
the women reject the match for the very reason that the men demand
it- because they are of the same kin. The issue turns on marriage
within the kin.
All that is necessary to complete our argument is to show that
the same point is made with equal clarity by the Danaides themse.lves.
The difficulty here is that the text of the play is very corrupt ; but,
with the passages just quoted to guide us, this difficulty can be overcolll.e .
In their appeal to Zeus at the beginning of the play the Danaid�
declare that they have fled from Egypt "in abhorrence of sinf41
wedlock of near kindred with the folly-prating sons of Aigyptos."
That is how Headlam restored the passage, as against Wilamowitz,
who took it to mean that the Danaides reject the match "because
they were born to shun men" ; and Headlam's interpretation is
supported by the almost identical expression in the Prometheus, which
Wilamowitz ignores.
The King is interrogating the fogitives. "What, " he asks, "is yow
request of me ?" "That I may be saved from bondage to the soQs .of
Aigyptos. " Why the Danaides regard marriage with their cousini; as
tantamount to bondage will appear in due course. "Is it becausl!
you hate them, or do you mean it is unholy ?"
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The crux lies i n the answer to this question, and unfortunately
the text is again corrupt. The choice lies between two interpretations.
The first is this : "Who would object to masters that they loved ?"
The second is this : "Who would buy a kinsman to be her master ?"
Against the first it may be urged that it implies that the objection
to the match is not that it is unholy, but merely that the suitors are
personally unacceptable, and this view is contradicted by other pas
sages in the play. Moreover, as we shall see immediately, it does not
prov.ide a satisfactory starting-point for the King's next remark. I am
convinced that the second interpretation is correct. The Danaides
hate the marriage becau.se it is unholy, and it is unholy because, for
the sake of the accompanying inheritance, the sons of Aigyptos are
seeking to marry within the kin. In confirmation of this view, it may
be added that exactly the same point is made by Euripides in a
passage where Medea, who has been deserted by Jason, gives the
woman's attitude to the inferior status of the wife : "We have to buy
husbands with money and accept them as masters of our bodies. "
They take our money, and w e become their slaves.
Why, then, is marriage within the kin equivalent to bondage for
the woman ? This point is explained by the Danaides in answer to
the King's next remark. "And yet," he says, "by this means mortal
wealth is multiplied." Exactly : the way to accumulate wealth is to
keep it "in the family," and that can only be done by keeping the
heiress "in the family." This remark of the King's goes straight to
the heart of the matter, and shows that JEschylus understood cor
rectly the economic basis of the Attic law ofinheritance. The Danaides
cannot deny the force of this contention, but what they do is to point
out its effect on the position of the woman : "Yes, and when things
go badly, divorce is easy !" Under the rule of exogamy, when husband
and wife had necessarily belonged to different clans, the wife could
appeal, in case of conjugal difficulties, to her kinsmen for protection ;
but, when the woman marries a member of her own clan, her kinsmen
are his and will take his side against her.
The reason why this interpretation, which in the main is
Ridgeway's, has not found general acceptance lies in misappre
hension . regarding the nature of lEschylean art. Those critics who
judge Greek poetry from the standpoint of our own, which for the
most part holds aloof from social problems, because the social system
under which we live is one we are all consciously or unconsciously
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ashamed of, are not unnaturally disconcerted to find a poet of acknow
ledged greatness devoting his art to the exposition of a theme so
apparently unpoetical as the status of women in contemporary society ;
but the fault lies in themselves. To 1Eschylus, social struggle was the
means of human progress, and one of the forms which that struggle
assumed - the conflict between the sexes - was, as he apprehended,
an essential feature of the transition from barbarism to civilisation.
Nor is that all. For him and his contemporaries it was still a living
issue. If that had not been so, Euripides would not have written the
Medea nor Aristophanes the Lysistrata. As a matter. of legislation, the
issue had been decided by the laws of Solon, but there must have
been many contemporaries of 1Eschylus whose grandfathers had
known Solon ; and when we turn to other Greek states, less advanced
than Athens, we find that this very issue - the law of the heiress 
was still being fought out. Discussing the causes of political disturb
ances, Aristotle writes :
And in general disputes among the nobility often embroil the
whole state, as at Hestiaia after the Persian Wars, when two brothers
quarrelled about the division of their patrimony, the one espousing
the popular cause, because his brother had failed to produce a clear
statement of his father's wealth, while the other, being rich, sided
with the party of the rich . . . . At Mitylene, a quarrel about heiresses
led to a series of calamities, including the war with Athens. A
wealthy citizen, Timophanes, had left two daughters, whom
Doxandros tried but failed to obtain in marriage for his sons, and
being thus thrust aside he fomented a civil war and incited the
Athenians, whose official representative he was. At Phokis, it was
a quarrel about heiresses between Mnaseas, the father of Mnason,
and Euthykrates, the son of Onomarchos, that started the Sacred
War.
Having grasped the social nature of the issue, we may recognise
without danger of misunderstanding its moral aspect. On this point,
D. S. Robertson writes :
What did .iEschylus mean by the trilogy as a whole ? He must
have raised some moral problem which he felt to be fundamental,
and I cannot believe, with Ridgeway, that this was the question
of exogamy. So far as I can follow the thought of the Suppliants (and
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I claim no novelty for my view) , the real issue seems to be the right
of women to refuse to be forced into marriage. The Danaids' hatred
of marriage is indeed meant to be fanatical
but fundamentally
they are justified. The crime of the sons of Aigyptos is their deter
mination to force themselves on unwilling brides.
.

.

•

If that was the crime of the sons of Aigyptos, it was a crime enjoined
in democratic Athens by an express provision of the law and com
mitted regularly by the dramatist's contemporaries in the happy
belief that by so doing they were serving simultaneously the gods,
the state and their own interests. Robertson has not thought out the
implications of his argument, and it is instructive to observe that
this interpretation of the play, which is still the most generally ac
cepted, breaks down on a point of the same nature as the conventional
interpretation of the Oresteia (p. 2 70) . In both cases the moral issue
has been isolated from its social context. The influence of private
property on the morals of the proprietors raises issues which con
temporary critics are instinctively reluctant to explore, and so they
"cannot believe" it is fundamental. To ..£schylus, however, living
in the heyday of ancient democracy, the subjection of women was
not only just, but preferable to the liberty which they had formerly
enjoyed. In all stages of society the prevailing code of morals is at
once a reflection and a justification of the established social order.
The reason why the Egyptians regarded marriage with one's sister
as right and proper is simply that in Egypt private ownership had
developed in such a way as to make such marriages expedient ; and
in the case of ..£schylus the social basis of his moral judgments is
exceptionally clear, because he himself was conscious of it. The work
of such a poet necessarily presents difficulties to those who have not
analysed their own relation to contemporary society.
The extant evidence is insufficient to indicate more than the outlines
of the remainder of the trilogy ; but, if our interpretation of the
first play is correct, the conclusion to which the drama is tending is
already fairly clear. The murder of the bridegrooms probably took
place in the second play, and the trial in the third. A few lines from
a speech by Aphrodite in the Danaides have been preserved :
The pure Sky yearns with love to wound the Earth,
The loving Earth yearns likewise to be wed,

XV I I
PROMETHEIA

RO�ETHEus, it was once said, is the patron saint of the prole

P tariat.

It was Prometheus who bestowed on man the gift of fire, which he
had brought down from the sun stored in a fennel stalk. That is the
primitive nucleus of the myth, which can be traced in this or similar
forms all over the world. It is a genuine folk-memory of the earliest
and one of the most revolutionary steps in the advancement of ma
terial technique, Its significance in this respect has been well described
by Gordon Childe.
In the comparatively short evolutionary history documented
by fossil remains, man has not improved his inherited equipment
by bodily changes detectable in his skeleton. Yet he has been able
to adjust himself to a greater range of environments than almost
any other creature, to multiply infinitely faster than any other near
relative among the higher mammals, and to beat the polar bear,
the hare, the hawk, and the tiger at their special tricks. Through
his control of fire and the skill to make clothes and houses, man can,
and does, live and thrive from the Arctic Circle to the Equator.
In the trains and cars he builds, man can outstrip the fleetest hare
or ostrich. In aeroplanes he can mount higher than the eagle, and
with telescopes see farther than the hawk. With firearms he can lay
low animals that a tiger dare not tackle. But fire, clothes, houses,
trains, aeroplanes, telescopes and guns are not, we must repeat,
part of man's body. He can leave them and lay them a side at will.
They are not inherited in the biological sense, but the skill needed
for their production and use is part of our social heritage, the result
of a tradition accumulated over many generations, and transmitted,
not in the blood, but through speech and writing.
In the myth of Prometheus, the first of these technical advances
became a symbol for the rest. Fire stands for the material basis of
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civilisation. That is the one constant element in the myth. The others
vary, because this myth has a history of its own, being continuously
reinterpreted and adapted to new developments in the process of
which it is a symbol. The higher stages of that process were conditio
nal, as we have seen, on the division of society into economically
unequal classes - into those that performed the actual labour of
production and those that enjoyed the wealth and leisure thus pro
duced. This division created, among the rulers, the need to justify
their privileged position, and, among the ruled, a sense of frustration
springing from the perception that their own wealth and leisure had
not kept pace with the increasing productivity of their work. The
primitive form of the myth, which simply registered the pride of the
community in the success of its collective struggle against its material
environment, was no longer adequate, because out of the struggle
between man and Nature had now emerged the struggle between
man and man. Accordingly, it was complicated and elaborated.
The peasants of Hesiod were hungry and oppressed. Why were
they condemned to toil so hard and enjoy so little ? Because man had
sinned against his masters. Once the human race had lived in hap
piness without sickness or labour or the need to win their bread in
the sweat of their brows. That was the Reign of Kronos, when the
untilled earth had brought forth of itself abundance of good things,
which all men enjoyed in common ; and in those days, of course,
they had possessed the gift of fire. This happy state of things was
brought to an end through the culpability of Prometheus, who, at
a banquet of the gods, tried to cheat Zeus of the special portion which
was his due. In punishment for this offence Zeus deprived man of
fire. Prometheus replied by stealing it from heaven and restoring it
to man. Zeus then impaled him on a rock, where he was tormented
by an eagle, which visited him daily to devour his liver, until he was
released by Herakles. Meanwhile, the human race remained in pos
session of the gift of fire, but to it was added another gift - Pandora
and her box, which, when the lid was removed, let loose over the
world labour, sorrow, sickness and a multitude of plagues. And so,
Hesiod tells his listeners, had it not been for Prometheus, who provo
ked the gods into withholding from men their means of living, "you
would have been able to do easily in a day enough work to keep
you for a year, to hang up your rudder in the chimney corner, and
let your fields run to waste. "
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Thus, for the peasants of Hesiod, Prometheus, the pioneer in
man's conquest of nature, has been degraded to the level of a com
mon malefactor. Material progress has been complicated by the
class struggle in such a way that for them, instead of enlarging, it
has diminished the sum of human happiness. Such was the form
which the myth had assumed under the aristocracy. But that form
was not final any more than the aristocracy itsel£
The story of Prometheus is not mentioned in the Homeric poems,
nor, so far as we know, was it treated in choral lyric. It was not the
sort of story to appeal to members of the aristocracy. In our records,
its next exponent after Hesiod is £schylus himself; but, while his
version was doubtless to a large extent his own creation, it contains
certain structural features which clearly have their roots in the mysti
cal teaching of the Orphics. At the beginning of the trilogy, Pro
metheus describes himself as banished from the company of the gods
and as about to endure an agony that will last thousands of years ;
throughout the first play his torments are described with reference
to the idea of Ananke or Necessity ; at the end of it he is hurled
down into Hades, whence, at the opening of the second, he has
been brought up again to earth ; and, finally, after his penance
has lasted for a total period of 30,000 years, he is readmitted to
Olympus. This is the Orphic Wheel of Necessity - the cycle that leads
the soul from divinity to birth and death and thence back to divinity.
In the words of Empedokles :
There is an oracle of Necessity, an ordinance of the gods, ancient,
eternal and sealed by broad oaths, that whenever one of the daimo
nes, whose portion is length of days, has sinfully stained his hands
with blood or followed strife or forsworn himself, he shall be ban
ished from the abodes of the blessed for thrice ten thousand seas:>ns,
being born throughout the time in all manner of mortal shapes,
exchanging one toilsome path for another . . . . One of these am I
now, an exile and a wanderer from the gods, because I put my
trust in insensate strife.
Alas, unhappy race of men, bitterly unblest, such are the groans
and struggles from which ye have been born !
But at the last they app�ar among mankind as prophets, poets,
physicians and princes ; and thence they arise as gods, exalted in
honour, sharing with the other gods a common hearth and table,
free from the miseries of mortality, without part therein, untroubled.
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Set against this background, the sufferings of the JEschylean Pro
metheus appear as the sufferings of man himself, cast down from
heaven into misery and death but destined to rise again.
The cults of Prometheus were few and insignificant. At Athens, he
was worshipped in the Academy together with Athena and Hephais
tos, who were also closely associated with the handicrafts that man
had learnt from his control of fire. All three were honoured with
torch races, run by the lpheboi from some point outside the city to
one of the altars within it with the object of renewing the sacred fire.
In origin, these races were probably ordeals of initiation, like the
foot-races at Olympia.
Prometheus was delivered by Herakles, a figure far more promi
nent both in myth and cult, and far too complex to be discussed in
detail here. He was a son of Zeus by Alkmene, a descendant of lo,
and he was sent into the world to clear it of primeval monsters for
the benefit of man. The last of his labours was a descent into Hades,
for which he prepared himself by initiation at Eleusis, and after it
he ascended into heaven and received in marriage Hera's daughter,
Hebe. Here, too, we can discern traces of the mystical sequence of
strife, death, and deification.
Turning to the Prometheus Bound, the first question that we ask
ourselves is, where does the poet intend our sympathies to lie as
between the two antagonists ? It is a vital question, because the
answer to it necessarily reveals so much both in the poet and his
critics. If modern readers of the play have given sharply divergent
answers to this question, it is not, as we shall see, because there is any
ambiguity in the play itself, but because, on an issue so crucial as
that of rebellion against the established order, they have been forced
to disclose their own attitude to contemporary society. Thus, Mahaffy
expressed himself as follows :
Despotic sovereignty was the Greek's ideal for himself, and most
nations have thought it not only reconcilable with, but conformable
to, the dignity of the great Father who rules the world. No Athe
nian, however he sympathised with Prometheus, would think of
blaming him for asserting his power and crushing all resistance to
his will.
What Mahaffy has done is to shut his eyes to the democratic tradi
tion and to present as the Greek's ideal for himself Mahaffy's ideal
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for himself- the ideal of the Anglo-Irish aristocracy, as formulated
by another member of the same class, Edmund Burke :
Good order is the foundation of all good things. To be enabled
to acquire, the people, without being .servile, must be tractable and
obedient. The magistrate must have his reverence, the laws their
authority. The body of the people must not find the principles of
natural subordination by art rooted out of their minds. They must
respect that property of which they cannot partake. They must
labour to obtain what by labour can be obtained ; and, when they
find, as they commonly do, the success disproportioned to the en
deavour, they must be taught their consolation in the final propor
tions of eternal justice.
I still remember my dismay, when, after reading the play for the
first time at school, I was asked to accept Mahaffy's view, and the
comfort I derived from Shelley's reassuring words : "But in truth I
was averse from a catastrophe so feeble as that of reconciling the
Champion with the Oppressor of mankind. " Later we shall examine
Shelley's treatment of the myth, and see where and why it differed
from the JEschylean ; but, so far as the first play of the trilogy is con
cerned, Shelley's intuition was sound - there Zeus is the "oppressor
of mankind" and their champion's "perfidious adversary." And the
reason why Shelley came nearer to the truth than classical scholars,
who have studied the evidence far more closely than he did, is that
Shelley was, like JEschylus himself, what they never were - a revo
lutionary poet.
Zeus is a tyrant and his rule is a tyranny. We learn this from his
own ministers, who are proud of it ( I O) ; from Prometheus, who
denounces it (2 38, 32 1 , 373, 762, 782, 94 1 , 974, 988-90, 1 028) ; from
the Ocean Nymphs, who deplore it (20 1 ) ; and from the God of
Ocean, who is resigned to it (326) . The fact is incontestable, and the
only question is how the dramatist intended his audience to in
terpret it.
The history of the tyranny at Athens has been reviewed in an
earlier chapter, where we saw how the progressive character of its
opening phase became obscured in retrospect by the reactionary
tendencies which it subsequently developed (p. 85) . We also saw that,
when the Athenians had to face a Persian landing at Marathon, the
exiled Hippias was on the Persian side ; and, even after the Persian
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menace had been removed, Athenian democrats found it necessary
to remain constantly on their guard against the danger that some
influential aristocrat, a Miltiades or an Alkibiades, might make a
bid for the position which Hippias had lost. The result was that, in
the fifth century at Athens, there grew up a traditional conception
of the tyrant, endowed with all the qualities which the people had
experienced in Hippias ; and eventually, owing partly to similar
experiences elsewhere and partly to the dominant influence exercised
by Attic writers in the development of thought, this tradition became
fixed. Thus, Herodotus describes the tyrant as irresponsible, with a
dangerous tendency towards pride, suspicions of his best citizens, and,
above all, violent, a ravisher of women. Similar arguments are repeat
ed by Theseus in his dispute with the herald from Argos in the
Suppliants of Euripides. The tyrant is a law to himself; he cuts off his
leading citizens as he might the tallest ears of corn (in accordance
with the advice which, so Herodotus tells us, was actually given by
one tyrant to another) ; and, lastly, parents cannot safeguard their
daughters from his violence.
The tragedians were naturally quick to turn this tradition to dra
matic advantage. In the Antigone, for example, the heroine bitterly
declares that one of the privileges of the tyranny is to do and say
what it likes ; and in the Persians Atossa raises her defeated son above
the reach of popular reproach with the significant reminder that he
is not responsible to his people. In the CEdipus Tyrannus, as Sheppard
has shown, the character of the king is thrown into ominous relief
by a number of such allusions, which, though for the most part
implicit, were readily appreciated by an audience made familiar
with such technique by iEschylus.
The ministers whom Zeus has appointed to escort Prometheus to
his place of confinement are Might and Violence, the one signifying
his power, the other the method by which he exercises it. lJe is described
as harsh (202, 340) , as irresponsible (340) , as unconstitutional,
acknowledging no laws but his own, a law to himself { 1 59, 4 1 9, 202-3) ;
he is suspicious of his friends - a feature described expressly as
characteristic of the tyrant (240-1 ) ; implacable and impervious to
persuasion (34, 1 99 - 2 0 1 , 349) ; and, above all, in his treatment of
lo, he reveals his violence (76 1 -3) . The brutality of this episode is
not, as in the Suppliants, veiled in lyric poetry ; on the contrary, the
poet seems to be at pains to fill his audience, like his own Oceanids,
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with abhorrence. Zeus tried first persuasion and then threats t o bend
the unhappy girl to his will. This is the method Prometheus expected
of him, and it is typical of the tyrant. Hence there can be no question
where the sympathies of an Athenian audience must have lain -or,
indeed, of any popular audience - when Prometheus breaks off his
prediction of lo's future agonies with the impassioned cry ( 76 1 ) :
You see how he behaves
To all the same, inhuman, brutal tyrant.
In view of this evidence, it is fairly clear that those critics who can
pass judgment against the hero who has dared to rebel against this
heartless despotism have been influenced by factors independent of
the dramatist's intention.
The characterisation of Prometheus is more complex. In the
opening scene, the sinister figure of Violence eyes the prisoner in
silence. Might assails him with insults as he spurs Hephaistos to the
task of binding him, but does not address him directly till he flings
at him his parting taunt (82-7 ) . Hephaistos alone is filled with
compassion. He recognises his crime, by which indeed, as god of fire,
he has been particularly affected ; yet he forgets his own loss in sym
pathy for the sufferer. Prometheus is silent.
The compassion of Hephaistos is that of kin for kin ( 1 4, 39) . The
same feeling prompts the visit of the Ocean Nymphs ( 1 30- 1 ) and is
professed by their father Ocean (305-6) , who counsels moderation,
but with an underlying subservience to authority that marks him as a
type of the trimmer or conformer � and Prometheus dismisses him
with politely veiled contempt. The Ocean Nymphs have said nothing
in the presence of their father, but after his departure they are forced
to confess that with them, too, sympathy is tempered with disapproval.
So far the indignation of Prometheus has been controlled ; but during
his discourse with lo we feel the anger rising in him, and, when his
enemy's victim is carried away in a sudden agony of pain, the reaction
is immediate. The Nymphs, horrified and terrified, bow down in
helpless submission. Prometheus, on the other hand, hurls at his
antagonist a speech of reckless denunciation and defiance. Yet he
does not forfeit our sympathy, because this change of attitude cor
responds to our own reaction to the brutality of Zeus manifested in
the spectacle of lo. The Nymphs remonstrate, but he is deaf to their
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appeals. Hermes arrives with a peremptory demand that he shall
reveal the secret with which he threatens his master's supremacy ;
yet even Hermes, when he perceives the prisoner's state of mind,
joins with the Nymphs in a sincere attempt to reason with him. But
Prometheus, who received the insults of Might in silence, himself
assails Hermes with insults ; and in dramatic fulfilment of his own
prayer ( 1 6 1 -8, r n83-6) he is cast into the pit of Tartarus. The ambiva
lent effect of the last scene on the audience is faithfully reflected in
the attitude of the Chorus, who, while disapproving as strongly as
Hermes of the prisoner's lack of restraint, nevertheless refuse to desert
him.
Thus, the play ends in a deadlock. The ruler of the gods is a
tyrant, the champion of mankind has been reproved by his own
friends for exceeding the bounds of moderation. The wrath of Zeus
is a disease, and the unrestraint of Prometheus is a disease. This
metaphor, which is of course intended to suggest the hope of a cure
to come, recurs again and again throughout the play. The world is
out of joint, and only a change in both antagonists can set it right.
While insisting on the tyrannical nature of the rule of Zeus, lEschy
lus is careful to impress on us at the outset, and to remind us repeatedly,
that his power is new. He is displaying the world not as it is now but
as it was in the beginning. In the course of 30,000 years, taught by
experience, the adversaries will be reconciled. So we are told, early
in the play, by Prometheus himself, whose vision is as yet unclouded
by passion (206-8) . Later, forgetting his own prophecy, he can
foresee nothing in store for his enemy but destruction (939-59) ; but
the truth re-emerges in his final altercation with Hermes ( r n u - 1 4) .
Reminded of his lost bliss, Prometheus inadvertently utters a cry
of grief- "Ah me !" - of which Hermes is quick to take advantage :
"Ah me !" - that is a cry unknown to Zeus.
At the mention of his enemy, Prometheus recovers himself:
Time, as he grows old, will teach everything.
But again Hermes is ready with his retort :
Yes, you have yet to learn where wisdom lies.
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With this allusion to the doctrine o f wisdom through suffering, the
scattered hints of an impending change in both antagonists are
significantly brought together at the end of the play.
It is clear, therefore, that in the sequel both antagonists will learn
by experience ; but of course that is very far from saying that Pro
metheus ought not to have done what he has done. It is true that,
when they hear of his theft of fire, the Oceanids exclaim, shocked
by his audacity, that he has sinned ; but, if so, it is a sin which has
saved humanity from annihilation, and, if any further doubt remain
as to the dramatist's attitude on this point, it is dispelled by the hero's
narration of the consequences of his sin for the destiny of man (458522) :
Now listen to the sufferings of mankind,
In whom, once speechless, senseless, like an infant,
I have implanted the faculty of reason . . .
At first, with eyes to see, they saw in vain,
With ears to hear, heard nothing, groping through
Their lives in a dreamlike stupor, with no skill
In carpentry or brickmaking, like ants
Burrowing in holes, unpractised in the si� : is
Of blossom, fruit and frost, from hand to mouth
Struggling improvidently, until I
Chartered the intricate orbits of the stars ;
Invented number, that most exquisite
Instrument, and the alphabet, the tool
Of history and chronicle of their progress ;
Tamed the wild beasts to toil in pack and harness
And yoked the prancing mounts of opulence,
Obedient to the rein, in chariots ;
Constructed wheelless vehicles with linen
Wings to carry them over the trackless ocean .
And yet more matter is there to admire
In the resource of my imagination,
And this above all. When sickness struck them down,
Having no herbal therapy to dispense
In salves and potions, their strength neglected ran
To waste in moping ignorance, till I
Compounded for them gentle mt>dicines
To arm them in the war against disease . . .
And last, who else can hnast to have unlocked
_
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The earth's rich subterranean treasure-houses
Of iron, copper, bronze, silver and gold ?
That is my record. You have it in a word :
Prometheus founded all the arts of man.
All this, as the details of the passage show, belongs to the tradition
of the Pythagoreans - the same tradition which we have illustrated
from Hippokrates' account of the origin of medicine (p. 202) ; and
the striking thing about it is its bold materialism. This combination
of materialism with mysticism, which we have already noticed in the
work of JEschylus, was evidently characteristic of the early Pythago
reans. We find it again in Empedokles, whose preoccupation with the
revival of magical practices and beliefs did not prevent him from
making solid contributions to science. How the Pythagoreans recon
ciled these two sides to their teaching, we do not know ; but it seems
clear that, while the first was derived from the Orphic movement,
of which their own was an offshoot, they owed the second to their
political activity in the initial stage of the democratic revolution ;
and from them it was transmitted through Hippokrates and the
sophists to Demokritos and Epicurus.
The mystical form in which JEschylus has clothed this tradition
does not disguise its essential significance - on the contrary, the myth
itself has been reinterpreted so as to throw into relief the underlying
doctrine that progress is the outcome of conflict. If Prometheus has
erred, it is because es irrt der Mensch solang' er strebt. The champions
of a new order offend inevitably against the old. If Prometheus has
to suffer, it is because man himself has suffered in the course of his
advancement. Without suffering he would have lacked the stimulus
to invention. The truth which both JEschylus and Hippokrates, in
different ways, were seeking to express was one that had been grasped
in practice by primitive man from the earliest stages of his history
and was eventually formulated by Epicurus in the words :
Human nature was taught much by the sheer force of circum
stances, and these lessons were taken over by human reason, refined
and supplemented.
The view of human progress expressed by JEschylus is therefore not
far removed from the position of modern dialectical materialism :
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Until w e acquire knowledge o f the laws o f nature, which exist
and act independently of our mind, we are slaves of "blind neces
sity." When we acquire knowledge of them, we acquire mastery of
nature.
Intelligence, the gift of Prometheus, had made man free, because it
had enabled him to comprehend, and so to control, the laws of na
ture. Freedom consists in the understanding of necessity.
The Prometheus contains very little action ; yet it is intensely drama
tic. Technically, it is the most accomplished of the extant plays, and
shows that by the end of his life lEschylus had become an absolute
master of his craft. It is therefore worth examining in some detail
from this point of view.
The play contains three marked pauses. The first is at the end of
the pdrodos (208) after Prometheus' first prediction of the future,
which carries us, without revealing the intermediate steps, to the
ultimate reconciliation, and at the same time lets fall the first allusion
to his secret. The second comes· at the end of the second episode
(54 1 ) , where he declines to reveal this secret, which, we are now told,
is to be the means of his deliverance. And the third comes at the
end of the next episode (9 1 2) , after he has predicted the actual com
ing of his deliverer. These pauses divide the play into four movements.
In the first, Prometheus is nailed to the rock ; in the second he relates
the past history of gods and men ; in the third he predicts the future ;
in the fourth he is cast into Tartarus.
Each of these movements has an internal structure of its own.
Each falls into three parts, except the third, which falls into two
such sets of three. Further, in each set of three, there is an organic
relation between the first and third parts, the second being in the
nature of a digression or development. Thus, in the first movement,
Prometheus is punished by his enemies ; he delivers his soliloquy ;
and he is visited by his friends, the Ocean Nymphs. In the second,
he relates the story of the war among the gods and his own services
to Zeus ; he is interrupted by the visit of the God of Ocean ; and he
proceeds to relate his services to man. In the first part of the third
movement, lo appears and entreats him to reveal her future ; at the
request of the Oceanids she tells the story of her past ; and then, after
predicting her wanderings as far as the borders of Asia, Prometheus
hints at the fall of Zeus and his own deliverance. In the second part,
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he continues his prophecy as far as her destination in Egypt ; then,
in proof of his veracity, he reverts to her past (thus completing
her own account) ; and, finally, he predicts her ultimate fate and the
coming of his deliverer. In the fourth movement, he alludes once
again, more openly, to his secret, which, he now declares, will effect
his enemy's downfall ; the emissary of Zeus seeks in vain to extort his
secret from him ; and Prometheus is cast into Tartarus.
Now turn to the choral odes, which are integral links in this deve
lopment. In the parodos, the Oceanids offer the sympathy of the gods
( 1 69-70) : Prometheus goes on to relate his services to the gods.
In the first stdsimon (4 1 3-5 1 ) they sing of the compassion of mankind :
Prometheus relates his services to humanity. In the second stdsimon
(4 1 3-5 1 ) they sing of the helplessness of man and contrast his present
state with the happiness of his wedding day : lo appears, helpless
mortal persecuted by a brutal suitor (765-6) . The theme of the third
stdsimon (9 1 3-38) is wisdom ; and this prepares us for the final scene,
in which they join with Hermes in an appeal to the sufferer to follow
the course of wisdom.
Thus, the subject of the first movement is the binding of Pro
metheus - the present ; of the second, the history of the past ; of the
third, the destiny of lo and the birth of Herakles - the future ; and
the fourth movement, with its increase of the penalty, balances the
first. Yet, throughout the play, these threads of present, past and fu
ture are interwoven with such skill that at each turning-point our
attention is thrown with increasing emphasis on the future. The
opening speech of Might ends with a declaration that Prometheus
must be taught by suffering to accept the tyranny of Zeus ( 1 0-1 1 )
while the speech of Hephaistos which follows ends with a suggestion
that the tyrant himself, in course of time, will change his ways (35) ;
and both these themes will be developed in the parodos ( 1 80-20 1 ) .
I n the middle of his task Hephaistos utters the impassioned cry,
"Alas, Prometheus ! it is for you I weep" (66) . The retort of Might
comes at the close of the scene, where our attention is redirected to
the future (85-7) :
We called you God of Foresight. It's a lie.
Now you need ·all your fores"ght for yourself
To shuffle off this masterly work of art.
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And again this parting insult will be answered at the end of the
first movement, where we are permitted a glimpse of the final recon
ciliation, welcomed by both antagonists (202-8) .
We are brought back abruptly to the past (209) . At the request of
the Nymphs, who entreat him to "reveal all things," Prometheus
reluctantly begins his exposition. Later, shocked by his audacity,
the Nymphs are anxious to change the subject (277-8) ; but now it
is Prometheus who insists on continuing, urging them to listen to
his revelation of the future (288-g) . Then comes the interlude - the
visit of the God of Ocean. After his departure the exposition is resum
ed, leading to the end of the second movement, where, eagerly
questioned about the secret to which he alluded at the end of the
first, Prometheus draws back, refusing to disclose it (538-4 1 ) :
No, think of other things. The time to speak
Of that is still far distant. It must be hidden.
That is my secret, which if closely kept
Contains my sure hope of deliverance.
To resume, we have seen that the opening speeches of the play
ended by directing our attention to the future, thus anticipating the
close of the binding scene and the climax at the end of the first
movement, the last speech of the pdrodos. The second movement began
by taking us back into the past ; but at the end of the first of its three
parts and still more intently at the end of the third we looked once
again to the future. Then comes the lo scene, so divided as to throw
the future into still greater prominence : future, past, future ; future,
past, future. Hence the tremendous effect, like a goal to which the
whole exposition has been straining, of the prophecy of the coming
of Herakles (897--9) , which, again, is abruptly broken off, and then
crowned at the opening of the last movement (939-59) by the comple
tion of that other motive, the fatal secret, which marked the culmina
tion of the first movement and again of the second. The narrations
and predictions of Prometheus have been handled with such artistic
mastery of the material as to concentrate at the end of the play our
whole attention on the sequel.
That sequel has been lost, but some important fragments of the
second play, the Prometheus Unbound, have survived.
The play began with the entry of the Chorus of Titans. Many
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thousands of years have elapsed, giving time for many changes, on.
earth and in heaven. Prometheus is still chained to his rock, but he
has been restored from Tartarus to the light of day. The Titai1S
describe their voyage from the banks of Ocean, where the Sun waters
his horses after their day's labour, to the borders of Europe and Asia.
They are brothers of Prometheus - bound to him therefore by ties
closer than those which wrung compassion from Hephaistos and
brought the God of Ocean and his daughters to his solitary rock.
In the war against Kronos they had sided with the old order, and for
this offence Zeus cast them, with Kronos, into Tartarus. They have
now been released ; and Kronos, too, we may presume, in accordance
with the tradition, has been removed to his new home in the Islands
of the Blest. Zeus has learnt to temper his power with mercy. No
doubt the Titans recount these events to their brother. They can
hardly fail to make a deep impression on him ; but, as at the begin
ning of the first play, Prometheus is silent.
His opening words have survived in a Latin translation by Cicero.
He appeals to them to bear witness to his agony. Pierced by cruel
bonds and tormented by the eagle whose coming Hermes had predict
ed, he longs for the death which is denied to him. The speech is as
notable for the speaker's absorption in physical pain as his speeches
in the first play are notable for his indifference to it. There is not a
word of his deliverer, not a word of his secret. And he longs to die.
In the first play, which represented a time when the will of Zeus
had been weaker than the Moirai (53 1-4) , he had dared Zeus to
do his worst, defiantly declaring that he was fated not to die ( 1 086) .
Now he laments that he is being kept alive by the will of Zeus himself.
The implication is that during the interval Zeus and the Moirai have
come together. The old and the new are being reconciled.
The ensuing scenes must have acquainted the audience with the
changes that have taken place in the interval between the two plays ;
but it is likely that on this occasion the narrator is not Prometheus
himself, who is hardly in a position to know what has happened,
but the Titans, who, we may suppose, relate for their brother's
benefit both the advances which Zeus has made in the consolidation
of his power and the mercy he has begun to extend to his former
enemies. In the first play we learnt that, but for the intervention of
Prometheus, Zeus would have destroyed the human race ; but we
may be certain that any such intention has been abandoned, because,
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as w e shall see, the greatest o f his sons is shortly t o b e sent down to
earth for the improvement of their lot. Thus, if Prometheus remains
obdurate, his motive can no longer be fear for the future of mankind :
it can only be resentment for past wrongs. And if the Titans proceed
to advise their brother to prepare the way for his own release by sur
rendering the secret which Zeus demands of him, appealing, like the
God of Ocean, for wisdom and restraint (32 5-6) , their advice, unlike
his, will not be ignoble : they will urge him to submit to his old enemy,
not merely because he rules the world, but because he now rules it
well. Nor can Prometheus reply, as he did to the Oceanids, that
advice comes ill from those who are not themselves in trouble (2 798 1 ) , because his brothers' sufferings have been hardly less terrible
than his own. Yet, in view of further evidence, we must, I think,
assume that Prometheus rejects their appeal. He cannot yet bring
himself, by revealing his secret before his release, to "unsay his high
language."
In the Medicean manuscript of JEschylus, the list of dramatis
personf/J prefixed to the Prometheus Bound includes the names of Ge,
the Goddess of Earth, and Herakles. As it is known that Herakles
appeared in the Prometheus Unbound, it is generally agreed that both
names have been inserted by mistake from another list, which gave
the characters of the second play or of the two plays together.
The Goddess of Earth was traditionally regarded as the most
ancient and in some ways the most august of the divinities of Greece 
the origin of all things into which all things return, and the fountain
of all wisdom, from whom all prophets, divine and human, drew
their inspiration. And she was the mother of Prometheus. It was to
her that he appealed in his opening soliloquy and again at the end
of the first play to bear witness to his wrongs. From her he learnt the
destined course of the war in heaven, and at her advice he took the
part of Zeus. It was she who foretold to him the coming of his deliv
erer, and it was she who imparted to him his secret.
It has already been noted how in the first play both Hephaistos
and the God of Ocean stressed their kinship with the prisoner, and
how at the beginning of the second he is visited by still closer kinsmen,
the sons of Earth. Their visit is followed by a visit from the Goddess
of Earth herself, which will thus mark the culmination of a motive
introduced at the beginning of the trilogy. And we may infer that
her purpose is similar to theirs - to offer him her sympathy, and at
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the same time to urge upon him the wisdom of submission. The
voice of his mother is now added to the entreaties of the rest of his
kin, beseeching him to soften his obduracy and remove the bar to
his deliverance.
His secret is this. If Zeus unites with Thetis, she will bear him a son
who will overthrow him. Now, in the tradition recorded by later
writers, Zeus was actually in pursuit of Thetis when the revelation
of the secret deterred him. Thus, the situation is highly dramatic.
Prometheus has only to hold out a little longer, and the downfall
of his enemy is assured. On the other hand, his mother pleads with
him to submit, before it is too late, not merely in order to effect his
own release, but to prevent the fall of Zeus, who, no longer the vin
dictive tyrant who sought the extinction of the human race, has
already, in the birth of Herakles, taken them under his care. Pro
metheus is asked, not to quail before his adversary, but to sacrifice
his pride for the sake of that very race for which he has already sacri
ficed far more.
With regard to the actual manner of the revelation, it should be
observed that, since the Goddess of Earth is as well acquainted with
the secret as Prometheus himself, all she requires is his permission
to divulge it. There is no need for it to pass his lips. And, further,
if she is intent on such a mission, she will take advantage of the oc
casion to urge Zeus to deliver Prometheus in return for his own
deliverance. And what more influential mediator could be found than
the goddess who is the author of the being of Zeus himself, as of all
created beings, who helped him to his supremacy, who is, moreover,
the personification of Right ?
It is at this point, I believe, that Prometheus yields : but one further
agony awaits him. After his mother's departure, he hears a rush of
wings. We remember the alarm in which he awaited the coming of
the Ocean Nymphs, and how they hastened to reassure him. This
time his fears are well-founded. The eagle is returning to its feast.
Prometheus bends his gaze in the direction from which it is approach
ing. From the opposite direction appears a warrior, armed with bow
and spear and clad in the famous lion skin. He draws his bow and,
with a prayer to Apollo, whose gift it is, he shoots the eagle down.
Recognising his deliverer, Prometheus greets him as "a hated father's
son beloved," and we may suppose that he followed up this greeting
with an appeal to Herakles to release him from bondage in accordance
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with his destiny. Herakles, however, who has now learnt who the
sufferer is, may well be reluctant to assist his father's inveterate
enemy. Prometheus will then explain that he has already removed
the main obstacle to their reconciliation, and will doubtless recall
the services which he rendered many centuries before to his ancestress
on that very spot. Moreover, he can direct him on his travels and
foretell what the future holds in store for him when his labours are
at an end. He is now eager to let flow the fount of prophecy, which
he unsealed so reluctantly to lo, if only his own request is granted
in return. Herakles "pities the suppliant." Prometheus is to predict
his future, and in return Herakles will release him. An arrangement
of this kind, parallel to the bargain struck by Prometheus with lo
and the Oceanids (804- u ) , would enable the dramatist to reserve
the climax of the actual release for the end of the scene.
The surviving fragments suffice to show that, just as the wanderings
of lo covered the eastern and southern limits of the world, so those
of Herakles will extend to the north and west. The two prophecies
are complementary, embracing the whole surface of the earth. In
particular, we know from other sources that it was Prometheus who
directed Herakles to the Garden of the Hesperides and instructed
him how to get the Golden Apples with the help of Atlas, to whom
we were introduced in the first play. We also know that in the second
the dramatist explained the origin of the constellation called the
Kneeling Herakles. During his fight with the Ligurians on his way
to the Hesperides, the hero's weapons gave out and he was forced
to his knees. This means that Prometheus predicted that, in memory
of this encounter, the image of Herakles, like that of other departed
heroes, would be set after his death among the stars. That being so,
the prophecy can hardly have ended with the quest of the Golden
Apples, or even with the last of the hero's labours, the descent into
Hades, without some allusion to his final destiny - his ascent into
Heaven. It must have been carried to its proper conclusion in the
deification of the hero, in harmony with the prediction to lo, which
concluded with his birth.
Prometheus has now fulfilled his part of the agreement ; it remains
for Herakles to fulfil his. The hero mounts the rock and shatters the
handiwork of Hephaistos.
We still await the result of Earth's mission to Zeus, and we also
remember that at the close of the first play Zeus declared through
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the medium of his emissary that the sufferings of Prometheus could
not end until he found another god to surrender his immortality
in his stead ( 1 0 5 8-6 1 ) . It is possible, therefore, that Hermes reappears.
He announces first of all that the mediation of Earth has been
successful. With the revelation of the secret the cause of offence has
been removed, although, for reasons which will appear immediately,
it is probable that the formal reconciliation has still to be effected.
Further, it is possible that Zeus transfers part of his displeasure to
his son, who, as predicted of him, has delivered the prisoner without
the Father's consent ( 7 9 7 ) . Herakles is said to have bound himself
with olive - probably in allusion to the olive planted by Athena
in the Academy at Athens ; and the motive for this act appears to
have been his desire to avert his father's anger by binding himself
vicariously on the prisoner's behalf. This point is dramatically
important, because it provides a starting-point for the third play.
In the regular manner of the trilogy, one difficulty is solved by the
creation of another. Finally, the prisoner must find a substitute.
At this point Herakles comes forward and explains that he has
accidentally wounded the Centaur, Cheiron, who, suffering in
curable pain, longs to die, but cannot : let him, therefore, relinquish
his immortality in place of Prometheus. His offer accepted, Herakles
departs, with the blessings of all present, to fulfil the remainder of
his historic destiny.
If we consider the situation in which the dramatist has left us, we
see that, just as in the first play the prophecy to lo raised an expecta
tion which has only been satisfied by its fulfilment in the second 
namely, the coming of Herakles - the prophecy to Herakles has now
raised an expectation no less far-reaching, his deification ; and our
minds will not be at rest until we are assured that this, too, has been
realised. It is therefore difficult to resist the conclusion that the plot
of the third play was concerned, not merely with the readmission of
Prometheus to Olympus, but with the future of Herakles. The
destinies of the two heroes have become interlocked, and at the close
of the second play our interest has been transferred in some measure
to the latter.
Before leaving the Prometheus Unbound, let us compare its structure,
so far as it can be recovered, with that of the Prometheus Bound.
The silence of Prometheus at the opening of the first play is balanced
by his silence at the opening of the second ; the visit of the God of
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Ocean i n the first by the visit o f the Goddess o f Earth i n the second ;
the Daughters of Ocean, the chorus of the first play, by the Sons
of Earth, the chorus of the second ; the wanderings of lo in the east
and south by the wanderings of her descendant in the north and
west ; the prophecy of the birth of the great benefactor of mankind
by the prophecy of his deification. Thus, it appears that the two
plays were constructed with that organic symmetry which the study
of his other work has led us to expect.
The third play was entitled Prometheus the Fire-bearer. This epithet
probably refers to the torch which Pausanias saw (mistaking it for
a sceptre) in the right hand of the archaic image of Prometheus in
the Academy, where, as already noted, the god was worshipped as
one of the three divinities who had taught man the use of fire
and were honoured with annual torch races.
We have already made some progress with the conclusion of the
trilogy. In the first place, Prometheus is a suppliant, seeking re
admission to Olympus. In the Oresteia, the suppliant was saved by the
intervention of Athena, the goddess of wisdom and patroness of the
city which claimed to uphold that virtue among men. The same
goddess had an ancient connection with Prometheus. We are told
that Prometheus assisted at her birth, when she sprang fully armed
from the head of Zeus, and that the two collaborated in the creation
of mankind. But above all Prometheus was granted a place in the
Academy - an honour which he could not have won without the
goddess's consent. Of the three fire gods, we made the acquaintance
of the two elder at the opening of the trilogy, and I believe,
therefore, that in the conclusion we were introduced to the youngest
and greatest of the three. It is she who reconciles Prometheus with
her father and invests him with the human honours that are his
due.
Before his descent into Hades, Herakles visited Eleusis with the
intention of becoming an initiate, but he was unable to behold the
mysteries until he had been cleansed of the blood of the Centaurs :
accordingly, he was purified at Agra and then initiated. We are also
told that the Lesser Mysteries of Agra were founded by Demeter for
the express purpose of purifying Herakles after the slaughter of the
Centaurs. These traditions, preserved by Apollodoros and Diodoros,
relate to iEschylus's birthplace. They must have been known to him,
and it is extremely probable that they were derived by the later
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writers from him. It appears, therefore, that here again the poet was
working with an ulterior purpose - namely, the inception at the end
of the trilogy of another and far more important feature of Athenian
ritual, the Lesser Mysteries of Demeter.
The agony of lo was due in part to the jealousy of Hera, and her
descendant suffered much from the same cause. Ultimately, however,
when Herakles was admitted to Olympus, he was reconciled with
Hera and received in marriage her own daughter, Hebe, the goddess
of eternal youth. Furthermore, if the marriage of Herakles and Hebe
signifies the reconciliation of Hera with the House of lo, it signifies
just as clearly her reconciliation with her lord. Her hostility to lo and
Herakles was prompted by conjugal jealousy, of which Zeus was the
guilty cause. In the first play we saw Zeus heartlessly pursuing a
mortal girl ; in the second we saw him in pursuit of Thetis ; but in
the third, when he joins with Hera in blessing the union of their son
and daughter, the two stand together as guardians of the sanctity
of marriage, thus marking a further step in the advancement of
humanity.
In the beginning, Zeus crucified Prometheus for the salvation of
mankind. In the course of time, which taught wisdom to them both,
Prometheus saved Zeus from destruction and was himself saved by
the son of Zeus, who, under his father's guidance, carried on the
work of Prometheus, clearing the path of human progress ; and the
divine feud was eventually resolved by Athena, who completed her
father's purpose by her patronage of the city which stands at the
summit of human civilisation. Hence, at the close of the trilogy, these
three - Prometheus, Herakles, Athena - appear together as representa
tives of the inception, development and consummation of the idea
of God, and as the founder, promoter and perfecter of the destiny
of man.
If this view of the trilogy is essentially correct, it means that, for all
the profound differences in their interpretation of the myth, .£schylus
was continuing the work which Hesiod had begun. The story of
Prometheus has now been infused with an intellectual content far
beyond the compass of the tale told by the rude peasants of Boiotia ;
but the advance which the new interpretation marks over Hesiod,
no less than his advance on the primitive nucleus of the myth, has
only been rendered possible by the underlying advancement of
society itself. As the material basis of human life is extended and
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enriched, there emanates from i t a n ever-growing profundity and
fertility of thought ; but, since the material process is continuous,
the new being at first secreted within the old, intellectual progress
takes the form of incessant adaptations of traditional ideas. Of this
truth the legend of Prometheus is a clear example. The work of
lEschylus on this subject was so widely known and admired that it
might well have fixed the tradition, if anything could have fixed it ;
but this tradition was no more capable of rest than the world it so
vividly reflected. It is therefore interesting to see how the story of
Prometheus was subsequently interpreted.
The following passage is from a lost play by Moschion, a writer
otherwise unknown :
And first I shall unfold from the beginning
The early origin of the life of man.
There was an age long since when mortals dwelt
Like beasts in mountain caverns and ravines
That seldom saw the sunshine, for as yet
They had no vaulted houses and no towns
With walls of stone securely fortified,
No ploughshares to cut deep into the sod
And make it mother corn, no blade of iron
To tend row upon row the blossoming vine.
The earth was still a virgin without child,
And men fed on each other's flesh, for then
The place of Law was lowly and Violence
Was throned on high at the right hand of Zeus.
But when at last Time, who brings all to birth,
Transformed the manner of our mortal life,
Whether through the contrivance of Prometheus,
Or through Necessity, or whether long
Practice had learned from Nature's own instruction,
Then men discovered how to bring to fruit
Demeter's gift, discovered too the draught
Of Dionysus, then, furrowing the soil
With teams of oxen, raising roofs above
Their heads, and founding cities, they
Forsook the beasts and became civilised.
This passage provides just the link in the development of the
tradition that our argument has led us to expect. On the one hand,
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the mythical integument has been shed, the surviving vestiges being
no more than poetical embellishments ; and one of them, the allusion
to Violence, is clearly a conscious reminiscence of the Prometheus
Bound, showing that the writer has correctly interpreted the intention
of .tEschylus in introducing Might and Violence as ministers of the
god who was in the beginning "a law to himself. " On the other hand,
the mention of Necessity points just as clearly to the fourth-century
materialists. The tradition has been stated in a form which would
have been equally acceptable to .tEschylus and to Epicurus.
Our next evidence is another dramatic fragment - from a play by
Plato's uncle, Kritias :
There was a time when human life was ruled
By force, being brutal and disorderly,
When there was no reward for righteousness
And wickedness went unpunished. Then, I think,
Men laid down laws as penalties to make
Justice supreme and insolence her slave ;
But even then, although the laws restrained
Mankind from deeds of open violence,
They still did wrong in secret, until some
Shrewd and far-sighted thinker had the wit
To invent gods, that all who did or said
Or even imagined evil might be afraid ;
And so he introduced the Deity,
Teaching men faith in an eternal spirit
Who sees and hears with his intelligence
And pays close heed to all men say and do.
Here we find ourselves in a different atmosphere. Kritias was one of
the Thirty Tyrants who instituted a reign of terror at Athens in the
closing years of the Peloponnesian War (404 B.a. ) . As an active and
class-conscious counter-revolutionary, he openly avows the re
pressive function of "law and order" and recognises with cynical
frankness the value of religion as a means of keeping the masses in
ignorance and subjection. This analysis of the idea of God, which,
if we look to the essence rather than the manner in which it is ex
pressed, is sound, would perhaps have shocked .tEschylus ; yet his
own master Pythagoras is reported to have declared that, realising
the need for justice, men had assigned the same function to Themis
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i n Heaven, Dike i n Hell, and Nomos o n earth, i n order that those
who committed the sin of disobedience might appear as offenders
against the whole structure of the universe ; and lEschylus himself
had taught that God, as well as man, was a product of evolution, the
two processes being closely parallel. Further, when we hear that the
function of the law is to intimidate, we are reminded of the words
which lEschylus put into the mouth of Athena when she instituted
the reign of law in the Oresteia - "What man shall be upright without
fear ?" The later work of lEschylus has brought us to a point in the
history of Athens at which the isonom{a of the middle-class supporters
of Kleisthenes is being revealed with increasing clarity as an instru
ment to be used by that class for the enforced maintenance of its
own privileged position.
Returning to Prometheus, the story of his services to man is told
again by Plato in a new version which he puts into the mouth of
Protagoras in the dialogue of that name. It may be summarised as
follows.
Living creatures were made by the gods out of earth and fire.
After they had been created, Prometheus and his brother Epimetheus
(a foil to the god of Foresight, ignored by lEschylus but going back
to Hesiod) bestowed on them their appropriate faculties, giving
them hoofs or wings or underground dwellings, so that each species
might have the means of self-defence ; wrapping them in furs and
skins for shelter against the cold ; ordaining that some should be the
natural prey of others and at the same time ensuring their survival
by making them exceptionally prolific. All this was done by Epimetheus
under his brother's direction, but at the end of his task he found
that he had inadvertently bestowed all the available faculties on the
animals, leaving none for man. Faced with this difficulty, Prometheus
gave men fire, which he stole from its owners, Hephaistos and
Athena, and he was subsequently prosecuted for theft. Being akin
to the divine, men were distinguished from the other animals by
their innate belief in God and by their faculty of speech. They
began to make clothes and shoes, to build houses and till the soil,
and eventually, for protection against the animals, they founded
cities. Unfortunately, however, after gathering together in cities,
citizen began to prey on citizen ; and so, fearing that the race might
perish, Zeus commanded :r.Iermes to confer on them the gifts of
shame and justice. Asked whether these were to be bestowed in-
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discriminately or assigned to selected individuals like the specialists
in the handicrafts, Zeus replied, "Let them be given to all in com
mon, and give them too a law from me that any man who cannot
partake of shame and justice shall be put to death as an infection in
the body politic."
The author of this interpretation is at one with Kritias in his
attitude to justice and the law, but shows superior insight in acknow
ledging that strife between man and man - the class struggle - only
began with the inauguration of city life ; and he discreetly places
man's belief in God far back in the very origins of his existence.
In contrast to .iEschylus, the divine government of the world is
fixed and stable, and the credit for human progress is transferred
from Prometheus, whose part is subordinate, to an all-wise, omni
potent and unchanging Zeus.
Let us now see how these things appeared to the lower orders.
Philemon was a comic dramatist of the fourth century, and, like the
majority of comic dramatists at that time, he was a resident alien,
not an Athenian citizen. It was Philemon who said :
The slaw has human flesh the same as ours.
Indeed, in Nature all men were born free.
And this is what he said of the gifts of Prometheus which had raised
man above the level of the beasts :
Thrice blest and happy are the beasts that have
No reason in these things, no questioning,
Nor other harmful superfluities Their law is their own nature ; but the life
Of man is more than he can bear - he is
The slave of fancies, he has invented laws.
A similar view was expounded at length by Diogenes the Cynic,
a popular philosopher whose social outlook is indicated by his con
demnation of the lectures given by Plato to rich young men in the
Academy as "a waste of time," and by a remark he is said to have
made in Megara, where he saw sheep protected from the weather
by leather jackets, while the backs of the children were bare - " I t is
better," he said, "to be a Megarian's ram than his son."
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Diogenes declared that it was luxury that had made human life
more miserable than that of the animals. The animals drink water,
eat grass, go about naked for the most part all the year round, never
enter a house or make use of fire, and so, unless they are slaughtered,
they live out the term of years that Nature has appointed for them
in health and strength without any need for medicines or physi
cians. Men, on the other hand, are so attached to life and so inge
nious in prolonging it that most of them never reach old age and
live burdened with diseases too numerous to mention. It is not
enough for them that the earth furnishes them with natural medi
cines - they must have surgery and cautery as well. . . . As soon as
they came together in cities, they began to commit the most terrible
crimes against one another, as though that were what they had
come together for. Accordingly, he understood the story of how
Prometheus was punished by Zeus for the discovery of fire to mean
that this was the origin and starting-point of human luxury and
fastidiousness ; for Zeus, he declared, did not hate mankind nor
would he have grudged them anything that was for their good.
Prometheus has now become an upstart justly punished for the gift
of what is regarded, not as a blessing, but as a curse. Diogenes's
view of the corrupting effects of civilised life brings us back to
Hesiod -it is the fable of the successive ages of man, each more
degenerate than the last, in a new form ; and it shows that in his
day the struggle between rich and poor in the decaying city-state
had bitten into human consciousness as deeply as the old struggle
between the landowner and the serf.
It would be an interesting and profitable task to pursue the history
of this myth in its successive reinterpretations through the Middle
Ages down to our own day ; but for the present it must suffice to
conclude the subject with some remarks on what Shelley made of it.
Gilbert Murray, who believed that "the strong tradition in the
higher kind of Greek poetry, as in good poetry almost everywhere,
was to avoid all the disturbing irrelevances of contemporary life,"
and could see "no evidence of any political allusions" in the Oresteia,
remarked that "it is surprising that out of material so undramatic as
a mere contest between pure evil and pure good Shelley has made
such a magnificent poem." It would indeed be surprising, if it were
true, but, unlike £schylus, Shelley was in the habit of writing pre
faces to his poems with the object of explaining what they were
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about, and in his preface to the Prometheus Unbound he wrote as
follows :
We owe the great writers of the golden age of our literature to
that fervid awakening of the public mind which shook to dust the
oldest and most oppressive form of the Christian religion. We owe
Milton to the progress and development of the same spirit ; the
sacred Milton was, let it ever be remembered, a republican, and a
bold enquirer into morals and religion. The great writers of our
own age are, we have reason to suppose, the companions and fore
runners of some unimagined change in our social condition or the
opinions which cement it. The cloud of mind is discharging its collec
tive lightning, and the equilibrium between institutions and opi
nions is now restoring, or about to be restored.
If we are curious to know what these institutions were that Shelley
found in conflict with his opinions, we have only to read his Mask
of Anarchy written on the Ocassion of the Massacre at Manchester :

'Tis to work and have such pay
As just keeps life from day to day
In your limbs, as in a cell
For the tyrants' use to dwell
So that ye for them are made
Loom and plough and sword and spade
With or without your own will bent
To their defence and nourishment.
This conflict was something more substantial, as well as more
disturbing, than "a mere contest between pure good and pure evil, "
and it was also inherently dramatic, because it sprang straight out
of contemporary strife. Only those who have studied the brutality,
duplicity and hypocrisy of the ruling class of that date as revealed
in their Enclosure Acts and Game Laws, their Speenhamland system
and their truck system, and who stand where Shelley would have
stood in relation to the sufferings no less great that are the common
lot of the majority of mankind to-day, are in a position to appreciate
the indignation which burns in the challenge of Prometheus :
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Fiend, I defy thee ! with a calm, fixed mind,
All that thou canst inflict I bid thee do ;
Foul Tyrant both of Gods and Human-kind,
One only being shalt thou not subdue.
During Shelley's lifetime, the last of the English peasants had been
turned out of their common fields on to the roads, and from there
herded into the workhouses, prisons, cotton-mills and coal-mines,
where they worked, men, women and children, in conditions still
paralleled in such places as Jamaica, Johannesburg and Bombay.
It was the period of the Industrial Revolution, which enriched the
rich and impoverished the poor - the period in which the new
manufacturing class was engaged in overthrowing the privileges of a
corrupt landowning oligarchy, while the new proletariat, notwith
standing hunger and squalor and police persecution, was slowly and
painfully learning how to organise for action.
JEschylus was a moderate democrat, who had seen the long struggle
between the landowners and the merchants culminate in a concordia
ordinum, marked by the abolition of aristocratic privilege and the
extension of the franchise to the whole of the citizen body. It is es
sential, however, to remember that this concordia owed its completeness
to the fact that there was another class which was not free. The slaves
were the proletariat of ancient democracy, and if they had not
been slaves, incapable of organisation and therefore politically
powerless, the overthrow of the landed aristocracy would have been
followed by a struggle between them and their masters. It was only
by excluding this class from his very conception of democracy that
JEschylus was able to regard the democratic revolution as a fusion
of opposites symbolised in the reconciliation of Zeus and Prometheus.
Shelley was a member of the upper middle class who had trans
ferred his allegiance to the proletariat. But this was not a slave
proletariat ; it was free, and already clamouring for the suffrage.
Between this class and the capitalists there was no room for com
promise, because their interests were contradictory, and that is
what made it impossible for Shelley to accept the JEschylean con
clusion. He was bound to revolt against the idea of reconciling the
champion with the oppressor of mankind. As for his alternative,
even in those early days tbere were a few who saw more or less
clearly that the only possible solution of the conflict was the expropria-
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tion of the ruling class by the class which it had expropriated ; but,
owing partly to the immaturity of the proletariat, which at this time
was hardly conscious of its future, and partly to his own middle-class
outlook, which he had not entirely outgrown, Shelley shrank from
the idea of revolutionary action. Accordingly, his Jupiter is over
thrown, but only by the mystical power of passive resistance.
In fairness to Shelley, it must be added that, whereas JEschylus
was celebrating a revolution which he had already seen accomplished,
Shelley's revolution was at this time no more than a hope of the
future ; and so, for a century, it remained.
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A F T E R lE S C H Y L U S

HE latest work of 1Eschylus marks a turning-point in the evolu
T tion of Greek tragedy. In the first place, it concludes that process
of expansion and co-ordination which had begun when the tetralogy
first took shape. At this point the tetralogy ceases to develop and
splits into its component parts. The satyr play persists, but with
diminishing vitality. The new unit is the single tragedy, now self
contained. Thus, in the hands of Sophokles (495-405 B.c. ) and
Euripides (480-405 B.c. ) , the art-form reverted to an earlier phase
of its development ; but at the same time this single tragedy is marked
by certain features which can be traced to the distinctive function of
the third play of the 1Eschylean trilogy. It is therefore not simply
a reversion to type, but a reversion to type on a higher plane.
In the second place, it is only at this stage that the art developed
what came eventually to be regarded as one of its primary character
istics. According to Aristotle, the tragic plot should consist of a change
from good fortune to bad. This principle has only a very limited
application to the work of 1Eschylus, because the normal conclusion
of his trilogy was a change in the reverse direction. From this point
of view, therefore, his work is still archaic, preserving the primitive
sequence of the passion play, in which the god's death had been
followed by his resurrection.
These structural changes in the art can only be explained by
reference to external factors ; and therefore, before passing on to the
work of Sophokles and Euripides, we must pause to consider the
developments that were taking place in Athenian society.
. The data for the population of Attica in the fifth century B.C. are
too fragmentary and uncertain to permit of more than a conjectural
estimate. For the time of the Persian Wars all that can be said is that
the number of citizens was probably less, the number of resident aliens
and slaves certai nly much less, than at the outbreak of the Pelopon-
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nesian War. In 43 1 B.c., according to the most recent estimate, there
were at least 1 72,000 citizens, including their women and children,
at least 28,500 resident aliens, and not more than 1 1 5,000 slaves.
This means that the slaves already amounted to over half the free
population, and that little more than a quarter of the total number
of adults were in possession of the franchise.
Slave labour became one of the most productive fields for the in
vestment of capital. Nikias owned 1 ,ooo slaves, whom he hired out
for labour in the mines ; Hipponikus owned 600, whom he employed
for the same purpose. Of the number employed in the mines, all we
know is that in the year 4 1 3 B.c. over 20,000 slaves deserted to the
Spartans, and it is probable that most of these were miners. Slaves
were also employed in large numbers in quarrying and transport;
As the supply of slave labour increased, the demand for free
labour declined, with the result that the free labourer was either
unable to find employment or else compelled to work in conditions
which reduced · him to the economic level of a slave. Against this
destructive competition, the resident alien had no protection, because
he did not possess the franchise, and consequently the poorer aliens
sank to a status which Aristotle describes as "limited slavery." But
the position of the citizen was different. The lower classes used their
newly won political rights to force the state to maintain them without
working at all. During the twenty years from 450 to 430 B.c., under
the leadership of Perikles, the principle of payment for public services,
including attendance at the law courts, was adopted and extended
as a permanent policy of state, with the result that, at the end of
that period, over 20,000 citizens - that is, between one-third and
one-half of the whole citizen body -were supported in one way or
another at the public expense. This was the price at which Perikles
retained popular support.
.
Where did the money come from ? The fact that the policy was
carried through without effective opposition is enough to show that
the burden did not fall on the rich. It came partly from imposts on
trade and taxes levied from the resident aliens, in whose hands trade
was concentrated ; and it came partly from the empire into which
Athens had now converted the league of free cities which she had
organised for the war of liberation against Persia some thirty years
before. The internal revenue at this period has been estimated at
400 talents, most of which was raised by taxes of the kind just mention-
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ed, and the average annual assessment of the tribute exacted from
the subject states was probably 460 talents. Thus, the wealth of the
community was administered by that section of it which had the
least part in its production. The citizens of Athens became a class
of rentiers, living parasitically on the labour of others.
These measures, of course, did nothing to eliminate the tendency,
inherent in an economy based on private ownership, for wealth to
concentrate at one pole of society ; and consequently they only served
to intensify the inequalities which they were designed to remove.
Fed by cheap corn imported from Athenian dependencies overseas,
the city populace was swollen by a constant influx of peasants from
the Attic countryside, for whom, owing to the competition of foreign
corn, farming had ceased to pay ; and so the demand for imported food
only grew with the supply. In the same way, many of the impoverished
citizens whom the state tried to get off its hands by settling them
overseas on lands seized from the subject states, found it profitable
to sell their holdings and return to Athens. The state could only main
tain itself on this basis by continuous expansion. It had entered on
a path which led inevitably to war. And the strongest advocates of
this policy were naturally the radicals, representing all those who
were struggling to maintain their standard of living against the
growing menace of slavery. It was therefore the advanced democrats
that now became the most ardent imperialists. So long as their own
incomes were not affected, the rich citizens acquiesced, but, when
the empire revolted, they were not slow to act. Shortly before the
end of the war, when the empire was collapsing, the democracy
was overthrown and replaced by a regime whose policy was "to
secure for high civil offices men of special competence, to reserve
the privileges of the commonwealth to Athenians who could afford
them, and deny a voice in political decisions to such as lacked an
appreciable property-stake in the community" - in other words,
rather than surrender their wealth, the rich aimed at holding the
poor in check by depriving them of the franchise, which was their
only protection against the competition of slave labour.
Such were the insoluble contradictions on which Athenian de
mocracy wrecked itself. The constitution which had been founded
at the beginning of the century in the name of equality was overthrown
at the end by the class that had founded it in the name of inequality.
The class which had risen to power on the strength of its claim that
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the state should be ruled by those who produced its wealth now saw
its unearned income threatened by rival claimants to the proceeds
accruing from the taxation of traders and the exploitation of a mul
titude of slaves. The cry of liberty, which had been raised with such
fervour against the Persian invader, had taken on a hollow ring,
because, though Perikles might clothe it in fine words, the policy
for which he stood meant that liberty was to be maintained at home
by suppressing it abroad. Democracy had been transformed into the
negation of democracy.
These contradictions produced in the human consciousness an
underlying sense of disillusionment and frustration which it sought
to escape by formulating ideas designed to cast a veil over the reality 
the idea that Athens was destined to be the "school of Hellas" ; the
idea that the slave was naturally inferior to the freeman ; and, above
all, the idea of sophrosjne, that virtue of moderation or restraint which
was embodied in Athena. The notion of sophrosjne is the old aristo
cratic "nothing too much" in a new guise, but with one difference.
In the aristocratic tradition, the man who sought too much had
been simply blasted by the thunderbolt of Zeus. What happened to
the man whose ambitions or desires led him beyond the limits of
sophrosjne is that he got the opposite of what he was striving after.
This notion, which from the fifth century onwards becomes a domi
nant element in Greek thought, must be traced back to its origin.
The social contradictions which came to a head after the democra
tic revolution were insoluble, because they were inherent in an eco
nomy based on private property, and it was the growth of private
property which through the democratic revolution had brought
them to a head. And further, what had facilitated and accelerated
the growth of private property was the development of money. In
his discussion of this subject, which for depth of insight is one of the
most remarkable in the whole range of his work, Aristotle says that
the original function of money was to facilitate the process of exchange
-selling in order to buy. So long as it was confined to this purpose,
the use of money was limited by the fact that it was merely a means
to an end - the satisfaction of immediate needs. This use of money
(here his own social preconceptions come into play) is regarded as
natural and just. But it was not long before money came to be used
for a new purpose - buying in order to sell : the merchant buys cheap
in order to sell dear. Money-making has become an end in itself,
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and in this form it has no limit. The same truth has been formulated
in modern times by Marx :
The simple circulation of commodities (selling in order to buy)
is a means for carrying out a process which lies outside the domain
of circulation - a means for the appropriation of use-values, for the
satisfaction of wants. The circulation of money as capital, on the
other hand, is an end in itself, for the expansion of value can only
occur within this perpetually renewed movement. Consequently,
the circulation of capital has no limits.
This, in effect, is what Solon had said at the beginning of the Athenian
monetary revolution : "Riches have no limit." And, as Aristotle
points out, owing to various causes, such as depreciation in the value
of money, the pursuit of wealth for its own sake is liable to result in
the opposite of the intention : a man may amass money only to find
himself like Midas starving in the midst of his gold.
Under the landed aristocracy, the economic relations between
peasant and landowner had been simple and clear. The peasant had
paid over so much of his produce to his lord, and this relation was
expressed in the simple formula, Nothing too much. But with the
development of money economic relations became increasingly
complex and obscure. The producer took his goods to market only
to find them unsaleable, because others had produced more of the
same goods than there were purchasers to buy them. The speculator
put his capital into an industrial enterprise only to find that a mone
tary crisis, which he had unwittingly helped to precipitate, robbed
him of the expected return. He found himself the victim of a process
which lay outside his understanding and control.
When money was first introduced, it was recognised as a new
power destined to increase in an unprecedented degree man's control
over Nature. "Man is money" : such was the saying of a citizen of
one of the first Greek states to strike a coinage. There is nothing
money cannot buy ; there is nothing the man with money cannot
become. But this new power was soon seen to be ambivalent. As
Sophokles wrote :
Money wins friendship, honour, place and power,
�nd sets man next to the proud tyrant's throne.
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All trodden paths and paths untrod before
Are scaled by nimble riches, where the poor
Can never hope to win the heart's desire.
A man ill-formed by nature and ill-spoken
Money shall make him fair to eye and ear.
Money earns man his health and happiness,
And only money cloaks iniquity.
And so we find the same poet denouncing money as the root of all
evil :
Of all the foul growths current in the world
The worst is money. Money drives men from home,
Plunders great cities, perverts the honest mind
To shameful practice, godlessness and crime.
The invention has returned to plague the inventor.
As money extended the range of its operations, penetrating every
department of human life with its subversive influence, men came to
perceive that this yellow slave had become their master ; and, since
its operation lay outside their control, they could only explain it by
idealising it as a universal law. From this time forward there runs
through Greek literature the persistent tradition that the excessive
pursuit, not only of riches, but of health, happiness and all things
good and desirable in themselves, is liable to produce their opposites.
As lsokrates said, men who have acquired great riches cannot rest
content, but risk what they have by reaching after more. As Bakchy
lides said, the spirit of pride or excess bestows on man his neighbour's
wealth only to plunge him in the gulf of calamity. As Hippokrates
said, extreme conditions of physical well-being are dangerous, because
they cannot remain stable. lEschylus said the same of health and
happiness :
If a man's health be advanced over the due mean,
It will trespass soon upon sickness, who stands
Close neighbour, between them a thin wall.
So doth the passage of life,
Sped by a prosperous breeze,
Suddenly founder on reefs of disaster.
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The idea received its most precise and comprehensive formulation
in the words of Plato : "In the seasons, in plants, in the body, and
above all in civil society, excessive action results in a violent transfor
mation into its opposite."
JEschylus had been able to take the tide of democracy at the flood.
His conception of progress as the result of conflict reflected the posi
tive achievement of the democratic revolution ; but in his last years,
when he urged his fellow citizens to leave their laws unchanged, his
outlook was ceasing to be progressive. He failed to see that his recon
ciliation of opposites was but a transitory equilibrium out of which
new opposites must arise. And so the tide began to turn. In his hands,
the tragic chorus had still preserved something of its primitive function :
it was designed to evoke and organise the attitude of mind appropriate
to the ensuing action. In Sophokles, it loses this dynamic quality,
and in Euripides it tends to become a musical interlude unrelated
to the action. Similarly, the JEschylean trilogy split up into a group
of single tragedies, and the reconciliation survived only in the
atrophied form of the deus ex machina, a summary conclusion bearing
no organic relation to the plot. The centre of interest had shifted
from the reconciliation to the conflict. And at the same time there
emerged the figure of the tragic hero in its mature form - a good
man destroyed by his own self-will ; and this reversal of his fortune
is brought about on the principle of peripeteia, which Aristotle defines
as "the transformation of the action into its opposite." The hero
brings disaster on his own head by doing something which results in
the reverse of what he had intended. His tragedy is therefore the
tragedy of the community which has created him.
The principle of peripeteia can, of course, be traced in JEschylus.
Xerxes lost his empire because he overreached himself, and the
circumstances in which Eteokles met his death were of his own mak
ing ; but the blindness of Xerxes is merely a manifestation of the
pride that goes before a fall, and, although the position in which
Eteokles finds himself is not what he anticipated, he has the oppor
tunity to withdraw and makes his choice with full knowledge of the
consequences. In these plays, therefore, the principle is still rudi
mentary. To see it in its prime, we must turn to the finest work of
Sophokles.
Sophokles raised the single tragedy to a level of technical perfection
as high as the JEschylean trilogy, and what makes this achievement
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still more remarkable is that, so far from seeking to shun comparison
with .iEschylus, again and again he chose as his material the same
myths which his predecessor had already dramatised. Just as he
adapted the form of the art to his own outlook, so, by reinterpreting
its content, he made it thoroughly his own. Further, since his own
interpretation was new, he was in a position to exploit the work of
.iEschylus, which was, of course, familiar to his audience, by con
sciously appealing to it in order to economise an effect or to point a
contrast. A firm grasp of this principle is indispensable to the under
standing of Sophokles. Where the corresponding work of .iEschylus
has perished -for example, his CEdipus and his Philoktetes- our ap
preciation of the Sophoclean plays on those subjects is necessarily
incomplete ; but fortunately we possess in the Elektra a play which
covers exactly the same ground as the Choephoroi, and, as Headlam
pointed out many years ago, "in the Elektra of Sophokles there is
hardly any touch which in one form or another is not already to he
found in .iEschylus."
To Sophokles, meditating on the Oresteia, the question presented
itself: What happened to Elektra ? .iEschylus had shown how, through
the agency of the ancestral curse, an innocent girl had been transform
ed into a second Clytemnestra ; but there he had left her, because
the plan of his trilogy demanded that the attention of the audience
should be concentrated on the consequences to Orestes of obeying
the oracle of Apollo. Sophokles was not interested in working out
the implications of the oracle, which acc;ordingly, in striking contrast
to .iEschylus, he states in such terms as to throw on Orestes the respon
sibility for interpreting it as a command to kill his mother. By this
means the theological issue, which for .iEschylus had been fundamen
tal, is carefully excluded. In the same way, he is not interested in the
ancestral curse, or, rather, only in the reality of which it is a symbol 
the effects of upbringing and environment on the characters of a
young man and his sister.
In the case of Orestes, the function of the curse is performed by the
Tutor, who accompanies him back to Argos. This energetic and
heartless old man, who has been in charge of Orestes ever since he
was sent away from home and has brought him up of set purpose
for the mission on which he is now engaged, is a fitting embodiment
of the political interests of the royal dynasty. It is he who, after
pointing out to the boy the wealthy palace of his fathers and rehears-
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ing him in the details of the conspiracy, roughly orders him out of
the way when he hears his sister weeping in the early morning twilight ;
and .it is he who interrupts their sobs of joy when the forlorn pair
are for a moment happily united. He realises that, despite all his
coaching, he has his work cut out to screw this tenderhearted boy up
to the pitch of murdering his mother ; and it is made quite clear that,
without his constant vigilance and timely intervention, the plot would
have ended in fiasco. In all this we recognise a development of one
of the functions assigned by .IEschylus to his chorus ; and it is characte
ristic of Sophokles that this dynamic element is transferred to one
of the actors.
The difference between Orestes and Elektra is that, whereas his
conduct has been virtually dictated to him by the manner of his
upbringing, hers is her own choice, obstinately maintained in face
of tremendous opposition. By turns sullen and defiant, never ceasing
to denounce the murderers and constantly reminding them of the
hope on which she has staked everything - the coming of Orestes 
she is subj ected to every insult and indignity and lives in misery and
squalor like a slave, fortified by the conviction that only by refusing
to compromise can she remain true to her father's memory. The
knowledge that in so doing she is forced to behave in a manner of
which she is herself ashamed is a torment to her. Her sense of decency,
which makes it impossible for her to condone her father's murder,
has involved her in a situation in which decency is impossible. She
perceives the contradiction herself, but there is no escape from it.
When her sister Chrysothemis pleads with her to be sensible, she
retorts that to be sensible is to betray her father. Chrysothemis is
what Elektra has deliberately chosen not to be - one who has decided
"to obey her masters in all things in order that she may be free."
This allusion to the proverb quoted by .IEschylus in the Choephoroi
"Slave, obey your masters right or wrong" - expresses the heart of
the dilemma. One sister enjoys a life of freedom because she has the
spirit of a slave ; the other is treated like a slave because she refuses
to submit. And therefore, when the Chorus of her friends warn her
that persistence in her attitude can only result in some fatal calamity,
she does not deny it, but insists that her attitude has been forced
upon her by sheer necessity. Confronted by her mother - a woman
hardened by success in crime against all sense of shame (although
even she will feel a momentary pang at the news of her son's death,
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showing that her depravity, too, has a history) - Elektra becomes
strident and aggressive. "You admit you killed my father," she decla
res. "What could be more damning, whether it was justified or not ?"
To the audience the answer to this question is so obvious that it is
left to speak for itself in the sequel of the play. The accusations which
Elektra levels against her mother sound unpleasantly like the argu
ments with which Clytemnestra seeks to justify her murder of her
husband, making us feel that what the mother is the daughter may
become ; and, indeed, the same feeling seems to disturb Elektra
herself, for she says :
Though you will not believe me, of all this
I am ashamed - I see that it is wrong,
Unlike mysel£ I have been driven to it
By your misdeeds and by your hatred of me.
Dishonour is a teacher of dishonour.
The plan of action on which Orestes and his Tutor nave agreed
has been very thoroughly worked out ; yet, when put to the test, it is
all but wrecked by an unforeseen contingency. In the Choephoroi,
when Orestes delivers the report of his own death, Elektra knows
that it is false, because his identity has already been revealed to her.
Sophokles reverses the order of these events. The Tutor dare not let
Orestes reveal himself beforehand, because he does not trust him ;
and therefore he has to leave to chance the effect of the report on the
girl who has declared that her hope in her brother is the one thing that
enables her to go on living. The Tutor, of course, is quite indifferent
to the feelings of Elektra, but not so Orestes. Had he possessed more
imagination and initiative, he would have foreseen this contingency,
which, as it is, takes both him and his adviser by surprise.
The message is that Orestes has been killed by a fall from his
chariot when he was leading in the last lap of a race at the Pythian
Games at Delphi. This is the mystical charioteer of the Choephoroi,
who again runs his race under the direction of Apollo (p. 255) ; but
Sophokles gives a novel turn to the theme by reminding us through
his Chorus of the story, ignored by JEschylus, of the race of Pelops
at Olympia ; and with this in mind, as we listen to th.:; headlong career
of th� latest champion of the House of Pelops, we realise that he is
doomed.
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It is at this point that Sophokles introduces the motif of the discovery
of the lock of hair which Orestes has laid on his father's tomb, and
it is Chrysothemis, not Elektra, who discovers it. But when she brings
the joyful news to her sister, she is met with the blank assurance
that their brother is dead. Meanwhile Elektra, exerting all her strength
of will to recover herself after the destruction of her sole hope, has
conceived the desperate expedient, in which she now appeals to her
sister for assistance, of killing Aigisthos herself. Chrysothemis, of
course, will not hear of such a thing - as she says quite rightly, it is
madness ; and so Elektra, who had hardly expected any other answer,
declares that she will make the attempt single-handed, since the
worst that can come of it is her own death. By this time we share the
feeling of Chrysothemis and the Chorus that her mind is becoming
unhinged.
Orestes appears in disguise, carrying an urn supposed to contain
his own ashes. This, too, is part of the prearranged plan, being designed
to reinforce the message already delivered in case it should have
failed to carry conviction. Elektra takes the urn to her breast and
breaks into lamentation. This is too much for Orestes. Disregarding
his instructions, he tells Elektra, who has been pouring out her heart
in a flood of passionate despair, that the brother, whose ashes she
is still clasping in her arms, stands before her. It was a foolish thing
to do, not because it jeopardises the conspiracy, but because this
last stroke drives his sister mad. A few moments ago she heard that
he was dead, and on meeting that situation she has spent the last
ounce of her strength. The news that he is not dead after all is more
than she can bear. She throws herself into his arms, then, tearing
herself away, shouts at the top of her voice to all and sundry that
Orestes has come home. Hel' bl'Other strives in vain to calm her, and
the situation js only saved by the resourceful Tutor, who, waiting
until her fit of hysteria is over, keeps a close watch on the palace
door.
The crisis has now come. Aigisthos, who is out in the country, has
been sent for. Clytemnestra is at home. Orestes goes in, accompanied
by his Tutor. After they have gone, there is a short stdsimon in which the
Chorus, who show as little foresight in this play as in the Choephoroi,
describe them as "hounds unescapable on the trail of crime," remind
ing us, both in words and in rhythm, of the opening of the correspond
ing stdsimon in the Choephoroi. A woman's screams are heard -"Oh,
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I am struck !" - and Elektra shouts back, "Strike, if you have the
strength, again ! "
Their mother's body i s brought out, and a shroud thrown over it.
Aigisthos returns. He has heard the report of Orestes' death, and
is anxious to have proof. The son and daughter point to the body
lying at the door. Aigisthos asks them to call Clytemnestra. Meanwhile
he goes up to the body and lifts the veil. "Did you not know," the
murderer says, smiling, "you have miscalled the living as though
dead ?" It is to Aigisthos that Sophokles gives the reading of this
riddle : "Surely, it must be Orestes that addresses me?" He asks
leave to speak a few words, but Elektra intervenes : "For God's sake
no more talk. Kill him at once and throw his body into the fields."
Ordered into the house, Aigisthos continues to prevaricate, evidently
in the hope of catching Orestes off his guard. After some further
badinage, he goes in, followed by Orestes, and Elektra remains on
the stage alone, while the Chorus brings the tragedy to an end with
the words : "O seed of Atreus, after much suffering thou hast come
forth in freedom, by this enterprise made perfect." These words recall
the last stdsimon of the Choephoroi, where the deliverance of the house
was acclaimed in an ecstasy of ill-timed jubilation.
In order to bring out the full effect of this last scene, it would be
necessary to study it in detail, showing how almost every line vibrates
with memories of 1Eschylus ; but enough has perhaps been said to
indicate the method which the dramatist has adopted ; and, when
that has been understood, we shall hardly be in danger of falling into
the egregious blunder of supposing that Sophokles really imagined
that these two unhappy creatures were justified in murdering their
mother. It is true that he does not expressly tell us that the next
thing that happened was that Orestes saw the Erinyes, but that is
because he does not wish to distract our attention from the silent
figure of Elektra. So far as the future of Orestes is concerned, he
leaves the audience to draw their own conclusions from the Oresteia.
But what does the future hold in si:ore for Elektra ? Her hope has been
fulfilled, she has won her deliverance, but the result is her utter deso
lation :
0 Curse of this sad House, unconquerable,
How wide thy vision ! Even that which seemed
Well-ordered, safe beyond the reach of harm,
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Thou hast brought down with arrows from afar,
And left me desolate, stripped of all I loved.
I t is not an accident that Sheppard, the first modern scholar to
explain this play correctly, was also the first to produce it on the
stage ; for the stagecraft of Sophokles, who in this respect excelled,
is unanswerable. Nor is it an accident that, notwithstanding Shep
pard's interpetation, the play continues to be misunderstood, because
of all Greek tragedies it presents that sense of contradiction which is
the essence of mature tragedy, in its sharpest and most inescapable
form. Sophokles and his contemporaries could stand it, but for our
dyspeptic culture it is too tough. Of those who seek refuge in the
view that Sophokles regarded the murder simply as a justifiable
homicide, it must be said that they have been deaf to his appeals to
the Choephoroi, and that they have no right to father on Sophokles
their own predilection for an easy answer to an insoluble problem.
Others, less crudely, but with no more success, have tried to find
some compromise, some middle point between Elektra and Chryso
themis, which will enable them to say that the heroine failed in some
way to do what she ought to have done ; but these critics (who might
well be asked what they would have done in the circumstances
themselves) are apparently unaware that they are attempting that
very task of reconciling the irreconcilable in which Elektra so heroic
ally failed. There is no way out, and that is where the tragedy lies 
the tragedy of a passionate nature which by the very exercise of its
vitality is caught as in a vice and crushed.
Let us now turn to the (Edipus Tyrannus, which Aristotle regarded
as the type of all Greek tragedy
Laios and Jocasta were King and Queen of Thebes. Kreon was
Jocasta's brother. To the south of Thebes lies Corinth ; to the west,
cradled in the cliffs of Parnassus, the Delphic Oracle of Apollo, on
whose temple were inscribed the words, "Know thyself." To Laios
and Jocasta was born a son, CEdipus, of whom the Oracle predicted
that he was destined to murder his father and marry his mother.
Rather than rear such a child, Jocasta handed it over to one of the
men-servants with instructions to leave it to perish in the hills.
The man-servant, who was a shepherd, took pity on it and gave it to
another shepherd, a Corinthian, who took it home with him. The
King and Queen of Corinth were childless, and reared it as their own.
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Some twenty years later the young CEdipus was taunted by one
of his companions with not being the true son of his father. He
consulted his supposed parents, who sought to reassure him without
revealing the truth. Dissatisfied with their assurances, CEdipus made
a pilgrimage to Delphi and consulted the Oracle. The only reply he
got was a repetition of the old prophecy, of which he now heard
for the first time. Resolving never to set foot in Corinth again, he
took the road to Thebes.
At this time the people of Thebes were afflicted by the ravages · of
the Sphinx, which took a daily toll of human life until some one could
be found to ·read the riddle it had set them. Laios was now on his
way to Delphi to consult the Oracle. He was driving a chariot, and
one of his attendants was his man-servant, the shepherd. Meeting
CEdipus, he tried to force him off the track. A quarrel ensued. Laios
struck at CEdipus with his whip. CEdipus struck back and killed him.
He killed the attendants, too - all except the shepherd, who took to
his heels and brought back to Thebes the panic-stricken story that
the King had been murdered by a band of robbers.
Pursuing his journey, CEdipus reached Thebes, where the first
thing he did was to deliver the people by reading the riddle of the
Sphinx. The answer, as we have seen, was Man. CEdipus knew him
self. And yet he did not know himself: that he was yet to learn.
The grateful people acclaimed him as their King. At this point the
shepherd, who recognised in the deliverer of Thebes his master's
murderer, but resolved to keep the truth to himself, obtainedjocasta's
leave to spend the rest of his days in retirement in the hills. The new
King married the widowed Queen.
Many years passed, and children :were born to them. Then one�
more the Thebans were afflicted, this time with a plague. Determined
not to fail them, CEdipus sent Kreon to consult the Oracle. The reply
was that the plague would cease when the murderer of Laios had been
expelled. CEdipus immediately instituted a search for the unknown
criminal in their midst, on whom he pronounced a curse. There
was one other besides the shepherd who knew the truth and, like
him, had decided to keep it dark - the aged prophet, Teiresias.
Questioned by CEdipus, he refused to answer. CEdipus lost patience
and accused him of disloyalty to Thebes. Then Teiresias lost patience,
too, and denounced CEdipus as the murderer. CEdipus flew into a
passion, accused Teiresias of having been suborned by Kreon, and
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accused Kreon of conspiring against the throne. The quarrel was
brought to an end by the intervention of Jocasta, who, in reply to
her husband's questions, told him what she had heard of the death
of Laios - that he had been killed on the road to Delphi by a band
of robbers. The road to Delphi - <Edipus remembered. But a band
of robbers - <Edipus had been travelling alone. Jocasta assured him
that the second point could be proved by sending for the sole survivor,
the old shepherd in the hills. This <Edipus instructed her to do in
the hope that his evidence would clear him.
At this point a messenger arrived from Corinth with the news that
the King of that city was dead and <Edipus his successor. <Edipus
was now at the height of fortune - king of two cities ; and Jocasta
acclaimed the news as proof that, since his father had died a natural
death, the old prophecy was falsified. Reassured on that point,
<Edipus nevertheless insisted that he would never return to Corinth
for fear of marrying the Queen. Eager to reassure him on this point,
too, the messenger explained that he was not her true son, but a
foundling.
Meanwhile the old shepherd had arrived and at once recognised
the messenger from Corinth as the shepherd he had met long ago in
the hills. He tried hard to evade the King's questions, but was forced
to answer by the threat of torture. The truth was out at last : <Edipus
knew himself. Rushing into the palace, he put out his eyes with
brooches torn from the dead body of his mother, who had already
hanged herself.
Ah, generations of men !
I count your life as nothing.
None that mortal is bath more
Of happiness than this To seem and not to be, and then, having seemed, to fail.
Since the beginning of the play, objectively nothing has changed,
but subjectively everything has changed. All that has happened is
that <Edipus has come to know what he is as apart from what he seemed
to be. He ends life as he began it - as an outcast. The interval was
only seeming. And yet, if seeming is being, this outcast, who became
a king, this king who has become an outcast, has twice become the
opposite of what he was. And these strange mutations have been
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brought about against the intention, yet through the unconscious
agency, of the persons concerned. The parents exposed the child to
avert the prophecy. The shepherd saved it out of pity, with the result
that it grew up ignorant of its parentage. When doubt was cast on
his parentage, <Edipus consulted the Oracle, and, when the Oracle
revealed his destiny, he sought to escape it by taking the road that led
to Thebes. He killed his father in self-defence. When the shepherd
recognised him, he said nothing, thus leaving him free to marry his
mother. When the Oracle demanded the expulsion of the murderer,
<Edipus led the search and followed up each clue until he was brought
face to face with himself. Teiresias would not have denounced him
if he had not denounced Teiresias. His charges against Teiresias
and Kreon were unjustified. His vehemence at this point was the
error that brought about his fall. And yet this error was but the excess
of his greatest quality - his zeal in the service of his people. And,
finally, the old shepherd, summoned to disprove the charge that he
had killed his father, played into the hands of the Corinthian mes
senger, who, by seeking to relieve <Edipus of the fear of marrying
his mother, proved that what he feared to do he had already done.
This constant transmutation of intentions into their opposites, car
ried on to the catastrophe with the automatic precision of a dream,
is the motive that governs the whole conception. The <Edipus of
Sophokles is a symbol of the deep-seated perplexity engendered in
men's minds by the unforeseen and incomprehensible transformation
of a social order designed to establish liberty and equality into an
instrument for the destruction of liberty and equality.
This play differs from the Elektra in that the crisis is followed by
an epilogue, which culminates in the prayer dictated by the sufferer
to his children :
Children, out of much
I might have told you, could you understand,
Take this one counsel : be your prayer to live,
Where fortune's modest measure is, a life
That shall be better than your father's was.
The purpose of this epilogue is, of course, to relieve the tremendous
tension created by the crisis, and that purpose it serves perfectly ;
but the release it provides is, as it was meant to be, purely emo tional.
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The strength of CEdipus is spent. Defeated and crushed by an irresis
tihle and impenetrable power, which out of his own goodness has
made the net that has enmeshed him, his wounded spirit instinctively
seeks refuge in the simple, idle phrases that he learnt as a child.
Sophokles came of an aristocratic family, and in his conscious life
he accepted the conventional outlook of his class. This is shown by
his active support of the anti-democratic constitution which placed
restrictions on the franchise in the last years of the Peloponnesian
War (4 1 1 B.c.) . It is also shown by his attitude to the Delphic Oracle,
to which, owing to its reactionary policy, the democrats were hostile.
In the <Edipus, as in the Elektra, he evades the religious issue, insisting
that the oracle given to Laios is the interpretation put on the will of
Apollo by his human agents, who are not infallible. For him, of
course, that issue is dramatically irrelevant, but the fact that, unlike
.iEschylus and Euripides, he has chosen to make it irrelevant signifies
that he accepted the aristocratic view of Apollo, or at least was not
prepared to challenge it. It is also true, that he accepted the conven
tional attitude, which Euripides was already challenging, to slaves
and women. These social prejudices were certainly limitations, and
more severe in him than in ...E schylus, because their true character
was becoming increasingly apparent ; but it would be a mistake to
suppose that they constituted the essentials of his thought. As one
who acquiesced in the privileges of his class, he was bound to accept
the moral values designed to protect them, but where he differed from
other members of his class, less intellectually gifted, was in his pro
found sense of the contradictions which those values involved ; and
this is the conflict that he sublimated in his art. He was far less cons
cious than ...E schylus had been of his relation to society, but of course
this does not mean that the relation was any the less dose -merely
that it was passive rather than active ; and indeed it was partly
because of this that he was able to express the conflict in a symbol so
true to the reality as the tragedy of CEdipus.
Euripides, like ...Eschylus, was actively conscious of his relation
to society ; but for that very reason his work was fundamentally
different, because society had changed. Reared from the cradle in
the democratic ideas of liberty and equality, he was dismayed to see
them flouted by reality. He. saw the decay of the state religion in
consequence of the deepening division of interests among the worship
pers ; he saw the degradation of family life in consequence of the sub-
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jection of women ; he saw the demoralising effects of imperialist
aggression, waged in the name of democracy ; and he even dared
to challenge the validity of the distinction between freeman and slave,
thus laying bare the irremediable evil which from this time forward
was to gnaw at the vitals of ancient society - the condition both of
its growth and its decay. Hence his outspoken individualism, the
speculative inconsistency of his thought, and the experimental variety
of his technique.
As a democrat, he delivered, in the Ion, a scathing denunciation of
the unscrupulous chicanery by which the Delphic priesthood main
tained its hold over the masses. As a rationalist, he boldly declared,
in the Madness of Heralcles, that, in the absence of moral responsibility,
the pollution of homicide was merely physical. But, like other rational
ists, he failed to see that the evils of society could never be cured by
an appeal to reason, because their origin lay, not in ignorance or
unenlightenment, but in a conflict of interests. It is therefore not
surprising that at the end of his life he turned to mysticism. In his
Hippolytos, an early play, he had shown little sympathy with the
Orphic way of life ; but in the Bacchants, written shortly before his
death in Macedonia, where the worship of Dionysus still survived in
its primitive, orgiastic form, his position has changed. The self-abandon
ment of the mystic is attractive to one who has thought long and
earnestly on the riddle of reality, but without achieving any positive
result ; yet at the same time it is repulsive, because he cannot bring
himself to renounce the faculty which has made man what he is.
Agaue and her Bacchants escape from the city into the wilds, where,
in communion with the divine, they dance their night-long dances,
but she returns to the city carrying in her arms the head of her son,
whom she has torn to pieces.
We have seen how the position of women at Athens had deteriorat
ed. Lysias gives a picture of Athenian family life in his speech On the
Murder of Eratosthenes, and it is not a pleasant one. All that was per
mitted to the wife was housework in the company of slaves and fidelity
to a husband who spent most of his time away from home and was
free to associate with other women. The result was the rapid growth
of concubinage, prostitution and also male homosexuality. This
institution, which seems to have been particularly widespread among
the aristocratic intellectuals, was an adaptation of the primitive
relationship between the newly-initiated boy and the young man who
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had supervised his initiation - a relationship which, in the conditions
of Athenian city life, became predominantly sexual. The extent to
which the relations between husband and wife were poisoned by
these developments may be judged from the complacent remark of
another Athenian orator : "We have courtesans for our pleasure,
concubines for the daily needs of our bodies, and wives to keep house
for us and bear us legitimate children." And, finally, having been
reduced to this condition in the interests of the men, the woman was
told to accept it as a dispensation of Nature. Perikles, who had
divorced his own wife for an Ionian courtesan, and consequently
quarrelled with his son, who then spread scurrilous reports about
his father's private life, delivered a public oration in which he
exhorted · the widows of the men who had died for Athens to make
the best of their inferior natures by behaving with such self-effacement
as to excite neither applause nor censure. The attitude towards
women corresponded to the attitude towards slaves. One wonders
how Perikles explained matters to Aspasia, who, being an alien, was
free from disabilities declared to be inherent in her sex ; and one
wonders how Plato felt on the day when by an unlucky stroke of
fortune he was sold into slavery himself. The story was that Dionysios
of Syracuse, who ordered the sale, told him that no harm would
come to him, because, being a just man, he would be happy though
a slave. However, the philosopher's capacity to practise what he
preached was not put to the test, because, being rich, he was able
to buy himself out.
All trodden paths and paths untrod before
Are scaled by nim hie riches.
There was an Attic proverb that women had no fight in them.
Jason returned home with Medea, a woman he had fallen in love
with on his travels. After his return he ceased to care for her. She was
a foreigner, his children by her were illegitimate, and he wanted a
son who would be able to inherit from him. So he made a match
with the King's daughter, and, in case Medea should cause trouble,
she was told to leave the country and take her children with her.
Medea obeyed, but not before she had murdered the bride and her
own children by the bridegreom. The arguments advanced by Jason
in defence of his conduct are such as would be entirely acceptable
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to Athenian convention. As Medea says, we have to buy husbands
with our money and serve them with our bodies like slaves.
In the year 4 1 6 the Athenians delivered an ultimatum to the
islanders of Melos, who wished to remain neutral in the war, and,
according to Thucydides, this is what the representatives of demo
cratic Athens told the people of Melos :
As therefore it is not our purpose to amuse you with pompous
details - how, after completely vanquishing the Persians, we had a
right to assume the sovereignty, we shall waive all parade of words
that have no tendency towards conviction, and in return insist from
you that you reject all hopes of persuading us by frivolous remons
trances. Let us lay all stress on such points as may on both sides be
judged persuasive ; since of this you are as strongly convinced as we
ourselves are sensible of it, that in all human competitions equal
wants alone produce equitable determination, and, in whatever
terms the powerful enjoin obedience, to those the weak are obliged
to submit.

Since the people of Melos refused to submit, the adult male popula
tion was put to the sword and the women and children sold into
slavery. In the following year Euripides produced his Trojan Women,
portraying the helpless misery of the captives and the cynical inso
lence of the conquerors, who are destined to be destroyed on the
voyage home by thunder and lightning. Thus, in the hands of Euri
pides, the age-old story of the Trojan War became prophetic, for a
few years later Athens lost her empire as a result of her disastrous
expedition to Sicily.
Euripides was a democrat who saw that democracy was being
driven to self-destruction. That is the contradiction that underlies
his work. He saw the evils inherent in contemporary society, and
courageously exposed them. His influence was therefore disruptive :
he helped to undermine the edifice which JEschylus had laboured
to construct. But it was also, and for the same reason, progressive :
the edifice was crumbling of itself.
After the war, the Greek city-state entered on its last phase, and
Athenian thought became sharply divided in accordance with the
cleavage between the few who had an interest in maintaining it and
the many who had not. On the one hand, the idealists clung to their
faith in the city-state at the cost of accepting social inequalities which
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were becoming less and less compatible with honest thinking. They
were driven to deny the validity of the senses as a criterion of truth
and to teach that happiness lay, not in pleasure, but in something
called "virtue," which involved the acceptance of pain. Plato (428348 B.c.) made slavery the basis of his ideal state, modelled on the
parasitic communism of backward Spartan landowners, and, true to
his model, passed imaginary laws narrowly restricting the activities
of painters and poets, in whose creative imagination and fertile sense
of human possibilities he recognised a danger to the established order ;
while, for the further security of his ruling class, he drew up a fantastic
system of education designed to poison the minds of the people by
dissemination of calculated lies. Plato's Republic is an implicit
confession of the intellectual bankruptcy of the city-state. Similarly,
the contradictions in which even Aristotle (384-322 B.c.), less re
actionary and more honest than Plato, entangled himself in his
justification of slavery are a measure of the extent to which the intel
lectual integrity of the ruling class was compromised by the mainten
ance of its privileges. He justified the subo.rdination of slave to
freeman by appealing to the subordination of woman to man and
of body to soul ; but the subordination of woman was a phenomenon
of the same nature as slavery, and the subordination of body to
soul, or of matter to form, was a projection on to the plane of ideas
of the cleavage that confronted him in society. The early Orphics
had asserted the independence of the soul as a protest against the
enslavement of their bodies ; now the same dichotomy was used to
reconcile the unfree to permanent subjection. We are reminded of
those nineteenth-century thinkers, beginning with Malthus, who,
accepting the manufacturers' demand for cheap labour, justified the
poverty of the workers by inventing laws of the struggle for existence
and the survival of the fittest, and, when on this basis Darwin had
founded a new science of biology, they acclaimed his theories as a
final proof that the poverty of the workers was a law of nature.
Conversely, the materialists were only able to reaffirm the validity
of sense-perception and to maintain their conviction that happiness
lies primarily in the satisfaction of material needs, by renouncing
their part in a society which no longer conformed to reason and by
preaching the self-sufficiency of the individual. Epicurus (342-2 68
B.c.) taught that justice was relative, rescued the human soul fro m
metaphysical abstractions (even his gods were material) , and so
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completed the work, which Demokritos had begun, of formulating
the Atomic Theory. The atomism of the Epicureans was the comple
ment of their individualism. They made the elements of the universe
impassive and imperturbable, because, in a society torn by discord,
that is what they themselves strove to become. Their definition of
pleasure as the absence of pain reveals the social desperation of the
dying convulsions of the city-state, but it had a positive value in their
insistence that the aim of human endeavour is pleasure and not
self-frustration for an intangible idea or an illusory hereafter. Thus,
between the rise and fall of the city-state, idealism and materialism
had changed places. At the beginning of the urban revolution, when
the Orphics were proclaiming the divinity of the soul, the philosophers
of Miletos maintained the primitive notion that the soul is an activity
of matter ; but now, when the Greek city-states were about to dissolve
like crystals into the cosmopolitan empire, the Epicureans suffered
persecution in their endeavours to free the masses from the fables of
infernal torment with which their rulers cowed them. The heir to
Orphic mysticism was Plato ; the heir to Ionian materialism was
Epicurus. In this, despite their limitations, the Epicureans were in
the true line of progress ; for at least they recognised that "the supreme
being for man is man himself, and consequently all relations, all
conditions in which man is humiliated, enslaved, despised, must be
destroyed."
There was, however, one tradition which the Epicureans had
inherited indirectly from the Orphics. We have seen in a former
chapter how, in consequence of the transition from collective to
private ownership, Moira had been transformed into Ananke (p. 1 47 ) .
During the maturity of the city-state, the idea of Ananke was deve
loped and extended. Not only was the slave under the absolute control
of his master and denied all share . in the surplus product of his labour,
but the master himself, in the conditions of a monetary t;conomy, was
at the mercy of forces which he was unable to control ; and so the
freeman, too, was enslaved to the blind force of Necessity, which
frustrated his desires and defeated his efforts. But, if Necessity is
supreme, and her action incalculable, all change appears subjectively
as chance ; and so by the side of Ananke there arose the figure of
Tyche - opposite poles of the same conception. The belief that the
world is ruled by Tyche can be traced through Euripides to Pindar,
who declared that she was one of the Moirai and the strongest of
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them all ; and during the next two centuries the cult of Tyche became
one of the most widespread and popular in Greece.
It was precisely at this point that Epicurus made his most impor
tant advance over the cosmology of Demokritos. Parmenides, the
forerunner of Plato, had taught that there was no empty space and
consequently no motion ; that the universe was one and unchanging,
its apparent diversity and mutability being an illusion of the senses.
Demokritos, the forerunner of Epicurus, had reasserted the existence
of empty space and attributed the properties of the Parmenidean
One to each of an infinite number of atoms, indivisible, indestructible,
without weight, falling vertically through the void and by their col
lisions and combinations creating the world. The result was a mechan
istic theory of the universe in which every event is the product of
necessity- the slave of Ananke.
In the view of Epicurus, this theory was inadequate, because
it failed to take account of one of the faculties which differentiate
man from the other animals -what we call freedom of the will. He
agreed with Demokritos, as against Plato, that matter, not mind, is
the prius, but he recognised that the human consciousness was capable
of reacting on its environment, and hence, by applying what it had
learnt from science, of controlling it. Accoraingly, endowed in his
theory with the property of weight, the atom possesses in itself the
cause of its own motion ; and, moreover, it possesses, besides the
vertical, an oblique motion or swerve from the straight line. Thus,
in his system, necessity was superseded by chance, Ananke by Tyche,
and in this way the atom became free.
In keeping with this rift in society and thought there was a cor
responding rift in art. The old type of comedy, perfected by Aristopha
nes, which had been intensely political, passed into the comedy of
manners, composed almost entirely by resident aliens and devoted
to the intrigues of illicit lovers and foundlings, who after many vicis
situdes are restored by fortune to their lost heritage. The only other
art form that remained popular at Athens after the end of the Pelopon
nesian War was the dithyramb, which was now developed as an
extravagant musical spectacle supplying an opiate to the people's
unsatisfied desires. As for tragedy, which by its very nature was at
the same time serious and collective, there was no scope for it in a
community driven by internal dissensions to seek escape from a conflict
that was to remain insoluble until the economic possibilities of slave
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labour had been exhausted ; and, before that point was reached, it
was necessary that Imperial Rome should :bestride the world like a
clay-footed colossus. The tragic festivals were maintained, but with
a shift of interest to the stagecraft and the acting, and with an increas
ing dependence on revivals of the old masters, �pecially Euripides�
whose prophetic individualism appealed far more strongly than the
obsolete collectivism of l.Eschylus to an audience that had lost faith
in social life. As a creative force, the art of tragedy ceased to exist,
until the bourgeois revolution of modem Europe brought it once
more into being out of conditions similar in certain essential respects
to those which had prevailed under the merchant princes of early
Athens.
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PITY AND FEAR

RISTOTLE'S account of Greek tragedy contains certain weaknesses,

A due to limitations inherent in his subjective attitude to the problem.

It is in keeping with his general doctrine of the relation of matter to

that he treats the evolution of the art as a wholly internal process
without reference to the history of the community of whose· life. it
was a part. For this reason he is content to explain how tragedy .aS
sumed its final form without explaining why it assumed that particular
form or why after that it ceased to develop. Again, his predilection,
shared with his contemporaries, for the single tragedy, in which the
element of reconciliation was atrophied or eliminated, makes it
difficult for him to appreciate the work of JEschylus : indeed, he omits
all mention of the JEschylean tetralogy, which, on his own assump
tions, might well have been regarded as the highest point in the for
mal evolution of the art.
Notwithstanding these limitations, his work has a great positive
value, which consists, first, in his conception of the drama as a product
of organic development to be studied objectively like other natural
phenomena, and, secondly, in his scrupulous attention to the known
facts. In the latter respect, he reveals the same regard for detail that
we find in his other work, scientific and historical, and for that reason
we should beware of rejecting his statements of fact without good
reason, even where we cannot check them. The theory of the origin
of tragedy which has been propounded in these pages was worked
out in its initial stages on the basis of the anthropological data at a
time when I was inclined to accept Pickard-Cambridge's estimate of
the Poetics, but in the course of further study it was slowly borne in
on me that the conclusions to which the evidence was tending were
precisely those which had been formulated by Aristotle. The man
I had been cold-shouldering turned out to be my best friend. I had
much the same experience with the Politics. Even in this field, where,
form
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of course, his preconceptions are more active and disturbing, Aristotle
reveals an insight into primitive institutions which the study of
comparative anthropology shows to be far superior to that possessed
by those modern historians who have rejected his authority. For
these reasons, I feel entitled to claim as a confirmation of my argu
ment the fact that it coheres so closely with the evidence of Aristotle.
There is one important statement of Aristotle's that remains to
be examined. He says that "tragedy is a representation . . . which
by means of pity and fear effects the purgation of such emotions."
Plato had expelled the tragic poets from his ideal state because he
considered them to be socially dangerous. Aristotle replies that the
function of tragedy is socially useful. It will be noticed that both are
agreed on one point : that the function of poetry is social.
Aristotle's conception of purgation or purification (kdtharsis) is
closely allied to the use of that term in medicine. In the doctrine of
the Hippocratic school, disease is a disturbance of the bodily hu
mours, leading to a crisis, in which, in the event of recovery, the
morbid matter is evacuated or expelled, and the physician's aim is
to induce the crisis in conditions which will have that result. But
Aristotle's statement goes further than that, implying that, before
the morbid affections can be expelled, they must first be artificially
stimulated. To understand this point, we must trace it to its origin
in the primitive treatment of epilepsy and hysteria.
Epilepsy was known in Greek as the "sacred disease," and, ac
cording to Aretaios, it was so called because its cause was believed
to be the entry of a god or spirit into the body. That this interpretation
of the term is correct appears from what is said in the Hippocratic
treatise on the disease of the "sorcerers, purifiers, charlatans and
quacks" who attempted to cure it "by purifications and incantations. "
I f the patient imitates a goat, i f h e roars, o r is convulsed i n the
right side, they say that the Mother of the Gods is the cause . . . .
If he foams at the mouth and kicks, the cause is assigned to Ares.
If the symptoms are fears and terrors at night, delirium, jumping
out of bed and rushing out of doors, they are described as attacks of
Hekate or assaults of spirits of the dead.
This implies that the patient is "possessed" (kdtochos) - he has "a god
in him" ( lntheos) .
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The purifications in vogue among these magicians are described
by the writer as consisting of abstention from baths and certain foods,
the wearing of black as a sign of death and the observance of certain
taboos. When the purification has been successfully accomplished,
the off-scourings "are buried in the ground or thrown into the sea
or carried into the mountains where no one can touch them or tread
on them." This means that through purification the spirit with which
the patient has been possessed is expelled. The writer of this treatise
does not specify the nature of the other part of the procedt"•n - the
incantations ; but these can be studied in evidence fron ' other
sources.
The ritual of the Korybantes, whom we have seen reason to regard
as a primitive magico-medical secret society, consisted of an orgiastic
dance, to the accompaniment of flutes and drums, which induced in
the participants what would be described in modern terminology
as a fit of hysteria. Now, the Korybantes were credited with the power,
not only of inducing madness, but of curing it, and the cure was
effected by the same means as the inducement - by incantations, or
songs "sung over" the patient, like the song which the Erinyes of
£schylus sang over Orestes in order to drive him mad. In the Kriton,
after explaining the reasons why he refuses to escape from prison,
Sokrates says that these reasons are ringing in his ears like the music
of the flute in the rites of the Korybantes and make it impossible for
him to hear any others. The effect of the music was hypnotic. In
the Symposium, speaking of the eloquence of Sokrates, Alkibiades
says : "Whenever I listen to him, my heart throbs harder than it does
in those who take part in the rites of the Korybantes, and his words
evoke in me floods of tears." Here the effect is not so much hypnotic
as hysterical.
The evidence relating to the Korybantes is fragmentary, but,
so far as it goes, it accords exactly with the psychiatric functions of
primitive secret societies in all parts of the world. The following
remarks are from a summary of the anthropological evidence by
Fallaize.
Among the primitive theories of disease, causation by spirits who
enter into and torment the patient holds a prominent place. The
therapeutic measures of the medicine-man, 'in so far as they are not
purely materialistic, like the extraction of a bone or pebble, are
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largely directed towards driving out or propitiating the demons or
spirits responsible for the disease . . . .
The Bathonga hold that possession in the form in which it is re
cognised among them is caused by the spirits of the dead . . . . The
preliminary symptoms are a nervous crisis, persistent pain in chest,
hiccough, extraordinary yawning, and emaciation. If, after con
sultation of the divinatory bones, the medicine-man decides that
the patient is possessed, the spirit is exorcised. In the course of the
elaborate series of ceremonies which follows the patient in a frenzy
declares the name of the spirit which possesses him . . . . He is given
drugs which act as an emetic and the spirit is declared to have left
him.
The pathological character of those affections which are regarded
by primitive peoples as evidence of possession is such that the symp
toms of the disease or weakness would recur at more or less frequent
intervals. It is therefore not surprising to find that those who are
subject to such nervous crises come to be regarded as a class apart
a class of peculiar sanctity . . . . The Bathonga who had been exor�
cised for possession, after a period of probation himself became a
fully-initiated medicine-man and exorcist. The Melenau woman
who has been under the influence of the toh [spirit] , when she has
undergone the full ceremony of exorcism, becomes a medicine�
woman with full powers to summon the spirits to assist her in heal
ing others . . . . Among some Siberian tribes the office of shaman
tended to become hereditary, but the supernatural gift was a
necessary qualification, and the shamans also adopted children who
appeared suitable to succeed them, i.e. those who showed signs of
an epileptic or neurotic tendency . . . . On the other hand, even
where a predisposition or the actual symptoms of previous disease
were not a condition of becoming a priest, diviner or soothsayer ;
the novitiate often imposed conditions which could not fail to lead
to an abnormal or unhealthy frame of mind. . . . Among the
Chukchi, Koryak and Gilyak, during the long periods of seclusion
in the forests, not only did the shamans learn and practise their
professional arts - singing, dancing, ventriloquism, and playing the
drum - but they endured hardships of cold and hunger which could
not but intensify their natural predisposition towards hysteria. . . .
The theory of possession is not applied solely to those intermittent
manifestations of abnormality to which it. owes its origin. It could
hardly be expected that those who are subject to attacks should not
take advantage of the power given them by the feelings of awe and
terror aroused by their supposed relation to the spirit world. But,
as a crisis of their disease cannot be relied upon to coincide with the
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moment when their advice may be sought or their assistance invo
ked by the ordinary member of the community, possession is super
induced voluntarily by an artificial stimulus . . . .
A condition of the success of an attempt to exorcise the possessing
spirit is that it should be compelled to declare through the mouth of
itS victim either its name, thus giving the operator power over it in
accordance with a generally recognised rule of magical practice,
Qr its desires (usually a request for offerings) , knowledge of which
riiakes it possible for it to be expelled by propitiation. It requires
only a slight extension of the argument that these sayings are an
expression of the will of the gods to transform them into · a channel
for the revelation of the future. There is abundant evidence in the
recorded instances of possession to show that this is not merely an
a priori view but is in accordance with the facts . . . . Those who are
subject to possession by entering voluntarily into the state of exalta
tion at the request of their consultants attain the position of
oracles. Analogies more or less close to the priestess of Apollo at
D elphi and the Sibyl at Cumre are found in almost every part of
the world.
·

This evidence throws a flood of light on several fundamental ele
ments in Greek life and thought - the close relation between man{a,
·"madness," and mantike, "prophecy," the psychical associations of
the musical ,modes, and the original nature of poetical inspiration ;
but what immediately concerns us is its significance for the ritual of
the Dionysiac thiasos.
The primitive attitude to possession may be interpreted as follows.
In the earliest stage, epilepsy and hysteria were treated simply like
other diseases : the patient was subjected to a rite of initiation, in the
course of which he died and was born again. The essential part of
this process was the act of expulsion or purification, by means of
which the spirit which had taken possession of the patient was first
aroused into activity and then expelled. There is no reason to doubt
that, granted implicit faith on the patient's part, this cure by abreac
tion, to use the Freudian term, was to a considerable extent successful.
The idea of possession was not originally confined to these diseases,
but it came to be especially associated with them because of the
peculiar violence of their symptoms and their tendency to recur.
In this way there arose a special class of initiates, consisting of persons
who had a predisposition to some form of dementia. These persons
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were organised in a magical society, modelled on the structure of
the clan. At this stage, the pathological nature of their condition
becomes increasingly obscured by the magical ideas to which it has
given rise. The faculty of possession is regarded as a sign of excep
tionally free and intimate intercourse with the spirit-world. Con
sequently, in pursuance of these magical powers, the members of the
society are addicted to artificially inducing the symptoms in them
selves, and, instead of curing them in others, they initiate the patient
into their own mode of life, in which the disease is fostered because
it is regarded as socially useful.
It is now clear why the Korybantes were credited with the power
of both inducing and curing madness. They induced it in order to
cure it and cured it in order to induce it. The same ambivalence is
found in the cults of Dionysus. As Dionysos Bakcheios, he induced
hysteria in his worshippers, who, being possessed by him, called
themselves by his name, becoming bdkchoi or bdkchai ; as Dionysos
Lysios, he withdrew from them and so restored them to their right
mind. Similarly, in myth, driven mad by the god, the daughters of
Proitos were pursued by the medicine�man, Melampous, who purified
them by an ecstatic dance and threw the off-scourings into a river.
By this means they recovered their senses, but by the same means
they had become initiates of Dionysus. The descriptions of the
Dionysiac sparagmos-for example, the rending of Pentheus in the
Bacchants-show that the participants were acting under the influence
of artificially induced hysteria ; and, conversely, the madness of
Herakles, which, as related by Euripides., exhibits the symptoms of a
hysterical seizure, is described in terms borrowed from the orgies of
the Korybantes and the Dionysiac thiasos.
The prominence of hysteria and allied disorders among primitive
peoples is not to be explained by the artificial value placed on them
in consequence of the hypertrophy of magic. Rather, that hypertrophy
is itself a response to the need for organising socially an existing ten
dency. Thus, as Fallaize points out, the areas where arctic hysteria
is prevalent are precisely those in which the mediumistic functions
of shamanism are most highly developed. The truth seems to be that
in primitive society, the division of labour being still rudimentary,
the members of the community are proportionately deficient in
individuality and consequently lack the stability to withstand those
acute maladjustments between the individual and society which are
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the recognised causes of these disorders. This point has been well
expressed by Caudwell. After explaining that the contradictions ge
nerated by the development of society are necessarily reflected in
man's consciousness in such forms as moral problems and feelings
of sin, he goes on :
In a primitive society, where man is as yet undifferentiated, con
science and consciousness are similarly simple, direct and homoge
neous, and for this very reason lacking in depth and vividness. . . .
When this consciousness is attacked, there is no complexity or
balancing of forces to soften the blow ; the collapse is complete. The
primitive who is once convinced that he has sinned or is bewitched
will promptly die - a fact well attested by field-anthropologists. The
shallowness of his consciousness is revealed in the simplicity of his
dissociation, the ease with which his psyche can be precipitated
in hysteria, his high degree of susceptibility and the "all-or-none"
nature of his emotional reactions - all symptoms pointing to a men
tation more unconscious and instinctive than that of "civilised"
differentiated man.
These considerations suggest that the disposition to these disorders
in modern tribes has been accentuated by impact with European
culture, the effect of which is seen in the familiar police-court cases
of lascars "running amok."
_
In Chapter IX it was argued that the Orphic movement drew its
impetus from the peasantry uprooted by the urban revolution. After
the tribal ties of cult and kinship had been severed, they were recreated
on the mystical plane in these religious brotherhoods. The form of
the new cult was derived from Thrace, where the orgiastic features
of Dionysiac worship were particularly prominent. Next to Thrace,
the most fertile centre for the dissemination of orgiastic religion was
Phrygia, the home of Attis and Kybele, the mother-goddess of the
Korybantes, who was closely associated with Dionysus. And, next to
Thrace, Phrygia was the principal area for the mining of gold and
silver. The development of these industries must have induced among
the neighbouring tribes, which supplied the labour, a spiritual crisis
of the same kind as that which the urban revolution precipitated
among the Attic peasantry. Speaking of one of the Thracian tribes,
the Trausoi, Herodotus says :
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When a child is born, its kinsfolk sit round it lamenting the suffer
ings it must undergo and recounting all the sorrows of mankil;i.d ;
but, when a man dies, they bury him with rejoicing and merry
making, bec�use they consider that he has been delivered from all
those evils and lives in perfect bliss.
This attitude to life and death is not primitive. It is the attitude
cha:racteristic of mystical religion, which we have studied at Eleusis.
It is the cry of a primitive people caught in the vortex of industrial
exploitation.
The Orphic brotherhoods were modelled, as we have seen, on the
earlier Dionysiac th{asos, which, as all the mythological data go to
show, had its origin in the Mycenean period ; and therefore we look
for some analogous disturbance to account for the emergence of the
Dionysiac th{asos out of the primitive clan. The wide distribution and
remarkable uniformity of this cult indicate that the need which it
was evolved to satisfy was general and fundamental ; and the fact
that, apart from the priest or medicine-man at the head, the initiates
were women, suggests that its origin lies in the stress imposed on
women by the abolition of matrilineal institutions and the consequent
decline in the social status of their sex.
It appears therefore that, whether he was aware of it or not, when
Aristotle declared that the function of tragedy was "through pity and
fear. to effect the purgation of such emotions," he was describing cor
rectly the essential function of the Dionysiac ritual out of which tra
gedy had evolved ; and his use of the term "purgation" or "purifica
tion," referring to the expulsion of the indwelling disease in order to
induce newness of life, shows that in his view the function of tragedy
was essentially akin to that of initiation, from which it was in fact
derived.
I am inclined to think that he was aware of it. Several Greek writers
describe in detail the emotional effects of mystical initiation, and the
uniformity of the symptoms shows that they were recognised as nor
mal. They consist of shuddering, trembling, sweating, mental con
fusion, distress, consternation and joy mixed with alarm and agitation.
These are the characteristics of religious hy,steria, such as might be
. extensively paralleled from the literature of Christianity. Now,
Aristotle is quoted u saying that "the initiates were not required to
learn anything but to experience certain emotions and to be put in a
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certain disposition. " In view of what has just been said concerning
the emotions of initiation, it may be inferred that what Aristotle
meant by this statement was that through the artificial excitation of
fear and distress these emotions were so to speak discharged from the
system, and so the mental disposition of the subject was readjusted to
its environment.
How, we are led to ask, did an Athenian audience react to the
performance of their tragedies ? In our own London theatres, the
members of the audience usually keep their emotional reactions
(other than laughter) to themselves ; but in the cinemas of the west
of Ireland, where the spectators were (as I remember them forty
years ago) peasants, the atmosphere was far more intense. At the critical
moments of the plot, almost very face wore a terrified look and con
tinuous sobbing might be heard. In this respect, an Athenian would
undoubtedly have felt more at home in the west of Ireland than in
the West End of London. In one of Plato's dialogues, a professional
reciter of the Homeric poems describes the effect of his performances
on himself and on his audience.
When I am describip.g something pitiful, my eyes fill with tears ;
when something terrible or strange, my hair stands on end and my
heart throbs . . . . And whenever I look down from the platform at
the audience, I see them weeping, with a wild look in their eyes, lost
in wonder at the words they hear.
This was a recital of Homer. At the dramatic festivals the excitement
must have been even greater. No wonder there was a panic in the
theatre at the first performance of the Eumenides.
What this reciter did in his public perfomances - working himself
into a frenzy and inducing some measure of the same condition in his
audience - was not essentially very different from what was done b y
the Korybantes i n their ecstatic dances. Indeed, the resemblance is
pointed out in the same dialogue by Sokrates :
All good epic poets are able to compose good poetry not by art
but because they are divinely inspired or possessed. It is the same
with good lyric poets. When they compose their songs they are no
more sane than the Korybantes when they dance. As soon as they
start on rhythm and concord, they become frenzied and possessed,
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like the Bacchants who in their madness draw milk and honey from
the streams. . . .
Poets are simply interpreters of the gods, being possessed by
whatever god it may happen to be.
The tone of this dialogue is light and playful, but that does not alter
the fact that Sokrates has correctly identified the poet as a descendant
of the priest-magician, medicine-man, or exorcist, whose hysterical
cries appeared as the voice of an immanent god or spirit. At the
present day, the art of poetry has left its magical origin so far behind
that, when we speak of a poet as inspired, it is only an empty phrase ;
but the ancient Greeks had the orgies of Dionysus to remind them
that the art had grown out of ritual.
The actor was regarded in the same light. In the fourth century,
when the profession was highly organised, actors were granted exemp
tion from military service and their persons were treated as sacred.
Evidence is lacking for the fifth century, but there is no reason to
doubt that they were held in the same regard, because their sanctity
flowed from their origin. They were mediums for expressing what
had once been the voice of a god. The actor who spoke the part
composed for him by the poet was descended from the poet-actor ;
and the poet-actor, who spoke the words which he had been inspired
to compose, was descended through the leader of the dithyramb from
the priest at the head of the thfasos, who, since the god had entered
into his body, was the god .
It may therefore be concluded that, in keeping with their common
origin, these three rites -the orgy of the Dionysiac thiasos, initiation
into the Mysteries, and tragedy -fulfilled a common function 
kdtharsis or purification, which renewed the vitality of the partici
pants by relieving emotional stresses due to the contradictions gene
rated in the course of social change. And this purpose was achieved
by the expression of what had been suppressed. The different forms
which this function assumed are explained by the increasing complexity
of the social structure which rendered the mode of expression progres
sively less violent. In the Dionysiac orgy, all the participants were
subjected to an actual hysterical seizure, involving automatism,
paroxysms, and analgesia. When the orgy became a passion play,
the active part was restricted to the performers, who may have
exhibited acute symptoms themselves, like the ecstatic dancers of
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many modern tribes, but in the spectators they excited nothing more
than feelings of terror and floods of tears. In the Mysteries, the initiates
still have to participate actively in many of the rites, but the chief of
these is a mystical drama performed for them by others ; and at the
tragic festivals the role of all but a fraction of those present has
become entirely passive, being confined to expressing those emotions
of pity and fear which are evoked in them by the climax of the plot.
And, lastly, although the stresses have not grown less severe, the
intensity of the symptoms has steadily diminished, because the grow
ing individuation of society, resulting from the more manifold divi
sions of labour, has so deepened and enriched the emotional and
intellectual life of the people as to render possible a proportionately
higher level of sublimation.
The principle of kdtharsis is accepted by modern psychologists.
It provides relief by giving free outlet to repressed emotions through
such channels as the practice of confession or participation in public
festivals. The citizen who has purged hiIDSelf in this way becomes
thereby a more contented citizen. The emotional stresses set up by
the class struggle are relieved by a spectacle in which they are subli
mated as a conflict between man and God, or Fate, or Necessity.
Plato banned tragedy because it was subversive of the established
order ; Aristotle replied that a closer analysis showed it to be conser
vative of the established order. For, like modern psychologists, he
assumed that, where there is maladjustment between the individual
and society, it is the individual that must be adapted to society, not
society to the individual. Modern psycho-analysts have only been
able to maintain this attitude because the majority of their patients
have belonged to the wealthy classes. Applied to the community as
a whole, their therapy would necessarily involve them in the task
of investigating the laws governing the social environment with a
view to adapting it to the patients. The psycho-analyst would become
a revolutionary.
One of the effects of civilisation is undoubtedly to multiply the
possibilities of nervous disorders. As society grows more complex, it
develops fresh contradictions. If this were the whole of the matter,
we should have reason to curse Prometheus ; but it is not. The
relation between the two processes is not a mechanical one, but
dialectical. These internal maladaptations resulting from social
development accumulate to a point at which they precipitate a reorga-
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nisation of society itself; and, after they have been thus resolved,
there emerges a new set of contradictions operating on the higher level.
This reciprocal pressure between the members of the organism and
its structure as a whole is the dynamic of evolution, both biological
and social. Man learns by suffering. And it is these contradictions
that find expression in the arts. The artist may endeavour to reform
the world, like Shelley, or to escape from it, like Keats, or to justify
it, like Milton, or simply to describe it, like Shakespeare, but it is
this discord between the individual and his environment, which, as
an artist, he feels with peculiar force, that impels him to create. in
fantasy the harmony denied to him in a world out of joint. And since
these works of art embody the spiritual labour that has gone to their
production, they enable the other members of the community, through
the experience of seeing or hearing them, which is a labour less in
degree but similar in kind, to achieve the same harmony, of which
they too are in need, but without the power of constructing it · for
themselves. Therefore, the arts are conservative of the social · order,
in that they relieve the pressure on its members, but at the same time
they are subversive, because they promote a recurrence of the stresses
which they stimulate in order to relieve. They are a form of the orga
nisation of social energy, and the flood which they set in motion may
at any moment, in favourable conditions, reverse its direction. The
artist leads his fellow men into a world of fantasy where they find
release, thus asserting the refusal of the human consciousness to
acquiesce in its environment, and by this means there is collected a
store of energy, which flows back into the real world and transforms
the fantasy into fact. This, then, is the connection between such
masterpieces of human culture as Greek tragedy and the mimetic
dance, in which the savage hunt&men express both their weakness in
the face of nature and their will to master it.
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C. A.D. 50.
Porphyry (Porphyrios) of Syria, neoplatonist philosopher, A.D. 233-304.
Pratinas of Phleious, Athenian dramatist, JI. 500.
Sappho of I;.. esbos, poetess, JI. 620-580.
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Tyrtaios of Sparta, poet, JI. 630.
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Andromache, 1 74
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Ariadne, 1 35
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Atlas, 4 1 , 3 1 3
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Atreus, 59, 2 30--3 1 , 235, 237, 245, 252,
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A ttis, 1 1 8, 355
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Beethoven, 2 28
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Caudwell, 355
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Drakon, 72
Drios, 1 34-35
Dryas, 1 34
Dysmainai, 1 38, 1 39
Earth goddess, 1 6 , 56, 3 1 1 - 1 2 , 3 1 5
Edonoi, 1 34, 1 43
E gypt, 1 9, 46, 55, 59, 75, I 1 0 , 1 36, 1 49,
1 97, 205 , 285, 286, 289, 290, 293

Efren, 97, 98, n 5, 1 79
EiresiOne, 1 29
Elegiac, 74

Dike, 49, 50, 1 45, 1 47, 3 1 9 . See Justice.

E lektra, 250-55, 258, 332-3 7

Diodoros : on adoption, 104 ; on democracy, 1 96 ; on D ionysus, 1 3 8 ; on the

Elektra of Euripides, 232
- of Sophokles, 332-37, 340, 341

INDEX
Eleusinian Mysteries, 1 1 0-20, 1 46, 1 48,
1 5 1 , 233, 253, 257, 260, 26 1 , 2 7 1 ,
356-59
Eleutherai, 1 55, 1 56, 1 6 1 , 1 69, 1 72 , 2 2 5
Elis, hymn of, 1 5 7, 1 59, 1 60, 1 75
Empedokles, 47, 1 46, 299, 306
Enclosure Acts, 35, 3 2 2
Epameinondas, 1 7
Epaphos, r n5, 287
Ephebos, r no, 1 1 0, 1 1 1 , 1 29, 1 33 , 1 55,
1 56, 275, 300
Ephesos, 80, 1 2 1 , 1 39, 2 1 3
Ephialtes, 2 1 4, 2 1 5 , 267
Epic, 6o-63, 74, 84, 1 82 , 2 3 1
Epicurus, 270, 306, 3 1 8, 345-47
Epilepsy, 350, 352, 353
Epimethius, 3 1 9
Ep6ptes, 1 1 2 , 1 1 4- 1 6 , 245, 253
Erechtheidai, 1 6- 1 7
Erechtheus, 1 7 , 58
Erichthonios, 1 7
Erinyes XV, 32, 33, 4 1 , 48--5 0, 1 0 1 , 1 75,
1 99, 282, 283, 294, 336, 3 5 1
Eriphyle, 32

Eschatii, 67

Eteoboutadai, 1 7, 83
Eteokles, 282-84, 33 1
Euboia , 1 36, 207
Eudaimonia, 1 1 5, 1 1 6, 1 1 8, 1 3 1
Eurnaios, 39
Eumenides, 2 7 2
Eumenides : see Oresteia
Eumolpidai, 68, 1 1 0, 1 1 1
Euneidai, 1 7, 42
Eupatridai, 70, 7 1 , 72, 8o-82 , 1 87, 1 92,
229, 2 7 2
Euphorion, 229, 230
Eupyridai, 4 2, 1 93
Euripides, social attitude, 34 1 , 342, 344,
348 ; treatment of chorus, 33 1 . See
tit les of plays.
Eurynomos, 260
Extirchon, 1 58, 1 72, 1 74
Exegeth, 1 7 2, 268, 27 2
Exogamy I I , 1 2 , 1 3 , 1 4, 1 8, 1 90, 29 1 .
See Marriage.
Fallaize, 35 1 , 354

Frazer, 1 07, r n8, 1 25, 1 2 7, 1 29, 1 30
Funeral customs, 92, 1 0 1 , 1 0 7, 1 1 0, 1 1 2,
286
Fusion of opposites, 200-203, 273, 323
Game Laws, 3 2 2
Gela, 229
Gelon, 2 1 1
Genos, 25, 43
Gephyraioi, 36
Geras, 38, 4 1 , 49, 282
Germans, 3 1 , 48, 49, 57, 59, 60, 1 26, 1 8 1
Glaukos, 29
Gnorismata, 45, 46, 1 77, 250
God, idea of, 1 5, 5 8--5 9, 1 08, 3 1 8
God-king, 1 8, 1 9, 1 08
Golden Age, 63, 86, 2 1 9, 298
Golden Apples, r n5, 3 1 3
Gortyna, 32, 33, 40, 66, 1 89, 1 90
Granet, 1 23
Green George, 1 26
Gronbech, 3 1 , 42
Group marriage : see Marriage.
Guardian spirit : see Da£mon.
Gyges, 79
Gymnasiarchos, 1 00, 2 1 8
Gytheion, I O I
Hair-cutting, 97, 1 00, 1 0 1 , 249 , 335
Haliakmon, 1 36, 1 3 7
Halliday, 286
Hammurabi, 205
Harris, Rendel, ! 02 .
Harrison, J.E., 3 , ! 02, 2 2 7, 295
Harvest May, 1 26, 1 29
Headlam, 239, 290, 332
Hebe, 300, 3 1 6
Hebrews : see Jews.
Hector, 1 74, 1 75
Hecuba, 1 74
Hekate, 37, 350
Helen, 1 74, 230, 240, 24 1 , 2 7 1
Helios, 3 7
Hephaistos, 4 1 , 58, 300, 303, 308, 3 r n,
3 1 1 , 3 1 3, 3 1 9
Hera : at Argos, 56, 58, 1 36, 1 3 7 ; relation
to Dionysus, r n3 ; to Herakles, 27,
1 04, 3 1 6 ; boopis, 1 3 7 . See Zeus.

Family, 28, 3 9 , 40, 5 1 , 66-68, 70, 74,
1 89, 1 90, 342-43

Heraeis, 1 3 7

Farnell, 1 22, 1 69

Herakleitos, 49, 79, 1 47

Ferguson, 3, 4

Herakles, 27, 1 04, 1 1 1 , 286, 298, 300,
308, 309, 3 1 1 - 1 6, 354

Food-gathering, 9, 1 8

Heraia, 1 08

INDEX
Hermes, 42, 43, 1 03, 234, 249, 262, 304,
3 1 0, 3 1 4, 3 1 9
Hennione, 1 43
Herodotus, 37, 42, 43, 1 42, 1 58, 294,
302, 355
Hesiod, 2 7, 37, 43, 58, 73-74, 1 06, u 5,
1 32, 1 45, 203, 298, 3 1 6, 3 1 9, 3 2 1
Hesperides, 1 05, 3 1 3
Hestidtor, 2 1 8, 2 1 9
Hieron, 229
Hipparchos, 85, 1 44, 207, 209
Hippias, 85-86, 1 87, 2o6-208, 2 1 0, 2 1 5,
229, 282, 30 1 , 302
Hippodameia, 1 06, .1 07, 1 08
Hippokrates, 202, 203, 2 7 1 , 306, 330
Hippolytos, 1 5 1 , 342
Hipponikos, 326
Historical linguistics, 4
Hittites, 32, 1 03
Hocart, 1 08
Homeric pantheon, 58-59, 1 2 1
Homeric theogony, 26, 43
Homeridai, 42, 43, 6 1
Homicide, 30-32, 68, 69, 70, 7 7, 82,
l l 2, 2 1 5, 260, 268, 269, 2 72, 342
Homosexuality, 342
Hooke, 1 1 0
Hopi Indians, 96
Horace, 1 80, 1 8 1
Horai, 1 6 1 , 272
Howitt, 24
Human sacrifice, 96, 1 3 1 -33, 23 1
Hunting, 9, 1 0, 1 5, 28, 4 1
Hybristika, 286
Hypermnestra, 286, 294
Hypodikos, 1 82
Hypokritis, 1 70-72
Hypsipyle, 1 7, 286, 287
Hyrnetho, 26
Hysteria, 350, 353-55, 356
lakchos, 1 1 2
Iambic, 1 70, 220
lamidai, 42, 107
lchneutai, 228
Idealism, 1 47, 200, 2 70, 344
Ikarios, 1 34
Immersion in water, 1 24, 1 34-3 7
Imprecation, ritual, 1 1 2, 1 34, 1 36
Improvisation, 1 58, 1 59
!nachos, 1 36
Incantation, 1 75
I ncest, 30

India, 1 0, 22
Inda-European, 2 1 , 24, 25-28, 32,
48-50, 56
Inheritance, 30, 40, 1 87, 1 8g-g2 , 260,
269, 28g-g3
Initiation VII, 1 8, 27, 47, 69, 1 22-1 24,
1 28, 1 30, 1 3 1 , 1 35, 1 5 1 , 1 52, 1 56,
1 78-80, 1 99, 223, 253, 286, 300, 353 ,
354
lno, 1 05, 1 30
lo, 1 36- 1 3 7, 1 6 1 , 285-88, 300, 302, 303,
307-g, 3 1 3- 1 5
Ion, 1 6, 46, 1 77
Ion of Euripides, 342
- of Plato, 357
lonians, 25, 72, 75-77, 99, 1 39, 205,
206, 2 1 0, 2 1 l , 2 1 2, 2 1 3
loxidai, 1 7
Iphigeneia, 47, 230, 23 1 , 234, 236
Iron-working, 1 03 ·
Irrigation, 286, 295
lsagoras, 86, 1 87, 1 88, 206
Isis, 1 36, 285
Isokrates, 264, 265, 330
Isonomia, 1 96, 202, 3 1 9
Ithome, 2 1 4
Ixion, 8 1

Jason, 292, 343
Jealousy of the gods, 58, 80, 8 1 , 239,
2 7g-8 1
Jews, 29, 30, 36, 1 02, 1 04
Jocasta, 28 1 , 282 , 33 7-39
Judgement of the dead, 55, u 2, 1 46,
260, 26 1 , 287, 294
Justice, 1 45, 200, 2 70, 2 7 1 , 3 1 8, 3 1 9, 345
Kadmos, 1 7, 36, 37, 1 03, 1 79
Kalchas, 230, 239
Kannanor, 1 36
Kdtharsis, 350, 358, 359
Keats, 360
Kekrops, 1 9, 26, 70, 1 92
Kerkyra, 2 1 0, 2 1 3
Kerykes, 42, 1 1 0, I 1 2
Kirnon, 2 1 2 , 2 1 4, 2 1 9, 279
Kingship, 15, 2 1 , 29, 39, 40, 43, 57, 62,
70, 1 08, 1 09, 23 1
Kleisthenes of Athens, 85, 86,
1 92-96, 206, 2 1 0 , 2 1 7 , 229, 3 1 9
- o f Sikyon, 1 4 1 , 1 58

Kteros, 36, 37, 40, 4 1 , 98, 1 1 8
Klerouchia, 38

1 88,

INDEX
Klotho, 44, r n6
Klytiadai, 1 0 7
Knights, 223
Knossos, 55, 62
Know thyself, 74, 337, 338
Komm 6s, 1 75, 1 7 6
K8mos, 1 56, 1 57, 1 59, 1 62 , 1 8o, 225, 226,
246
Koronis, 1 34, 1 35
Koryban tes, 1 03 , 35 1 , 354-55 , 357
K6smos, 76
Kostrubonko, 1 2 7
Kouretes, 1 0 1 , 1 0 2 , 1 03, 1 07, 1 1 5, 1 57,
1 60
Kranz, 1 68, 1 76
Kreon, 1 66, 337-40
Kreousa, 1 6
Kretschmer, 26, 28, 1 43
Kritias, 3 1 8, 320
Kriton, 35 1
Kronos, 37, 43, 1 0 1 , 1 04, 1 45, 268, 3 1 0
Kronos, Reign of: see Golden Age.
Kroton, 1 97, 1 98, 1 99, 202
Kybele, 355
Kylon of Athens, 7 1
- of Kroton, 1 98
Kynegeiros, 229
Kypselos, Bo
Kyrene, 37, 38, 1 93
Kyzikos, 1 39
Labour service, 29, 3 1
Lachesis, 36, 3 7 , 39, 44
Laios, 32, 1 79, 2 8 1 , 282, 284, 285,
337-39
Lampadophoria, 1 2 1
Lampoon, 1 70
Lampsakos, 1 39
Land tenure, 35-38, 6�, 84, 1 90, 1 93
Lang, Andrew, 1 05
Lasos, 1 43 , 1 82
Laurion : see Mines.
Law, codification of, 3 2 , 72, 1 9 1
Leaves, ritual contact with, 97, 1 07, 1 09,
1 2 2, 1 28, 1 29, 1 3 1 , 1 56
Leitourgfa, 2 1 8, 2 1 9
Lemnos, 286
Lenaia, 1 39, 2 2 5
Lenin, 307

Love, Orphic conception of, 1 46
Lover, initiatory, 97, g8, 342-43
Lutheranism, 1 52
Lycia, 1 7, 26, 38, 40, 55, 56, 57
Lydia, 72, 79, 205
Lykourgos of Athens, 83, 1 43
- of Thrace, 1 34, 1 43, 1 60
Lynkeus, 286
Lysias, 342
Lysistrata, 292
JJadness l/fllerakles, 342, 354
Magi, 28o
Magic, basis of, I 1, 95
Magnificat, 1 49
Mahaffy, 300, 30 1
Mainades, 1 39
Malthus, 345
Man is money, 329
Mannhardt, 1 25, 1 30
Mantineia, 2 1 4
Marathon, 207, 2o8, 209, 229
Mardonios, 2 1 2
Marriage, 1 8, 23, 25, 26, 30, 47, 4-8, 93,
98- 1 0 1 , 1 02, 1 1 2, 1 1 6, 1 1 8, 1 22 , 1 35,
260, 286, 28!r!}5, 3 1 6
Marx, 329
JJask of Anarchy, 322
Materialism, 78, 1 47, 2 70, 3o6, 345-47
Matres Deie, 49
Mean, idea of the, 83, 200-202, 266,
267, 273
Medea, 1 05, 223, 2 24, 2 9 1 , 292, 343, 3 44
Medicine, primitive, 350-54
Megakles, 7 1 , 83, 84, 85, 1 43, 2o8, 209,
212
Megara, 7 1 , Bo, 1 3 7, 20 1 , 2 1 2 , 225, 320
Midas, 79, 329
Melampous, 1 36, 354
Melanesia, 1 1 , 1 4, 25, 94
Meleager, 26, 32
Melenau, 352
Meliastai, 1 38
Melikertes, 1 05
Melisseus, 1 02
JJelleiren, 97, g8, 1 00, 1 1 1
Melos, 344
Menandei, 46

Lesbos, 38, 75, 1 4 1 , 1 42, 1 43

Menelaos, 39, 49, 1 7 1 , 228, 230, 23 1 ,
240, 241

Lesser Mysteries : see Agra.

Men's House, 93, 94, 99, 1 1 0, 1 9 1 , 2 1 9

Lot, 3�42, 1 87, 1 96

Mentes, 29

Love and Strife, 1 45, 1 46, 1 52

M essenger, character of, 1 68, 1 69

I NDEX
Metapontion, 1 97
Methymna, 1 4 1 , 1 43
Mltoikoi, !:!75
Mltron, 50, 73, 7 7
Mexico, 46, 9 5
Miletos, 7 6, Bo, 9 9 , 1 47, 1 5!Z, !Z06, !Z l 8,
346
Millar, 3
Miltiades, !Z07-!Zo9, !Z l !Z, !Z 1 9, 3o!Z
M ilton, 3!Z!Z, 36o
Mimetic ritual, 1 1 , 1 5, 1 8, 59, g6, l !Z!Z,
1 3 7, 1 7!Z , 1 83 , !Z!Z!Z, 360
Mines, 39, 8 1 , 83, 1 43, 1 44, 1 4g-5 1 . •

!:175, 355
Minoan culture, 26, 27, 33, 55, 6 1 , 66
Minos, 55, !Z 6 1
Minyas, 1 33, 1 36
Mixed farming, 9
Modes, musical, 1 76, 353
Moira, 36-5 1 , 73, 77, 1 1 8, 1 47, 1 48, 1 56,
1 93 , !Z60, !Z63, !Z77, 346
Moirai, 36-55, !Z59, !Z6o, !Z7!Z, 3 1 0
Money, 7g-8o, 86, 3!:!8-330
Monody, 75, 1 74
Monostrophic form, 1 73, 1 74
Morgan, 3, !Z4, !Z5, 40
Moschion, 3 1 7
Mother goddess, !Z6, !Z7, 1 03, 350, 355
Mumming-plays, 1 70, 1 8 1
Murray, !Z !Z 7 , 3!Z 1
Mycenz, 55, 57, 60, 6!:!
Mysteries of Agra : see Agra .
- of Eleusis : see Eleusinian Mysteries.
Mystery-plays, 1 7 7, 1 8 1
Myth and ritual, 58, 59, 96, 97, l !Z I
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Oath , ordeal by, 3!Z, 33, !Z64
Obscenity, l l !Z , 1 70, !Z !Z I , !Z!Z!Z
Ocean, god of, 1 45, 30 1 , 303, 307,
3og- 1 1 , 3 1 4- 1 5
Octave, !ZOO
Odysseus, 39, 57, 58, 69, 1 7 1 , !Z30, !Z3 1
CEdipus, 3!Z, 49, 1 78, !Z!Z7, !Z8 1 , !Z8!Z ,
337-4 1
<Edipus Tyrannus, !Z!Z7, 3o!Z, 33 7-41
O inomaos, 1 06
Ojibwa, 95
O leiai, 1 33 , 1 38
Olympia, 50, 56, 1 06- 1 0, 1 1 5, l !Z!Z , 1 35,
1 36, 1 56, !Z6o, 300
Olympus, !Z6, 4 1 , 43 , 58, 59, 1 04, !Z99

Onomakritos, 143, 1 45
Orchomenos, 55, 1 3!Z , 1 33, 1 3 5 , 1 36
Ordeals, 3!Z, 9!Z, 93, 98, 99, 1 1 5, 1 !:18,
1 3 1 , 1 33, !:164, 300
Oresteia of ..£ schylus XV, 49, 1 0 1 , 1 66,
1 75, 1 78, !Z!Z6, !Z!Z8, !:1 93-95 , 3 1 5 , 33!:!,
333-37, 35 1 , 357
- of Stesichoros, !Z3!Z
Orestes XV, 3!Z, 46, 1 0 1 , 1 66, 1 77 , 1 79,
!Z94, 33!Z-36, 3 5 1
Orestes, 1 68
Orpheus, 1 34, 1 4!Z , 1 43 , 1 5!Z
Orphism IX, 1 8, 46, 1 04, 1 1 1 , 1 1 4, 1 97,
1 98, 1 99, !Zo3 , !Z60, !Z6 1 , !Z99, 306, 345,
346 , 355, 356
O rthagoras, 8o
Oschophoria, l !Z9
Osiris, 1 3 6

Names, 45, 9 1 , 9!Z, 1 04, 1 06, 35!Z, 353
Natureingang, l !Z5
Nausithoos, 37 , 38
Naxos, 1 34-35, 1 58
Necessity : see Aminke.
Nestor, 1 7
Next-of-kin, 1 90, !Z8g, !Zgo
Nietzsche, l !Z I
Nikias, 3!:16
Nilsson, 35, 6!Z, 1 3!Z, 1 36
Ninon, 1 g8

Palaikastro, 1 O !Z
Palaimon, 1 06
Pan, !:! 74
Panathenaia, 84, !Z75, !Z 7 7
Pandora, !Z98
Pangaion, 64, 1 34, 1 43, 1 44
Papathanasiou, Aspasia, !Z77
Parabasis, !Z25-!Z6
Pare•, 36, 48
Paris, !Z30, !Z36, !:2 37-4 1 , 2 74
Parmenides, 1 47 , 347
Parodos, 1 75, 1 8o, !Z!Z6
Paros, expedition to, !Z08

N6mos, 5 1

Pastoral society, 9, 1 3 , 1 7, 1 8, !Z8, !Z9, 50

Nonnos, 1 3 !Z

Pausanias of Sparta, !:1 1 2- 1 4

Nomen, 36, 46, 49

Peisistratidai, 83, 1 43, 1 44, !Z07

Nothing too much, 73, 74, 83, 1 09, !Z38,
3!Z8, 3!Z9

Peisistratos, 83, 85, 1 1 0, 1 4 1 , 1 43, 1 45,
1 55, 1 8!Z , 1 88, 1 9!Z , !Z07, !Z l 7

Nymphs, 4 1 , 1 35

Pelias, 1 05, !Z!Z4
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I N D EX

Pelopidai, I 77
Pelops, ! 06, I o7, ! 08, 1 09, 230, 334
Penelope, 44, I 7 I
Pentheus, I 30-32, I 34• I 56, I 5 7, I 69,
I 70, 354
Penthilidai, 80
Periandros, I 4 I -42
Perigoune, I 7
Perikles, 2 79, 326, 328, 343
Periplteia, I 76, I 8o, 33 I
Perjury, 32, 2 7 2
Persephone, 1 1 I , I 45
Perseus, I 34
Persians, I 67, I 68, 25 I , 27g-8 I , 302
Peru, 95
Peterloo, 322
Ph acacians, 37, 75
Phaleron, 208
Phallus, I 28, 224, 225
Phanes, 1 04, I 45
Pharmak6s, I 2 9, I 35
Phemios, 60
Pherekydes, I 32
Philaidai, 207, 209, 2 I 2
Philemon, 320
Philolaos, 20 I
Phrenicians, 62, 72
Phoinix, 57
Phrdter, 25, 27, 28
Phratry, 25, 29, 58, I OO, I 88, I 93• 2 6 I
Phrygia, 72 , 7 9 , 1 03, I 76, 355
Phrynichos, 2 I B, 279
Phyll, 2 5
Phylobasileus, I 8 7
Physkoa, ! 08
Phytalidai, I 29
Pickard-Cambridge, 3, I 58, I 59, I 69,
I 70, 2 I g--24, 349
Pindar, 37, 38, 74-75, B I , 86, 1 09, I 58,
I 59· I 73 . I 82, 346
Pittakos, Bo, I 42
Plato : his ideal state, 345 ; on justice,
2 70, 2 7 I ; on the Korybantes, 35 I ,
357 ; o n the Mysteries, 1 1 3, 1 1 6 ; on
poetical inspiration, 357 ; on property,
269 ; on prophltes, I 7 I , I 72 ; on the
soul, I 47, I 5 I ; on tragedy, 350, 359 ;
sold as a slave, 343
Pleiades, 232
Plutarch ; on Dionysus, I 3 2 , I 33, I 79 ;
o n the Mysteries, I I 3 , I I 5 ; o n primi
tive feasts, 39, 2 I 9; on Spartan educa
tion, 97-gB, I 9 I

Polydamas, I 7 I
Polykrates, I 97, 2o6
Polyncikes, 282, 284, 285
Polynesia, 95, 96
Pompi, I 3 I , I 56, I 5 7, I 62, I 8o, 225, 226
Population of Attica, 325, 326
Porphyry, I I 4
Poseidon, I 8, 37, 56, 73, I O I
Possession, 350-354, 357 , 358
Potlatch, 29
Praisos, I 6
Pratinas, 2 I 9, 220Priam, 38, 62, 245
Private property, 28, 30, 35, 38, 4 I , 5 I ,
66, 70, 77, I 87, 207, 328, 346
Proitos, I 2 I , I 35• I 36, I 6 I , 354
Prometheus XV I I , 359
Prometheus Bound XVI I , I 66, 230, 290,
294
Prosecution, Attic term for, 3 I
Protagoras, 3 I 9
Proteus, 228
Prytanefon, 70, I o7, 1 09, I 56, 2 I 8, 2 I 9
Psycho-analysis, 359
Puchstein, I Bo
Purification, 69, 92, I I 2, l I 4, I 35, I 36,
1 62, 23 I , 232, 26 I , 272 , 350, 35 I , 356,
358
Pursuit, ritual, I 34--37
Pylades, I 66, 248, 253, 255
Pythagoras ; his life, I 9 7 ; on justice,
3 I 8 ; on the mean, 2 0 I
Pythagoreanism, 46, I I 3 , I 97--203, 264,
268, 2 7 I , 2 79, 306, 3 I 8
Pythian Games, 334
Re-birth, I 8, 9 I , 92, 95, I O I , · I o4, I o6,
1 1 8, I 23, 223, 227, 26 I , 286, 353
Reconciliation, I 97, 20 I , 2 I 5, 228, 26o,
264, 2 7 7, 295, 304, 3 I 6, 323, 33 I , 349
Redemption, I 49
Refrain, I 58, I 6o, I 13-76, 263
Revenue, Athenian, 326, 3 2 7
Rhadamanthys, 33
Rhea, I O I , 1 0 7, I 45
Rhodes, 37, 38, 56, I 3 8
Riches have n o limit, 3 2 9
Riddles, I 33, I 78-79
Ridgeway, 3, 35, 290, 29 I , 292
Rivers, 24
Robertson, 292-95
Robertson Smith, 29, 47, I 23

J N D EX
Sabazios, 1 03
Sacred disease, 350
Sacred Marriage, 1 B, 1 07, 1 0B, 1 35-37
St. George, 1 70
S t . Paul, 1 1 4
Salamis, 2 1 2 , 229, 2Bo
Samos, 1 29, 1 39, 1 97 , 206
Sappho, 75, Bo, 1 73 , 1 74
Sarpedon, 50, 6 1
Satyr play, 2 1 7 , 2 1 g-23, 226--2 B , 352
Satyrs, 1 3B, 2 1 9
Scamander, 1 3 5
Schulz, 1 7B
Secret societies, 1 B, 94-g6, 1 03, 1 22,
1 30-33, 1 3B, 1 B3, 35 1 , 354
Semachidai, 1 44, 1 93
Semele, 1 03, 2 2 6
Semitic, 4 5
Semnai, 2 7 2
Seneca, 232
Serfdom : see Land tenure.
Seven against Thebes, 1 66-69, 230,
2 B 1 -85
Shakespeare, 232, 360
Shamanism, 352 , 354
Sharrukin, 205
Shelley, 30 1 , 32 1 -24, 360
Sheppard, 302, 337
Siberia, 352, 354
Sibyl, 353
Sigeion, B5
Sikyon, 66, Bo, 1 4 1 , 1 5B, 1 B2
Simonides, 86, 1 59, 1 B2
Sisyphos, 1 4B
Skenl, 1 Bo
Sk6lion, 1 74
Sky god, 1 6
Slavery, 29, 67, 1 I I , 1 44, 1 47-5 1 , 1 96,
2 1 5 , 320, 323, 325-2B, 333, 34 1 -45 ,
346 , 347
Sleep of initiation, 92 , 97, 1 0 7 , 1 3 1
Smyrna, 6 1 , 1 2 1 , 1 3 9
"
Sokrates, 35 1 , 357, 35 B
Solon, 3B, 66, B 1 -83, 1 45 , 1 BB, 1 B9, 200,
292, 329
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Speenhamland system, 3 2 2
Spencer and Gillen, 24
Sphinx, 1 7B, 1 79, 2B 1 , 33B
Spinning, 44, 48, 49, 50, 1 47
Stage, 1 Bo
Staphylodromia, 1 2 1
Stdsimon, 1 62 , 1 69, 1 75
Stesichoros, 75, 1 3 2, 1 73, 232
Stichomjthia, 1 78-80
Strymon, 1 43, 1 44
Suffering teaches wisdom, 73, 203, 23B,
2 76, 2 7 7 , 305, 306, 30B
Suppliants of 1Eschylus, 1 66-GB, 1 75,
1 76, 230, 2B7-g5
- of Euripides, 302
Swaddling-bands : see Gnorlsmata
Symbols, mystic, 93, 1 05, I I 1 , I I 3 , 1 7 7,
1 79, 1 9B
Symposium, 3 5 1
Syracuse, 2 I I , 2 2 9 , 343
Taboo, totemic, g- 1 4, 1 6- 1 B
Tainaron, 1 42
Talthybios, 42, 43
Tanagra, 36, 3 7 , 1 33, 1 34
Tantalos, 1 06, 23 1
Taras, 1 42
Tattoo, totemic, 1 7, 45, 1 3B
Taygetos, 1 3B
Tegea, 232
Teiresias, 33B, 340
Tlleios, 1 1 6, 1 1 B
Telemachos, 29, 39
Temenos, 26, 39, 65
Thnenos, 3B, 40, 65-GB
Tempe, 2 1 1
Terpandros, 75
Testamentary disposition, 40, 1 9 1
Tetralogy, disintegration of, 325, 33 1 ,
349
Thales, 75
Theagenes, 7 1 , Bo
Thebes, 1 7, 55, 103, 1 2 1 , 1 5B, 1 79,
2 1 0, 2 B 1 -83 , 337, 33B, 340
Themis, 3 1 B
Themistokles, 39, 207- 1 4, 2 1 B, 279
Theognis, B6, B1, 2 0 1
Thermopylai, 2 1 1

Sophokles : attitude to the Delphic
Oracle, 332, 34 1 ; on money, 329 ;
treatment of chorus, 2 5 1 , 33 1 ; use of
.IEschylus, 332. See titles of plays.

Thersites, 5B

Sophrosjne, 263, 32B

Theseus, 1 7 , 70, 7 1 , 1 35, 2 1 B, 273, 302

Sparta, 65, 66, 97-gB , 1 90-92, 2 1 3 , 2 1 4,
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Thespis, 1 69, 1 Bo

Spartoi, 1 7 , 45, 1 7 7

Thessaly, 56, 60, 66, 1 34 , 1 35, 2 1 0- 1 2

Thesmophoria, 1 1 0, 294, 295
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Thetis, 1 06, 1 34, 3 1 2 , 3 1 6
Thfasos : see Secret societies .
Thirty Tyrants, 3 1 8
Thoas, 287
Thrace, 84, 85, 1 2 1 , 1 34, 1 43, 1 44, 1 49,

207, 355
Thrasyboulos, 80
Thrasymachos, 2 7 1
Thucydides, 55, 70, 7 1 , 344
Thyestes, 230, 23 1 , 245
Thyiades, 1 2 1 , 1 38, 1 39
Tierney, 2 6 1
Titans, 4 1 , 1 03-5, 1 45, 1 46, 309, 3 1 0
Tithes, 68
Torch races, 1 1 0, 3 1 5
Totem, individual, 46, 95 : see Da£mon.
Totemism I, 45, 46, 49, 74, 95, 1 48, 1 83,
1 84, 224
Tragoidia, 2 1 7
Trausoi, 355
Triadic form, 1 73 , 1 74
Tribes, Attic, 1 94-g6
Triptolemos, 1 1 0
Triton, 1 34

Trittjs.
Trochaic, 1 70, 220
Troizen, 2 1 2, 232
Trojan Women, 344
Troy, siege of, 56, 2 3 1
Truck system, 3 2 2
Tudors, 84, 1 8 1
Tyche, 346, 347
Tyranny, VI, 7 1 , 72, 76, 1 4 1 -43, 1 87,
1 88, 1 96, 1 97, 202, 205-7, 2 1 3, 247,
30 1 , 302, 303
Universities, 1 00, 1 1 6

Urukagina, 205
Usener, 1 69
Usury, 8 1
Vassalage, 5 7 , 58, 65
Veil, 1 1 2, 1 26, 256
Vendetta, 3 1 , 76, 78
Wade-Gery, 43, 70, 7 1 , 82
Waggon of Dionysus, 1 57, 1 80
Walker, 208
Wealth, aristocratic idea of, 8o
Webster, Hutton, 93, 94, 1 1 0, 1 72
Weniger, 1 06-7
Wheel, Orphic, 1 48, 1 98, 299
Wilamowitz, 229, 290
Wiradthuri, 1 05
Witchcraft, 30
Women, status of, 1 3- 1 4, 50, 1 1 0, 1 24,
1 39, 1 62, 1 83, 1 87-g2 , 268, 269, 287,
2 9 1 -g3, 295, 34 1 , 342-45, 356
Xanthippos, 208, 209
Xanthos and Melanthos, 1 69, 225
Xerxes, 209, 2 1 0, 2 1 2, 2 79-&>, 33 1
Yukumbil, 1 4
Zeus : birth, 1 0 1-3, 1 0 7 ; king, 4 1 , 58 ;
relation to Dionysus, 1 03-4, 1 2 1 ; to
Hera, 26, 27, 50, 1 1 6, 1 37, 3 1 6 ; to the
Moirai, 50, 259, 264, 2 70, 2 7 7, 3 1 0 ;
to t h e oak, 1 6 ; to Poseidon, 37, 73 ; at
Dodona, 27, 56 ; Kappotas, 23 1 , 2 3 2 ;
Lykaios, 1 6 ; at Praisos, 1 6 ; Teleios,
1 1 6, 234

